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ORIGIN OF THE MERINO SHEEP.

a paper read before the boston society of natural history.

By George Wm. Bond.

It is strange that the origin of the race of sheep which is most

prized the world over, and of which its native country, Spain,

is justly proud, should be entirely unknown. In the absence

of knowledge, various theories have been handed down to us.

Some suppose its origin dates too far back to be traced, or that

it is a peculiar race, indigenous to Spain. The more general

belief is, that it is the result of a cross made by the Moors

with sheep imported by them from Africa, in the eighth cen-

tury, and from time to time afterwards, with the native sheep

that they found in Spain. Others believe that it was created

by crossing the black and colored sheep of Spain, so well known

when the Eoman Empire was in its glory, with white rams im-

ported by the Saracens from the East, in order that they might

have the material required for their white garments.

The idea that it is an indigenous race is based upon the

accounts given by Pliny, Columella, and Strabo, who flourished

at the commencement of the Christian era. They state that

the Romans obtained beautiful wool from Boetica, and Turde-

tania in Spain, and Tarentum, in Italy. Mr. Youatt, the

most popular modern writer on sheep, in a note upon the

ancient Spanish races, very satisfactorily, I think, shows that

the wool which Rome in those days obtained from Spain was

that of the colored sheep referred to above. None of the

ancient writers speak of any white wool having come from

that quarter. It is true that Columella tells us that his uncle

obtained white rams from Africa, but nowhere speaks of any

white wool of his uncle's race having been imported into Rome.

Nor can Strabo have referred to any such, as he probably

died before the day of the said uncle of Columella. He says :

—

" Of the races, the Milesian, Calabrian, and Apulian were considered

best for us ; and, of these, the Tarentine were the best. Now, the Gal-

lican are the most valuable ; and chief of these, the Altinates. The



white color is the best, as also it is the most useful ; because many things

are made from it which cannot be from the others. There are also

other kinds of considerable value,— black and dark-colored, which

abound in Italy, at Pollentia, in Boetica, at Corduba; also in Asia,

reddish, which they call ' eruthrous.' But there are also other varieties

in this kind of sheep ; for when wild rams of admirable color were

brought to the city of Cadiz from the neighboring part of Africa, to

be used in gladiatorial exhibitions, like other beasts, my uncle, M,

Columella, a man of rare talent and an illustrious farmer, purchased

them, placed them in his fields, and put them to his choice sheep, after

taming them. These first brought forth hairy lambs, but of the color

of the father, which afterwards were themselves put to Tarentine

sheep, and produced rams with a more delicate fleece. From these

again, whatever was conceived retained the softness of the mother, and

the color of the father and ancestors. On this account Columella said,

whatever characteristics there might be in beasts returned in a miti-

gated form through the grandson. To this proposition I may return.

Therefore, there are two kinds of sheep,— soft, and hairy. ... If you

want white wool, always choose the whitest males ; since dark are often

born from white ; white are never generated from red or black."—
Columella, lib. vii. 1.

Pliny and Strabo both say that the wool grown in the neigh-

borhood of Tarentum and Canusium was the best ; next, that of

Apulia ; and, third, that of Miletus and Laodicea.

Strabo says, that formerly the best for cloths often v^rere

obtained from Turdetania ; but now that of far exceeding beauty

comes from Asia, from the country of the Coraxi, whence breed-

ing rams are purchased at a very high price.*

The sheep of Tarentum were undoubtedly of the Colchican

breed, and were imported by the Greeks when that was a Gre-

cian colony. According to Pliny, they were called Greek ; and

Strabo tells us that in Greece the same race abounded, and was

sometimes called Tarentine. The Tarentum wool is described

as long and smooth. The Colchican wool is still beautiful for

its whiteness, — a quality which must have been appreciated by

the Romans as well for their white togas as for their superiority

* The Coraxi were a warlike race, living at the foot of Caucasus, near

Colchis.



for receiving brilliant dyes. The Apulian wool, Youatt says,

was of very short staple. Martin says the Greek sheep were

of two very distinct varieties : one had wool smooth and long

;

and the other had a short, wavy wool. The first, of great deli-

cacy, which it was difficult to save from degeneracy. These

two characteristics are still found in the wool of different races

of Greece, though little of the Colchican character now comes

from there. The Apulian wool may have been of a race

similar to that which now comes from Salonica and Adrianople,

but more probably like that of Miletus.

It is not probable that the sheep of Colchis and those of

Miletus and Laodicea were materially different from those now

found in those countries ; and to-day the wools bear about the

same relation to one another in beauty and fineness which they

did when these Roman writers described them. There was, of

course, such difference as should have arisen from the superior

care bestowed upon them,— far greater than that bestowed on

sheep in modern times. The practice of clothing the sheep

undoubtedly tended to make the wool finer ; though, as admitted,

it made the Tarentine a very feeble race. Experiments in

clothing sheep, made in later times, show both of these same

results. In Young's " Annals of Agriculture," quoted by

Youatt, it is stated :
" The improvement in regard to the qual-

ity of the wool was very great, and fully justifies the accounts

handed down to us by ancient writers of the advantages of

that practice."

Columella describes the wool of Tarentum as fine, long,

lustrous, and soft. All these characteristics it is reasonable to

suppose the Colchican wool, thus improved, to have possessed.

There is no reason to believe, from any statements of these

wi'iters, that the Roman praises of the Spanish wool referred to

any other than the fine-colored wools of that country,* or that

any of the wools with which they were familiar equalled in

fineness and beauty that of the merino race. The term " beauty
"

in speaking of wool, is purely relative and is given to that best

* See what is before quoted from Columella.



known by any people as most perfectly adapted to the uses

they themselves would make of it. Chambon, an oft-quoted

French author, in 1810, quotes Daubenton, the distinguished

introducer of the merino sheep into France, as saying that the

wools of that race are the most precious known after those of

Syria. He probably obtained his ideas of the Syrian wools

from some of the ancient writers before referred to. Chambon

also excepts those of the Usbeck Tartars, which Olearius says

surpass all others. This Olearius describes as grayish and

long, curled at the ends with little white ringlets, and is un-

doubtedly the same as is now imported on skins, and known

and admu'ed under the name of Astrachan fur. This shows

how little reliance can be placed on comparative statements

made at a time and under circumstances with which we are not

familiar.

The next theory, and that most generally accepted, is that

the merino race was introduced by the Moors, by importing

rams from Africa. This view is held by such distinguished

writers as Lasteyrie, Tessier, Weckherlin, Eisner, Janke,

Martin, Sanson, Moll, and Youatt ; but it is generally admitted

that no sheep of Africa have been known which had wool

resembling the merino, and many of these writers think that

these rams were imported to improve the Churros, or coarse

sheep of Spain. Moll and Guyot say :
" It is nevertheless

true, that the African sheep has never shown in its fleece, wool

fine and extra fine, t— the essential qualities of the merinos of

Spain." On the other hand, it is very similar to the wool of

the Churros sheep ; and much of the common wool of Spain

at this day so closely resembles the wools of Morocco that it

requires an expert to distinguish them. Still, it is impossible

to say, that, under a new climate, crossed with the Tarentine *

sheep carried to Spain by the uncle of Columella, who is the

first person recorded as having imported African rams, the

beautiful merino race may not have been produced ; but such a

result is contrary to the convictions of nearly all those who

have studied the progress of development of sheep races.

* Youatt and other writers admit that this was a very feeble race.



It is thus seen that there is no evidence to support the first

proposition ; viz., that the merino is a race indigenous to Spain,

and further, that, in the absence of such evidence, nearly all the

recognized authorities in such matters have come to the con-

clusion that it is a race which was created by the Arabs ; al-

though all who refer to the character of the African sheep

admit that no race has been known in that country which pro-

duced wool with the characteristics of the merino, and no one

adduces any evidence to prove such an origin, while some of

the most distinguished admit that there is no such evidence.

There is an old legend to the effect, that, when the Arabs

first came to Spain, finding there nothing but black and colored

sheep, and wanting white wool for their shawls, they imported

white rams from the East to cross with them. The Arabian

sheep were known to be covered with a very coarse hair ; and

this theory of the origin of the merino seems to have found

few advocates.

E. Martin, a French writer,— in what year I cannot tell,

as his book bears no date,— shows the reasonableness of this

theory among others, and I therefore transcribe it.

" These details upon the principal varieties of the common race of

Europe are sufficient to assign to it a medium rank between the races

whose fleeces resemble hair and the Spanish race called merino, which

is particularly distinguished from all others by the abundance and

beauty of its wool. This race— of which the origin is unknown, and

which we shall call the Spanish race, because the date of its existence

in this country goes back certainly to the Middle Ages— presents in the

form of its head and the size of its bones sufficiently striking resem-

blance to the races of Afi-ica and Asia for it to be regarded as prob-

able that it has the same country as these races, and that it was only

transported into Spain in the progress of civilization and commerce, at

an epoch the record of which has not been preserved.

'• This opinion — which is very generally spread without any author

having brought sufficient evidence to prove it, and which some persons

combat, observing that they have no knowledge that there exists in

Africa or Asia any similar race — we may regard as very probable

from various considerations connected with this subject, which we pro-

ceed to state.
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" The people who inhabited Asia Minor, and who had carried all the

industrial arts to the highest degree of perfection, possessed, even

before the rise of civilization with the Greeks, different varieties of

sheep, whose wool was of a very high price, and employed to manu-

facture the most beautiful tissues. These varieties, which were trans-

ported into Greece at the epoch of its civilization, penetrated soon into

the southern parts of Italy, where the Greeks had established many

colonies ; and, as they had been nourished there for many ages at the

epoch when the dominion passed to the Romans, these last designated

under the name of the Greek race the particular race of sheep which

they found in the Greek colonies of Italy.

" The Greek race comprised two very distinct varieties, as before

quoted. The one bore a wool glossy and long ; the other, short and

crimped or undulated. The first, of great delicacy, which it was diffi-

cult to prevent fiom degenerating, was kept constantly covered, and

required multiplied and minute care; the second demanded equally

great care, although it was not customary to clothe it, and it could

only be kept with advantage in the best cultivated pastures. Far

more exacting, it required choice pastures, and fodder composed of

cultivated grasses; and it was only by the aid of the most select

nourishment its degeneracy could be prevented.

" This variety, of which the wool was undulating and very fine, had

a thick-set body with a considerable weight under a small volume, and,

as far as we can judge, presented the strongest traits of resemblance

with the race that is called to-day the Spanish. All this makes it

credible that it should be the primitive source of the merino; and that

it is the original race of Asia which the Greeks went to find in Col-

chis, whence they brought their rams during many ages, and which

the Romans finally called the Greek race, and which has preserved

itself in the pastures of Spain without experiencing any remarkable

change.*

" The certainty which one has that a similar race existed formerly in

Asia, in Greece, and in Italy, and the proof that one has that it also

existed in Spain, whence the Romans brouglit for a long time rams,

and ^where it had without doubt been transported by the Tyrians,t

renders the opinion extremely reasonable which considers the Spanish

* Martin liere confounds the races ; for that which he says resembles the

Spanish race, evidently was not the Colchican, but tlie Apuliau, which more

resembled the Milesian or Laodicean.

t Of this we find no evidence.



race tlie same as this ancient race of which we speak ; and this opin-

ion will not be less probable when, instead of referring the introduc-

tion of the merino in Spain to the epoch of the commercial powers of

tlie nations, we trace it only to the times of the Arabs. There would

be nothing astonishing in effect if that race, which in consequence of

the devastations of barbarians was extinguished in Greece and Italy

and in all of the countries of Europe which possessed it, should have

been preserved yet some time in Asia, its first birthplace, and should

have been transported into Spain by the Arabs when they established

their religion, their arts, and their customs in that country."— Martin,

Betes a Laine, p. 36.

Heinrieh Janke expresses the same opinion, if any thing more

strongly ;* but neither give any evidence in support of this

theory.

M. Payere de Cere, who was a distinguished agriculturalist

employed by the French government in 1808 to bring 600

merinos to Spain, in a note to his history of that importation,

says, as evidence against tlieir having been introduced by the

Moors, " One circumstance which has been recorded by his-

torians destroys all probability of this supposition, in apprising

us that in the ninth century the caliphs of Persia and Africa sent

to Charlemagne a quantity of Spanish wool, as a present

worthy, on account of its extreme beauty, to be offered to a

great prince."

So far from this being an argument against it, it seems to be

in its favor. The Moors may, then, for a century, or nearly

that time, have established and have been improving the race

;

and the excellence to which in that time they had brought the

* Now, had the Moors brought here from the East the fashion of white

clothing, which was made of the white wool of Arabia and Soutliern Asia, it is

not surprising tliat tliey should have endeavored to change to white tiie black

sheep that they found all over Spain, that they might in this country fur-

nisli themselves with their accustomed white mantles. So it must have been the

Moors who, by importing white rams from the East, introduced white wool into

Spain, and thus at tlie same time, through this crossing, have laid tlie founda-

tion of tlie noble race of merino sheep, wiiich has procured for this land in

modern times such marked celebrity. — Translated from " Der Woolproduc-

tion unserer Erde," &c., von Heinrieh Janke, Breslau, 1864, p. 50.
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fibre would for its novelty have made it more likely to have

been selected for a present to the greatest ruler of the age.

In less than half a century from the introduction of merinos

into Saxony, an improved race was established, which Spain

never equalled.

In the absence of direct evidence, perhaps some facts which

can be weighed in the scales of modern science may help to

elucidate this long-vexed question.

Darwin, in his work on "Animals and Plants under Domesti-

cation," speaks of the Mauchamp race of sheep in France as

an accidental race. It originated from a hairy lamb which,

when its first hair was shed, had a long silky fleece, with very

few undulations and of great brilliancy. Having often heard

of the birth of such hairy lambs in merino flocks in various

localities, I concluded that there must be some general cause for

such offspring, and that Mr. Graux's was not an accidental case ;

but one under some general law, and therefore not properly to

be called accidental. Such lambs are generally regarded as

monsters and valueless ; and to Mr. Graux alone, in his day, is

due the honor of having persevered in the creation of a new

race. To all sheep naturally belong the double covering of

hair and wool. The merino sheep is undoubtedly an animal

which, by some accidental or intentional treatment, has lost its

hair. Traces of it are almost always to be found in the foetal or

infant state, but it is generally lost before the third month of

its existence ; and it is said that, when such sheep are carried into

the Torrid Zone, that after a few generations, if neglected, they

lose their wool and regain their hair.* It is therefore not at all

unnatural that at times lambs should be born which retain it

;

especially if it should be found that, from one ancestral type,

however remote, they were in a great degree entitled to it.

M. Lefour, a recent French writer on the sheep, thus describes

the Mauchamp, and gives his testimony to the frequent occur-

rence of such hairy lambs :
—

* In Darwin, "Animals under Domestication," i. p. 124, "Dr. Nicholson of

Antigua informs me, that after the third generation the wool disappears from

the whole body, except over the loins, and the animal then appears like a goat

with a dirty door-mat on its back."
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" There are sometimes born in merino flocks lambs covered with a

kind of fane or wool, glossy and silky. Tliis fact, which occurred in a

flock of M. Bourgeois, formerly director of Rambouillet, in another in

the neighborhood of Villeneuve-l'Archeveque, and which we have

ourselves observed in a flock near D'Oulchy-le-Chateau, has given birth

to the race Merinos-Mauchamp, so named from the farm of Mau-

champ (Aisne). In 1828, M. Graux, farmer of that establishment,

observed in his flock a male lamb distinguished from the others by its

sleek and brilliant wool, of which we are about to speak. This pecu-

liarity, which would have passed unperceived in other circumstances,

borrowed, from the zeal which had then taken possession of some

growers for the production of long and beautiful wools, an importance

which did not escape M. Graux. He saw in it a type to create. He
employed, since 1829, the young ram for the reproduction of his flock ;

and obtained, in 1830, two individuals with silky wool,— one male and

one female. The lambing of 1831 produced four males and one

female. Finally, in 1833, M. Graux possessed rams enough of silky

wool for his whole flock.

" The attention of the minister of agriculture w^as called to this new
type by M. Yvart; and from that M. Graux received from the State,

encouragement, which aided him to accomplish his work. The new

race had a defective conformation : the head heavy, the neck long, the

breast narrow, the knees crooked, the wool itself offered little homo-

geneity. The progress of the flock was nevertheless very slow ; and,

among a hundred and fifty-thi'ee lambs of the season of 1847-48,

twenty-two still presented the characters of the primitive merino.

Nevertheless, the coupling of the rams and ewes of the silky wool

gave from the beginning a wool similar to that of their parents. This

important fact led successively the flock to a certain degree of uniform-

ity. An intelligent selection brouglit also some amelioration in the

form; giving more breadth to the loins, diminishing the volume of the

head, of which the horns were suppressed by the perseverance with

which the rams which were provided for them were reformed.

" Thanks to a very abundant regime, the animals have acquired

more size and weight, and at the same time a precocity equal

at least to that of the merinos of Rambouillet. M. Graux's son, who,

in passing from the farm of Mauchamp to that of Juvincourt, very

near the other, has continued the work of his father, and lias labored

to impress on the animals of his flock the size and form which bring

them veiy near to that of good ordinary merinos. The lamb can

attain, at three years, 80 to 90 kilograms ; the fat sheep of the same
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age, 50 kilograms ; the yearlings, 40 to 45 kilograms ; the ewes. 30 to

35 kilograms. Tlie rendition of the wool in grease, is five to six for

a hundred pounds live weight, producing thirty-three per cent of mer-

chantable wool.

"This wool, which, in consequence of the small quantity produced,

has not a commercial value, has been sold at 7 to 8 F. per kilogram,

washed on the back. The peculiar character of the Mauchamp wool

is a certain brilliant lustre and a silky touch. It is not completely

straight, but presents four to six undulations to the centimetre. The

fineness of fibre is equal to that of the common merino.

" The fleece is moderately close, clear, and even-flowing in many

subjects; the staj^le is pointed; and the fleece requires some care lest

it should deteriorate upon the animal. The fibre leaves nothing to

desire for elasticity and suppleness ; and in working, it is generally

mixed with other wools, and then forms an excellent wool for warps.

Its rendition in combing is high, and many manufacturers— MM.
Bietry, Fortier, Davin— have employed it with success, in the manu-

facture of shawls and lustre stuffs."— Lefour^ Le Moiiton, p. 151.

To Mr. Davin belongs the credit of having established, by

persevering experiments, the high character and value of this

race.

Some time since, a sample of wool was sent to me by a gen-

tleman in New York, for an opinion as to what it i-eally was.

He received it as Arabian wool ; but this was doubted. I at

once saw that it was such as should grow on Arabian sheep,

raised under favorable circumstances. It had the appearance of

very coarse hair ; but under that was found a straight, silky

wool, of marvellous beauty, almost exactly resembling the wool

of the Mauchamp sheep. This I stated, and showed to you by

specimens some time since. I have now obtained some skins of

the same race, which are here upon the table, — one of which

shows only coarse hair, on a casual observation ; another shows

a little wool ; and the third in some parts appears remarkably

woolly and beautiful, and under the hair of each of them is found

pucli wool. The wool has very few undulations, but is exceed-

ingly fine— fine even as the choicest Saxony— and very brilliant.

The specimens which have been measured under the niicroscopc

^^'® TlW ^^ 2 oVo of ^" "^*^^ ^" diameter. I regret that I can
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find no description of the race of sheep from which such skins

come. Tiiesc skins, I find, known to the trade as " white

heads," and others known as " bhick heads," are well known to

the leather trade ; and both kinds frequently come to this port from

the Red Sea. Dr. Fitzinger very accurately describes the black

heads, but says nothing of the others. The white skins are

invoiced " Mecca ;
" and the black, " Yemen." A gentleman from

Salem, Mr. Emerton, extensively engaged in trade with John

Bertram, Esq., to Aden and Zanzibar, hearing through Mr.

Eice, the United States Appraiser at this port, of my interest in

these sheep, very generously, on the suggestion of Mr. Rice,

brought out last summer a pair of the Yemen sheep, supposing

it to be the race wanted. They are similar, have the same

coarse hair and fine wool ; but, coming from a very hot country,

have but little of it, and frequently lose the wool entirely.

These sheep, with two lambs, are now in the Zoological Garden,

at Philadelphia, where experiments can be made with them,

which may prove of great scientific intei-est.

As Dr. Fitzinger says, there is nothing in their size and form

very different from the common merinos, except their black

heads, and a great deposit of fat upon the rump and tail.

Whether the Mecca (white head) sheep have this same fatty

deposit, I know not.

In endeavoring to ascertain, from one of our Australian visitors

to the Centennial Exposition, whether any of the Mauchamp
sheep existed in Australia, as I had seen lustrous fine wools

which came from there, I learned from him that Mr. J. L.

Currie, of St. Kilda, near Melbourne, had from a hairy lamb

created a race similar to what I described the Mauchamp to

be.

I immediately opened a correspondence with that gentleman,

and herewith present his letters as strong confirmatory evidence

of the theory that I had founded upon the resemblance between

the Mauchamp and the Arabian.
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EiLDOx, Gret Street, St. Kilda (Victoria), Dec. 12, 1876.

Geo. Wm. Bond, Esq.

Dear Sir,— I have now the pleasure to reply to your letter of

July 20th, and also to intimate that I have handed to Mr. D. Sherry

a small package of samples taken from my flock of silky or lustre

merino. You will observe a want of uniformity in the samples, which

can only be corrected by a long course of careful selection. Among
them, you will find one from a " lamb six months old," which is very

similar to the samples you were kind enough to send me from the

Arabian sheep ; and which would, in some degree, bear out the theory

of reversion. Instances are very frequent of lambs, at an earlier age,

having a quantity of coarse hair ; but I do not remember ever having

seen one retain it so long, and to such a marked degree.

The lamb is of the ordinary merino type. I have put it aside for

inspection next shearing time, and will then have pleasure in reporting

to you, and sending a sample.

And now with regard to the first appearance of the silky type. I

must go back to the historical introduction of the merino sheep into

the Australian colonies.

Briefly, this occurred towards the end of the last century, and the

source from which they were derived was a small flock, presented by

the king of Spain to George III. of England,— I believe the highest

type of the breed.

A few of both sexes were procured, by a Captain McArthur, and

introduced into Australia ; and from that source all the best flocks now

in existence in the colonies are sprung.

About thirty years ago, I was fortunate enough to procure ten rams,

of very high class, from this flock. After this, I occasionally observed

cropping out a peculiar sheep, with a bright, silvery, delicate-looking,

lustrous fleece, straight and long in the fibre, showing a most marked

peculiarity,— the wool being more like delicate, fine, lustrously white,

silky hair. In classing the ewes for breeding purposes, these were

generally rejected, on account of their delicate appearance and sup-

posed delicate constitution. At last it occurred to me that it might be

worth while to see if any thing could be made of them ; and, about ten

years since, on the appearance of a ram with this chai'acteristic very

decidedly marked, I collected a few ewes, and put him with them.

The samples sent are from the pi-ogeny of this coupling.

The result, so far, has been the establishment of a breed with very

marked characteristics ; viz., a long, lustrous, straight wool, a heavier
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fleece, and a larger, more symmetrical, and more vigorous sheep. It

has not been followed out by any one but myself; but, on inquiry, I

find that among all flocks sprung from the same source (the Spanish

merino) animals having the same characteristics have been observed.

The fair inference, therefore, is that it is to the Spanish merino it is

due ; whether reversion to a lost type, or nature under difl^erent condi-

tions developing a different and higher type, must, I think, be matter

of conjecture. Since seeing tlie samples of Mauchamp-merino wool

which you so kindly sent, I have no doubt that the sheep from which

that breed was produced, and those to which I refer, are essentially of

the same character, from the similiarity of their wool, and fi-om being

procured by or from the same influence ; which, from its frequent repe-

tition, I cannot regard as a freak of nature, but must be sought for

from other causes,— either reversion or a higher development.

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

John L. Currte.

EiLDON, Grey Street, St. Kilda (Victoria), July 18, 1877.

Geo. Wm. Bond, Esq.

Dear Sir,— I have to apologize for not sooner replying to your

letter of March 19th, duly received. I have to thank you for the two

papers you kindly sent me ; also, your valuable pamphlet, " Classifica-

tion of Wool." I hope that long ere this the samples of wool have

reached you ; also, a copy of " The Australasian," containing an account

of the " Larra merino" (Australia Mauchamp), in which I am sure

you will be interested. In case the paper may not have reached you,

I send by same mail which takes this a duplicate copy.

One of my reasons for delaying to write was the hope that I might

not be the bearer of bad news ; and I am sure, from the scientific inter-

est which you show in this matter, it will be bad news to you to hear

that my six-months'-old hairy lamb has disappeared. A most rigorous

seai'ch has now been made through my own flocks, without avail, un-

less he may yet turn up in some of my neighbors', which, during the

last very severe season of drought, were running pretty well all abroad.

I must with great regret in the interest of ovine science consider him

lost.

And now to I'eply to the query in your letter: 1st. The silky wool

to which you refer, from Swan River (not Sydney), does throw very

interesting light on the subject. About the year 1866, I sent four or

five rams to that colony ; and one of them had the lustre character to a

marked degree. 2d. I have heard that a few sheep of the Mauchamp
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race were imported many years ago to some of the Australian colonies
;

but the report is too vague to have any authority. If even they were.,

they have long ere this been lost trace of, and absorbed in general

flocks. 3d. I have not been able yet to find any recorded information

about the first introduction of sheep into Australia. It is upon record,

and I will look it up. I know this much, however, that it is as you

state : that, when Captain McArthur introduced the merino, some ani-

mals of the sheep kind from various countries— India and the Cape

of Good Hope, to wit,— had been imported. The merinos were kept

pure and distinct ; and to this day a small remnant descended from the

original importation, and said to have been kept pure and unmixed,

still remains. But, no doubt, while this was so, the males of the flock

were distributed by sale, and put to the India and Good Hope ewes.

Excepting the small remnant of aristocratically-descended merino, the

whole of the flock in the Australian colonies must be traced back to

these two sources,— one base and one pure. Whatever advances had

been made in systematic and discriminating breeding were completely

upset by the discovery of gold about twenty years ago, and thereupon

the temporary unhinging of all industries, sheep-breeding not excepted.

4th. I do not think that the silky type comes from this old " base

blood." I have been told by the owner of the blue-blood merino, that

he has often observed it amongst them ; and I have never heard of

its being observed in any flock which had not a strong infusion of that

blood in them.

5th. You ask if Sir S. "Wilson's Ercildoun flocks have any of my
lustre blood in them. In his flocks thei'e is a strong admixture of the

same blood as in my own ; but they have never had any of my lustre

blood. In addition to high breeding, the extreme lustre of the Ercildoun

wool is in some measure due to being grown on granite country and

washed in perfectly soft water.

The six months' hairy lamb had no trace of black about it ; but for

the hair, it was a well-bred-looking lamb.

You may depend upon a sharp lookout being kept for the appear-

ance of any similar one. Both my son and manager have my instruc-

tion to this effect; and, to prevent a similar disappointment should one

make its appearance, I will have it put into the shape of a skeleton as

soon as it is properly developed.

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

John L. Currie.

P. S. I had almost forgotten to say, as a further proof of the simi-
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larity between my lustre and the Mauchamp, that one particular ewe

of mine might have stood for the picture of the Mauchamp ewe in the

" American Cultivator " which you sent me, so striking is the likeness.

J. L. C.

St. Kilda, Nov. 1, 1877.

Geo. Wm. Bond, Esq.

Dear Sir,— I herewith send you some sample locks of wool, which

I doubt not will be of some interest to you ; also, an extract from a

late paper, giving information about the introduction of the merino into

Australia. I hope ere long to be able to send you a full history. Hav-

ing shown my correspondence with you to a gentleman here well qual-

ified, he has undertaken to collect all the information on the subject,

with a view to having placed upon record an event of such importance,

and which has proved the foundation of the material wealth and prog-

ress of Australia. I procured a good deal of information, which I

intended for you ; but, on showing it to him, he asked me to let him

have the use of it for a time.

If he carries out his intention, I will forward you the complete work ;

if not, I will send you what was intended for you, and which I have

referred to in a previous letter.

I have been moving about very much of late, and have mislaid your

last letter, which I consequently cannot reply to, and in which I think

there was some query requiring an answer. I have an impression that

it had reference to the lustre sheep, and the origin of my flock on the

female side.

With regard to the lustre, the experiment is little more than com-

menced; for, though the original ram showed the character in a marked

degree, I had to select ewes for him, many of which showed little

beyond having unusual length of staple. On both sides, male and

female there is yet the disturbing influence of throwing back ; and this

can only be set right by time and care. The basis of all sheep in

Australia, excepting the pure descendants of the Spanish introduced

by McArthur,— amounting, I believe, to not more than a few thousands,

— is the Spanish merino ram upon the nondescript ewe imported from

here, there, and everywhere, about the end of the last century. I

have an impression that in your last letter you asked for information

on this point. I regret that nothing has been seen of the hairy lamb.

If in existence, he must have turned up during the shearing, just about

fiinishing.

I send you under separate cover a photograph of the best style
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of Australian merino ram. He was sold in August last at 270

guineas.

I have sent you various newspapers some time ago, which I trust you

have received ; and you may calculate upon my sending you every thing

on the subject of the merino sheep and wool that appears to me to be of

any consequence.

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

JOHK L. CURRIE.

The reference to the Arabian sheep as the supposed parent

type, in the absence of more exact knowledge of the sheep itself,

is based upon the wool alone, and may not be conclusive ; but it

does render it not improbable that the Arabs imported these or

similar sheep into Spain. As before stated, the skins here shown

have varied proportions of wool and hairs. It is possible that

the Arabians, in the days of their glory, may have, like the

Tarentines, taken such care of their sheep as to have cultivated

the wool to an extent entirely to overcome the hair. That, at

an early date, they did clothe their sheep, there can be no doubt

;

for Pliny says that the best coverings which the Tarentines

had were the same as were common with the Arabs. At all

events, might not such a cover, if used, have rendered the hair

unnecessary for the comfort of the animal, and consequently in

time it have been lost.

We do not know whether this Mecca sheep has the fat deposit

on the rump, &c. If it had, it would be nothing strange if,

•when the sheep lost the hair which had been its outer protec-

tion, this oily matter should have been diverted to the skin, to

furnish the abundant supply of yolk; which, with the merino

sheep, forms a crust that renders the fleece impervious to water

and dampness ; and, according to Eisner, enables it to exist in

all climates.*

In a note to a report of a Commission of the Soci^te Royale

and Centrale d'Agriculture, upon Argali and fat-tailed sheep,

p. 18, it is stated, The deposit of fat is said to be a provision

against times of short nourishment ; and, on removing the sheep

to where this is unnecessary, it becomes obliterated.

* Die Vaterlandische Schafzucht, p. 2.
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In Darwin, i. 124, Pallas says, "The fat-tailed Kirghizian

sheep, when bred for a few generations in Russia, degenerate,

and the mass of fat dwindles away."

Since some of the correspondence with Mr. Currie has been

published, I have heard of several instances of hairy lambs

among choice merino flocks in this country.

I present these facts and theories for your consideration,

hoping that it will lead to further investigation and study of the

subject, not alone for its interest in determining the origin of

the merino race, but also, if proved, as one of the most interest-

ing evidences on record of the tendency of animals to reversion

to an ancestral type, however remote it may be. As, if the

merino was indeed descended from the Arabian, these re-

peated cases of Atavism among them (showing that to have

been their origin) go back eleven centuries, and for an untold

number of generations of so short-lived an animal as the sheep
;

— such a number with the human race would probably reach

back beyond the date given for the creation in the chronology

of the Mosaic record.

Nor is it alone in a scientific view that the evidence here pre-

sented is interesting. It shows that all these many years our

sheep-growers have had the means of improving their flocks,

which they have overlooked and thrown away, when they have

slaughtered lambs which apperead to them unsightly. Mr.

Currie tells that he had done so for years ; and, when at last he

tried the capability of his hairy lambs, he produced a race so

fully recognized as superior to any other in Australia that at

the annual sale of rams at Melbourne, in 1876, one of his lustre

rams sold for 355 guineas ; and, in 1877, one for 270 guineas,

and the whole twenty-five which he offered, brouglit an average

price of ninety-four guineas fifteen shillings. The average for

1876 was sixty-nine guineas fifteen shillings. No other flock

approached these prices.*

* These probably were not all of the lustre merino.













[From the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History,

Vol. XII, December 2, 1868.]

Some Observations on the.Fauna of Madeira."\
By Francis H.'BrDavn, M.D.

We liave in the Library of the Natural History Society but few

references to the Fauna of Madeira and the islands lying in its neigh-

borhood; and until the present year, we have had no specimens

from the island in our cabinets. I therefore propose to give some of

the results of investigation by naturalists who have resided in, or

have visited, the islands, as well as those lists which are at my com-

mand, of the animals in the various departments of Zoology.

Perhaps no region distant from the usual route of tourists has been

so thoroughly worked up as Madeira, for it has been for many years

the resort of invalids, especially from England, and many of these

being scientific men, have passed a part of the hours of their com-

pulsory tarry on the island in studying nature ; and though our own

library is destitute of works on the subject, veiy many have been

written on it, and can be found in the libraries of the Old World.

The situation of the Island of Madeira renders the nature of its

fauna, as well as of its flora, somewhat an equivocal one. Being in

lat. 32° north of the Equator, it lies between the temperate and trop-

ical regions, and its animals are typical of both; those, in fact, of the

countries bordering on the Mediterranean basin, both of Europe and

Africa, and of the Canary Islands. Situated, moreover, at a distance

of nearly four hundred miles from the African coast, it possesses but

few species which are peculiar to the island itself.

Of the Mammalia the number of species is very small; with the

exception of some bats, none are indigenous. The wild goats and

swine mentioned by early voyagers were undoubtedly introduced by

vessels; and the same may be said of the rabbit, black and brown rat

and mouse, which are now abundant. Seals formerly abounded on

the island of Madeira, but are now rarely met with. They are occa-

sionally seen on the neighboring islands. Dr. J. E. Gray, considering

the species the type of a new genus, has given it the name Helio-

pliaca atlantica. The British Museum contains specimens of the

animal.

Of the birds, but one, a wren (Regulus maderensis Harcourt), is

peculiar to the island, and this may be found among the laurels and

arborescent heaths in the least frequented parts of the island. Ac-

cording to the hst of Mr. Harcourt, which is copied below from the

Annals and Magazine of Natural History for June, 1855, about thirty
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birds aVg^iven as breeding in Madeira, and sixty-eight are considered

simply as stragglers from the African coast. African and South

American birds are frequently brought to the island by ships touching

there, and many undoubtedly have escaped and been introduced in

this manner.

BIRDS BEEEDDfG IN MADEIKA.

Falco tinnunculus Linn. Kestrel.

Falco buteo Linn. Buzzard.

Strix flammea Linn. Barn Owl.

Turdus merula Linn. Blackbird.

Sylvia rubecula Lath. Redbreast.

Sylvia atricapilla Lath, Blackcap.

Curruca Heinekein Jard. Variety of Blackcap.

Curruca conspicillata Gould. Spectacle "Warbler.

Eegulus maderensis Harcourt. Wren.

Motacilla boarula Linn. Gray Wagtail.

Anthus pratensis Bechst. Meadow Pipit.

Fringilla butyracea Linn. Green Canary.

FringiUa carduelis Linn. Goldfinch.

Fringilla petronia Linn. Ring Sparrow.

Fringilla tintillon Webb and Berth. Buff-breasted Chaffinch.

Fringilla cannablna Linn. Greater Redpoll or Linnet.

Cypselus unicolor Jard. Lesser Swift.

Cypselus murarius Temm. Common Swift.

Columba trocaz Hein. Long-toed Wood Pigeon.

Columba palumbus Linn. Ringdove.

Columba livla Briss. Rock pigeon.

Perdix rubra Briss. Red-legged Partridge.

Perdix coturnix Lath. Quail.

Scolopax rusticola Linn. Woodcock.

Sterna hirundo Linn. Tern.

Larus argentatus Brunn. Herring Gull.

Puffinus major Temm. Cinereous Shearwater.

Puffinus anglorum Temm. Manks Shearwater.

Puffinus obscm-us Temm. Dusky Petrel.

Thalassldroma Leachii Temm. Leach's Petrel.

Thalassidroma Bulwerii Jard. Bulwer's Petrel.
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STEAGGLEKS.

Cathartes percnopterus Temm. Egyptian Vulture.

Falco nisus Linn. Sparrow Hawk.

Falco subl^uteo Linn. Hobby Falcon.

Corvus corax Linn. Kaven.

Corvus corone Linn. Carrion Crow.

Oriolus galbula Linn. Golden Oriole.

Sturnus vulgaris Linn. Common Starling.

Turdus iliacus Linn. Eedwing.

Turdus musicus Linn. Common Thrush.

Sylvia hortensis Lath. Greater Pettychaps.

Troglodytes europseus Selb. Common Wren.

Motacilla alba Linn. Pied Wagtail.

Alauda arvensis Linn. Skylark.

Fringilla chloris Linn. Greenfinch or Grosbeak.

Fringilla domestica Linn. Common Sparrow.

Cuculus canorus Linn. Cuckow.

Musaphaga africana Temm. African plantain-eater.

Upupa epops Linn. Hoopoe.

Merops apiaster Linn. Bee-eater.

Alcedo ispida Linn. Kingfisher.

Hirundo urbica Linn. House Martin.

HIrundo rustica Linn. Chimney Swallow.

Hirundo ripai'ia Linn. Bank Martin.

Caprimulgus europseus Linn. European Goatsucker.

Columba cenas Linn. Stockdove.

Columba turtur Linn. Turtle dove.

(Edicnemus crepitans Temm. Thick knee.

Calidris arenaria 111. Sanderling.

Vanellus oristatus Meyer. Crested Lapwing.

Charadrius hiaticula Linn. Ringed Plover.

Charadrius pluvialis Linn. Golden Plover.

Strepsilus interpres Leach. Turnstone.

Ciconia nigra Temm. Black Stork.

Ardea cinerea Lath. Common Heron.

Ardea ralloides Scop. Squacco Heron.

Ardea russata Wagler. BufF-backed Heron.

Ardea purpurea Linn. Purple Heron.

Ardea minuta Linn. Little Heron or Bittern.

Ardea stellaris Linn. Common Heron.
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Ardea nycticorax Linn. Mght Heron.

Platalea leucorodia Linn. White Spoonbill.

Limosa melanura Leisler. Blacktailed Godwit.

Numenius arquata Lath. Common Curlew. ^

Numenius pliseopus Temm. Wliimbrel.

Tringa pugnax Linn. Ruff.

Tringa subarquata Temm. Pigmy Curlew.

Tringa variabilis Meyer. Dunlin.

Tringa cinerea Temm. Knot.

Totanus hypoleucos Temm. Sandpiper.

Totanus glottis Bechst. Greenshank.

Scolopax gallinago Linn. Common snipe.

Scolopax major Temm. Great or Solitary Piper.

Crex Baillonii Temm. Baillon's Crake.

Crex pratensis Selb. Land-rail or Corncrake.

Porphyrio AUeni Gray. Allen's Porphyrio.

Galliuula cliloropus Latb. Gallinule or Waterben.

Fulica atra Linn. Coot.

Anser segetum Stepb. Bean Goose.

Mareca Penelope Selb. Widgeon.

Anas crecca Linn. Teal.

Sterna nigra Linn. Black Tern.

Sterna Dougallii Mont. Roseate Tern.

Larus tridactylus Lath. Kittiwake.

Lestris cataractes Temm. Skua.

Colymbus glacialis Linn. Northern Diver.

Sula alba Temm. Gannet or Solan Goose.

Procellaria mollis Gould. White Petrel.

Procellaria pacifica Aud. Pacific Petrel.

Thalassidroma pelagica Temm. Stormy Petrel.

Prion brevirostris Gould. Shortbeaked Petrel.

The reptiles of Madeira are very few in number. The gardens

and vineyards are overrun by two or three species of small lizards,

two of which I noticed to be Ameiva sexlineata and Lacerta Dugesii

M. Edw. At the time of the vintage these little animals do a great

amount of injury in the vineyards, of which, assisted by the rats, they

are said to destroy nearly one-fifth of the produce, following the ripen-

ing fruit up the hills, and making sad havoc among the maturing crops.

Several species of turtle are caught in the waters adjoining the island,

not unlike those frequently seen by voyagers in this latitude.
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The only indigenous fresli water ^.^/j of Madeira is an eel, of wliicli

several species or varieties are found in the streams, up to five hun-

dred feet above the level of the sea. Mr. Lowe, who has given much

attention to the ichthyology of Madeira, has enumerated about one

hundred and eighty-six species of the marine fishes. He thus speaks

of them in one of his papers :
—

" The EurojDean visitor, on entering the markets, or examining the

boats, is struck at once with the almost total absence of the flat fishes,

Salmonidce and cod fish tribe, which more especially characterize our

stalls in England, and with the unwonted forms of the Sargus, Pa-

grus, Pagellus, Box, Oblada, Smaris, Thynnus, Prometheus, LicJiia,

etc.; or with the brilliant hues of the Sen-aims, Beryx, Scarus, etc.;

or the grotesque, deformed Scorj?ce)ia and Sebastes. The impression

will be somewhat different at different seasons. The spring is char-

acterized by the commoner appearance of the splendid colored Beryx

in the streets, attracting notice no less by its form and hues of silver,

scarlet, rose and purple, than by the extraordinary size and opaline,

or rather brassy lustre of its enormous eyes. With this, or even

earlier, appears abundantly the common herring of Madeira (Clupea

maderensis); and, as the season advances, the mackerel (^Scomber

scombeus L.); the scarlet Peixecao, or dog fish of Madeira, (Crenila-

hrus caninus) ; carneiro or mutton fish (Scorpcena scrufa L.) and

Requieme (Sebastes Kuhlii); the pike-like Bicuda or Spet of the

Mediterranean (Sphyrmna vulgaris) ; the Sargo (^Sargus Rondeletii

Cuv. and Val.) with teeth resembling the human; and the jilain col-

ored Dobrada (^Oblada melanura Cuv.). The herring and the Alfon-

sin (Beryx splendens) attain the climax of their season about March

or April; the mackerel in May and June; but the whole, except the

herring, continue throughout most part of the summer and autumn.

In May the magnificent Lampris lauta, the beauty of which in the

water excites the admiration even of the fisherman, begins to make its

occasional appearance in the market; and, what is of far more im-

portance In an economical point of view, the tunny fishery begins

This last is at its greatest height in June or July; and to it succeeds

the capture of the Gaiado (Thynnus Pelamys L.), which Is pursued

with such success that I have sometimes watched a single boat, fur-

nished with scarce half a dozen rods, pulling tliem at the rate of four or

five a minute. With the Gaiado appears, in almost equal plenty, the

Cojlho or rabbit-fish (Prometheus allnnticus); and these continue till

the close of summer by the equinoctial rains of October. The winter
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months of January and February are chiefly characterized by the

presence, close along the shores, of the little Guelro (Atherina pres-

byter Cuv.), or sand smelt of Madeira, of the common Madeiran her-

ring (Clupea maderensis) and Sardinha (Clupea sardina Cuv.);

the last two being captured principally after violent gales and storms,

when the swollen rivers or torrents carry down much mud into the

sea."

"The following species occur in great profusion, more or less,

throughout the year, but still most plentifully in spring and summer,

viz.; Garoupa (5e?7r(nMS cabrilla Cvly.)\ Cherne (^Polyprion cernium

Cuv. and Val.); Goraz (Pagellus centrodontus Cuv.); Bezugo (Pagel-

lus acarue Cuv.J ; Pargo {Pargus vulgaris Cuv.) ; Boga (^Box vulgaris

Cuv,); Bocairao (Smaris Royeri Bowd.J; Eanhosaor Tronbeta

(Licliia glaycos Cuv.) ; Chicharro or Madeiran horse mackerel (Caranx

Cuvieri) ; Bodiao (Scarus mutahilis) ; and Abrodea (Phycis mediter-

raneus Lar.). The well known John Dory or Peixe Gallo {Zeus

fdber L.), and delicate Red Mullet or Salmoneta (JMullus surum-

letus L.), are also taken at all seasons, but more sparingly. The
gray mullet or Tainha is captured very plentifully throughout the

year, but most abundantly perhaps in June."

Of the insects, eleven hundred and eighty-six species are found in

Madeira. A synopsis of the diiferent genera, as given by Mr. T.

Vernon WoUaston in his notes, and copied by Mr. White in his hand-

book, is inserted below. Only the Coleoptera, however, have been

thoroughly investigated. In the elaborate work of Mr. WoUaston,

entitled " Insecta Maderensia," he describes four hundred and eighty-

three species of beetles; since the publication of his work, seventy-

two new species have been added, raising the enth'e number discov-

ered to five hundred and fifty-five species. Under twelve primary

sections into which he divides the beetles, are found the following

number of species:— Rhyncophora, 111; Brachelytra, 95; Necro-

phaga, 94; Geodephaga, 66; Heteroraera, 46; Priocerata, 40 ; Cor-

dylocerata, 45; Phytophaga, 23 ; Pseudotrimera, 22 ; Philhydrida, 16
;

Eucerata, 9; Hydradephaga, 8.

Other Interesting data regarding the Coleoptera are thus given by

Mr. White :
" The type of this section of the Madeiran fauna is in

the main Mediterranean ; and it Is thought to have a greater afiinity

to the fauna of Sicily than that of any other country which has been

hitherto investigated. A slight connection with the beetles of Ireland

can be traced. One of the striking features of the Coleopterous fauna

of Madeira is the absence of numerous genera, and even of whole
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families, which are looked upon as almost universally distributed

Othei* remarkable features are that the wood and water beetles are

few, and that the flower infesting tribes are very scarce. As a rule,

the beetles of Madeira are obscurely colored, gay tints being rarely

seen. Of the more conspicuous ones the following species are abun-

dant beneath stones in Madeira:

—

Scarites dbhreviatus, Calosoma

maderce, Calathus complanatus, Harpalus vividus, Loparoceus morio and

Hadrus cinerascehs. In Porto Santo and Desorta Grande, the large

Eurygnathus Laireillei is found under similar circumstances. Colym-

betes lanio is common in the streams of intermediate and lofty eleva-

tions. In certain distiicts a bright green Dasytes (Dasytes iUustris),

the beautiful Stenaxls Lowei and the Zonitis quadripunctata are abun-

dant on flowers. The laurels on the mountains are infested by Atlantis

lamellipes, Atlantis noctivagans, Blabinotus spinicollis and Trichoferus

senex. Cavernous hollows in the basalt and tufa of the lower regions

are inbabited by Blaps gages, Blaps fatadica, Hegeter elongatus, and

several species of Helops ; whilst the great Stromatium unicolor is too

well known in the houses of Funchal from the destruction its larva

causes to the furniture, on which it chiefly subsists." Mr. Wollaston

has presented a fine series of type specimens of the Madeira insects

to the British Museum, where they may be seen.

The remaining orders of Madeiran Insects have been less fully, and

none of them exhaustively stvidied. A very troublesome little ant

abounds in the houses of Madeira, and is supposed to be peculiar to

the island. It has received the name CEcophthora pusilla from Prof.

Heer, who has written an account of this little animal, a translation

of which can be found in the Annals and Magazine of Natural His-

tory for March and Api'il, 1856. " This ant swarms on the south

side of the island up to the height of one thousand feet, living in

societies composed of four classes, namely, laborers, soldiers, males and

females. The soldiers have remarkably large heads, and the females

are winged. The societies live in the ground, under stones, under the

bark of trees, and within houses, always preferring a dry, warm
locality. In Funchal there is hardly a house which does not har-

bor millions of these creatures, which climb to the highest story,

issue in troops out of the smallest crack of the floor, and march in

orderly columns to any point which attracts them. They are most

abundant in the dry summer months ; after continued wet weather

their numbers are perceptibly less. Among the AracJinida, or spiders,

there are many beautiful varieties. One, the Lycosa (Tarnntu-

loides) maderiana Walckn., is reputed to be poisonous. The miting
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spider is quite common among the gardens of Funchal. Two or ttree

species of Myriapoda are very common, even infesting the houses.

The freshwater and marine shells have been pretty thoroughly

studied, especially by Mr. Lowe, Mr. Watson, the resident clergyman

of the Scotch Church in Funchal, and by the Barone de Paiva, who
has recently published a comprehensive treatise on the MoUusca of

the Islands of the Madeiran Group. Of the land and fresh water

shells Mr. Lowe enumerates one hundred and fifty-five species ; Mr.

Wollaston reduces the number of ti-ue species to one hundred and

thirty-two, of which one hundred and eleven are peculiar to the Ma-
deiras; five are common to the Canaries; four to the Azores; one to

the Guinea Coast ; and eleven to the south of Europe. Of the whole

number, seventy-six species belong to the genus Helix, and twenty-

three to the genus Pupa.^

The marine shells have been less carefully studied. Mr. McAndrews
gives a list of one hundred and fifty-six species of marine testaceous

moUusca which he obtained whilst dredging for a few days off the

coast of Madeira. The genera most largely represented are Tellina,

Cardium, Lucina, Pecten, Hyalcea, Patella, Trochus, Rissoa, Murex,

Mangelia and Mitra. The boldness of the shore and the nature of

the bottom render dredging somewhat difficult; there are, however,

situations where it can be successfully performed, and it is from

these few points only that the specimens have been obtained.

Appended to this article is given a
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CORAL FORMATIONS

Among the various geological phenomena which at once

bear record of the past changes in the structure, conditions

and climate of our planet, and indicate the alterations at this

moment slowly and silently, but effectually going forward
;

few have given rise to more speculation, than the countless

coral isles and reefs, which stud the equatorial seas, especially

in the Pacific and Indian Oceans.

It is my intention, in this communication to, throw together

a few observations upon this class of rocks, and such correl-

ative topics as may present themselves as I proceed. With

regard to the latter, no fixed system or order of introduction,

will be pursued, but they will be taken up at random, as

suggested by the main subject.

The vastness of the region over which these singular for-

mations are scattered ; the evidence they afford, by analogy,

of the existence, in former epochs, of a more uniformly warm

temperature of the earth than has prevailed since its present or-

ganization— in the fact that such rocks now form only in the

more heated parts- of the ocean, while their fossil types and

analogues extend even into the arctic regions— the great den-

sity of the beds of coral, exhibited in some of the uplifted

islands— the light thrown by an examination of them, on the
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origin of the wide tracts of chalk and hmestone found in vari^

ous parts of the globe — the apparent insignificance and in^

sufficiency of the tiny architects that construct these singular

edifices when compared with the stupendous results of their

labor— all these are points which have long directed to them

the researches of the geologist, and given rise to a variety of

theories upon the mode in which such innumerable masses

of coral have risen from the bottom of '< the vasty deep."

The inaccurate statements of early voyagers, relative to the

rapidity with which coral rose to the surface, seemed to be in

a measure corroborated by the accounts brought home by

almost every vessel trading to these regions, of new reefs

springing up as by magic, in the most frequented tracks.

Many were in consequence, induced to regard the coral seas

as containing the rudiments of a new continent, which,

silently but rapidly, rearing itself above the waste of waters, -

was destined, at no very remote period, geologically speaking,

to equal in magnitude either of those now existing.

Later, and more systematic examination, however, has

shown that such an inference was deduced from very erroneous

premises. By observations upon the depths of channels in

well known harbors, and the level of reefs in their vicinity
j

by the fact that not the slightest increase of the coral is per-

ceptible on or around anchors and guns cast upon a reef from

a stranded vessel, and known to have remained undisturbed for

more than half a century— and by similar means of arriving

at an approximation to the truth ; it is now ascertained that

the growth of coral is exceedingly slow.* The lapse of many

* I am inclined to believe that the increment of the branching corals, or at

least of certain species, is much more rapid than that of the sessile or encrusting

genera; having observed such shells as Pecten, Linia, Piicatula and Pedum, of

an inch and a half in length, completely overgrown by the Polyparia, while

their colors and internal polish were scarcely impaired. These were not lodged

as we frequently see Arcae and Mytili, in accidental cavities, but for the most

part imbedded at the divergence of the branches. There are specimens exem-

plifying this, now in my possession, and also in the Society's collection, in which

the branches are enlarged, and sometimes deflected by their envelopment of

these foreign bodies. The rate of increase in such cases, might be approximately

ascertained, by experiments upon the time requisite for shells of this kirid to

attain a size equal to the imbedded specimens, which it is very likely were

lodged upon the corals soon after their expulsion from the parent shell.
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centuries would be requisite for the construction of a solitary-

reef, and myriads of ages must pass before the lateral growth

of the thousands of scattered islets and shoals could extend

itself so widely as to unite them all in one continuous body.

That so many new islands in those seas, were and are still

discovered by almost every navigator, need not excite our sur-

prise if we consider their small extent, in general rendering

them mere specks in the ocean, which, together with their

slight elevation, prevents their being visible more than a few

miles under the most favorable circumstances. By day they

are often concealed by a veil of mist and cloud, and I have

myself passed within three miles of one, whose existence,

owing to this cause, would never have been suspected had we
not previously been well assured of it. During the night es-

pecially, in consequence of their being surrounded by deep,

blue water, vessels may, and do, frequently pass within a very

small distance of such perilous spots without receiving the

slightest warning of such proximity.

On this subject the facts stated by intelligent, though un-

scientific observers, are entitled to our respect and considera-

tion, whatever may be our opinion of the inferences they

draw from them.

The Rev, John Williams,* late missionary from England

to the South Seas, had bestowed much attention upon the sub-

ject of coral formations, among which he spent about sixteen

years of his valuable life, In his " Narrative of Missionary

Enterprise in the South Seas," p. 49, (1st Am. Ed.) he ob-

serves, "the rapidity of the coral growth has been egrCgi-

ously over-rated and over-stated." " You seldom find a piece

of branching madrepore, of brain, or of any other coral, how-
ever deep in the water, above two or three feet in height."

And again on p. 50, alluding to the formation of new
islands, he remarks, " I have traditions of the natives on al-

most every subject, especially of their former navigators, where-

in every island which has subsequently been discovered within

* Mr W. was barbarously murdered in November, 1839, by the cannibals at

Errumanga, one of the New Hebrides, while endeavoring to open a communi-

cation with them, for the object of introducing some native teachers from Samoa.
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a thousand miles, is named ; but in no one of them is there

any mention of, or reference to, a newly formed island. I

am familiar with one tradition in which there is a genealogi-

cal account of the reigning family for thirty generations,

which is equally silent upon the subject of new formations."

In conversation with Mr .W. at Upolu, one of the Samoan

or Navigator Group, but a few days prior to his death, he

stated that on the reef bordering that island, there were par-

ticular clumps of coral, known to the fishermen by names de-

rived from either some particular configuration, or tradition

attached to them, and handed down from generation to gene^

ration from time immemorial. By careful inquiry among the

natives, he had satisfied himself that these had undergone no

perceptible alteration since the earliest mention of them. The
testimony of the missionaries, and other foreigners, at the

Tahitian and Hawaiian Islaiids, some of whom had resided

daring nearly forty years within sight of the reefs, confirmed,

as far as it went, the remarks of Mr Wilhams. Did the limits

of this communication permit, many other facts might be

adduced, corroborative of the evidence given by these persons

of the extremely slow increase of the living corals ; but the

point is perhaps now too generally conceded, to render farther

details necessary in an article like the present. In connection

with this subject of growth, a few remarks, however, upon

some of the theories respecting recent coral formations, which

have found supporters among men of science, may not be

misplaced.

It was at one time a very generally received opinion, founded

chiefly upon the circumstance that a fathomless ocean laved

the very margin of the reefs ; that the coral animals com-

menced their labors at an illimitable depth, and, governed by

a certain instinct or impulse, toiled upward to the light, giving

to their sub-marine structures the peculiar form they exhibit,

through the same instinct teaching them that it was the best

adapted to afford shelter from the violence of wave and tem-

pest.

Thus, the windward portion of the reef was supposed to be

that first elevated, presenting a perpendicular face to the
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breakers, and shelving away on the opposite side. Protected

by this wall, it was thought the polypes next constructed their

edifices at some distance to leeward, which at first rose in a

series of detached masses arranged in a somewhat circular form.

But gradually the intermediate spaces were filled up and a con-

tinuous chain was thus formed, enclosing a deep, bowl-shaped

lagoon, which, in process of time was also filled up by the

stony dwellings of the polypes.

Fragments of coral, heaped up by wind and sea, and cement-

ed together, formed a ridge of two or three feet elevation

above the level of the surrounding ocean. Multitudes of

marine birds frequenting the rock to deposit their eggs — the

exuvia of crabs and shell-fish on which they fed, the sedi-

ments left in hollows by the heavy and frequent rains
;
grad-

ually prepared a light soil for the reception of the few seeds

wafted thither by favoring currents, or brought by stray land

birds— these sprang up, and by their subsequent decay added

continually to the depth of soil,— a single cocoa-nut perhaps,

cast upon the beach, germinated, and arriving at maturity, its

seeds in a few years were scattered over the island, which

was then fitted for the abode of man.

That this is the manner in which the once sterile and

weather-beaten ledge of rocks has been here gradually cover-

ed with the most luxuriant vegetation, there can be no ques-

tion.* Perhaps no more striking proof of it can be adduced,

* An instance of the rapidity with which even the largest plants multiply

and spread themselves over the soil in these regions, is afforded in Christmas

Island, an extensive lagoon island, situated between about 1° 40' and 2° 10'

North lat. and 157° 10' and 157° 50' Vilest long. By the statement of Capt.

Cook, who discovered it in 1777, "on the cocoa-nut trees upon the island, (the

number of which did not exceed thirty,) very little fruit was found ; and in

general, what was found was either not fully grown, or had the juice salt or

brackish ; so that a ship touching there must expect nothing but birds, fish and

turtle, and of these an abundant supply may be depended upon."

In 1837, the English whale ship Briton was wrecked on this reef, and her

Captain, George Benson, with his crew of twcntythree persons, remained up-

wards of seven months on the island, from which they were finally taken by

an American whaler. According to Capt. Benson, there were several large

groves of cocoa-nut trees, one of them containing between six and seven hun-

dred, and the whole number exceeded two thousand, bearing excellent fruit,

although many trees had been cut down by the whalers occasionally touching
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than the fact that the small number of species of plants found

on these islands previous to the visits of man, are all those

whose seeds would bear this mode of transportation, without

injury to the germinating principle, and belong to an almost

equal number of orders, and sometimes of classes, whose

primeval soils Were widely remote from each other.

But there is nothing whatever in the appearance of the

reefs, confirmatory of the supposition that the windward por-

tion was constructed anteriorly to the opposite one. They
have both precisely the same level, present similar inequalities

of surface, and an equally perpendicular wall facing the sea.

The only material difference is, that the elevated fragmentary

beach is in general, as rriight be expected, first formed and

highest on the windward side.

But even this is not invariably the case. At Minerva or

Clermont Tonnerre Island, which is situated on the southeast-

ern skirts of the Dangerous Archipelago, in about 18° 26'

South lat. and 136° 30' West long., and whose greatest extent

is from E. S. E. to W. N. W., or nearly in the direction of the

S. E. trade wind ; the northern shore is the more elevated one.

The southern or windward side of the lagoon is here bounded

by a low, naked line of reef rock, and several small, detached

islets. At Ocean Island, in lat. 28° 22' North, long. 178° 30'

West, near the limits of the N. E. trade wind in the Pacific,

the highest points, and the only ones in fact above water, are

a ridge some three miles long and no where above ten feet

high, at the S. E. extremity of the reef; and two knolls

about a mile and a quarter in circuit, on the South skirt of

the lagoon. The reef extends from the S. E. ridge, about

eight and a half miles to the N. W. in form of an oval, whose

shorter diameter is six miles from N. E. to S. W.
On no part of this extensive reef, is there any thing to show

that one portion of it is of higher antiquity than the rest, and

it is on all sides washed by an unfathomable ocean. It can-

not surprise us that while so little was known of the habits

there for supplies. The turtles, however, appear to have been driven away by

the intruders, as he caught but about twenty, of small size, during his long

stay ; whereas Capt. Cook procured three hundred during his brief visit.
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of the saxigenous polypes, reefs of this nature were supposed

to be raised by them from a depth like that found outside.

But later and more careful investigations of their habits, have

undeniably proved the incorrectness of this opinion. By the

concurrent testimony of all recent observers, it is now shown,

that instead of inhabiting such profound depths, the reef-

building polypes require for their development and support, a

certain degree of light and heat, not penetrating lower than

one hundred and twenty, or at the utmost, one hundred and

thirty feet in any part of the ocean. Some indeed have as-

serted less than half that depth to be the limit of growth, but

this can only be true of particular tracts, as I shall have oc-

casion to show in another place.

Another theory, and one obtaining the sanction of some

distinguished names among the geologists of Europe, was

suggested by the circumstance of nearly all the coral islands

having a lagoon of variable depth in their centre. From this

peculiarity it was conjectured that the reefs rested upon the

summit of extinct sub-marine volcanoes, whose craters were

represented by the lagoon.

It cannot be denied that this hypothesis presents many

plausible features, but still there are some knotty and stubborn

facts for which it fails satisfactorily to account. It is true,

that a knowledge of such enormous craters as those on the

summit of Mauna Loa in Hawaii, and Haleakala in Maui,*

which are estimated at twentyfour and twentyseven miles in

circuit, might in a measure quiet the doubts of those to whom
the great extent of some of these lagoons, appeared the chief

obstacle in the way of assuming their crateric basis. Yet

although it may be possible that some of the lagoon islands

* Hawaii and Maui are the two principal islands of the Hawaiian Group. The

great crater on Mauna Loa, here spoken of, is on the very summit of the moun-

tain, which is little less than fourteen thousand feet high. It must not be con-

founded with that of Ka lua Pele, or Kilauea, spoken of by Lord Byron, Ellis,

Stewart, and others. This latter is on the S. E. flank of the mountain, about four

thousand feet above sea level, and is at present in full activity. No signs ot

action, other than a faint smoke, have been perceived in the terminal crater for

about fifteen years. The great crater of Haleakala, or " The House of the

Sun," also a terminal one, at an elevation of nearly eleven thousand feet, has

been extinct from a period beyond that reached by the traditions of the islanders.

2
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having a circuit of twenty, forty, or even eighty miles, are

thus based ; it is rather startling to assert that such a multitude

of submarine craters, and of such varied and anomalous con-

figuration, were grouped together in so small a space as the

coral archipelago of Polynesia ; not to mention the still great-

er number that, if this theory is correct, must have existed in

other parts of the Pacific, and in the Indian Ocean, where

similar formations prevail to a great extent. There is, I be-

lieve, nothing analogous to this hypothetical huddling togeth-

er of craters in any of the present volcanic regions of the

globe. It is true, that the Galapagos have been estimated to

contain from fifteen to eighteen hundred craters, of various

magnitude, but nine-tenths perhaps of these, are rather to be

regarded as funnels, or chimnies, composed of scoria, or gravel

and ashes, which are constantly crumbling in and becoming

obliterated merely through the action of the weather ; and

could not have been formed under water at all. It is indeed

very probable that at some remote period of the past, the

agency of internal fires may have been much more powerfully

manifested than at a later day, and the vents therefore much
more numerous then than since the earth received its present

form. But admitting that submarine volcanoes once existed

in the number and limited space required by this theory
;

there are still one or two points that would seem to be fatal

to it, though they appear to have been overlooked by its

advocates.

From the peciiliar adaptation of structure in every other

class of animated beings to certain habits and conditions,

analogy would certainly lead us to the conclusion, that the

organization of creatures flourishing so luxuriantly near the

surface, could hardly be capable of supporting the great pres-

sure resulting from such a column of water as would rest

upon them at profound depths. But besides this objection,

there was the improbability that beings so frail could exist

equally well, amid temperatures so widely different as those

of the surface of the ocean and its bed or any considerable

depth. In the parallel of 16° South, where the surface tem-

perature was 82° Fahr., that of six hundred feet below it
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was shown by a registering thermometer to be but 56°, and

at nine hundred feet but 48°. This experiment was made
by myself, in the open ocean. At the same depths upon

soundings, the difference would, I doubt not, have been still

greater, but not having actually ascertained this by experi-

ment, I cannot speak positively on this point.

According to the statements of those zealous naturalists,

MM. Quoy and Gaimard, the result of their observations during

the first voyage of the Astrolabe, was, that the growth of the

more solid corals was limited to a depth of five or six fathoms.*

In fixing this limit, however, I think they have not suffi-

ciently taken into consideration the variations of temperature

at small depths, produced by accidental causes, and that in

the tropics, where the sea is warmed to a considerable depth

by the presence of large bodies of land, these corals may
flourish considerably lower.

In approaching the island of Tutuila, one of the Samoan

group, I remember suddenly coming from deep water upon a

shelf, upon which there were but thirteen fathoms. This

ledge, distant about two and a half miles from the coast,

which was very steep, was profusely covered with coral. The
surface temperature was here 81°, and that of the bottom 76°,

* The work of Q,. and G. not being accessible here, I trust of necessity to

memory, in quoting the depth assigned hy them, as the lowest limit for the

growth of the coral in any considerable quantity.

It is well perhaps to notice here, that wherever, in this communication, cer-

tain depths and temperatures are spoken of, as essential to the growth of the

polypes, I refer only to the reef-constructing genera, and more particularly to

those whose Polyparia form hemispheral masses, broad, lamellar incrustations,

or solid palmate clusters. Some of the arborescent corals have been found in

extra-tropical seas, in very low temperatures, and depths far exceeding those

here assigned as the limits of the saxigenous polypes. There is now, or should

be, in the collection at Washington, a small species of Madrepora, dredged on

the coast of Patagonia, from a depth of eighty fathoms ; and Dr. Gould has

lately received specimens of another from our coast, in the vicinity of Portland,

Maine. I have also picked up specimens on the New Jersey shore. But these

have all a shrunken, dull, and if I may so call it, starved appearance, and are of

insignificant size. Such species may, and I doubt not do, exist at depths of

corresponding temperature, in the tropics, but they bear the same affinity to

those constituting the coral reefs, that our humble bracken does to the magnificent

and stately palm-tree-like Ferns of Polynesia.
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Fahr. Throughout the coral archipelago to the eastward of

Tahiti, the surface temperature ranges from 78 to 81°. The
same may be said of that in the neighborhood of the detached

islets, between Tahiti and Samoa to the west. Throughout
this region, T observed all kinds of coral flourishing in perfec-

tion on the outer plateau of the reefs, at a depth of seven,

eight, and in some cases, as that just cited, twelve or thirteen

fathoms.

In our own hemisphere, in the vicinity of Eleuthera and

Abaco, and also of the Stirrup Keys on the N. E. edge of the

great Bahama, Bank ,• I have dredged up considerable masses

of Meandrina from a depth of sixteen fathoms, and in sailing

over Salt Key Bank, have seen them, on a calm day, in twenty

fathoms. This is probably attributable to the increased tem-

perature caused by the proximity of the Gulf Stream which
has here a heat of 85° Fahr. The most compact and vigor-

ous growth, may, I think, however, be considered as prevail-

ing, in general, at a depth of from three to eight fathoms.

To assume, therefore, that the lagoon islands are based upon

extinct submarine volcanoes, we must also suppose that these

all had their summits raised to nearly an uniform level, and

that, the one best adapted to the habits and development of

the coral animal, an arrangement scarcely within the bounds

of probability. It is difficult to believe that some two hun-

dred or more craters, if they ever existed in so narrow a space

as that occupied by some groups containing that number of

lagoon islands, nowhere presented more than one hundred or

one hundred and twenty feet difference of level.

But granting that all these requisites for the establishment

of this theory existed ; it offers no explanation of the circum-

stance that some of the reefs have, as ascertained by sound-

ing, a thickness of several hundred feet, and of their fossil

representatives in the chalk and marine limestone being found

in strata of still greater density. Neither does it in any way

account for the existence of extensive shore reefs like those of

Samoa, Hawaii and Tahiti ; or of encircling reefs with la-

goons between them and the shore, as at Vanikoro and several

of the New Hebrides and Friendly Islands ; or for the im-
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mense barrier reefs of New Caledonia and Australia, the latter

of which, at a distance of thirty or forty miles from the coast,

extends in an unbroken chain nearly one thousand miles from

north to south. It affords at best, but a very questionable

explanation, of a single variety of structure in these wonder-

ful edifices, than which nothing more forcibly illustrates the

immense results that may ensue from the operation of appa-

rently trifling causes, when continued unremittingly through-

out a long series of ages.

It is my belief that, to a certain extent, the corals are limited

in their range of growth by temperature rather than depth,

and that wherever this is not below 76'^ Fahr. there,

ccBteris paribus, they will be found to flourish as in the

Polynesian seas ; accordingly we find that their principal for-

mations are placed within the tropics, and though I have no

means of ascertaining at this moment the fact, I apprehend

that in the Indian Ocean, as in the Pacific, the saxigenous

polypes will be found most abundant and at their greatest

depths, in a belt comprising about twenty degrees on each

side of the equator.

But even allowing that they invariably commenced their

structures at the extreme depth of twenty fathoms, it is obvi-

ous that no reef would attain a thickness of much more than

a hundred feet, before the labors of the polypes must cease

and themselves perish, in consequence of their exposure to the

sun's rays. The question then naturally arises, how are we

to account for the existence of coral banks, so greatly exceed-

ing this thickness as some are known to do ; if it is thus dis-

proved that their polypes build at corresponding depths ?

Mr. Charles Darwin, who accompanied King and Fitzroy,

as Naturalist, in their late survey of the southern extremity of

our continent, was led by his examination of a lagoon island,

(the only one I believe on which he landed,) and a compari-

son of the observations of his predecessors on this subject, to

frame an hypothesis, which appears to offer us a solution of

this problem, at once satisfactory, simple and rational.

According to the statements lately given by Prof. Lyell, in

his lectures before the Lowell Institute, Mr. D. supposes the
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great thickness of the reefs, to have been formed by a gradual

and long continued subsidence of the original shelf of coral,

while the surface was maintained at the same level as at first,

by the unceasing additions made by the polypes. Carrying

out this principle, he attributes the peculiar conformation of

lagoon islands to the operation of similar causes. That is to

say, he considers that the site of those islands of such a char-

acter, now sprinkled over the whole vast coralliferous belt of

ocean, was once occupied by islands of various elevation, sur-

rounded as many of the same class now are, by a fringing or

shore reef ; that as these have slowly sunk, the reef has grad-

ually receded from the shore, and on their total disappearance

left the lagoon only to mark the place of their existence.

Thus the coral islands instead of being looked upon as the

germs of a new continent, should be contemplated as the

wrecks, or rather as beacons, pointing out where lie the wrecks

of one, long since

"In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.''

Having personally examined a large number of these

islands, and also resided eight months among the volcanic

class having shore and partially encircling reefs, I may be per-

mitted to state that my own observations have impressed a

conviction of the correctness of the theory here advanced by

Mi. Darwin. Indeed without being aware at the time that

such views were entertained by any one else, but failing

to discover in any author a satisfactory elucidation of the

apparent anomalies they exhibited, I was led, more than two

years ago, by a comparison of the features presented by the

reefs of Tahiti with those of the Dangerous Archipelago and

Paumotu Group, (of which I had just enjoyed an opportunity

of examining a very considerable number,) to similar conclu-

sions as to their origin, with those recently published by that

gentleman ; though not to entertain his opinions respecting

limited and definite areas of subsidence and elevation.

My observations in MS. on this subject are now in the pos-

session of the Navy Department at Washington ; but not

being permitted to have access to them, I am compelled, in
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all the statements made in this communication, to rely upon

memory alone. I shall in another place, briefly give my rea-

sons for believing that the whole of Polynesia is at present

slowly rising, and proceed, here, with a few remarks suggest-

ing themselves at the moment, relative to its former subsi-

dence.

It is not denied that some portions of this region may ex-

hibit certain peculiarities of structure, which, in the present

state of our information we may find some difficulty in recon-

ciling with this theory.

But I feel persuaded, that as this is enlarged, as a greater

number of facts bearing on the question are brought together,

and we are enabled to fix with more certainty than can now

be done, the causes of such variations from a general charac-

ter, these will nearly if not quite all be found consistent with

the admission of a principle, which holds out a rational ex-

planation of phenomena, inexplicable upon any previous hy-

pothesis.

The immensity of the tract, throughout which it is assumed

this subsidence or submergence of land has prevailed, will

appear less astonishing, when we reflect that nearly the whole

of that now elevated above the level of the ocean bears upon

its surface incontestable evidence of having been slowly up-

lifted from its depths, and that in some regions, as on the

Baltic coast, the process is still going on under our own obser-

vation. On the loftiest heights to which man has ascended,

as in the lowest vallies, the presence of beds of marine shells

and other fossils, attest that there once were the " foundations

of the great deep." Even in New Holland, whose animal and

vegetable productions difier so singularly from those of all the

world beside, as to leave conjecture itself at fault, in attempt-

ing to account for the fact ; and which a learned German

author, once gravely endeavored to show was the nucleus of

some comet that had come in collision with our planet—even

there, beds of marine limestone, and marine fossils of the

same genera, and evidently belonging to the same era as those

found in some of the Silurian rocks of Great Britain, have

lately been found in large numbers far inland and on the
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highest mountains. On the lower grounds of the coast, in the

vicinity of Newcastle, New South Wales, there are strata of

clay from sixty to one hundred feet thick, abounding in ma-

rine shells, many of them analogous to, and some of them

identical with, species at this moment living in the adjacent

seas.

It is not unreasonable to conjecture, that when the existing

lands constituted the bed of an ocean, teeming, as evinced by

their fossil remains, even in regions now condemned to the

regions of perpetual winter, with forms of animal life peculiar

to our tropical seas ; then the balance of land and water was

preserved by the existence of a broad equatorial continent, or

it may have been a number of large islands, whose structure

was chiefly, if not entirely volcanic. We can then conceive,

how by one of those stupendous oscillations, which an exam-

ination of its various strata, shows the earth's crust to have

experienced at different epochs ; as the Alps, the Andes, and

the Himalayas uprose from the abyss, and age after age con-

tinued to raise their aspiring summits to the skies ; the pre-

existing lands gradually sank and finally disappeared ] even

the elder mountain ranges, hiding " their diminished heads"

beneath the waters ; a few only of the loftiest remaining, like

scattered monuments, in those ancient

" Titan peaks that overtop the waves,

Beaconing a sunken w^orld." *

* It is a curious coincidence, if nothing more, and even to those who are not

in the habit of attaching much importance to the signification of names, may-

seem worthy of this passing notice, that the appellation of "Paumotu," bestow-

ed by the natives upon the extensive group of lagoon islands to the eastward of

Tahiti, is compounded of " Paw," lost or passed away, and " Motu," an island.

They have also an ancient tradition that all this region v^as once high land

;

but the gods being angered by the inhabitants, caused the sea to rise up and

overflow it, when all perished but one chief and his family, who were saved by

escaping to the top of Raiatea, an island a few leagues to the northwest of Ta-

hiti. From these, when the waters partially subsided, the islands were re-

peopled. Similar traditions are extant in Samoa and Hawaii. In one of these

the story is precisely that of Deucalion and Pyrrha, excepting that the rescued

pair raised up a new race by scattering cocoa-nuts instead of stones behind them.

I mention this only as one more instance, in addition to those already well

known, of the widely spread if not universal belief, in the occurrence of a del-

uge by which nearly the whole of mankind were once destroyed.
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Such we may consider the Tahitian, Samoan and other

groups of elevated volcanic islands in Southern Polynesia, in-

terspersed among which are occasionally found lagoon islands

also. The rocks of the former class, from New Zealand to

Tahiti, (and I might include most of the Hawaiian islands,

two thousand four hundred miles farther north,) are so near-

ly alike in all respects, that on seeing a series of specimens

from each group placed together, any mineralogist ignorant

of the fact would in all probability decide that the whole

were collected within a short distance of each other. Indeed,

it was necessary in packing specimens collected by myself of

the deeper seated rocks of South New Zealand, Tahiti and

Kauai, for me to use great precaution in keeping them sepa-

rate ; as if once mingled it would have been impossible from

any difference of character to identify their several localities

again.* May we not be justified then, in assuming this com-

mon character to be some proof of a common age as well as

origin for those islands, and an indication at least, that though

now so widely separated, there was a period when they were

connected together in a grand whole ?

It may perhaps be asked, if this theory of subsidence be

well founded ; why is it that the original shore reef does not,

instead of forming a lagoon, present a flat surface, on the total

submergence of the land, extending over the whole area once

occupied by this latter ? But this could not possibly occur

unless the submerged island had been of very small extent,

and rose almost perpendicularly from the sea. In all the

shore reefs that I have seen, there is a narrow interval of

shallow water between them and the shore, which the wash

of the beach renders too impure and turbid for the growth of

the coral in any quantity. This space would be continually

widening during the subsidence, (even were the lateral in-

crease of the coral equal to that upwards, which is doubtful,)

by reason of the recession of the mountain side from the reef

being greater than its perpendicular descent. Thus if we

* These specimens are now deposited in the new Patent Office at Washington,

and, as I learn, are open to public inspection ; so that any one may there easily

convince himself of the truth of these remarks.

3
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suppose the face of the mountain to have presented an angle

with the horizon of say 30°, it is evident that for every

foot of subsidence there would have happened three feet

of recession from the reef's original limit. By the time

it had sunk two thousand feet, allowing as above, the lateral

and upward growth of the reef to be equal in rate, and that

rate sufficient to maintain it at its primary level, a channel

would thus be formed four thousand feet in width, between

reef and shore. The steeper the mountain, the narrower

would be the lagoon formed by the same amount of subsi-

dence ; and the reverse.

Now this difference is precisely that which is really exhib-

ited by the encircling and barrier reefs, according to the na-

ture of their coasts. In the abrupt and lofty volcanic islands

of Polynesia, the lagoons seldom exceed three fourths of a

mile or a mile in breadth, while on the gently ascending

coast of New Holland, the reef is in some places fifty miles

from shore.

I shall notice at present but one more feature in these

lagoons, which is their small depth, in corriparison with what

the assumed subsidence would at the first glance lead us to

expect. But the wash from the beach, which in every in-

stance under my obser\^ation, spite of the protection afforded

by an outlying reef, was very considerable ; and the detritrus

of the reef itself, together with the alluvium deposited by

streams, would be sufficient to raise the bed of the lagoon

very materially. If in addition to this we suppose, what may
well have been the case, that there were intervals of time

during which the land was stationary, while these causes con-

tinued in full operation, or that any considerable time has

elapsed since a cessation of the subsidence, there is no longer

any difficulty in accounting for this comparative shallowness

of the lagoons.

As the general character and aspect of the low coral islands

is not very clearly understood by some of our number, I

may be pardoned for venturing to occupy a few moments in a

hasty sketch of their structure. This seems the more called

for, because in the recent course of Lectures delivered for the
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Lowell Institute, in this city, by that eminent Geologist, Prof.

Charles Lyell, a part of his language, while describing these

Paumotus or Attols, was calculated to mislead many of his au-

dience as to their general configuration. He invariably spoke

of them as "circular," "annular," or "ring-shaped," and they

were so represented in the drawings illustrative of his re-

marks. Indeed, the question has since been more than once

put to me, how was this uniformity of outline to be accounted

for, unless the reefs really were based on submarine craters ?

But so far from this particular shape being the constant or

even most frequent one, it is of comparatively rare occurrence,

at least in the Polynesian seas. The most ordinary form is

that of a short bow, crescent, or horseshoe ; the convex side

facing different points of the compass in different islands. In

those of the Dangerous Archipelago, a very common figure is

a long, narrow, sinuous ellipsis. This, indeed, is the config-

uration one might expect a group of these Paumotus to

assume, following that of the pre-existent ridges whose site

they occupy.

Unassisted by plans or sections, it is not easy for the mind

to follow out the appearances that would be presented by a

mountainous tract surrounded by a shore reef, during its

transition to the lagoon formation. Nevertheless some notion

of this may be formed, if we imagine to ourselves an island

like Tahiti or Eimeo, or some of those in Samoa, consisting

of a number of central conical peaks, (some of them crater-

iferous,) from which diverge in all directions, sharp ridges

having upon them, here and there, hills sometimes several

hundred feet high— these ridges intersected by profound

ravines, whose walls frequently present a precipice of fifteen

hundred or two thousand feet elevation—and the ravines

sometimes barred by a transverse ridge, perhaps a portion

of the mountain, which has fallen down, so as to give the

space between the barrier and the head of the chasm the ap-

pearance of a long, narrow, and deep pit or trench.

The stupendous ravines which separate the lateral ridges of

the central chains, form such a remarkable feature in all the

volcanic islands of Polynesia, that they seem to me entitled
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to something more than a mere passing notice of their exist-

ence. They may be divided into three classes. The most

common and extensive is that descending from the base of

the central ridge, where it is often so narrow that a person

may spring across with ease, to the sea shore, where it gradu-

ally widens into a plain of a mile or more in breadth, and

constitutes the most fertile and valuable portion of the soil.

The ravines of this character are in general the bed of

streams, fed by mountain torrents and cascades, of which I

have counted eleven from one point of view, having a fall of

from two hundred to twelve hundred feet, and glittering like

so many veins of burnished silver, on the black face of the

volcanic rock. They are bounded on each side by steep and

frequently inaccessible walls, every crevice and ledge of

which is clothed with the most luxuriant vegetation, and are

generally terminated at their upper extremity by the central

mountain, which rises in a perpendicular barrier of occasion-

ally two thousand feet elevation. The only way in which

these central peaks can be reached, is by following up the

securiform lateral ridges, and even this method is not always

practicable, on account of the steep and lofty cliffs that rise

from their summits, and frown a stern denial to all further

progress.

It is on the plains at the termination of these ravines, that

the villages of the natives are usually situated, and the

voyager who has coasted the shores of Tahiti, can never for-

get the Eden beauty of some of these spots. The groves of

orange, whose golden fruitage and snowy blossoms gleam

star-like from a mass of dark verdure ; the intermingling of

the tall cocoa's graceful, plumelike crest of drooping foliage
;

the lofty and wide spreading Vi, (Spondias dulcis,) and Bar-

ringtonia, (B. speciosa,) the rich hues of the bread fruit tree
;

the deep shining green of the broad, bannery leaves of the

plantain ; the Hibiscus, with its large, gay blossoms of orange

and crimson ; the coral tree, {Erythrina corallodendron,) one

dazzling mass of scarlet flowers ; with a little wilderness of

limes, guavas, and other trees peculiar to these climes—the

picturesque cabins, peering out here and there from the dense
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vegetation—the wild and gloomy ravines in the rear, lighted

up in spots by sparkling waterfalls ; and in the remote back-

ground, the fantastic pinnacles of the grandly broken moun-

tains, towering up in clear relief against the soft blue tropical

sky—all these combine to form a picture of such transcendant

loveliness as can be scarcely equalled in any other part of the

world.

The second class of ravines is often not to be distinguished

from the first, where it opens on the coast, but at some dis-

tance inland it contracts to a very narrow gorge, of varying

extent, which again opens suddenly into a sort of circus, oc-

casionally eight or ten miles in compass, but usually from an

eighth to three-fourths of a mile in diameter, surrounded,

except at the outlet, by a lofty and precipitous escarpment, so

as to present exactly the aspect of a crater whose walls have

been riven asunder by some violent convulsion. This structure

of the ravines is of more common occurrence in the Samoan

and Hawaiian Islands, than at Tahiti. They are sometimes

dry at bottom, but more frequently form the basins of streams,

which, flowing through a tract of table land above, throw

themselves over a precipice of from one to five hundred feet

in height, and pass out through the narrow gorge to the sea.

At Upolu there is a fine instance of this, in the cataract of

Vainafa, or " the broken water." The river, about seventy

feet wide, and four deep just above the pitch, falls in three

sheets about two hundred feet, into an oval basin, about three-

fourths of a mile in circuit, from which it escapes between

two high cliffs, not above twenty yards asunder.

In the following cut it is attempted by different lines, to

exhibit at one view four distinct sections of this class of

ravine, to show the character of its terminating circus.

a. Natural section presented at the falls.

I. b. Imaginary transverse section at forty yards below them. The dotted

curve line crossing b near the bottom, represents a large excavation; worn by

the spray at the foot of the falls.

c. c. Similar section at widest part of circus, about one hundred and fifty

yards below the falls.

d. d. d. d. Do. at the gorge where the river enters it from the basin.
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The gorge, which in this instance may possibly have been formed by the

recession of the falls, extends almost three-fourths of a mile, and then gradu-

ally widens into a common valley, terminating seaward in a broad plain.

SECTIONS OF THE RAVINE AT THE FALL OF VAINAFA.

At Hilo, on the Island of Hawaii, there is a very beautiful

miniature ravine of this class, at the cascade of Waianuenue,

(" the water of the rainbow,") and there are grand examples

of it in the falls of Wailua and Hanapepe in the island of

Kauai, especially in the latter, which pitch down full five

hundred feet, into a circular basin about one thousand feet

round, hemmed in by walls of alternately columnar and strati-

fied lava, the only break in which is the narrow outlet for the

stream. If we imagine the rapids of Lake Erie to be a plain,

girt with lofty mountains, with the Niagara flowing through it,

and this latter narrowed below the falls to one-fourth its pres-

ent width, we shall have a very good idea of the ravine under

consideration. Of those similar in form, but having no stream

of water, there is a fine exemplification in the great amphi-

theatre at the head of the Nuuanu valley, in Oahu. They
are also to be seen in full perfection, on the north side of the

ridge of Konahuanui, between the Pali, or precipice of

Nuuanu, and Kualoa. There is one near Waiahole, described

by the late Meredith Gairdner, M. D. (in a " Sketch of Oahu,"
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published in the Hawaiian Spectator,) as " very remarkable

for its great depth and narrowness ; resembling exactly the

section of an immense chimney, rising from the heart of the

mountain ; an effect which is heightened by the black color

of the rocks."

If we picture in our minds a ravine of this description,

having a barrier across the narrow gorge or outlet, we shall

then have an accurate conception of the structure of the third

class. Although this doubtless exists in the other islands, I

only met with it at Tahiti. There is one example of it in

the mountain lake of Waihiria, at the head of the Waihara

valley. North of Mairapehi. This lake is about fifteen hun-

dred feet above sea level, three-fourths of a mile in circuit,

and ninety feet deep, bounded on all sides except the south-

ern by a wall of rock from one thousand to fifteen hundred

feet high. To the South it is dammed up by a barrier of

inconsiderable height on the lake side, but on the other de-

scending several hundred feet to the valley, and apparently

formed by the crumbhng down of a large body of rock from

the Western ridge. This is the same lake referred to by

Beechy, Tyerman and Bennet, and others, and prior to our

visit was believed by the natives to be unfathomable. There

is a similar pit, except that it has only a small stream at

the bottom, discharging itself by some crevice, between two

of the lateral ridges of Waritiva. With great difficulty and

some risk, I descended perhaps twelve hundred feet into this

ravine, near its commencement, thinking to find an easier

path to the shore ; but after scrambling and wading, for near-

ly a couple of miles, was to my vexation arrested by a naked

wall of lava, several hundred feet high, which nothing but a

bird or a lizard could scale. I was thus compelled to retrace

my steps, and toil up once more to the crest of the ridge. My
guide informed me that in the upper portion of the valley of

Atehuru, leading from Matavai to the foot of Orohena, there

were several of these barred ravines of less extent.
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SECTION OF A RAVINE CLOSED AT BOTH EXTREMITIES, IN ONE OF THE
VALLIES RUNNING FROM THE COAST TO THE BASE OF WARITIVA, IN

TAHITI,

a. a. a. Longitudinal section of the ravine.

b. b. Steep lateral ridge, rising to a height of two thousand feet.

The mountains in outline, are from five to eight thousand feet high.

It is difficult, satisfactorily, to account for these singular

chasms. That at Waihiria may indeed have been produced

by a landslip blocking up the valley, but the one last men-

tioned would rather appear, were it not for the perpendicular-

ity of its terminal walls, to have arisen from a confluence of

the two great lava streams forming the lateral ridges, as the

recks are on all sides in a normal position and of uniform

structure. Or they may be owing to a sudden sinking in of

the crust at the time when the subterranean fires were in ac-

tivity. Pits, very similar to them, but of less extent, are of

quite frequent occurrence on the black ledge of lava surround-

ing the crater of Kilauea. The second class of ravines may,

I think, generally be referred to ancient craters, one side of

which has been rent apart by earthquakes. In their situa-

tions and outline, in the uniform perpendicularity of their

parietes, and the sub-columnar structure of the lava compo-

sing them, they correspond exactly to the craters of the table

land of Maun a Loa. In fact, not many years ago, during a

sharp earthquake, a similar outlet, since fi.lled up near its com-

mencement by subsequent overflowings of the lava, was

produced on the S. W. side of the great crater of Kilauea or

4
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Ka lua Pele, and extended if I remember aright, some seven

or eight leagues to the coast.

But to return from this long digression, to the subject more

immediately under consideration.

It is obvious that as the land sinks, and the water reaches

the base of any ridge, barrier, or mount, a shore reef may be

formed upon or around it, which, if the subsidence continues,

will, from the operation of causes already explained, be

gradually converted into an encircling or outlying one. There

will naturally be intervening channels, in place of some of

the ravines, while on those of a trench-like character and upon

the ruins of ancient craters, Avill form lagoon reefs, and on the

whole being overflowii, there will thus be formed a group of

lagoons varying in size and configuration, according as they

rest upon a sunken crater, a ridge, or one of the trench-like

ravines, and surrounded by a common reef, which is traversed

at intervals, as in its primary state, by passages of various

breadth and depth. And such, on a large scale, as I have be-

fore observed, is the appearance presented by the Paumotu

groups and dangerous archipelagos of Polynesia.

Although the seaward side of the reefs encircling these,

has been described as rising in a perpendicular wall, yet it

must not be understood, that by this it is meant, that we lit-

erally step from an unfathomable ocean, upon the upper sur-

face of a reef. They present a succession of terraces or

plateaus, the outer having sometimes twelve or fifteen

fathoms ; and in one instance, that of Bellinghausen's Island,

t*wentyeight fathoms of water was found upon it. This low-

est plateau is of variable breadth, but I think seldom exceeds

one hundred and fifty feet ; declines somewhat rapidly sea-

ward, and apparently projects beyond the wall like a shelf, as

I have known the lead to fall from twelve fathoms on it, to

two hundred and no bottom, within a distance of about ten

yards.

These terraces become, as they recede from the sea, nar-

rower and shoaler, presenting a like declination with the low-

est, and having at their extremity an abrupt descent of several

feet. The highest, or last formed, differs in its margin forming
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a sort of steep talus extending to the next below it ; and al-

lowing for inequalities in the growth of the corals, offers a

dead level of from twenty to one hundred and fifty yards

broad, terminating for the most part at the fragmentary beach,

and often having less than a foot of water upon it at low tide,

except in the numerous hollows and gullies.

It has been suggested that this succession of terraces was

owing to the action of the surf, which breaks heaviest, and of

course tears off the largest masses, upon the extreme edge of

the plateau ,• that when this has proceeded so far as to weaken

in a measure the force of the rollers, a less powerful surf

breaking against the inner wall thus formed, will in time

form a second terrace, and then a third, or even a fourth,

though this is perhaps rare, before it spreads harmlessly over

the broad upper shelf. Yet although the sea acts with great

force in abrading the reef, I doubt much whether it can have

produced such results as these. It would be more likely to

cause a long uniform slope, from the farthest limit of the

breakers, to their origin at the margin of the reef.

It is more in accordance with appearances to suppose that

such a slope once really existed, and that the reef subsequent-

ly sunk so low as to prevent the growth of the coral on this

inclined plane beyond a certain line. There may then have

ensued an interval during which the reef was stationary,

when the polypes would naturally build upwards from the

depth suited to their habits, and in time raise it to its former

level, thus forming the lowest wall, while the dead reef be-

yond constituted the lowest terrace. A second inclined plane

would be produced by the abrasive action of the surf, and a

second or third period of sinking, followed by one of rest and

re-elevation, would give the outer portion of the reefs that

peculiar conformation which they at present exhibit.

It is upon the lower terraces and margin of the upper one,

that the corals are found in their greatest variety, and exhibit

the richest hues. Clusters of orange, violet, crimson, green

of every shade, purple, blue and yellow, are intermingled in

gay confusion, and with a brilliance yet softness of coloration

of which pen or pencil can give but a faint idea. When first
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passing over them, I could compare their appearance to noth-

ing but a pavement thickly strewn with bouquets of beautiful

flowers.

At a depth of three or four fathoms, the forms were as man-

ifold as their coloration, some branching like beautiful shrub-

bery, others spreading out like the most delicate mosses, and

others again resembling beds of saffron, or daisies and ama-

ranths, while in and out of, above and between the thickets

of these Neptunian gardens, sported thousands of splendidly

colored fishes, from not more than an inch to two or three

feet in length, A large bright scarlet Diacope [D. Tiea, Les-

son) a Julis about a foot long, of a rich bluish green, marked

with blood red bands crossing the back to the lateral line, and

intersected by others extending from the opercles to the tail,

(/. quadricolor, Less.) Serrani, Scari, Glyphisodons, Chseto-

dons, Balistes and. Holocentri, all richly adorned, were some

of the most conspicuous in the bright array. The water was

so transparent that the smallest object on the bottom could be

seen as distinctly as if it were not three feet from the surface
;

and gazing down upon the beautiful creatures that tenanted

these coral groves, like Coleridge's "Ancient Marinere," " I

blessed them unawares" — although the next moment I could

not avoid wishing to coax them into my net. As a drawback

however, upon all this beauty, silently but swiftly, near the

surface, glided in shoals, the spectral and malignant, ''raven-

ing salt sea shark," reminding one of satan's intrusion of his

hateful presence amid the bowers of Paradise. So fierce were

these tigers of the deep, that they repeatedly seized hold of

the oars as we pulled toward the reef; rendering the attempt

to reach by swimming (often the only chance) a coast thus

sentinelled, rather a hazardous affair.

The solid, massive and encrusting genera of corals which

enter most largely into the composition of the reefs, appear to

flourish best in exposed situations and violently agitated wa-

ters. On the upper plateau the coral has generally a stunted,

dwarfish appearance, and the branching genera predominate

over the more showy Astraeas. Near its edge, and lining the

crevices, certain Goniopores, Porites and Pavonias, spread
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themselves in thin lamellas ; but these gradually disappear as

we recede from the surf, and finally abandon the field almost

entirely to the Madrepores. Ill calculated, however, by rea-

son of their fragility, to withstand the force of the breakers

that occasionally roll over the whole ledge, even these latter

are only found in small detached clusters, principally in the

little sandy pools and cavities which are scattered over the

surfoce, their greatest luxuriance being displayed in the clear,

tranquil waters of the lagoon, where they form submarine

thickets of great beauty, many yards in extent.

The major portion of the plateau is encrusted by NuUipor^

and a laminar deposition of carbonate of lime. In this are

imbedded multitudes of Tridacnae, the edges of whose man-

tles, as shown by the gaping of the shell, are so gorgeously

colored, that a correct representation of them would certainly

be thought exaggerated by one who had not seen the originals.

The varieties in this respect are very numerous, but the most

common are a deep vivid ultramarine blue or green, with dark

orange, purple or golden ocellations and wavy lines inter-

spersed. The marginal papillae are similarly ornamented.

The Tridacnae appear like the Pholades, Lithodomi, «fec., to

secrete a peculiar acid, enabling them to perforate calcareous

rocks, since, differing altogether in this from the shells imbed-

ded in branching corals, the situation in which they were gen-

erally found, was not caused by the growth around them of

the polyparia, nor by the deposition of calcareous matter.

This was evident at once, from their being in some cases im-

bedded in small clusters or masses of coral, which were cut

through by them in such a manner that the parietes of the

cavity exhibited sections of the polyparia, transverse, vertical

or oblique, just as the Tridacna chanced to have worn its hole.

I have seen the base of large Madrepores, cut in this way, at

the origin of the branches, so that the upper portion of a

branch was on one side of the shell and the lower on the

other. The cavity is usually worn quite smooth, and fits

closely to the shell, there being often but just space left at the

surface for the valves to open about half an inch. They bury

themselves, beaks downward, and the basal margins of the
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valves parallel with the surface— adhering very strongly by
a coarse corneo-fibrous prolongation of muscle. It differs

somewhat from the byssus, properly so called, of the Mytil-

acea, which is produced at pleasure by the animal, may be

torn away without injury to it, and terminates in a sort of

receptacle at the base of the foot. Here the fibres proceed

from a thick, conical, tendinous mass, and though I have rea-

son to believe the animal has the power of detaching itself,

yet when it was attempted to pull one away from the rock,

in almost every case, the whole muscle was torn from the

body, inflicting a fatal wound. I have often pulled them off

in this way and left them on the reef, to see if they would

re-produce the byssus, but always found them dead the next

day. It is a little singular that the Tridacna, when im-

moveably imbedded, should continue to moor by as strong a

cable, as when free upon the surface it is exposed to the rude

assaults of the breakers. The manner in which they become

thus buried, seemed to require a word of explanation, because

this condition has been considered a proof of the rapid in-

crease of the coral, which it was imagined had thus covered

the shell subsequent to its attainment of full size, yet during

the animal's life.

On all parts of the reef. Crustacea and Echinodermata are

met with in astonishing numbers and variety. The MoUusca

generally speaking, are less abundant as a whole. The pools

and gullies literally seem alive with beautifully painted fishes,

a bare enumeration of whose genera would almost fill a page.

Among these a large spotted Murasna was conspicuous for its

fierceness not less than size. It lurked under stones or in

crevices, and when molested, instead of retreating, darted

directly at the intruder, and unless promptly avoided, inflicted

a most formidable bite. It moved with exceeding rapidity,

sometimes scuttling over the coral, sometimes making a suc-

cession of horizontal leaps from the water, of a couple of yards'

length. I have seen, at the attack of one, a whole boat's

crew flying in terror, who would fearlessly chase the numer-

ous sharks infesting the edges of the reefs and lagoons, till up

to their breast in the water.
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Scattered along the plateau are fragments of greatly vary-

ing size, thrown up by the surf, some loose, and affording

shelter to a multitude of small fish, Crustacea, &c. ;
others

forming tabular masses of such magnitude as to render it al-

most incredible that any wave could be sufficiently powerful

to tear them off and transport them to their present locality.

They constitute one of the most remarkable features of the

surface reef at several islands. I have seen it for miles lined

with these nuclei of future ridges, from a yard square, to thirty

or forty feet long by four or five broad, and averaging three

and a half in height. Their lower portion is worn by the

water so as to cause the smaller blocks to assume a variety of

fantastic shapes. By the percolation and infiltration of water

charged with carbonate of lime, these masses are in general

firmly cemented to the subjacent coral, and converted into a

very solid limestone, called by seamen, " reef-rock," in which

the original cellular structure is sometimes almost obliterated.

This reef-rock appeared to be the basis of the elevated belt

between the lagoon and sea, in almost every Paumotu that I

examined. I shall refer to these erratic blocks again, under

the head of re-elevation.

It sometimes occurs that the plateau or surface reef, instead

of extending quite to the beach of coral sand, is separated

from it by a strip of smooth coralline limestone, apparently

formed by cementation of the finer detritus, dipping from 5°

to 7° seaward, and from ten to fifty or sixty yards uide. A
peculiar character in these belts, is the fissures, which from

one-eighth to three-fourths of an inch wide, run nearly paral-

lel with the beach for one hundred rods together, and some-

times cross them at very large angles with it. There are

similar formations along the North coast of Tutuila, one of the

Samoan Group, and in its harbor, Pangopango. They also

occur, but of coarser texture, on the East coast of Kauai, near

Wailua, where they are from eight inches to two feet in

thickness, and are frequently quarried for building materials,

such as foundations, door-stones, &c.

To this limestone shelf, or the surface reef, as the case may
be, succeeds a narrow and rather steep coral sand beach, be-
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yond which rises the fragmentary ridge, composed of large

blocks of reef-rock, having their interstices filled with a rub-

ble consisting of small fragments of coral, shells, and Echini,

cemented together so firmly as to require a smart hammer-

stroke for their separation. It has an elevation of from three

to ten feet, and varies in width, even on the same island, from

one hundred and twenty feet to one thousand yaids. It is

highest on its seaward side, where it rises someAvhat abruptly,

but shelves very gradually towards the low, sandy shores ot

the lagoon. There is rarely much vegetation till the summit

is crossed, but thence inland it frequently flourishes luxuri-

antly to the very brink of the water. This elevated tract

seldom if ever entirely surrounds the lagoon. I do not re-

member having seen a single Paumotu, which had not, on

one side, a considerable space of low, naked reef, or detached

masses of rock, over and between which, the sea at high

water broke into the lagoon. At Raraka, on the southern

side, to the westward of the passage between this and the

sea, where the upper plateau is rather narrower than common,

the ridge was of a character entirely ditferent from what

was observed at any other island, being mostly a heap of

loose rubble, eight or ten feet high, and perhaps a hundred

yards in breadth at the base, nearly as steep on the inland as

on the seaward side, and destitute of any trace of vegetation.

Just inside of this ridge, were numerous shallow pools of salt

water, ebbing and flowing with the tide, and abounding in

Ophiurse, Cidarites, Fistularias and Actinias. A large species

of Melampus was so plentiful among the fragments at the

base of the ridge, that it could be collected by handfuls. Be-

yond the pools was a plain of coral, which I estimated to be

a large mile across to the lagoon, but had no opportunity of

ascertaining it by actual measurement. It appeared to have a

very slight ascent from the sea, and was tolerably well cloth-

ed with trees and shrubs, though the species were few in

number. A few cocoa-trees only were seen, and those had,

as the inhabitants (about thirty Chain Islanders, engaged in

collecting pearl shells,) stated, been introduced recently by

themselves.
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Crossing the plain, which is overrun with a variety of bur-

rowing Crustacea, terrestrial Paguri, and on some islands a

species of Birgus, as often found on trees as among stones
;

we emerge from a tangled thicket upon the light green waters

of the tranquil lagoon. This of course, varies greatly in

extent and depth, and not less in the character of its bed.

Some have the appearance of being very shallow throughout,

the water being, except where darkened by occasional gullies,

of an uniform pale, yet brilliant green hue. In others, there

are large strips and patches toward the centre, where it is

nearly as blue as the surrounding ocean. At Aitoho, one of

the Disappointment Islands, the whole central portion of the

lagoon is of this latter color, as if it were very deep, although

less in circuit than many others. From the beach of some, I

have waded out for a couple of hundred yards, with the water

deepening almost imperceptibly, over a bottom of fine sand,

with only a few scattered bunches of coral ; while in others,

their bed is very unequal, full of large and deep pits, and

traversed by gullies several fathoms deep and from ten to

three hundred yards wide, occasioned probably by like irreg-

ularities in the submerged land.

At Serle Island, and several other Paumotus, I observed at

a couple of miles or so from shore, several small islets and

clumps of rock, rising above the surface of the lagoon, nearly

as much as its bordering ridge, and apparently encircled by

water much deeper than the average.

It would have been exceedingly interesting, and was cer-

tainly of importance in arriving at a correct idea of the struc-

ture of these islands, to have ascertained the composition of

such islets ; but the circumstances in which I was placed,

entirely dependent on the pleasure of those in whose opinion

such objects were of merely secondary consequence, and by

whom my every movement was limited and controlled, ren-

dered it impossible for me to make an examination so desira-

ble. Should they hereafter be found to consist of volcanic

rock, they would establish beyond all question the theory of

subsidence first advanced by Mr. Darwin. Should they, on

the contrary, be as I suspect, of coralline formation, this would

5
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not by any means, as I conceive, disprove it, but rather afford

us the means of determining with some degree of exactitude

the amount of re-elevation that has taken place at such islands.

• I was informed by Mr. Samuel Wilson, of Tahiti, who had

long resided among the Hervey Islands, that at Mangaia,

which is an ancient reef elevated nearly three hundred feet,

there are in the central hollow formerly the bed of the lagoon,

many scattered patches of coral rock, some of them raised to

a height of forty feet. At a certain stage of the elevatory

process, it is evident that these patches must have presented

an appearance very similar to the lagoon islets to which I have

referred.

So far from the beach as examined, the bottom in some

lagoons I have found to be a clean coral sand, composed of

a detritus of coral and shells, but in most instances this

was covered to the depth of a foot by an exceedingly fine

white sedimentary paste or ooze, which on desiccation had

every character of common chalk, except in being much

more friable. I think it is principally formed by the decom-

position of flexible corallines and alcyonia, and the softer

Echinodermata, such as Fistularia and its congeners, all of

which abound in the lagoons, rather than from that of corals

proper. It may also partly arise from the excretions of certain

fishes, which feed occasionally on the; tender extremities of

Madrepores, as readily as on Crustacea, Echini, &.c. I once

collected a quantity of these corallines and kept them in a

jar of water till the muscular and fibrous portions were entire-

ly decomposed, when an impalpable sediment was deposited,

in all particulars answering to that obtained from the lagoons.

Not least among the phenomena attracting our attention in

these Paumotus, are the channels which in the majority of

them aflbrd a passage from the sea into the lagoon. There is

usually but one of any consequence at each island, though

there are rare instances of the occurrence of three or even

four at different points of the reef They are almost invaria-

bly situated in the leeward reef, but there are occasional ex-

ceptions and deviations from this general rule, some of which

will be specified presently.
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These outlets are by some persons supposed to designate

fissures in the walls of submerged craters, represented by the

lagoons. If we admit, however, that these islands have been

formed by the process which it has been attempted to describe

in this communication, such an explanation is rather unsatis-

factory, since if the coral began to grow in the fissure imme-

diately upon the water covering it, there is no reason why
the reef should not reach the surface there, as early as at any

other point, and the rent thus be filled up.

In his lectiires for the Lowell Institute, Prof. Lyell expres-

sed an opinion, that these channels were formed at a period

when the encircling reef was nearly on a level with the sur-

face of the ocean, by the rapid rush of the ebb over the lee-

ward side of the lagoon, whose waters at high tide were

raised considerably above sea level by the breakers bursting

into it from the windward quarter. The passage, he argu-

ed, once thus opened by the water forcing its way out, would

ever after be maintained by the same power.

Now this might possibly have occurred, provided the rush

of waters had ever been directed for a length of time to one

particular point. But if the surface of the reef was in times

past, as it now is, nearly of one level throughout, which there

seems no reason for doubting, it is evident that the ebb would,

at the period alluded to by Prof. Lyell, set equally over the

whole leeward portion, till uniformity of level between the

lagoon and sea, was restored at low tide. As he had no refer-

ence either in his descriptions or diagrams, to the plateau

which I have described as extending from the beach to some

distance seaward ; but rathe.r spoke as though he supposed the

whole space between the lagoon and surf to be a fragmentary

ridge ; I have sometimes thought that when he spoke of the

reef, as nearly on a level with the surface of the ocean at the

period when the passages were formed, he meant that this

ridge was much lower then than at present, yet sufficiently

high to oppose a considerable obstacle to the efflux of the

surplus waters of the lagoon ; or in other words, that the dif-

fererxe of level between the sea and reef, consisted in the

latter being a little the higher, instead of as it really is, the

lower of the two. If it was in fact his idea, that the lagoon
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had once been girt by such a wall, the conclusion was not

unreasonable that the constant pressure of the water, poured

over from the windward side of the reef, would eventually

form a breach in the weakest portion of its leeward side. But

in truth such a condition of things never existed, there being

in most Paumotus to the present day, on one side or other, a

considerable portion of the reef where there is no ridge to bar

the escape of the water from the lagoon, and yet a passage is

found. Nor, as I have said, is this always on the leeward

side. At Raraka, which is situated in the full strength of

the south-east trades, it is on the southern, or windward side.

At Clermont Tonnerre, and Tooa, the westernmost of the

Disappointment Islands, the entrance, if any exists, must be

to windward, as the coast in that direction is very low and

broken, and none was discovered in running down the lee

shore. At Waterland Island the opening is in the eastern or

weather reef.

Moreover, there are reefs, like that of Ocean Island, as yet

wholly submerged, save in two or three small spots, which

are intersected by no less than foar canals. At this island,

there is one entrance on the south-east side, and three about

half a mile apart in the south-west portion of the reef. In

these last, it is worthy of notice that the depth is eight or ten

feet greater than that of the lagoon, and therefore could not

have been excavated by the outward rush of its waters, as

this at most could have worn a passage in the reef to the level

of their bed.

On the other hand, at Aitoho, the eastern Disappointment

Island, no passage was met with, in pulling all round the isl-

and, although portions of it are so low, that the surf at high

water must break heavily into the lagoon.*

At Rose Island, where, judging from the drift line on the

beach, there is a rise and fall of about five feet, the entrance

is to leeward, and the same at Christmas Island. Through

all these channels, the ebb pours out with great velocity.

* This peculiarity, with the apparent great depth of its waters, and its circular

outline, render it possible that this lagoon is one of those occupjing the site of

a submerged crater.
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whether they are on the windward or leeward side, the water

falling into them from the lagoon and fringing plateau, so as

to resemble a mill race.* At Raraka, six stout oarsmen, in a

swift whale-boat, were a full quarter of an hour, vainly at-

tempting to enter the lagoon, though the passage was not

above seventy or eighty yards in length ; and finally succeed-

ed only by taking an eddy pointed out by the natives. The
velocity of the current here could not have been less than six

or seven miles an hour, and it was not greater at Rose Island,

where the entrance is on the opposite side. The lagoon of

this latter is however of comparatively small extent.

But rapid as it is, this current alone does not account for

the existence of such channels. It is difficult to believe that

the attrition of the passing water would suffice to prevent

their being closed or filled up by the labors of the polypes,

when we see these flourishing in the greatest perfection on

the margin of the reef, exposed to the unceasing and far more

violent action of the surf, which is continually tearing off

large masses of rock, and driving them toward the beach.

And were we at first sight disposed to consider their formation

the result of the powerful tides, a closer examination would

convince us of error, by showing that in no portion of the

reef is the growth of the encrusting and lamellar corals more

profuse than upon the sides (and in some instances the bot-

tom also,) of these very channels. Even the more fragile

Madrepores are to be seen there, though less in size and num-

ber than inside.

The tides on the weather side of Christmas Island, whirl

round it with frightful rapidity, so that it is highly dangerous

to venture into them with a boat. The surf also, on this

side, runs to an amazing height, especially during the spring

tides, rising sometimes, like that of Guam, to the altitude of

twenty feet, before it bursts upon the reef Yet though the

extreme edge of the plateau has been greatly shattered by

these tremendous rollers, the polypes are no where more in-

dustrious or numerous than just inside the breakers.

" Christmas Island is an exception to this rule, the ebb current setting out

moderately, owing probably to the shallowness of the lagoon, and unusual width

of the pnsrages.
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It is another argument against the probability of the reef

passages being produced by the tides, that they are generally

deepest toward the outer margin of the reef, where the cur-

rent is weakest, and shoal gradually as we approach the

lagoon, near whose entrance it is most rapid. Moreover, no

accumulation of water would be likely to force a passage

either into or from the lagoon, through the reef, against wind

and sea, or even aided by them, when it could without diffi-

culty flow over it on the leeward side, till the waters of the

lagoon were on a level with those of the ocean. Much less

should we expect it to scoop out several channels, and that

too on both sides of the reef, as we see them in some Paumo-

tus. Ai Ocean Island, whose lagoon of twentyfour miles in

circuit, has no less than four entrances, situated as shown in

the accompanying sketch ;
seven-eighths of the reef are, even

at low water, overflowed to the depth of two feet or more.

SKETCH OF OCEAN ISLAND AND REEF.*

.:^
'^'*ESSS«,.

The figures represenime depihof waier in failioms. The Juittsd lines insiJe

of the reef indicate coral patches nearly bare at low tide. The arrow denotes

a passage through the reef to the main island. The other figures explain them-

selves. The centre of the island is in 28° ii2' N. lat., and 178° 30' W. long.

* The British whale ship Giedstanes, Capt. J. R. Brown, was wrecked on

the reef at midnight of July 9th, 1837. The cut here given is reduced from a
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The lagoon is everywhere full of sand-banks and patches

of coral, having only a few inches of water upon them, and

as will be seen by reference to the figures, is not so deep

by from ten to eighteen feet as the channels in the reef.

Whatever may be thought of the other passages, it is clear

that the one leading to the island is not owing to the action

of currents, as from its sheltered situation, and the shallowness

of the water between the beach and margin of the reef, they

are scarcely felt.

I cannot, therefore, in view of these facts, coincide with

those who entertain the opinion that the lagoon entrances

were primarily hollowed in the reef by the rush of surplus

waters from the enclosed basin, and have been kept open ever

since by the tides. If we adopt the doctrine of a general

subsidence of the land, with its attached shore reef, during

which the latter has been maintained at its original level by

the polypes ; it appears to me that the facts admit of an ex-

planation more probable, though not covering perhaps every

difficulty.

I believe tliat these reef channels, in almost every instance,

originated during the primal condition of the islands, in the

influence of fresh water streams preventing the growth of the

coral where they emptied themselves. Instances of the same

thing now happening, are frequent in all the volcanic islands

of Polynesia. I observed especially at the Samoan and

Hawaiian islands, that there were openings in the shore reefs

opposite the mouths of streams, and sometimes very insignifi-

cant ones, which 1 am convinced were caused by the fresh

water acting detrimentally upon the polypes. While the

island remained above the sea, or rather while the stream

continued to flow, the same causes in which it originated

would keep the channel open. When the subsidence had

reached that point at which these causes ceased to operate,

chart engraved for the third number of the Hawaiiiin Spectator, L)y a native

scholar of the MiBsion Seminary at Lahainalunn, Maui, from surveys by Capt.

Brown, who remained ujiwards of five months on tlie island, with his crew.

" The only fresh water is what drains throuijh tlie sand,' after the heavy rains."

—[Haw. Spec. July, 1838.]
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provided the depth was not too great, the polypes woald soon

by the diffusion of their gemmules, extend themselves over

this portion of the reef, the same as elsewhere. Assuming

the depth of the channel at that period to have been from

twenty to forty feet, and the upward increase of the coral

therein, to have been ever since equally rapid with that on

the reef, it is clear that the original difference of level, be-

tween this latter and the bed of the channel would remain

unchanged to this hour, were there no tide whatever setting

in or out. Even supposing that before the action of the fresh

water ceased, the subsidence had been so great that this dif-

ference of level amounted to between two and three hundred

feet, (though it is very doubtful whether such could ever

have been the case, since the amount of elevation from the

deposition of alluvial matter, would in all probability be sufS-

icent to counterbalance the depression by subsidence,) this

would not invalidate the explanation here suggested.

^ In all the Paumotus that I have seen, these channels are

very narrow, often but a few feet, and rarely exceeding forty

or fifty yards in width. Even in the semi-encircling reefs of

Tahiti, Samoa and Hawaii, they are seldom more than a few

rods across. Supposing then the bed of a channel to have

been at any period so far below the surface as to preclude the

formation of coral upon it ;
still, in process of time, the lateral

increment would form a bridge across, at the depth best adapt-

ed to the requirements of the zoophytes. During the same

period its width would be considerably contracted at the sur-

face, and except in large openings, might be wholly closed up.

Instances of these bridged channels are numerous throughout

the coral islands of Polynesia. It frequently happens that

the approaching shelves have not yet come in contact, and a

crevice from only a few inches to a yard in breadth, is left.

On looking down this, the bottom and sides of the ancient

channel, are seen as distinctly through the transparent water,

as if within reach of the hand. Such crevices are unusually

frequent at Rose Island. An examination of these has led

me to conclude that the existing entrances into lagoons, are

attributable only to their original magnitude having been such
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as to prevent their being, as yet, obliterated as others have

been, by the extremely slow growth of the coral ; and that in

the lapse of future ages, they too will disappear, when the

lagoons will gradually dry and be partially filled up with

detritus from the neighboring beaches. Possibly, the level

between the sea and the lagoon of Aitoho, to which I have

stated no entrance was seen, may be restored by the water

accumulated during floodtide passing out by subterranean

canals, such as are described above.

It is not improbable that some channels were produced by

other causes than that here mentioned, such as original in-

equalities in the submerged land, or fissures made in the reef

by earthquakes, which we may presume to have been, at a

former period, as frequent in this region as they now are in

those where volcanic fires are still raging ; but I am convin-

ced that instances where a passage has been cut through a reef

by the action of tides are of exceeding rarity, if indeed they

occur at all. So long as it is the tendency of water to seek

an uniform level, I cannot conceive how that accumulated in

the lagoon during the flood tide, or from the rolling in of the

surf, should in flowing out over a reef covered even at low

water to a depth of from one foot to ten fathoms, excavate a

narrow canal, occasionally (as at Christmas and Ocean Islands,)

deeper than the lagoon itself.

It is my impression that Prof. Lyell described these chan-

nels as invariably situated on the leeward reef; yet suggested

no cause for their assumed absence on the windward side, ex-

cept the inference that as the water was forced into the lagoon

from that direction, it would naturally seek to escape in an

opposite one ; and at a late meeting of this Society it was

asked why, if his reasoning was not just, such should be the

case.

But they are, as I have endeavored to show, confined to no

particular portion of the reef, though they certainly do occur

most frequently to leeward. Nor will this, upon reflection,

appear so singular as it may at first be considered. Admitting

that there were originally as many in the weather as in the

leeward reef, by far the greater number would long since

6
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have been filled up by fragments broken from the outer mar-

gin of the plateau and carried landward by the surf, together

with the drift and wash from the beach of loose coral sand

and shingle. Others we may suppose have been obliterated

by the natural increase of the coral, till, from both causes,

only one remains here and there. Still there are sufficient to

show us that the formation of these channels cannot with

propriety be attributed to causes that would operate but in a

certain direction, such as we must regard the tide, which can

scarcely be supposed to seek an egress against the continual

rushing in of a powerful surf.

Much light would no doubt be cast upon this and many
other peculiarities in the coral formations we have been con-

sidering, by an examination and comparison of the phenomena

presented by those of the Antilles, the Caribbean Sea, and

along our southern coasts. In fact, I believe that without

such comparison, it is impossible for a person to arrive at a

full knowledge of the structure of these rocks. Those es-

pecially, bordering the South coasts of Cuba and Florida,

deserve particular attention, on account of the numerous ca-

nals intersecting the extensive reefs, the varied nature of their

lagoons, and the opposite character of their neighboring lands,

which, broken and mountainous in the one case, are in the

other low, sandy, and level. I trust that at some future peri-

od it will be in my power to examine these interesting forma-

tions, with more time and opportunity for their study at com-

mand, than were enjoyed in my brief and restricted visit to

those in the great coral region of the Pacific.

The conclusions to which I have been led by all the ob-

servations made among the coral islands of Polynesia, may be

summed up as follows :—firstly, that the subsidence was not

continuous, but interrupted by long periods during which the

land, and after its disappearance, the reef, remained stationary,

and the successive terraces were formed ; secondly, that it

continued, at least in certain places, up to a comparatively

recent day, and ceased not long after the total submergence of

the pre-existing land ; thirdly, that there followed an indefi-

nite interval of repose, with the reef at a sufficient depth
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below the surface of the ocean, to enable the polypes to con-

struct the overhanging shelf whose fragments now strew the

upper plateau ; fourthly, that to this quiescent state ensued

one of re-elevation,* at a period of which, when the shelf

was considerably lower than the plateau now is, yet exposed

to the full violence of the surf, it was torn off" and the frag-

ments carried to their present locality ; and lastly, that this

re-elevatory process is still going forward, not only in the

coral groups, but also in most of the volcanic ones of Poly-

nesia.

After what has been said, it is perhaps unnecessary to re-

mark further upon the first of these conclusions. As regards

the second, I will here briefly notice one of the facts on

which it rests. At Rose Island, a chain of coral reefs mostly

covered only at high tide, and small islets but a few feet

above water, principally loose rubble and sand, the whole

about a league in circuit, and situated twentyfive or thirty

leagues east of the Samoas—so recent was the formation that

besides the main entrance into the lagoon on the leeward side,

there were several small channels, others partially bridged

over, and some closed only at one extremity. Not a particle

of vegetation had yet made its appearance, elsewhere than on

the most elevated portion of one sandy knoll, which a solitary

shrub (a Pisonia, if I recollect right,) had begun to clothe

with verdure. In the shallow lagoon, it would seem as if

there had not elapsed since its formation a period sufftqient for

the coral to have grown in any quantity, as only a few small

clusters were seen here and there, the bottom being almost

entirely a fine white coral sand, such as is common on the

beaches of those islands having shore reefs, and quite destitute

of the smooth, calcareous paste, deposited in most lagoons.

Scattered over this sand, were a number of boulders of vol-

canic rock, some of them so heavy that two men could not

* There is one peculiarity in the sea or barrier reefs of all the volcanic islands,

for which, unless it is to be attributed to the recentness of their elevation, I

can at present suggest no explanation. I refer to the entire absence upon them,
no matter how exposed may be their situation, of any fragmentary ridges, such
as are found at every Paumotu, even where the distance from ihe outer plateau
to the lagoon is much less than the breadth of some barrier reefs.
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raise them from the bottom, and precisely similar in appear-

ance and mineral structure to that constituting the mass of

the neighboring groups of Samoa and Tahiti. A specimen

weighing about twenty pounds was picked up in four feet

of water, among small rolled blocks of coral conglome-

rate. This circumstance appears to afford conclusive evidence

that the main rock of the submerged island must be at no

great depth below the sandy bottom of the lagoon, since it

was evidently not long since acted upon by the surf, the only

imaginable power which could have placed these boulders in

their present situation. At the same time, that the islets

are now slowly emerging, is indicated by the whole surface

of the reef, which is so for elevated, that the corals have

nearly ceased to flourish, and are for the most part covered

with an incrustation of lime, which promises ere long to unite

the v/hole into an uniform consolidated mass.

That there was an interval of quiescence between the last

epoch of subsidence and that of re-elevation, is, 1 think,

proved not only by the construction of the marginal project-

ing shelf, which has evidently once existed on the upper

plateau, but by these elevated islands, like Tahiti and others,

having both shore and barrier reefs, which are raised to the

same level, and where a shore reef does not exist, by the de-

tached masses and clusters of living coral that are found at

those islands in only three or four feet of water, and within a

few yards of the beach, quite equalling in size any that are

found upon the sea reefs, which clusters must both have

grown at a considerably greater depth, and required a long

time to attain their present magnitude.

In the lectures to which allusion has been made, the island

of Tahiti was incorrectly represented in ground plans of it

exhibited by Prof. Lyell, and also described by him, as sur-

rounded by a reef enclosing a continuous lagoon of nearly

uniform width between it and the shore. Of a fact so im-

portant in its geological bearings as the co-existence of a

fringing and lagoon-enclosing reef at this island, the distin-

guished lecturer was, I presume, not aware, inasmuch as it was

in no manner alluded to by him. There is sca^c^lv any por-
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tion of the reef which I have not visited, and so far from en-

circling the island, the lagoon only exists at intervals, and in

many of these a shore reef runs out so far as to leave but

a narrow boat channel between it and the outer one. Some-

times it terminates in a cul de sac ; in other places it commu-

nicates with the sea by two passages near its extremities, thus

isolating a portion of the outer reef, and there are parts of the

coast where for miles the two reefs appear to have united, and

there is no intervening canal ; so that the natives wade from

the beach to the breakers. It would be nearer the truth, to

state that instead of a continuous lagoon, there is a nearly

continuous fringing reef, surrounding the island and varying

from a few yards to more than a mi]e in width, and that the

lagoons merely form canals between this and the sea reef.

Like the latter, these shore reefs are in general very steep.

There is one in Pappeiti, the principal harbor, forming a sort

of natural pier, alongside of which a vessel can lie in thirty

or forty feet of water, so close that a person may step from

her channels, upon the reef, where it is not more than eighteen

inches or two feet deep.

The island of Eimeo, lofty and broken like that of Tahiti,

from which it is distant between four and five leagues, is almost

entirely surrounded by a fringing reef, containing occasional

small lagoons inaccessible to any thing but a canoe, and often

having no entrance whatever. The same may b?- said of

several other islands in the Tahitian group. For these reefs

lo have formed upon the shore and extended so far as in some

instances to be blended with the outer ones, there must as it

seems to me, have been a long period of rest between the

cessation of subsidence and the re-elevatory process, which it

is my belief has been for some time and is still going forward.

For this belief I now proceed to submit some of the reasons.

At almost every Paumotu visited, I found the shore of the

lagoon raised from eighteen to thirty inches, containing im-

bedded shells, and corals standing as they grew.

At Clermont Tonnerre Island, on the North shore of the la-

goon, there is a reef two feet above sea level, literally paved

with the shells of Tridaccu©, imbedded precisely as in the
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adjacent submerged plateau, and in a state of perfect preser-

vation, even as to color. At Honden Island, some two hun-

dred and twenty miles north-west of this, a similar raised

ledge borders the lagoon. At Raraka, three hundred miles

further West, on the plain between the windward ridge and

lagoon, which had a very slight ascent inland, corals both

sessile and arborescent, were met with in a normal position,

half a mile from the sea, and at about the same height above

it as the shells at Clermont Tonnerre. At King's Island, in

crossing from the leeward beach to the lagoon, several large

tracts of reef-rock were observed, full of imbedded Tridacnae,

and corals occupying their original locality. Similar appear-

ances were presented by several other islands, to which I

cannot refer at present.

The surface reef or upper terrace, every where bears evi-

dence of having been elevated higher than the natural growth

of the corals would raise it, in their scanty number and di-

minished size, and the calcareous incrustations now covering

the larger portion of the reef, to the extinction of the polypes.

At Waterland Island, the leeward reef is quite bare at low

water, and so bold that one may spring upon it from a boat

without wetting his feet. So trifling is the depth of water

on other reefs, that many arborescent and some even of the

sessile corals, have their superior portions so constantly expos-

ed that the polypes are all dead, while below a certain line

they still continue to flourish. In the lagoons, also, are fre-

quently seen clusters of Madrepore, whose extremities are

from an inch to a foot above water, which like those on the

terraces could have been constructed by the polypes, only

when continually covered by it.

At Christmas Island, the re-elevation has been so great, that

the lagoon, of sixty miles in circuit, is in no part, at half a mile

from shore, more than three feet deep, has hardly any where

over ten feet of water at high tide and is full of still shal-

lower patches, raised reef-rock, and corals. On the south-east

side, numerous lagoons from a quarter of a mile to a couple of

leagues in compass, originally no doubt deep hollows in the

principal one, have been formed by the elevation of their sur-
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rounding bed above water. In some of these, though they

have no outlet, the tide continues to rise and fall regularly,

the water passing readily through the porous sand, but the

evaporation is such as to render them exceedingly salt. In

others, the Avater is entirely dried up, and the bottom covered

with a thick saline incrustation. The intervals between these

small lagoons and hollows, is sometimes the bare coral rock,

but more commonly coral sand and shells, containing an infi-

nite number of Echini, Spatangi, &c. imbedded. Near the

centre of the island are plains of perfectly level coral rock,

some of them a mile long by half a mile broad, raised eight

or ten feet above sea level, and covered with about a foot of

black porous earth. The magnitude of these rocks precludes

all idea of their having been torn from the reef like the large

blocks of similar composition that line the eastern coast. A
very remarkable character in the structure of this island is

the unusually great width of the two entrances, it being full

two miles, as will be seen by the accompanying sketch. The
fringing reef runs out about half a cable's length all round

the island, except on the south-west side, where the surf rolls

in directly upon the beach. There is anchorage for ships in

from ten to thirty fathoms water on either side of the low,

sandy islet by which the entrances are separated.*

The letters A. B. C. D. E.,antl the adjoining dark spots, indicate the position

of the smaller lagoons and dry hollows.

F. and G. are two hills of coral sand, about ten feet higher than the rest of

the island.

H. the low, sandy island between the entrances, which are marked by the

dotted line.

The four trees represent the situation of as many groves of cocoa-nut. The

*For the sketch of Christmas Island, and also many of the facts in connexion,

I am indebted to the Hawaiian Spectator, for July, 1838. This publication,

which was issued quarterly, in a very handsome octavo form, at Honolulu, in

Oahu, and conducted with much ability by an association of the foreign resi-

dents, was discontinued at the close of the second year, for lack of patronage.

This is much to be regretted, as it promised to be the vehicle of much important

information, both of a scientific and general character, relative to Polynesia.

Its place is in a measure supplied by a weekly paper entitled " The Polynesian,"

established in June, 1840, and ably edited by our townsman and former asso-

ciate, J. J. Jarves, Esq., but the size of this renders it less valuable than the

Spectator, as a work of reference.
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dark dotted patches in the lagoon, which should be much more numerous, are

sand banks and coral shallows; and the black s])ots on the eastern shore, denote

large fragments of reef-rock thrown up by the breakers.

SKETCH OF CHRISTMAS ISLAND.

157 30.

At Carlshoff Island, in about 15° 30' S. lat. and 145° 30' W.

long., near the north-west side of the lagoon, and a short

quarter of a mile from the sea beach, is a pool of tolerably

fresh water, between fifty and sixty yards round, and five

feet deep, which appears to have been formed like the dry

hollows at Christmas Island.

But in nothing perhaps throughout the coral seas, are the

proofs of re-elevation more conspicuous than in the large

tabular masses of reef-rock which have been spoken of as

linnig the weather shores of many Paumotus, At Serle, Vin-

cennes, (a few miles West of Raraka,) King's, Carlshoff,

Honden, Tooa, Aitoho, and Dean's or Prince of Wale's islands,

these constitute one of the most prominent features. At the
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last named, they are strewn along the coast for upwards of

thirty miles, and some of the masses, as nearly as I could

estimate, were a hundred feet long. It is not improbable that

the whole coast here may be a reef raised three or four feet.

The enormous size of the rocks in some instances, renders it

almost incredible that any surf could have been sufficiently

powerful, to tear from the reef and remove them to their pres-

ent situation.

Not having landed here, but only seen these ledges through a

glass while coasting the island at a mile's distance, I cannot

of course speak positively on this question, or as to their exact

size ; but as regards the latter, any person who has made the

experiment, will admit that in viewing objects on a beach in

this manner, their magnitude is more apt to be under than

over-estimated. In most cases, however, there is no doubt

but that these blocks are erratic, and originally constituted

the impending shelf of the surface plateau, which from their

being torn off now presents at its edge only a steep slope.

That this shelf could not have been formed while the plateau

was at its present elevation, is apparent not merely from the

fact that the surf would prevent its construction, but because

as the appearance of the whole reef testifies, it is not covered

with a depth of water adapted to the operations of the poly-

pes on such a scale. The fragments must also have been re-

moved to the locality they now occupy, while the reef was

at a lower level, since the surf at present scarcely reaches

them except during heavy gales. That a considerable re-ele-

vation has taken place since they became fixed where we find

them, is evinced by the manner in which their sides and faces

have been hollowed out by the action of the waves. Had no

change of level occurred, we should naturally expect to see

the greatest excavation near their union with the subjacent

reef, where they are unceasingly exposed to the flux and re-

flux of the tide, whereas it is frequently near their upper

7
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third, and a portion of it above high water mark, giving to

the smaller masses a great variety of configuration, as may-

be seen in the following sketch of a cluster on the reef at

King's island.

The interrupted line in this and the preceding cut indicate

the line of high water in ordinary tides,

I incline to a belief that the fissures described as existing in

the thin shelves of coralline limestone surrounding some

islands, should be included among the evidences of re-eleva-

tion. The character of their stratification shows that these

were originally deposited on a horizontal plane, and their pres-

ent dip of 5° or 6° seaward, may have been occasioned by

the upward pressure of the submerged summit below the bed

of the lagoon, which would also be likely to cause in strata of

their extent and tenuity, such rents as I have mentioned.

This is certainly the case with similar formations on the east-

ern coast of Kauai, whose dip is 10° or 12*^ so that the edges

of the laminae at their landward termination, crop out a foot

or more above the beach.

Throughout the volcanic islands of Polynesia the tokens of

recent elevation are every where conspicuous in a greater or

less degree. At the Society and Samoan groups may be seen

above water at low tide, corals in situ, whose upper portion

and frequently the entire mass is blackened, and their polypes

destroyed by exposure.

At the North-west end of Manua, (the easternmost of the

Samoas,) fragments of coral, whose quantity and size are such

as to render it impossible that they were placed there by other

than natural agency, are to be seen at least eighty feet above

the sea, on a steep liill-side rising half a mile inland from

a low, sandy plain abounding in marine remains. These

fragments are imbedded in a mixture of decomposed lava,

mould and sand, and some of them are of such magnitude that

four stout natives could not turn them over. The immediate
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coast is rocky and precipitous, the material, a partially decayed

lava having a stratified character, but the strata much dis-

torted and dislocated and in many places rent vertically asun-

der. At this end of the island there is no reef, properly so

called, the water shoaling gradually from thirty fathoms at a

quarter of a mile distance, till it breaks within a few yards of

the beach. There are, however, numerous scattered patches

and detached clusters of coral from a depth of ten fathoms to

where the sea breaks.

At Tahiti I was informed, that on the' sandy isthmus con-

necting the mountainous peninsulas of Tobreonu and Tiarabu

into which that island is divided, eight or ten feet below the

surface was a solid bed of coral rock, about the same num-

ber of feet above the sea. That this was formerly a reef con-

necting two islands is the more probable from there being

here an interruption of the present shore reef, the deep water

continuing quite to the beach.

At the Hawaiian islands, which are still the seat of volcanic

action on a magnificent scale, the elevation has been much
greater and its proofs more apparent than perhaps in any other

region of Polynesia. The islands of Maui, Molokai, Oahu, and

Kauai, abound in such evidences, of which I will specify here

only a few of the most striking.

At Oahu on the south side, the whole plain on which the

town of Honolulu is situated, is an elevated coral reef, ex-

tending between three and four miles from East to West, and

varying from half a mile to a mile in breadth. The land-

ward side of this reef is highest, being, as well as I can re-

member, about twenty feet above the sea. In certain parts,

like that for instance on which the town is built, the reef is

covered to a depth of from two to five feet with ashes and

fine scoriaceous sand, which were probably ejected from the

now long extinct craters of Puiwa, just behind the town, and

Leahi* about four miles east of it on the coast, chiefly, how-

ever, from the former, at whose foot the plain terminates, about

a mile from the sea. Below this volcanic sand is sometimes

* Puiwa is the " Punchbowl hill," and Leahi the " Diamond Head," of the

foreigners.
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found a stratum of slightly cemented coral sand, containing

shells and Echinides of species identical with those now liv-

ing in the vicinity. In other places, as oh the plain at the

entrance of the Manoa valley, between Honolulu and Waikiki,

the reef is entirely bare, with every hollow and gulley as dis-

tinctly defined as they are on the present shore reef A short

half mile west of Honolulu and half that distance from the

sea, at the mouth of a branch of the Nuuanu valley, a con-

siderable stream flows through a section of this elevated reef

some twenty feet deep. A mile and a half farther West there

is a similar section at the mouth of the Kalihi valley. These

appear to have been anciently passages in the reef, and show

that it is composed of the same genera of corals (principally

Porites) as constitute the mass of the recent reef. In the dis-

trict of Ewa, fourteen miles west of Honolulu, on the left

bank of Pearl river a few rods from its mouth, there is a bed

of oyster shells, twelve feet in thickness and more than a hun-

dred yards in length, whose lowest portion is full five feet

above the sea. They are for the most part entire and in a

fine state of preservation, the internal polish yet uneifaced and

not tacky or " happante" to the tongue. They bear a very

close resemblance to our O. borealis, and it is remarkable that

although imbedded with it are found many shells which still

inhabit the adjacent coast in great numbers, the Ostrea is ap-

parently an extinct species. It was seen no where else in the

Pacific, neither so far as I could ascertain, is it met with either

fossil or recent on any other part of this coast.

From Waialua on the north-west side of Oahu I received

specimens of a very hard and compact breccia of shells and

coral, said to be taken from cliffs of the same material twenty

feet high, which the description sent with the specimens left

me little doubt, were the remains of an ancient cemented co-

ral beach.

On the coasts of Kauai there are frequent elevated beaches.

One of these at Kalihiwai, on the north side of the island,

three fourths of a mile inland, is composed of a slightly cohe-

rent conglomerate of coral and shells raised about fifteen feet.

Aged natives dwelling in the neighborhood, affirmed to me
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that the sea had retired within their remembrance an eighth

of a mile, and that in their youth, old men had told them that

they in their boyhood fished in canoes at a spot now full one

third of a mile from the sea, which since that period, as they

forcibly expressed it, " ihanauia ka lepo hou,'' literally, had

brought forth the new earth. Four or five miles West of this,

the river Hanalei, flowing through a plain of the same name
in the district of Waioli,* displays on its banks rather more

than a quarter of a mile from the sea, the section of an ancient

beach about five feet higher than the present one, and com-

posed of materials similar to that of Kalihiwai. This line of

beach extends from the base elevated table land forming the

eastern boundary of the plain in a westerly direction three

miles across to the foot of the lofty ridges of Mamalahoa and

Puiinauekia its limits on the opposite side ; following the cur-

vature of the hills to the south, and sometimes almost skirting

them at from the fourth of a mile to a mile from the shore.

The figure below represents a North and South section of the

plain, from just back of the ancient beach to the sea, on a

scale of 2.5 inches to a mile, and 10 feet to the inch.

a. Surface soil, twelve to fourteen inches deep below the old be€ich,and

eighteen to twentysix inches deep above it.

b. A decomposed lava ten or twelve feet thick, gradually passing into the

solid rock.

«. A mixture of decomposed lava, surface mould, and coral and shell detritus.

d. Ancient beaoh of coral rubble, shells, and volcanic earth and sand.

e. A stratum of like materials with c. ten inches thick at its commencement,

but gradually attenuating as it approaches the sea till at one-fourth of a mile

from it, it is lost.

" Waioli signifies " the singing" or " the joy/ul water," and is applied to this

region by the Hawaiians, whose names are always not less poetical than de-

Bcriptive, on account of the numerous glittering cascades that come singing and

leaping down from the lofty mountains by which it is girt on all sides but the

seaward one.
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f. A stratum of fine volcanic sand, chiefly comminuted crystals of olivine,

and fine coral detritus and shells.

g. Thin lamiucB, the pianes of whose stratification are parallel, formed by a

concretion of the materials of /. and having thin layers of loose sand interposed.

h. Present beach— coral rubble, shells and sand, chiefly coral detritus.

These laminEe were evidently formed by successive hori-

zontal depositions, but have since been tilted up so as to dip

about 5° north to the sea. Proceeding inland, after passing

the line of old beach, the surface soil is twice the thickness

of that on the seaward portion of the plain, and rests on the

stratum of decomposed lava. The layer of mixed earth, sand

and shells, was no doubt washed from the stratum at the time

when the sea was at the old beach. The bed of sand and

detritus on which this mixed layer, and after its disappearance,

the surface mould rests, is full of slight inequalities, as if rip'

pled up by the wind or sea. Probably the former was the

real agent after its elevation. In the opinion of several intel-

ligent residents, this plain has been formed merely by long

continued additions to the beach, but there are several facts

contradictory of this.

From all the evidence I could collect, either by personal

observation or inquiry, it is my belief that the sea instead of

augmenting the coast, is yearly encroaching upon it and re-

gaining its previous loss by elevation. The surf which rolls

in from the broad open bay of Hanalei, especially during the

winter months, with tremendous violence, must operate de-

structively upon a beach shelving into deep water so abruptly

as this.

There is a short beach a mile and a half perhaps from that

of Hanalei, between the river Lumahae and the ridge of

Puvinauekia, which during the winter is sometimes three hun-

dred yards wide, and is every summer narrowed to twenty or

twentyfive yards, yet no corresponding increase takes place

during the latter season in the main beach. Yet it is evident-

ly the waste of this which contributes to widen the other, it

being the only one in the vicinity capable of furnishing the

material. If the plain was of gradual formation by succes-

sive increment, as a natural consequence the surface soil

would be deepest on the inland or older portion, whereas
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it is of the same thickness one hundred yards from the sea as

at the ancient line of coast. Moreover, a transverse section

of both the ancient and modern beaches, exhibits a ridge

composed of coral in considerable fragments, entire shells,

Echinides, &c. mixed with a rather coarse coralline sand, and

if the intervening space were merely a succession of similar

beaches there is no reason why it should not be similarly con-

stituted. But instead of this it contains only a few scattered,

corals in small pieces, the shells in it are small and broken up

and the sand is very fine, much of it being of volcanic ori-

gin ; the whole appearing like the finer and heavier particles,

now being washed from the beach and carried seaward by the

..lecoil and undertow of the surf. Adding to these facts that

of the dip northward, of the lower bed of laminar concre-

tions, I think the plain of Hanalei should be classed among

the instances of elevation by subterranean forces. The man-

ner in which the strata of cemented coralline sand are tilted

up in the vicinity of Wailua has already been described. At

Anahola a few miles North of this, half a mile from the sea is

a remarkable beach, more than a mile in length, consisting of

a mixture of loose corals, shells and sand, deposited in very

regular curved strata. From this and all the other old beach-

es a sandy plain, with a thin coating of soil extends to the

present coast.

That section of the coast at Kauai, designated by the na-

tives as Na Pali, or " the Precipices," which from Hamakoa
on the North, to Lapa on the West, extends about twelve

miles in an unbroken, inaccessible wall of sub-columnar, lava,

from eighteen hundred to twentyfive hundred feet high, exhib-

its continuous traces of exposure to the action of the waves,

several feet above the line of cavities now being worn by the

surf.

At Molokai, an island a few miles North-west of Maui, Mr.

B. Munn, teacher for the Mission, assured me that he had seen

masses of coral apparently in their original position, imbedded

in calcareous rocks, one hundred and even one hundred and

fifty feet above sea level. I suspect, however, that here is

some error, either of calculation or observation, having seen
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nothing on any of the other islands to warrant the behef in

such an elevation as this would indicate. Still from the tes-

timony of all the missionaries, there can be no question of the

fact that there are really in Molokai raised coral beaches of

height at least equal to those of Oahu and Kauai.

By the statements of several persons who have long been

residents on Oahu, the elevation there is at present going for-

ward at a very perceptible rate. Henry A. Peirce, Esq., an

American merchant who has dwelt at Honolulu for upwards

of sixteen years, and whose high intelligence and habits of

close observation entitle his opinion on this point to much re-

spect, has informed me that large portions of the reef on both

sides of the harbor, which at his first arrival were never un-

covered by the sea, have since then risen so much as to be

now bare every tide at low water ; other parts which were

within his knowledge exposed only at that stage; are now na-

ked an hour before it, and the sea has in the same time rece-

ded as much as thirty feet from places where canoes were

accustomed to land.*

It is to be remembered that throughout this group of islands,

earthquakes are of very frequent occurrence, especially at

Hawaii, the principal one, and seat of the great volcano of

Kilauea, where several occur almost every year. At Hilo, or

Byron's Bay, about thirty miles North-east of the crater, dur-

ing the month of November, 1838, upwards of fifty shocks

were experienced within eight days, and not less than twelve

more counted in a single night. There is another active vol-

cano in the Vichis, or Fejees, and several more in the islands

to the southv/ard and westward of them, nor is it at all im-

probable that throughout the entire extent of Polynesia, the

internal fires are raging below the ocean's bed, and by their

* Among the evidences of the slow increase of corals, alluded to on page 2,

were included through inadvertence, experiments made at long intervals on the

depth of channels and upon well known reefs. These should be set aside, since

it is clear that such depth might be increased or diminished by a subsidence or

elevation of the reef, and therefore no correct inference as to the growth of the

corals composing it can be drawn from such e.xperiments.
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upward forces constantly tending to elevate the existing

islands.*

* Its bearings on this question, the singularity of the phenomena it records,

ami the limited circulation of the work in which it appears, will, I trust, be

deemed sufficient apologies for introducing here the account of an extraordinary

oscillation of the sea, published in the Hawaiian Spectator for January 1838,

by T. C. B. Rooke, F. R. C. S., a resident of Honolulu.

" On the evening and night of the 7th Nov. 18S7, a most remarkable commo-

tion of the sea was witnessed at Honolulu, in many respects similar to that

witnessed at these islands in May, 1819. One inch and a half of rain had

fallen during the previous tvventyfoiir hours ; the wind was fresh from the

North-east, squally at intervals. The atmosphere was clear and cool,—Therm.

74.5. The Barometer had gradually fallen during the four previous days, but

this evening had again risen to 30.06, at 6 o'clock, when the alarm was given

that the sea was retiring. The first recession was the greatest,—something

more than eight feet; but being unprepared to make observations at the mo-

ment, the exact fall was not measured. The reefs surrounding the harbor were

left dry, and the fish aground were mostly dead. The sea quickly returned,

and in twentyeight minutes reached the height of an ordinary high tide ; scarce-

ly remaining stationary, it again receded and fell six feet. This was repeated

at intervals of twentyeight minutes. On the third rising it was four inches

above ordinary high water mark, and fell again six feet four inches. After the

fourth rising, the length of time occupied by the rise and fall varied, and the

rise and fall diminished gradually, but not regularly. At 11, P. M. the Ther-

mometer stood at 74, Barometer 30.04 ; wind freshening and frequent showers;

the ebb now occupied twenty minutes, and the flow ten. At 11 30 it became

calm with constant rain. Thermometer 73.5 ; Barometer 30.03. The ebb and

flow still continued, occupying the same space of time, but the rise and fall

decreasing. This continued during the forenoon of the 8th. The rapidity with

which the water fell, varied in different parts of the harbor. On the East side,

the greatest rapidity noticed was six inches in a minute ; but on the North, at

one time during the tliird recession it fell twelve inches in thirty seconds. At

no time did the water rise higher than a common spring tide ; but the fall was

about six feet below low water mark. The same occurrence is related to have

taken place in 1819, when the tide rose and fell thirteen times in the space of

a few hours. On neither occasion was there any perceptil>le motion or trem-

bling of the earth, or unusual appearance of the atmosphere.

On the leeward side of Maui the same rise and fall took place as at Honolulu,

but on the windward part of the island the sea retired about twenty fathoms and

quickly returned in one gigantic wave sweeping every thing before it, houses,

trees, canoes, and every moveable object exposed to its fury. At a small vil-

lage, called Kahuiiii, in the district of Wailuku, on the sea retiring, the amazed

inhabitants followed it as it receded, eagerly catching the stranded fisli, shouting

and hallooing with jdeasure, when suddenly the sea rose perpendicularly before

them like a precipice, and rushing to the beach, buried the assembled multitudes

in the flood, and overflowing the shore, swept away every house in the village

but one; the canoes and property of the natives were all destroyed. Happily,

8
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Before closing these imperfect reminiscences, a few remarks

may be added, respecting Matea, or Aurora Island, a coral reef

owing to the amphibious education of the people, but two lives were lost here,

but as the same occurrence happened all along the seaside we shall probably

hear of more deaths.

At Byron's Bay, on Hawaii, the same phenomenon took place. An unusual

number of persons were collected together attending a protracted meeting, con-

sequently every house was crowded. At half-past 6 the sea retired at the rate

of four or five knots an hour, reducing the soundings from five to three and a

half fathoms at the anchorage, and leaving a great extent of the harbor dry.

Hundreds of curious souls rushed down to witness the novelty, when a gigantic

wave came roaring to the shore at the rate of six or eight knots an hour, rising

twenty feet above high water maik, and fell on the beach with a noise resem-

bling a heavy peal of thunder, burying the people in the flood, destroying

houses, canoes, and fish-ponds, washing away the food and clothing of the in-

habitants, large quantities of animals, fire wood, and timber collected on the

strand for sale. The cries of distress were horrible; those in the water unable

to swim among the wreck of houses, and pieces of limber, struggling for their

lives, and those on shore wailing for their friends and relatives. The Britisli

whale ship Admiral Cockburn was at anchor in the Bay, and to the timely aid

and humane exertions of her master, (Lawrence,) and crew, many are indebted

for their lives; but for the assistance rendered by their boats many who were

stunned and insensible would have been carried out to sea, and perished, as the

natives had not a single canoe left that would float. Every thing was destroyed
;

those who escaped with their lives had neither food nor raiment left. In Ka-

nokapa and Kaahelu alone, sixtysix houses were destroyed, and eleven persons

lost their lives, four men, two women, and five children; at Waiolama and

Hauna, a woman and child were drowned ; at Kauwale one woman lost her

life. The amount of damage done has not yet been ascertained, nor is it known

how many times the sea rose and fell. There was no shock of an earthquake

felt at Hilo, or elsewhei-e, although it is ascertained that the volcano of Kilauea

was unusually disturbed the previous evening, the fires were suddenly quenched,

and yawning chasms burst open in previously tranquil places, accompanied with

violent explosions. Inquiries have been made of masters of vessels who were

to the North and to the East of the islands on the 7th, at various distances, but

none of them noticed any thing unusual in the sea, or atmosphere. That this

apparent submarine volcanic action has taken place at some distance from the

islands is proved by the wave striking the different islands simultaneously and

apparently in the same direction ; but at what distance we have no means at

present of determining. Perhaps the internal fires have found a new vent,

which may be laying the foundation of a new group of islands in our neighbor-

hood. It is now nineteen and a half years since a similar phenomenon oc-

curred liere, but not so violently as the last, nor was it attended with any loss

of life."

Cases of the sea during earthquakes retiring for a short time to return with

overwhelming force, are but too familiar matter of history. Such are the wave

which utterly destroyed old Callao in 1746; that witnessed during the great

earthquake of Lisbon, and more recently, in those which have been attended
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which has been elevated about two hundred feet, lying some

thirty leagues from Tahiti, in a N. N. E. direction. This

island presents a perpendicular wall on all sides but the North-

east, where it slopes rather steeply to the water. The greater

portion of this wall has no attached reef, and rises abruptly

from the ocean, which at one hundred yards distance is per-

fectly blue ; but there are occasionally crescent-shaped tracts

of low land between the sea and base of the cliff, which pre-

vious to the elevation of the island may have formed small

bays, and from these extends a narrow coral plateau. At the

inland termination of these plains, is a large talus composed

of massy fragments fallen from the cliff, in all probability

ruins of the anciently projecting shelf. Their whole surface

is worn by the water into deep inequalities, so sharp and rug-

ged as to render walking, or to speak correctly, clambering

over them a difficult and fatiguing task. At the foot of the

cliff, back of the lowland, are frequent caverns, from whose

roofs depend numerous stalactites from the size of a pipe-stem

to that of a man's body, the little drops of water at their ex-

tremity sparkling like so many diamonds wherever the light

from a crevice falls upon them. The floors are also covered

with stalagmitic incrustations in every degree of hardness,

and assuming a great variety of forms. Those into which I

entered, descended for a few feet at an angle of about 30°,

like an arched vault, and then expanded into an irregular cir-

cular grotto, with a level floor, whose ceiling was from four to

fifteen feet in height. Some of these caves are capable of

holding at least three hundred persons.*

with such fearful consequences along the coast of Chili; but I am not aware

that there is on record any parallel to such a series of alternating ebb and flow

of the sea, unaccompanied by any perceptible commotion of the earth, as is

here described by Dr. Rooke. That it was nevertheless occasioned by the

throes of pent up subterranean fires at some remote point, there can I think be

little question.

*Is it not possible that some of the extensive caverns for which most lime-

stone districts are remarkable, may have originated in bridged channels in the

ancient reefs, like those described on p. 38, which a further subsidence prevent-

ed from being wholly filled up, while it allowed a reef of indefinite thickness

to be raised above them ?
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From one of the plains on the north side, wheie there is a

village with some two hundred and fifty inhabitants, a steep

ascent leads to the summit, which presents a broad, table land,

declining a few feet toward the centre, where we may sup-

pose the lagoon to have been situated. Near the eastern ex-

tremity, a few yards from the bank, are two knolls gently

rising to a height of perhaps forty feet, which I presume to be

remains of the ancient fragmentary ridge, formed when this

table land was the surface reef, the main portion having been

undermined and worn away by the action of the surf on the

South-east or windward side during the period of elevation.

To this cause, I imagine, is also to be assigned the sloping

form of the island in that direction, while the sheltered lee-

ward side has preserved its original sheer descent. The

dense growth of forest, and tangled luxuriance of under

growth, prevented any minute observation during my hurried

visit, but I recollect that the whole surface of the table land,

and the ascent of the cliff for eighty or a hundred feet below

it, was covered with fragments of coral conglomerate, the

species imbedded in which were the same with those found

on the reef below. Indeed, the entire mass of the island is a

reef-rock in various stages of consolidation, the lower portion

approximating to a solid limestone, the cellular coralline struc-

ture being in some fragments hardly perceptible, and the

imbedded shells frequently losing their texture, becoming

blent with the rock, and presenting merely casts.*

The island appears to have been elevated at two successive

periods, between which it remained stationary for a consider-

able time ; as rather more than half way up the cliff is a hori-

zontal belt of deep excavations, exactly resembling those now

worn at its base by the sea. This belt is not absolutely con-

tinuous, being interrupted at intervals by spaces where the ac-

tion of the water is not discernible. Such, however, should a

* Specimens of shells in this state are also found occasionally in the tabular

masses of reef-rock, on the shores of some lagoon islands. These frag-

ments, like the rock at Matea, indleate by their structure that the main body of

the reefs is not a homogeneous coral rock, but a conglomerate of large pieces

of coral and shells, filled in and cemented together by a detritus of similar ma-

terials.
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third elevation occur, would be the condition of the present

base of the chfF, at which the hue of excavation is apparent

only in those portions exposed to the action of the surf.

Viewed from a distance, the belt appears distinctly to divide-

the cliff into two nearly equal portions, and in several places

where this latter forms an angle, large perforations are visible,

Avhich must have resulted from the wearing away of the rock

by the surf.

Thus have I, hastily and at random, as promised in the

outset, thrown together some of my reminiscences of these

interesting regions. At a future day I may be enabled (aban-

doning the indefinite specifications whose occurrence I am

well aware is too frequent in these remarks, but which under

the circumstances are unavoidable,) systematically to arrange

my observations, and give the details with the minuteness

and precision demanded by the importance of the subject.

Since the remarks upon the influence of tides upon reef

channels, in a preceding portion of this communication, have

been in press, it has occurred to me that in connection with

that topic it will be proper to specify several erroneous asser-

tions relative to the tides generally throughout Polynesia
;

which derive importance from the name of their authors just-

ly possessing much weight, not less with scientific readers

than the public generally.

Capt. Beechey, in the " Voyage of the Blossom," part I.

Chap. IX. Lond. Ed., speaking of tides in the harbors of Ta-

hiti, remarks, '' At Toanoa, it is usually low water about six

every morning, and high water half an hour after noon," and

attributes this peculiarity to the sea breeze by day, forcing

the water into the harbor, which is a lagoon between the reef

and shore ; adding, " as the wind abates, the water subsides,

and the nights being generally calm, the water finds its low-

est level by morning."

Now the first of these propositions, though strictly true,

is only a partial statement, conveying, and (as is evident

from the context) designed to convey, the idea that the flood

tide lasts only about six hours, while the ebb continues for

eighteen, from noon of one day till six the next m^^";- -
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The second quotation contains a positive mis-statement. In

the first place, at Toanoa, as in all the harbors of Tahiti and

the other Society Islands, it is full sea regularly twice in

twentyfour hours, and always about noon and midnight ; and

low water about six o'clock, morning and evening. The morn-

ings are calm for perhaps eleven months in the year, the trade

wind or sea breeze commonly setting in about eleven o'clock,

and prevailing in its greatest strength from noon till four or

five P. M. It then dies away, and by eight or nine P. M.

there is a dead calm which continues till the next forenoon.

Thus instead of the tide being forced into the harbor by

the sea breeze, we find that a great part of the day and all

the night flood takes place during a calm, whereas during

the afternoon, the water ebbs rapidly against the full power

of the breeze. Even if Capt. B. was correct, in regard to

the duration of the ebb and flood, his explanation would not

reach the case of those harbors on the leeward side of the

islands, where the trades are not felt, and yet the tides follow

the same course as those on the opposite side.

In Kotzebue's account of his voyage round the world, he

also has given currency to very inaccurate statements on this

subject. In his remarks on Tahiti, we find the following

passage. " Every noon, the whole year round, the moment

the sun touches the meridian, the water is highest, and falls

with the sinking sun, till midnight."

It would be a difficult matter, to crowd in as few words a

greater number of errors than are here contained. They con-

vey a false impression that the tides are governed entirely by

the sun ;
represent them as diurnal instead of semi-diurnal,

and name as the hour for the daily recurrence of low water,

that when it is actually full sea. Neither is it always high

water, as he asserts, "the moment the sun touches the

meridian," though this, compared with the rest, is but a

trivial misrepresentation. So well are the facts I have stated,

known to the natives, whose habit of daily visiting the reef

to catch fish, which are a principal article of their food, has

made them naturally observant of the tides ; and who to this

day have little idea of our divisions of time ;
that instead of
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asking what hour it is, or how high is the sun, they inquire

" Where is the sea?" I do not attempt to explain this singu-

lar deviation from the laws elsewhere governing this phenom-

enon, but merely state what I know from personal observation

to be the facts of the case.

Capt, Beechy also remarks in the work cited, that " the

tides in all harbors formed by coral reefs, are very uncertain,

and are almost wholly dependent on the sea breezes." So

far however is this from being the case, that throughout the

Harvey, Samoan, and Tonga Groups,* for days together at

certain seasons, there is no sea breeze whatever ; the tides

obey the moon with a regularity as undeviating as in any

other part of the world, although the majority of the numer-

ous harbors in the two latter are formed by coral reefs. As

great regularity prevails also in the recurrence of the abnor-

mal tides of the Society Islands, except when interrupted by

occasional heavy gales, and these for the most part blow either

across or opposite to the direction of the trade winds.

In a paper professing to be an " Extract from Lieut. Mai-

den's Official Account of the Sandwich Islands," published

in the Appendix of Lord Byron's voyage in H. M. Ship

Blonde, p. 256, Lond. Ed., 1826, are these remarks in refer-

ence to the tides at Hawaii, " The tide was observed to rise

about four feet, and to be high water at sunset, and low water

at daylight, being influenced by the sea and land breezes.

This regularity would probably not take place in the winter

months, when they do not prevail."

This is also incorrect in every particular, save the height of

the tides. They do not statedly occur at the times here

given, neither are they affected to any extent by the preva-

lence or absence of the breezes, and I am at a loss to imagine

upon what grounds Lieut. M. predicated such a statement as

the above. Had he lacked opportunity during his stay at

Honolulu of observing for himself, there were certainly for-

eign residents enough there, missionaries and others, who
could have furnished him with more correct information on

* 1 include the Tonga or Friendly Islands on the authority of llev. Mr. Wil-

liams, who had spent some time among them.
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this subject, had he sought to obtain it. The truth is, that

unless retarded or accelerated by occasional storms, the flood

and ebb at these islands, from one year's end to another, sum-

mer and winter, in breeze and calm, follow the course of the

moon as regularly as do the tides in Boston Harbor. The rise

and fall of the tide, varies in different harbors, from four to

five and a half feet. Having resided for six months in the

Hawaiian Group, traversed the four principal islands in vari-

ous directions, and beside making careful inquiry of the resi-

dents, examined no less than twelve harbors, including nearly

all of any consequence, some of them open roadsteads, others

formed by small bays, and a large proportion by coral reefs ; I

can speak with some confidence on this point.

All my visits to islands in coral archipelagos having been

very brief, I am unable to state what is the course of the tides

among them, but incline to believe that at the detached Pau-

motus, they obey the usual laws. On landing a second time

at 15ellinghausen's Island, which is about two hundred and

seventy miles West of Tahiti, I found the reef quite bare, at

the same hour that it was overflowed on my first visit, some

months previous. At the full and change of the moon, the

rise at Ocean Island is about twentytwo inches, while at

Christmas Island it is five feet, but the tides on both are nor-

mal, by the accounts of those who have been wrecked and

resided on them for several months.

I hasten to terminate these discursive remarks, (already ex-

tended far beyond what was contemplated at the commence-

ment,) by offering a few suggestions relative to a subject

which it appears to me has by no means received, hitherto,

an attention commensurate with its importance. I allude to

the temperature of the ocean, in its influence upon the growth

and geographical distribution of corals.

It is a remarkable fact, and one for which I am not aware

that any explanation has been offered, that while in the Paci-

fic and Indian Oceans, coral abounds every where between

the tropics for a space of about six thousand leagues from

East to West, it does not exist on the West coast of South

America (at least South of the eighth parallel of latitude,) nor
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do we meet with any coral islands within the whole space of

nearly eight hundred leagues to the westward of it.

Even at the Galapagos, situated directly upon the Equator,

there are no traces of a coral reef. This abse;ice of coral

formations in portions of the same parallel in which their

most profuse display is presented, has by some been referred

to one of those inexplicable, apparent caprices of nature, be-

yond man's ability to fathom, analogous to the well-known

fact, that certain classes of plants which flourish luxuriantly

in the other hemisphere, will not thrive at all in situations and

climates seemingly in every respect adapted to their growth,

in our own. In the Atlantic, it is my impression that the

same absence of coral characterizes a large portion of the South

American coast, and the outlying intertropical islands, such

as Trinidad, Martin Vas, and Fernando Noronha; while it

abounds in the same parallels North of the line, among the

Antilles, and even in the latitude of 32° we find a very con-

siderable group of coral reefs, and islands of coral limestone.

At the Cape Verde Islands, and I think the Canaries also,

we have again an entire absence of such formations, although

the former are 17 degrees nearer the Equator than Bermuda,

On the East coast of South America, this may perhaps be

attributed partly to the immense bodies of fresh water poured

into the Atlantic from those great streams, which rolling in

turbid floods through a course thousands of miles in length,

empty themselves at various points from near the Equator to

the latitude of 35°. It is well known to what an astonishing

distance their waters are carried along the coast, unmingled

with those of the ocean, and loaded with a fine, impalpable

mud. This must unquestionably be highly deleterious to

the coral polypes, if not sufficient to utterly prevent their

growth, as they require the purest ocean water for their suc-

cessful developement.

But I am persuaded, after a careful examination of the facts,

that the absence of coral on the other side of the continent,

and in the wide space between it and the low islands of

Polynesia, it is to be attributed to the prevalence of cold cur-

rents, which proceeding northward from the Polar regions are

9
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perceptible the whole distance from Cape Horn to Callao, and

I presume much further to the north, in a temperature of the

ocean too low for the existence of the coral animals, and that

in a similar low temperature we are to seek for the cause of

their absence at the Cape Verde Islands. I have already al-

luded to the greater heat on the southern part of our coast and

the Bahamas, produced by the vicinity of the Gulf Stream.

A like temperature prevails along the southern shore of Cu-

ba, and the islands in its vicinity, and though unable to speak

positively, from having no data, as to the Bermudas, I have no

doubt from their proximity to the Gulf Stream, that they are

washed by an equally warm sea. Now let us glance for a

moment at the facts bearing on this question, in regions situ-

ated in corresponding parallels of latitude, where no coral

formations exist. At Valparaiso, in lat. of 33° South, and

thence as far as the 20th parallel, in the month of November,

the surface temperature of the ocean near the coast has been

found to range from 58° to 60°
; at Callao, in the lat. of 13°,

from 58° to 62°, and thence in a North-westerly direction to

the Galapagos, to increase gradually to 68° and 70°. Among

these islands, at the same season, its average was not above

68°, and at some of them it did not exceed 62°. But leaving

these islands and proceeding South-west, we find it steadily

rising, till on the skirts of the Dangerous Archipelago it is up

to 78° and 79°, nearly 20° higher than on the coast in the

same parallel. And here we enter upon the coral formations.

Among the Paumotus, the field of their most lavish display,

the temperature varies from 77° to 83°
] at Tahiti from 77^ to

80°, and about the same at the large groups to the West of it.

At the Hawaiian Islands, lying between 19° and 22° North

latitude, it is as high sometimes as 81°.

In our own hemisphere, among the Antilles, Bahamas, and

along the southern coast of Florida, I have found the tem-

perature of the water near the shore, at different seasons, from

78° to 82°, and in all these regions coral reefs abound.

At the Cape Verde Islands, and in the neighborhood of

Trinidad, Martin Vas, and Fernando Noronha, it falls to 69°

and 71° ; and these islands, as was before remarked, are en-
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tirely destitute of coral formations. It is not unlikely that

there are cold currents from the Antarctic along the East as

well as the West coast of South America, which combine

with the fresh water of its large rivers in preventing such

formations upon a certain portion of it, but this I have at

present no means of determining, being without any data as

to the temperature North of 35° on that side. It appears to

me, that such coincidences as the facts here submitted prove

to exist, between certain temperatures of the ocean and the

absence or presence of coral reefs, can scarcely be considered

by any reflecting mind, as merely casual ; and that there are

strong grounds for believing that we have here a clue to the

real cause of the singular absence of recent coral formations

in certain regions corresponding in every thing save tempera-

ture to those where they are most profusely scattered. In or-

der to enable us, however, satisfactorily to determine how far

their geographical distribution is affected by such causes, it is

essential that we should be furnished with a connected series

of observations on the oceanic temperatures at the surface and

to certain depths, along both sides of the African continent,

the coasts of Australia, and among the coral archipelagos of

the Indian seas ; together with that of the seas beyond the

limits of such formations, in both hemispheres. Such obser-

vations might easily be made on board our national vessels,

by direction of the Navy Department, and published in the

form of tabular reports at the expiration of their cruise. The

Department would, I presume, scarcely refuse to issue the

requisite instructions, upon suitable representation. There

are also many intelligent commanders in our merchant service,

tvho only require that their attention should be directed to

this matter, in order, as I am confident, to ensure their cordial

cooperation. By the mass of information which would thus

be brought together we might also expect that much hght

would be thrown on questions relative to oceanic and (as con-

nected with these,) atmospheric phenomena, our knowledge

of which is yet in its infancy. Other advantages to the cause

of science, which we cannot now anticipate, would doubtless

result from such a course, as it frequently occurs that in the
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collection of facts bearing on a particular subject, something

is elicited leading to important conclusions in regard to others,

having at first sight no connection with it.

While convinced in my own mind of the truth of the sug-

gestions here offered, in regard to the absence of coral forma-

tions in certain regions, I feel conscious also that the data

upon which they rest, though certainly presenting a strong

case as far as they extend, are after all but limited in compar-

ison with those still deficient. I submit them for what they

are worth. What this may be, time and more extensive ob-

servation must determine. Claiming only to have at least

sought a more rational method of accounting for the peculiar-

ities here pointed out, than that of supposing them altogether

fortuitous, I shall rejoice if the end show that I have contri-

buted in the slightest degree, or in a single point of view, to

the advancement of the great object to which we are all,

according to our opportunities, devoted.

In the operations of Nature, or rather of Deity, there is

nothing the result of blind chance, and though there may be

particular phenomena, which in our present ignorance of the

laws controlling them, we are unable to explain ; it is not the

less certain that these laws really exist, and that patient re-

search will yet be rewarded by their discovery. The day

will come, and we may hope is even now dawning upon us,

when error and misconception shall vanish^efore the advance

of science, as the morning mist from the strength of the noon-

tide sun ; when with the clouds dispersed which yet partially

obscure even the brightest intellect, the veil shall be lifted

from Nature's most secret mysteries, and those things which

we now behold but as " through a glass, darkly," be all re-

vealed in the clear eff"ulgence of immutable Truth.

Ebbatum. p. 13, line next to the botton, for " Silurian/^ read " Cambrian."
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MYOLOGY OF TACHYGLOSSA
HYSTEIX, ECHIDNA HYSTRIX (AuCT.).

By J. W. Fewkes, Ph.D.

I HAVE enjoyed the opportunity of dissecting a single

specimen of that rare and highly interesting mammal,

Tachyglossa hystrix. The specimen was given to me
by the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge.

Especial attention has been paid in this dissection to the

myology of the head and neck, as it is my impression that

the descriptions of the muscles of these parts by others

are more or less unsatisfactory. I add a more detailed ac-

count than has yet appeared of the more important deeper

layers of that complex cutaneous muscle, the Panniculus

carnosus. A description of these muscles is all the more

interesting, considering that they play such an important

part in the movements of the fore-leg.

To this is added a new interpretation of certain muscles

of the fore and hind limbs, and a description of muscles

of the tail, and digits of the fore and hind legs, which

appear to have been thus far unnoticed.

MUSCLES OF THE HEAD.

The descriptions which we have of the muscles of the

head of this abnormal animal are very meagre and few

in numlier. The work of Duvernoy, "De la langue con-

sideree, corame organe de prehension, &c." (Mem. de la

Society d'Hist. Nat. de Strasbourg, 1830), seems to be

the first attempt to figure and describe the muscles of the

(HI)
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head and tongue of this animal. This author gives three

figures of the tongue, and the lingual muscles, but does

not make mention of other important muscles of the

head, as those of the jaw,, the Masseter, the Pterygoid,

Temporal and the Digastric.

From the similarity in function of the tongue, in the

Ant Eater and Tachyglossa, it would be a cause of won-

der if the myoloofy of the head of the Ant Eater by

Owen did not prove of the greatest value. Although the

difference in systematic position between these two animals

is great, the muscles of the tongue, at least, are in many
respects quite alike.

In the valuable paper on the Myology of the Echidna

Hystrix by St. George Mivart (Trans. Linn. Soc, 1866),

the muscles of the head and neck were only in part de-

scribed. The specimen, from which the dissection was

made, had its head destroyed in a trap, and on this ac-

count he failed to make out the myology of these parts.

From the character of the mouth and face of Tachy-

glossa, we should expect that the muscles of these parts

of the head would be wanting or very slightly developed.

I have been unal)le to discover any trace of the different

facial muscles. Orbicularis Oris, Depressor Augulis Oris,

Zygomaticus Major and Minor. In the tough skin, which

covers most of the bill, in advance of the orbital foramen,

there are muscular fibers, which may represent these, and

other facial muscles. To determine their homologies,

however, would be a very difficult task.

The muscles of the jaw are the Temporalis, the Masse-

ter, Pterygoideus Externus, and Pterygoideus Internus.

To these may be added a Digastricus, which, like the

same muscle in many other forms, passes directly from

its origin to its insertion, without passing under the slip

at the hyoid bone.
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M. Temporalis.

This is small and fan-shaped, and arises from the whole

inner surface of the posterior part of the orbital foramen.

It is inserted into the coronoid process of the lower max-

illary bone. The front margin of this muscle may be seen

through the orbital foramen, just back of the eye. The

insertion at that part of the jaw, which corresponds to the

coronoid process, is directly above that of the most super-

ficial slip of the Myloglossus. The length of the muscle

is about 10 . Its function is similar to that of the Tem-
poralis in human anatomy.

M. Masseter.

The Masseter is a small muscle of almost quadrangular

shape, with a muscular origin and insertion. Its anterior

margin is slightly shorter than its posterior, which lies

directly under the curved tube of the ear (meatus audi-

torius externus) and the distal portion of the Sterno-

mastoideus. The muscle arises from what corresponds

to the lower edge of a zygomatic process. This origin

begins about half an inch in advance of the anterior edge

of the orbital foramen, and extends directly backward

for about an inch. It is inserted into a curved line cor-

responding with a sigmoid notch, extending from the

coronoid process to the angle of the jaw. The length of

the insertion is about the same as the length of the ori-

gin.

There are two Pterygoid muscles, which are well

marked, corresponding with the Pterygoideus Externus

and Pterygoideus Internus.

M. Pterygoideus Externus.

The Pterygoideus Externus is a larger muscle than
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those of the head, which has been already mentioned.

When the Temporalis is removed, the Pterygoideus Ex-

ternus at its upper part is plainly to be seen through the

orbital foramen. This is brought about by the fact that

the muscle extends forward, from its insertion to its ori-

gin, under the Temporalis.

The Pterygoideus Externus arises from a ridge on the

orbital foramen, just posterior to the orbit of the eye,

and beneath, the Temporalis. It is inserted into the ante-

rior part of that portion of the condyle, where a little

projection is formed for that purpose, and also the whole

internal surface of the condyle of the jaw. This latter

part of the insertion is muscular, while the fcn-mer is ten-

dinous. The origin throughout is by muscular fibers.

M. Pterygoideus Internus.

The Pterygoideus Internus is of a quadrate form, and

shorter than the Pterygoideus Externus. It has both

origin and insertion by muscular fibers. It arises in

advance of the origin of the Pterygoideus Externus, from

the walls of the skull. It is inserted into the inner side

of the lower maxillary bone, opposite the insertion of the

Masseter, extending from the angle of the jaw, to the

point directly under the coronoid process.

M. Digastrieus.

The homolosue of the Dio^astricus is very well shown

on a superficial dissection. It arises from the temporal

bone, directly in front of the opening of the meatus audi-

torius externus, on the under side of the skull. Its ori-

gin is by muscular fibres. From its origin it extends to

its insertion on the posterior aspect of the angle of the

jaw, posterior to the ridge, upon which the Masseter finds
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its insertion. The action of the muscle is to draw the

lower jaw backward, and perhaps to open the mouth by

the short lever, whose length is the interval between its

insertion and the glenoid fossa. There is considerable

doubt whether this muscle can be the homologue of the

Digastricus.

The muscles of the tongue are very complicated, and

of great size. This fact is directly connected with the

varied movements which the tongue has, together with

the probable motion of a peculiar structure at its base.

The posterior part of the tongue is armed with rows of

teeth-like bodies, which also appear on the roof of the

mouth above. Their function may be to clear the tongue

of the insects which adhere to it, or in a measure to

bruise the- food before it passes into the ossophagus.

M. Sterno-glossus Superior.

The two Sterno-glossi are the most abnormal of all the

muscles of Tachyglossa. When the neck of the animal

is opened from the side, there appears a round muscle of

about the size of a pipe-stem, which is easily confounded

with the cBsophagus. This round muscle is composed of

the Sterno-glossus Superior and Inferior united together.

The Sterno-glossus Superior arises on the under side of

the Sternum, and its fibres are continued into the tongue,

forming, with its fellow, the interior of that organ. Be-

fore it is prolonged into the tongue it is crossed by layers

of flat muscles, which extend over it, in front of the pos-

terior portion of the tongue. There is no tendinous part

to this muscle. Its width is uniform and about 5""°. Its

length from the origin to the base of the tongue is 70°"".

The action of the muscle is to draw back the long tono;ue.

The muscular fibres, binding it down at the base of the

ESSEX INST. BULLETIN. IX 8
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tongue, change the action in a way which will be ex-

plained further on.

M. Sterno-glossus Inferior.

This muscle acts together with the Sterno-glossus Supe-

rior. They both also unite to form the round muscle

mentioned above. It arises with the Sterno-glossus Su-

perior, from the under side of the sternum, and is inserted

into the base of the posterior part of the tongue. It is

very small, with numerous slips of insertion. A slip from

the muscle, or a small one bound up with it and the

Sterno-glossus Superior, becomes a separate muscle, pass-

ing from the larynx to the tongue, and may be known as

a Laryngoglossus.

M. Myloglossns.

The Myloglossus is a very complicated muscle and may
conveniently be divided into two parts. The first and

most superficial part is very thin and arises from the raphe

in the middle line, midway between the rami of the lower

jaw.

The origin from the raphe is of course connected with

the deeper parts of the Myloglossus. The superficial por-

tion is inserted into the lower maxillary bone, just below

the Coronoid process, by means of a small tendon. This

part of the muscle is fan shaped. A second part of the

Myloglossus is much larger, and more important than the

one already mentioned. It arises from a common raphe,

with its fellow of the opposite side, along the mid-line of

the throat, together with an M. Annulus Inferior. It is

inserted upon the under side of the skull, in a line extend-

ing from the anterior portion of a styloid region, to a point

under the angle of the jaw. The length of the attachment

to the skull is 20°"". In addition to these two parts of the
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Myloglossus there is posterior to them all, a muscle quite

distinct, which may be a portion of the Myloglossus. I

have, however, described it as an M. Stylo-glossus.

The function of the Myloglossus muscle is to combine

with the annular muscle, yet to be mentioned, in pressing

the posterior part of the tongue, against the roof of the

mouth. The Myloglossus is mentioned by Duvernoy as a

Mylohyoid.

M. Stylo-glossus.

Intimately connected with the M. Myloglossus, more es-

pecially with its deeper and larger portion, is a Stylo-

glossus. It forms a distinct muscle from the preceding.

It arises from the stylo-hyal cartilage at its upper and prox-

imal end ; and forms with its fellow of the opposite side, a

loop extending to its insertion, in a median raphe behind

the Myloglossus, and, superficial to it.

Near its origin it is tendinous. It broadens and flattens

as it nears its insertion. Its origin is just back of the ear

tube (meatus auditorius externus) above the origin of the

Stylo-hyoideus. The length is about 35"™. The function

of this muscle is, in part to prees the posterior portion of

the tongue against the roof of the mouth. In that it acts

with the Myloglossus ; it may also serve to draw the whole

dental portion of the tongue backward, combining its func-

tion with that of the Sterno-glossus. It is then an oppo-

nent of the Genio-glossi Postici, and the Genio-glossi.

M. Anmilus Inferior.

The Myloglossus and Styloglossus act as circular mus-

cles of the throat. Just below the Myloglossus we find a

second circular muscle, the Annulus Inferior. This is a

broad, thin muscle arising from the raphe, in connection

with the more superficially placed muscles, and embracing
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the Sterno-glossus. It is inserted by a strong attachment,

forming the back of the tongue. In front of the hyoid

bone, the muscle has a loose, membranous portion, which

in advance of the stylo-hyal forms a part of the back of the

mouth. The object of this muscle, is to press the base of

the tongue against the roof of the mouth.

It also may, by binding against the Sterno-glossus, form

a firm attachment for the Sterno-glossus, on the posterior

part of the tongue. The Sterno-glossus may then act to

draw this part of the tongue backward. When the base

of the tongue is brought against the roof of the mouth,

the Genio-glossi and the Sterno-glossi act in different di-

rections, drawing the tongue back and forth.

M. Annulus Intimus.

A second circular muscle below the -Annulus Inferior

binds down the Sterno-glossus to the Pharyngo-glossus.

It appears to be simply a continuation and enlargement of

the proper circular muscles of the tongue. It has an ori-

gin from the lateral aspect of the back of the tongue, and

also from the base and median, ventral line. It forms a

loop, through which the Sterno-glossus acts, firmly bind-

ing it in place.

Three pair of muscles serve to draw that portion of the

base of the tongue, which is armed with teeth, forward.

They belong to the same layer as the Genio-glossi, and the

lower seems to be continued into them. Of these three

muscles one is inserted into the outer side of the base of

the tongue, above the Annulus Intimus, Two also are sit-

uated on the inner side of the origin of the same muscle.

To these muscles, I give the names M. Genio-glossus,

Posticus Externus, and M. Genio-glossus Posticus Inter-

uus.

Below the last mentioned muscle, there is a continuation
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of the Genio-glossus, inserted on the inner side of the

Sterno-glossus, above the Annulus lutimus.

M. Genio-glossus Posticus Externus.

This is a small muscle without tendons, and has an ori-

gin a little in advance of a line drawn from the anterior

border of one orbital foramen, to the other. It originates

from the Genio-glossus, and in part from the inner edge of

the lower jaw, with the M. Genio-glossua. Posticus Inter-

nus. It is inserted into the outer side of the base of the

tongue, at its posterior margin, and just above the outer

part of the Annulus Intimus.

M. Genio-glossus Posticus Internus.

This muscle is thinner than the Genio-glossus Posticus

Externus. It arises from the same place, but is inserted

upon the inner side of the Sterno-glossus in a medial

position, just above the Annulus Internus at its inner

origin. It lies superficially to the Genio-glossus. Both

the Geuio-glossi Postici blend so intimately at their ori-

gins, that they may both be simply a part of the true

Genio-glossus.

M. Bectus Capitis Posticus Major.

This is a very small muscle, which arises from the

anterior extremity of the spinous process of the axis,

and is inserted into that position of the skull, which cor-

responds to the inferior curved line of the human occi-

put. The insertion is more or less tendinous. The

muscle does not broaden as it nears its insertion, but its

width throughout is about the same. It lies in a groove

between the Rectus Capitis Posticus Minor, and the Obli-

quus Superior.
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M. Rectus Capitis Posticus Minor.

This muscle is much larger and broader than the Eectus

Capitis Posticus Major. As in the human subject, it lies

in the triangle between the Rectus Capitis Posticus Major,

and the midline of the neck. It is a broad flat muscle,

with origin and insertion muscular. It has a curved origin

from the posterior rim of the atlas, and is inserted into the

occiput in a curved ridge, just back of, and below the in-

sertion of the Splenius. It is relatively much larger,

when compared with the Rectus Capitis Posticus Major,

than it is in man.

The Rectus Capitis Posticus Major is very small and, ex-

cept from its apparent homology to this muscle, does not

merit the name which has been applied to it.

M. Obliquus Capitis Inferior,

This muscle is large and of irregular trapezoidal form.

It has a muscular origin from the side of the spine of the

axis, throughout its entire length, and also from the spine

of the third cervical vertebra. Its insertion is also mus-

cular into the lateral process, along its whole length, and

opposite the origin of the Obliquus Superior.

M. Obliquus Capitis Superior.

This muscle is smaller than the M. Obliquus Inferior.

It has a muscular origin from the transverse process of the

atlas, and is inserted just behind and above the opening of

the Meatus Auditorius Externus into the skull. This in-

sertion is just above that of the M. Rectus Capitis Anti-

cus Minor. Mivart says, "The Rectus Capitis Posticus

Major and Minor, as well as the Obliquus Capitis Supe-

rior and Inferior are all normal, but the Obliquus Supe-
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rior is large, thick and strong," If I am not mistaken,

the Superior and Inferior Obliquas are not normal, and

the Superior Oblique, I should not designate as large,

thick and strong.

MUSCLES OF THE NECK.

M. Sterno-Mastoideus.

The Sterno-mastoideus is a long muscle of uniform size,

nowhere of any great width. It arises, with its fellow,

on the midline of the outer surface of the manubrium. It

is inserted by a flat tendon, into the side of the skull,

in what may correspond to a mastoidal region. Its

length is about four inches, and its width about one half

an inch.

Owen says that in the Ornithorhynchus it is a double

muscle on both sides, one portion being superficial to an-

other, deeper seated part.

Each portion arises separately from the episterum and

is separately inserted into the mastoic region.

In Tachyglossa I find no such condition nor does Mi-

vart make mention of it in the specimen which he dissected.

M. Sterno-hyoideus.

I think that the M. Sterno-hyoideus and M. Sterno-

thyroideus may have been confounded by Mivart with the

M. Sterno-glossus, which is one of the most marked mus-

cles of the neck, and intimately connected with these two.

Such a mistake would be a very natural one, if the inser-

tions were destroyed, as they must have been in the spec-

imen, which he dissected. He says the Sterno-hyoid is

continued up, under the larynx, and appears to be contin-

ued on, into the Hypoglossus as in Ornithorhynchus. I
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am also inclined to doubt such a condition, and it seems

highly probable to me that the Hypoglossus is in reality

a muscle, which I describe as M. Myloglossus, not follow-

ing in that respect, Duvernoy, who calls it a Mylohyoid.

M. Stylohyoideus.

A Stylohyoideus muscle is largely developed. It arises

just behind the base of the tube of the meatus auditorius

externus, by means of a tendon, and spreads out forming

a flat muscle on the median line of the neck. Along the

median line there is a slight groove and raphe. In its

anterior portion, the muscle is simply joined, with its

fellow of the opposite side. Farther back it is joined to

the hyoid bone itself.

M. Stylothyroideus.

The Stylothyroideus is a small, delicate muscle, which

arises from the stylohyal bone and runs down back of

and parallel with the stylohyal and epihyal, and is in-

serted into the thyrohyal on its posterior and upper bor-

der. This insertion is tendinous. The origin from the

stylohyal is muscular. The length of the muscle is IT"™".

M. Hyothyroideus.

A broad flat hyothyroid muscle, of quadrangular shape

arises from the posterior edge of the thyrohyal and the

epihyal, and is inserted into the thyrohyal along the pro-

jection extending obliquely from the process, above the

insertion of the Stylothyroid muscle. It is from 8-10"".

long, and 6"". broad.

M. Genio-hyoideus.

The Genio-hyoid is well marked and answers the de-
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scription given by Duvernoy. It is seen upon turning

back the Mylohyoideus or Myloglossus, and the Annulus

Inferior. It runs along above the Genio-glossus and is

inserted into the hyoid bone.

M. Genio-glossus.

The Genio-glossus proper, or, as it might be known in

comparison with the Genio-glossus Posticus, the Genio-

glossus Anticus, has an extensive origin along the inner

edge of the ramus of the lower jaw, from the Genio-glossus

Posticus to within a short distance of the symphysis of

the jaw. The muscular anterior part of the origin ends

at a point So"'"', distance from the tip of the snout. The
muscle also has a firm attachment to the thick membrane
which forms the floor of the mouth, and is attached firmly

to a large muscle that lies underneath it and in the inter-

val between the tongue and the lower maxillary bone,

from a little in advance of the condyle, to the end of the

jaw. The Genio-glossus is inserted into the median raphe

of the posterior part of the tongue, below the broad in-

sertion of the Genio-oflossus Posticus Interns. The sen-

eral shape of the Genio-glossus is that of a very obtuse

angled triangle, whose larger angle is at a point of its

insertion into the inner side of the lower maxillae, under

the origin of what I have named a Genio-glossus Posticus

Interns, about 10™'". in advance of the coronoid process

of the lower jaw.

Mm. Splenius Capitis et Splenius Colli (?).

The muscle which I identify as a Splenius Capitis is in

two parts, one superficial to the other, but so distinct are

they, that we might call them Splenius Capitis Inferior

and Superior. The most superficial arises from the hit-
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eral parts of the fourth to the seventh cervical vertebrge,

and in part by fibres from the first dorsal vertebrae. An-

other origin is tendinous from the midline of the neck

upon muscular fibres of the other side, and not from the

processes of the cervical vertebrse. This portion com-

bines with the other origin and is inserted by a broad

aponeurosis on the occiput on a line above the insertion of

the Trachelo Mastoid, extending forward obliquely to the

middle line of the top of the skull. The fibrous insertion

gets shorter and shorter, and on the medial line of the

head it becomes muscular.

M. Splenius Capitus Inferior (?).

Just below the preceding we find another large, flat

muscle which may be a part of the Splenius Capitis, or a

new muscle, Splenius Capitis Inferior.

It arises from the median dorsal process of the axis,

and is inserted directly below by a muscular and some-

what tendinous insertion into the occiput, from the median

line to the neighborhood of the insertion of the Trachelo-

mastoid, and a little behind it. Both mdscles are large,

thin and well marked.

M. Laryngoglossus Superior.

The Laryngo-glossus Superior forms the back part of

the muscular mass just in advance of the hyoid bone

(base hyal, epi hyal) and also of the larynx. It extends

from the back of the base of the tongue to the larynx.

Its origin is intimately blended with that of the Laryngo-

glossus Inferior. The length of the muscle is about 20""°^.

Laryngo-glossus Inferior.

This muscle lies inside of the Laryngo-glossus Supe-
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rior and just posterior to the Sterno-glossus Superior

;

it is very easily seen when the neck is opened from the

ventral side. A thin superficial muscular layer covers

more or less of the inner part of the head between the

rami of the lower jaw and the front of the insertion of the

Sterno hyoid. It is inserted on the inner side of the lower

jaw below the insertion of the Temporal and in advance

of the Masseter.

DEEPER MUSCLES OF THE PANNICULUS CARNOSUS.

The whole back and sides of the animal are covered

with a thick cutaneous muscular mass, in which are em-

bedded the spines. This is known as the Panniculus

Carnosus. Its fibres are inserted into the bases of the

spines, and by this means the spines, are elevated or de-

pressed. The Panniculus is firmly united with the skin,

and is thickest upon the sides of the body. As it ap-

proaches the head and extremities the Panniculus becomes

much thinner, and the direction of the muscular fibres

more uniform. The Panniculus is firmly attached to the

head and ulna. Passing from the inner surface of the

Panniculus Carnosus to different parts of the fore-leg and

neck, we find certain deeper portions of the muscle, which

I have deemed worthy of a description, and name.

M. Dermo Dorsi Cervicalis.

The Dermo Dorsi Cervicalis is a long thin muscle,

forming, with its fellow of the opposite side, an irregular

ellipse upon the back. Its breadth is not uniform ; its

posterior and anterior ends are broader than the middle

portion. The muscle arises from the eighth, ninth and

tenth vertebrae and ribs, and from the Aponeurosis of the

posteirior trapezius. The origin of the fibres nearest the
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midline of the back, is about 20""^. from a median line,

and is by a slip which is joined to the eleventh rib.

The muscle is inserted into the Panniculus Carnosus of

the neck, spreading into a fan-shaped portion and also

united with its fellow of the opposite side.

Fiores of this insertion run down on the sides of the

neck. The width of the Dermo Dorsi Cervicalis is about

20"^"\ Its length is 150"".

This Dermo Dorsi Cervicalis is probably homologous

with those concentric fasciculi of muscles, which Owen
mentions in Erinaceus, and have the same function, only

more limited in nature.

M. Dermo Flexor Antelbracliii.

The muscle which Mivart identifies as the posterior part

of the Latissimus Dorsi, I consider as simply one of those

deeper layers of the skin muscle.

I do this, because, although its origin is the same, or

nearly the sam.e as that of the Latissimus of man, its in-

sertion is very different. Moreover at its upper edge it

is slightly separated from the anterior part of the Latissi-

mus, by the Dermo Dorsi Cervicalis already mentioned.

This muscle is of a triangular shape and quite long. It

arises by digitations from the eighth to the thirteenth rib,

and is inserted along the Antibrachium, where it unites

with the Flexor Carpi Ulnaris. The function of this

muscle is to help flex the fore-leg, and is thus an opponent

of certain other cutaneous muscles to be described. These

muscles which act as flexors of the fore-leg, are neces-

sarily large, considering the fossorial habits of Tachy-

glossa.

M. Dermo BraeMalis Anterior.

This acts with the Dermo Flexor Antebrachii as a flexor
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of the leg. It is quite conspicuous on a superficial dissec-

tion, at its dermal end, lying above the insertion of the

Dermo Flexor Antebrachii.

The muscle is fanshaped and has the wider part at its

dermal origin. It is inserted into the greater tuberosity

of the humerus above the insertion of the Pectoralis

Major. The width of this muscle is IS"""".

M. Dermo Brachialis Posterior.

This muscle is smaller than the former, and arises lower

down, on the under side of the Pdnniculus Carnosus. It

has the same insertion as the Dermo Brachialis Anterior.

The width of this muscle is about 10""". The insertions

of both these muscles are tendinous. Their function may
be the same as that of the Latissimus Dorsi, or perhaps

they may help in the flexion of the fore-leg.

In addition to these two larger dermal muscles, which I

have called Dermo Brachialis Anterior and Posterior,

there are others situated very near them well marked, and

two in number, with an orisjin from the Panniculus Car-

nosus and an insertion, with the common insertion of the

Panniculus Carnosus, into the fore-leg. These lie just

below and behind the Dermo Brachialis Posterior.

The extensors of the fore-leg, opponents of the Dermo
Flexor Antebrachii, are Dermo Extensor Brachialis Inti-

mus. Inferior, and Superior. These three muscles lie one

above the other. They arise from the sides of the neck,

along the inner surface of the Panniculus Carnosus, and

extending downward, are inserted along the ulna, the

bones of the wrist and the Panniculus which covers them.

These muscles are all of about the same size, 10""". wide

and 100"". long. The lowest is the longest; its fan-

shaped insertion into the Panniculus, extends under the

Dermo Dorsi Cervicalis, and much higher than the others
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in the neck, even to the median line. The deepest of the

dermal extensors of the fore-leg, is the Dermo Extensor

Brachialis Intimus.

Above it, having a common insertion into the fore-arm

and an origin below the Dermo Extensor Brachialis Inti-

mus, about IS™"*, distance, are muscular fibres distinct

from the former. They form a flat muscle of about the

same width as, and shorter than the Dermo Extensor

Brachialis Intimus. It may be called the Dermo Extensor

Brachialis Inferior. Above this there is a third extensor,

shorter and broader than the others. Its origin extends

up under that of the Dermo Extensor Brachialis Inferior,

and it has a common insertion with the last mentioned

muscle, and may be known as the M. Dermo Extensor

Brachialis Superior. It is the most superficial of all the

layers of the skin muscles which act as extensors of the

fore-limb. Above it, however, the direction of the mus-

cular fibres of the Panniculus is the same as that of the

muscles already described.

M. Dermo Cervicis Triangularis.

This muscle is of a broad, thin, triangular shape, and

connected at its insertion with the Dermo Extensor Brach-

ialis. It arises from the midline of the back, above the

anterior part of the Trapezius, and joins its fellow of the

opposite side. Its connection over the neck is by means

of a thin aponeurosis. It is inserted along with the other

dermal muscles of the fore-limb, into the front edge of

the ulna. The longitudinal muscle of the Panniculus,

which covers the fore-arm, has the same insertion. From

it a well marked slip can be separated having an insertion

into the Panniculus, alongside another muscle which ex-

tends over the external tube of the ear. Its position is

such that it is easily confounded with the muscles of the
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ear. All the deeper muscles of the Panniculus Carnosus

are quite large, aud easily to be seen when the great su-

perficial covering of the animal is removed. On the hind-

leg there is a muscle, which, from its similarity to the M.

Dermo Flexor Antebrachii, both in its origin and inser-

tion, I have considered as a skin muscle. It is described

by Mivart as a M. Gluteus Maximus. I have called it

the Dermo Flexor Cruris.

M. Dermo Flexor Cruris.

This is quite a large, broad, and elongated muscle, which

arises from the aponeurosis, connected with the sacral and

last coccygeal vertebrse. Its posterior margin is uni-

ted with the under surface of the Panniculus Carnosus.

The muscle passes downward, narrows and thickens, and

ends in a broad, flat tendon, which is inserted into the

lower part of the posterior surface of the tibia, on the

peroneal aspect, and also into the anterior portion of the

same, where it blends more or less with the Tibialis An-

ticus, and other muscles of the leg.

The similarity of this insertion to that of the Dermo
Flexor Antebrachii into the ulna, is very marked. In a

part of the origin, too, it resembles the cutaneous muscle

of the fore-leg, since both arise from the Panniculus ; the

one wholly, the other in part. The muscle which Mivart

calls the Gluteus Medius, I think may be better known

as the Gluteus Maximus. He even indicates that this

muscle, the Gluteus Medius, may be a part of the muscle

which he calls the Gluteus Maximus, and which I consider

a cutaneous muscle and name the Dermo Flexor Cruris.

It certainly has many resemblances to the Gluteus Maxi-

mus, and if I am right in my interpretation of the muscle

which lies partly above it, the Dermo Flexor Cruris, is

the homologue of the Gluteus Maximus. If, as Mivart
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suggests, that is the case, the muscle described by him as

a Gluteus Minimus is in reality a Gluteus Medius and

Minimus combined. I think there is every evidence that

such is the case.

My dissection of the manus of Tachyglossa differs con-

siderably from that which Mivart describes and figures.

In the first place, he states, that of the five smaller ten-

dons, formed by a division of the great tendon of the

Flexor Communis Digitorum, all, with the exception of

that to the thumb, are bound down by a ligament.

In the specimen which I dissected, the tendon of the

poUex passed under a ligament, similar to that of the

other digits. The Abductor Pollicis, which Mivart de-

scribes as " Some muscular fibres " which " arise from the

Trapezius, and are inserted into the radial side of the

PoUex," was in my specimen a well developed muscle.

M. Plexor Brevis Pollicis.

A well developed muscle of uniform size, represents

in function a Flexor Brevis Pollicis. It arises from the

combined flexor of the wrist (Flexor Communis Digit-

orum), on the radial side of the flexor tendon of the

pollex. It separates from this tendon, passes parallel

with it, and is inserted into the radial side of the pollex,

proximally placed to the insertion of the tendon of the

pollex, which comes from the Flexor Communis Digitorum.

Its origin from the tendon of the Flexor Communis Dig-

itorum, recalls to mind the origin of the same muscle in

human anatomy, from the annular ligament.

M. Plexor Brevis Digitorum.

The Flexor Brevis Digitorum is represented by a small

muscle below the plantar fascia. It arises from a bone
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which corresponds wholly or in part to an os calcis, and

divides into four parts. The first of these divisions of

the Flexor Brevis Digitorum is inserted on the hallux

side of the distal end of the metatarsal of the index fin-

ger. The second is inserted on the hallux side of the

distal part of the metatarsal bone of the second finger,

and the third and fourth slips are inserted on both sides

of the distal extremity of the metatarsal bone of the third

finger. A small slip also goes to the little finger, and is

inserted on the hallux side.

M. Plexor Brevis Minimi Digiti and Abductor

Minimi Digiti.

A comparatively large mass of muscular fibres which,

perhaps, represents these muscles, arises from the tarsal

bone of the tibial side of the leg and is inserted into the

peroneal side of the digit of the little finger.

Mm. Iiumbricales.

Mivart found only four Lumbricales in the manus ; one

pair arising between the flexor tendons of the index and

middle digits, and going to the contiguous surfaces of those

digits ; another pair arising between the flexor tendons of

the middle and fourth digits, and passing to the contiguous

surface of those digits. In addition to these four there

were in my specimen, two more arising from the under

side of the common tendon, between the flexors of the

fourth and fifth digits, and inserted into the contiguous

sides of those digits. These three pair of Lumbricales

can best be found, by cutting the common flexor tendon

at the wrist, about an inch from the division into five ten-

dons, and turning the divided tendon backward over the

digits.

ESSEX INST. BULLEXm. IX 9
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By carefully dissecting out the Lumbricales, they may
be found, each pair with an origin on the under side at

the point of bifurcation of the tendons, to the appropriate

digits. Their size is uniform.

Mm. Interossei.

The results of my dissection of these muscles differ

from those obtained by Mivart. Two small muscles arise

from the thick tendon of the Flexor Carpi Radialis, and

pass to each side of the distal phalanx of the poUex. They

are inserted by small tendons ; one on the radial and the

other on the opposite side of the phalanx. Two muscles

very much resembling these, but larger, arise from the

base of the metacarpal bone of the index, and are inserted

in a similar manner to the former, into the distal phalanx of

the index. These insertions are also by small tendons on

the radial, and opposite surface of the index. Another

pair, differing from the preceding, by being more widely

separated, and not at all connected at the base, as in the

case of those of the index and poUex, arise from below the

OS magnum, and have an insertion into the distal phalanx

of the third digit. A small interosseous muscle arises

on the radial side of a strong tendon, passing obliquely

across the palmer region of the manus. It is inserted

into the radial surface of the distal phalanx, of the fourth

digit. The oblique tendon, near which, this interosseous

muscle lies, is a continuation of the Flexor Carpi Ulnaris.

Mivart mentions another interosseous muscle of the

fourth digit which I have been unable to make out. As
it lies directly under the pair of Lumbricales, which he

missed in his dissection, or at least has not described, I

suggest that he mistook a Lumbricalis, for an Interosseous

muscle. Situated superficially to the great tendon of the
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Flexor Communis Digitorum, there is a small bundle of

muscular fibres, not mentioned by Mivart, which I am in-

clined to look upon as an anomaly. It arises from the

surface of the common tendon, a short distance before its

division, and passes downward between the tendons of the

index and middle disjits where its insertion is lost in con-

nective tissue and could not be made out by me.

M. Teres Minor.

Mirait says this muscle appears to be wanting, unless

represented by a portion of the Deltoid. I find it well

represented in a short thick muscle, which arises from the

outer surface of the scapula, just at its base and above the

glenoid cavity. This origin is by muscular fibres. It is

inserted into the whole surface of the humerus, between

the insertion of the Teres Major, the ridge running down
from the lesser tuberosity of the humerus, and the head

of the humerus itself.

M. Levator Cloacae.

A small, thin muscle passes from the under side of the

cloaca, to the transverse processes of the coccyx. It

arises just back of the ischium and above the origin of

the Ischio Coccygeus, and passes downward and joins its

fellow of the opposite side, just behind the base of the

clitoris. Its function appears to be to raise the cloaca,

which is about an inch in diameter and runs parallel with

the caudal vertebras, and beneath them.

M. Ischio Coccygeus Anterior.

Just in advance of the Ischio Coccygeus, we find a well

marked muscle, more or less tendinous at its insertion, and

muscular at its origin.
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It arises from the transverse processes of the coccyx just

in advance of the Ischio Coccygeus, and is inserted on the

uj)per edge of the pelvis, on the posterior upper edge of

the base of the circular ridge, which encloses and forms

the acetabulum.

The Rectus Capitis Articus Major, and the Rectus Capi-

tis Articus Minor, the Scalenus, the Complex and the an-

terior part of the Trapezius have all been correctly

described by Mivart. The same is true also of the Tra-

chelo-mastoid.

Constrictors of the oesophagus are well developed.

Two of these are well marked.

M. Constrictor Superior.

This constrictor is the largest of all. It is a broad, flat

muscle, which arises from the whole length of the hyal

bones above the thyrohyal. The muscle is inserted into a

median raphe along the front of the neck. Intimately

connected with this Constrictor Superior is a flat muscle,

which from its position and character, I have identified as

a Stylo-pharyngeal. It arises by a broad origin above

the Superior Constrictor, i. e., between this muscle and

the neck, and is inserted into the median raphe blending

with the same constrictor. The Superior Constrictor may
thus be regarded as representing both the Superior and

Inferior of Anthropotomy. Another constrictor of the

oesophageal region arises from the thyroid cartilage, just

above a Crico thyoid, and is inserted into the median

tendinous raphe of the back of the oesophagus. It is

smaller than the Superior which has been already men-

tioned.

Still lower down, below this constrictor, we have a

small muscle which arises from the same tendinous raphe

of the oesophagus, and extendts downward under the pes-
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terior lateral projections of the thyroid cartilage, and is

inserted into the cricoid cartilage. This muscle is proba-

bly a portion of the lower constrictor, with a very difler-

ent insertion.

MUSCLES OF THE EAR.

The external Meatus of the ear is a long tube composed

of numerous rings resembling very much the rings of the

tracheae. It ends in large flat cartilaginous plate or

pinna. The pinna is moved by cutaneous muscles. One
of the best marked of the cutaneous muscles of the ear

arises from the inner surface of the Panniculus, under the

Dermo Extensor Brachialis, and extending forward, passes

under the flat pinna of the ear. It then becomes fan

shaped and is inserted on the inner surface of the Pannic-

ulus of the neck. Another flat, deeper layer of this

muscle, with the same function passes over the pinna in a

manner similar to that in which the former passes over the

meatus auditorius externus. The function of both, seems

to be to close the ear. The one by pressing the pinna flat

upon the skin and the other by approximating the inner

walls of the tube of the ear. In addition to these mus-

cles, we have a set whose function is to move the ear.

They have an origin from the Panniculus and are inserted

on the projection of the lower part of the upper surface

of the pinna.

M. AttoUens Aurem.

A very small muscle has for its function the elevation

of the ear. It has an insertion into the projection at the

lower part of the external surface of the pinna. It is of

triangular shape. Its origin is from the Panniculus Car-

uosus, where it interdigitates with fibres of the Panniculus

Carnosus which there have a longitudinal direction.
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M. Depressor Aurem.

A Depressor Aurem is much more developed than the

AttoUens Aurem. It arises from the Panniculus and ex-

tends upward to an insertion with the Attollens Aurem
on the pinna.

MUSCLES OF THE EYE.

The muscles of the eyes of the specimen which I dis-

sected were in a very poor condition. I was able, how-

ever, to distinguish two recti muscles and one oblique,

which was possibly an internal oblique. This last was of

much s:reater size and breadth than the others. Their

origins and insertions were normal, differing but little from

those of ordinary mammals.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate L
Fig. 1. View of the superficial muscles of the head and neck.

a, Stemo-glossus. 6, (Esophagus, c, Trachea, d, Sternum, c, Styloglossus. /,

Myloglossus. g, Stylopharyngeus. h, Stylohyal. », Superficial portion of the My-
loglossus. j, Temporalis, k, Genio-glossiis posticus. I, ( ?) m, Sternomastoi-

deus. n, Ear tube, o, Masseter. p, Annulus inferior, q, Sublingual gland, r,

Aorta. », Genio-glossus posticus Externus. t, Genioglossus posticus internus.

u, V, Genio glossus. w, Thyrohyal. x, Pharynx, y, Pterygoideus Externus.

Fig. 2. Palmar surface of the manus with the common flexor tendon cut and
held back over the toes.

a, Adductor pollicis. 666, Lumbricales. c, Tendon of the Flexor communis digi-

torum. 0000, Interossei.

Fig. 3. Pterygoideus Externus.

a, Coronoid process, b. Line of insertion of the Masseter. c, Angle of the jaw.
d. Condyle, e, Pterygoideus Externus.

Fig. 4. Muscles of the eye.

aa, Recti, b, Longus palpebrarum, c, Obliquus internus. d, Levator palpebra-

rum.

Plate II.

Fig. 1. Dermal muscles of the foreleg.

a, Dermo dorso cervicalis. 6, Dermo Extensor brachialis inferior, c, Dermo
Extensor brachialis intimus. d, Dermo Extensor brachialis superior, e, Dermo
brachialis posterior. /, Dermo-brachialis anterior, g, Dermo flexor antebrachii.

h, Trapezius, i, Panniculus carnosus. j, Coraco-brachialis. k, Posterior portion

of trapezius.

Fig. 2. Deeper muscles of the neck and head.

a, Annulus intimus. 6, Myloglossus. c, Stylo-pharyngeus. d, Stemo mastoi-

deus. e, Pharynx. /, Stylohyal cartilage, g, Digastricus. It, Masseter. i. Super-
ficial portion of myloglossus. j, k, Geuio glossi postici. p, Annulus inferior.

Fig. 3. Flexor muscles of the foreleg.

a, Flexor brevis pollicis. 6, Dermo flexor antebrachii. c, Flexor carpi ulnaris.

d, Coraco-brachialis. e. Biceps. /, Flexor communis digitorum. g, Latissimua
dorsi. h, Anconeus ( ?).
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Western Coast of Mexico. By Col. Andrew J. Grayson.
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In a paper published in the Annals of the Lyceum of Natural

History of New York, Vol. x, Feb., 1871, I stated that it was my
intention to publish a catalogue of all Col. Grayson's collections

made in Northwestern Mexico, together with those of some others.

Since then it has been thought best to give separate lists of the birds

obtained by Col. Grayson at the Tres Marias Islands and the Island

of Socorro.

With the other papers sent me by Prof. Henry, are the narratives

of Col. Grayson's visits to these Islands, which I have permission to

print with the lists of birds. Little is known or published concerning

these Islands, and as they are seldom visited by persons of intelU-

gence, the information given by so accurate an observer as Col.

Grayson will be found not only entertaining but instructive. Besides

ordinary incidents, observations of the physical features of the Is-

lands, interspersed with remarks upon their natural history, are re-

lated in a very attractive and pleasing style.

Col. Grayson made three voyages to the Tres Marias, in 1865,

1866 and 1867, and visited Socorro twice, the last time in 1867.

In April, 1869, Col. Grayson made a voyage to the Isabel Islands

for the purpose of studying their natural history, but unfortunately

while there he contracted a fever, which terminated his useful life in

August, after an illness of about three months.

An interesting account of the principal incidents of Col. Grayson's

life is given in the Overland Monthly of Feb., 1870.

In making the exploration of these Islands to ascertain their nat-

ural history, Col. Grayson was aided by contributions of funds from

the Smithsonian Institution and the Boston Society of Natural

History.



All the material from Col. Grayson's papers is indicated by in-

verted commas.

"This Beautiful group of Islands, forming the subject of the present

article, is situated about seventy miles west of San Bias, and about

ninety or one hundred miles south of Mazatlan, in lat. 21-|-° north,

and long. 106^° west. They are i-espectively named, Maria Madre,

the northern and largest ; Maria Magdalena, the middle, and second

in size; Cleafa, the most southern, and smaller; and also San

Juanito, which is the smallest lying at the northwest extremity of

Maria Madre. Deep and narrow passages separate them all, except

San Juanito, which is connected with Maria Madre by soundings of no

great depth. They range nearly southeast and northwest. With

the exception of the ha9ienda of" Don Andres Somilara, to whom the

Island of Maria Madre has been leased by the original grantee, they

are entirely uninhabited.

" This hacienda, consisting of a few .rude huts for the laborers, and

a laro-er one for the Mayordomo, is situated on the east side of Maria

Madre, and has been but recently established for the purpose of

cuttino- and shipping the fine timber there abounding, as well as for

the cultivation of cotton and other products.

" To these Islands I had long contemplated a visit, and at length

aq opportunity oifering, I sailed from the port of Mazatlan, on the

third day of January, 1865, with a friend, upon a very small schooner

of only fifteen tons. Imagine our discomfiture when we found her

decks crowded with thirty persons, all Mexicans, men, women and

children, together with the little worthless dogs which always accom-

pany the lower class of natives wherever they go. They were

bound to San Bias, the vessel only touching at the Islands to dis-

charo-e some provisions for Don Andres. We started with a fair

breeze from northwest, which is the usual, or trade, wind of this

season.

"The following morning was delightfully clear and calm, and the

sea remarkably tranquil. The Islands appeared in sight in the dis-

tance, as if rising from the sea, like phantom clouds, and the scene

was enlivened by numerous sea birds sailing lazily over the water, or

restino- in large flocks upon its glassy bosom. Large turtles lay

sleeping upon the calm surface, and upon the back of each, a bu'd of

the gannet species was standing like a sentinel.

"A turtle was harpooned by one of the crew, as it lay immediately

in our track, and soup for all who had an appetite was served from



the captured prize. Large flocks of sea plover^ were flying over and

lighting upon the sea, busy feeding upon the animalculse or diminu-

tive shells floating on the surface. I regretted that it was out of my
power to secure specimens of these birds, as having seen them fi"e-

quently before when the sea was calm and always far from land, I

wished to know them better ; but we had not a small boat to go after

them if shot. Gannets were quite abundant following a school of

porpoise. A few gulls and terns were flying about, also the dusky

petrel, which is always common in these latitudes.

"As the day advanced we gradually neared the Islands, and their

magnificent forests were slowly unfolded to view, the ever green foli-

age extending to the water's edge and densely covering hill and vale.

About sunset, we anchored in calm water, in a crescent shaped nook,

a cable's length from the shore, fronting the small settlement of the

timber cutters, a canoe came out to us and in it we went ashore,

happy to be released from the miserable craft and crowd in which

convenience or comfort was out of the question. We landed with-

out difficulty, (there being no surf), upon a beautiful shingly beach,

over which was scattered shells and snow white coral in profusion.

'

We were received with a considerable degree of suspicion on the

part of the proprietor, Don Andres Somilara, and it took some time

to satisfy him of the object of my visit. He may justly be called

Lord of the Isle, being the pioneer to this primitive region.

"Maria Madre is about fifteen miles in length, by ten or twelve in

width. At the extreme southern end there is a salt pond yielding

an abundance of salt for exportation, but at present no attention is

paid to it. The salt is crystallized or formed by the flow and ebb of

the tide, which filters through a narrow sand ridge dividing it from

the sea. The pond, which is clean and free from brush and weeds, is

about three-fourths of a mile long and a hundred and fifty yards

wide. Maria Magdelena is twelve miles in length and nine or ten in

width ; it is unoccupied and covered with a grand forest of fine tim-

ber. The immense cedar (^Cedrela odorata) grows in great abun-

dance on this island, not having been disturbed by the wood cutters.

This tree makes the finest lumber in the world. It is also common

to the coast of Tierra Caliente. Cleofa, the smallest of the three

islands, is also well wooded and has a good little port. All these is-

lands, except Juanito, are covered with a dense forest from the water's

' Prof. Baird suggests that tliese were probably Phalaropes (P.fuUcarius). Ed.
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edge to the top of tlie liigliest hills. The shape of the trees (of

which there is a great variety), is generally straight or straighter

and taller than upon the main. There is but little thorny under-

brush, so characteristic of the Tierra Caliente.

"The morning of the 6th was bright, the air soft and balmy. As I

entered the "magnificent forest upon the duties of my mission, it was

with no little pleasure I found the woods well sujDplied with birds,

and noticed their remarkable docility. Many of the species were

familiar to me, others entire strangers. I was surprised to find some

of the species common to the main land, so tame as to be easily

taken by the boys with a running noose upon the end of a rod or

pole, whilst upon the main they are difficult to approach within gun

shot. With but one or two exceptions the birds on these Islands are

very tame, and look with but little concern upon the intruder in

their shady retreats. Another fact worthy of note is that they are

all very fat, so much so as to render the preparation and preserva-

tion of the specimens difficult. The papers in which they are en-

veloped become saturated with oil, while the skins were being dried.

The abundance of food that the insectivorous birds find among the

vast amount of decaying logs and branches, which harbor innumer-

able coleoptera and their larvfe, is one cause of their fatness ; another

is their freedom fi-om molestation by man, and the various species of

hawks and other animals of a ravenous nature, which keep them in

a constant state of watchfulness on the main shore. If these islands

are interesting to the ornithologist, they would be equally so to the

botanist and geologist.

" Tlie giant cactus (Cei'eus giganleus) grows here to an enormous

size, and seems to vie with tall trees among which it is found. The

dark higuera (Ficus Americanus) spreads its immense branches, up-

held by the roots sent to earth to support them, giving the tree the

appearance of the famous banyan.

"The stupendous cedar (^Cedrela odorata) with its rough bark and

pinnated leaves, its huge branches overgrown with curious orchids, is

king of the woods, and resembles in its outward form the black

walnut.

"The Palo prieto, with its smooth green bark, its tall and straight

trunk crowned with fresh looking and evergreen foliage, together

with the hardness and durability of its wood, is one of the most

beautiful, as well as useful trees of the forest. Here too, the gigan-

tic silk cotton tree (Eriodendron anfraciuosum) with its spheroid



pods suspended to its wide spreading branches, is conspicuous. Va-

rious other handsome and strange trees interlaced and festooned with

the innumerable lianes and creepers, among which the wild hop is

most abundant, overshadowing the earth, give to the forest a dark

and wild aspect. Scattered through the woods is a species of mag-

uey that exceeds in size any plant of the kind ever seen by me, their

long, spear-shaped leaves measuring six to eight feet in length, the

head or stalk proportionally large. When in flower, the flower stem

reaches to the height of forty or fifty feet, where it branches off like

a candelabra. It blooms once in seven years, and then dies. There

is a great abundance of this plant growing in certain localities.

The San Juanito is partly covered by it. The palms are not repre-

sented in the islands, while upon the near coast, below San Bias,

they are abundant, particularly the Palma Real.

"Here are hundreds of plants to interest the botanist, many of

which I am certain are new. I found the true wild cotton, not

growing as a tree, but a plant laden with small bolls or pods, contain-

ing a very silky yellowish fibre, and black seed. The bolls were not

well opened, but it is doubtless of the same species fi:'om which the

cultivated cotton has been originally obtained. Wild tomatoes and

capsicum are found growing in the woods.

"The physical and geological structure is strange and peculiar,

especially so, as differing from any other formation found upon the

coast.

"The indications and unmistakable evidences we read upon their

surface lead us to the conclusion that the materials of which they are

composed once lay at the bottom of the sea, and have been raised to

their present form, at some period of the earth's history, and perhaps

subsequent to the elevation of the adjacent region composing the

main land.

"The stratified formation appears to be horizontal, and but little

broken or disturbed, throughout the Island of Maria Madre. The

strata are well defined, particularly where there is a precipitous bank

or cliff exposing them to view. The composition of these layers is

various. The most common is a conglomeration of sea mud and

gravel, in which vast quantities of fossil shells and coral are mingled.

Some consist entirely of soft sandstone, while in others Hme and

chalk are found. Large boulders, lying detached and scattered about

over the surface, have the appearance of granite, but upon near

inspection prove,to 'be solid blocks of coral formation, which, where



tliey are gradually becoming decomposed, are soft and easily broken.

Vast masses of fossil shells, cemented compactly together, form in

many places the upper strata. Many of them appeared identical

with fresh shells found upon the shore.

"I discovered no indications of Tolcanic phenomena. Pumice

stone is found in some localities near the beach, but its rounded and

water-Tvorn appearance shows it to have been drifted there by the

waves of the ocean. In fact the regularity of the strata and the

general physiognomy, especially of the largest island, shows that they

probably have not been subject to any remarkable convulsions.

"The island of Socorro, about two hundred and forty miles west of

the Marias, which is about thirty miles in length and fifteen in width,

presents a very different aspect. Its formation is entirely volcanic

and its strata tilted and thrown into every position, and its high and

peaked mountains prove it to have undergone severe convulsions.

"But the Tres Marias seem to have risen gently and gradually

from the sea, nearly in the shape they now present, with the excep-

tian of the ravines and creek beds formed by the natural courses of

the water from copious rains. In ascending the elevated plateau

upon the northern and southern end of Maria Madre from the sea

shore, we find the country to be as flat as a table for several miles in

extent, covered with large trees and rank vegetation. This horizon-

tal formation of the underlying strata retains the moisture in the

earth throughout the dry season. It is my opinion, from various indi-

cations, that bituminous coal exists in this island.

"Good water is found by sinking a well fifteen or twenty feet. In

the latter part of the dry season, I saw young and tender plants

growing luxuriantly. The cotton and tobacco planted by I>on

Andres continued fresh and green throughout the dry season, and of

very large growth, also melons, squashes, beans, etc., without irriga-

tion. The shelly debris and -vrast amount of decaying vegetable mat-

ter have created an exceedingly rich and prolific soil.

"How many centuries after the islands made their appearance

above ocean's waves it has taken to prepare a soil for its present

form of vegetable and animal life, can only be left to conjecture or

the scientific geologist to dete:|jmine.

"The climate is healthy, and free from malarious influences. The

usual northwest trades, which are almost constant and of moderate

force, • serve to cool the air, making a temperature both regular,

balmy and pleasant during the year.



"In the dry season heavy dews are frequent, the drops of which
I hare often seen the birds sipping, for want of other means of

quenching their thirst, there being but few ojas de agua (springs).

"Thus we see in tliese islands a little world, whose creation seems

to be comparatively modern, and whose fauna and vegetation are in

many respects peculiar to itself.

"The following list will represent the birds found upon these

Islands. I include no species but those actually seen by me. In a few

instances only, when I supjjosed the birds to be new, I have given their

natural history more in detail."

"BIRDS OF THE TRES MARIAS."

VULTURIDiE.

1. Cathartes aura (Linn.). " Tm-key Buzzard ; Sopilote."

" This widely distributed species is common upon the Islands,

where it is a constant resident, or a visitor from the main land.

None of the Vulturidce is so well known throughout Mexico and the

United States as the Turkey Buzzard.

" I did not see this bird upon the Island of Socorro. Perhaps the

Islands of ' The Tres Marias ' form its extreme western range." •

FALCONID^.

2. Polyborus audubonii Cass. " Caracara Eagle ; Quelele."

" The Caracara Eagle, or hawk vulture, possesses the quahties of

both the hawks and the vultures, and it is rather difficult to decide

by its habits and manners to which it more closely approximates. In

general . appearance it resembles the hawk, and although it subsists

mainly on dead animals and other offal, it does sometimes capture

young birds, lizards, snakes and land crabs. It generally carries its

prey in its beak, but I have also seen it bearing off its food, as the

hawks do, in the claw.

" It walks with facility on the ground, and I have often met with

it in the thick woods, walking about in search of snakes and lizards.

It is very docile, frequenting the vicinity of towns and ranches, and

sometime seen in company with the Black Vulture (^Cathartes

atratus)

.

"The Caracara Eagle is quite abundant in the Tres Marias, which ia

perhaps its greatest western range."

2
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3. Buteo borealis var. montaua Nutt. "Western Ked-tailed

Hawk ; Gavilan."

" The Western Red-tailed Hawk is quite abundant on the Islands,

where it subsists almost entirely upon the Iguana lizard and rabbits,

which are very numerous. I also found it in the far western Island

of Socorro, situated in lat. 18° 35', long. 111°, where I saw a pair

nesting. This must be the most western boundary of its range. It

is a common species in all parts of Western Mexico, and northward

to the Eocky Mountains."

4. Paridion carolinensis (Gm.). "The Fish Hawk; Aquila

pescadoro."

" I saw several individuals of this species on the Islands, a pair of

which were nesting. This nest was placed upon the top of the large

thorny limbs of the giant cactus."

5. Falco peregrinus var. nigriceps Cass. "The Western or

Lesser Duck Hawk ; Gavilan."

"I procured one specimen of this elegant species while upon the

Island, which I sent to the Smithsonian Institution. When I shot it,

it was endeavoring to capture a sparrow hawk (Falco sparver'ms) and

had I not stopped him with a lucky shot, the little fellow would have

most probably made a breakfast for his more powerful antagonist.

This is another instance which I have frequently witnessed of the

indifference or impartiality shown by this hawk in the selection of

the game he pursues. It attacks with vigor every thing it sees upon

the wing, from the size of a mallard duck down, and is the terror of

all small birds. The range of this daring falcon, like the Peregrine,

must be very extensive, as it often ventures far out to sea. On a

passage from Mazatlan to San Francisco, in 1858, on the bark Car-

lota, one of these falcons came to us, more than a hundred miles oflF

the coast of Lower California, and took up his quarters upon the

main top yard, or mast head ; it remained with us two days, during

this time it captured at least a dozen dusky petrels. It was a fine

sio-ht to see him dart headlong upon these unsuspecting wanderers of

the deep, seldom missing his aim ; he would then return to his usual

resting place and partly devour his prize. At other times he would

let them drop in the sea, after they were dead, seemingly in wanton

sport. He finally became tired of this kind of game, and after mak-

ing several wide circles around our ship, and ascending to a consider-

able height, took his departure in the direction of the shores of

Mexico."
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6. Tinnunculus sparveyius (Linn.). "The Sparrow Hawk
;

Gavilancillo."

"This common species is also found on the Tres Marias. Its geo-

graphical distribution is the entire continent of America."

7. Hypotriorehis columbarius (Linn.). "Pigeon Hawk;
Gavilan."

"The Pigeon hawk is very common upon the Islands where it finds

an abundance of small birds, pigeons, robins, etc., to satiate its

appetite.

8. Hypotriorehis rufigularis (Daud.); (aurantius

Temm)

.

"The year preceding my visit to these Islands, while in camp near

the foot of the Sierra Madre mountains, not far from the mining town

of Parnico, in the State of Sinaloa, I met with two small falcons, the

smallest I had ever seen, which in their movements upon the wing

reminded me of the Peregrine falcon. They were very small indeed,

seemed to be but little larger than the large swift (Cypselus) found in

this country, and the motions of their wings were apparently as

rapid as that of the swift. They were chasing each other in a jilay-

ful manner, and while observing their graceful movements, one of

them captured a small parrot from a flock which had just settled on

the top of a large tree. After striking this most diminutive of the

parrot species (Psittaculd) he came to the ground with it, at the foot

of the same tree. I endeavored to procure one or both these falcons,

but the mountains were so steep as to render it impossible. In

chasing each other, they uttered a sharp whistle as t'chee, t'chee,

t'chee. One morning during my rambles on the Tres Marias, hear-

ing this well remembered note, I commenced searching for it with

great caution, and soon discovered the little fellow sitting upon a dry

branch of a tall tree. Unfortunately both barrels of my gun being

charged with fine shot. No. 11, I approached to the foot of the tree

immediately under him to lessen the distance as much as possible,

but upon firing, he darted downward through the forest (slightly

wounded) with the rapidity of an arrow, his wings in rapid motion

like the swift. The markings of its plumage, as far as it could be

discernible at the distance from me, had the resemblance of the

Peregrine. This is undoubtedly the smallest and most beautiful of

the Falconidae, a rare and perhaps but little known species. I still

have hopes of again meeting with this interesting falcon with better

success."
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In a memorandum attached to Col. Grayson's note, Prof. Baird

suggests that the hawk seen by Col. Grayson was probably Hypo-
triorcMs aurantius. As one of that species was afterwards obtained

at the Marias by Col. Grayson, Prof Baird's conjecture was doubt-

less correct.

STRIGID^.

9. Strix pratineola Bp. "The Barn Owl."

"I did not see this owl on the Islands, but often heard at night itS'

well known hissing scream. It is common throughout Mexico, as

also in all temperate North America."

10. Athene cunioularia (Molina). "Bm-rowing Owl; Lechu-

gacillo."

"A few individuals of this species inhabit the Marias Islands, per-

haps wandered from the main land. While making a passage from

Cape San Lucas, Lower California, to Mazatlan, one of these little

owls came on board, so much fatigued as to be easily captured. This

is some evidence of its migrating propensities."

PSITTACID^.

11. Chrysotis levaillanti ' Gray. "Yellow-headed Parrot

;

Loro."

"This large and handsome parrot is peculiar to the Islands, where

it is very abundant, but is not found upon the main land in this part

of the country. In the evenings they may be seen in flocks or pairs,

flying very high, going to some part of the island to roost. They are

so tame and unsuspecting as to be easily taken, simply by putting a

running noose upon the end of a slender pole and slipping it gently

over the head while it is busy feeding among the branches of the

trees. They breed in the hollows of large trees like all the species.

The wood cutters' sell them to vessels touching there for timber,

doubtless of late some of them are taken to Europe and other parts

of the world."

Although this species was not found by Col. Grayson in the

neio'hborhood of Mazatlan, it is not uncommon in southwest Mexico,

at Tehuantepec, whence specimens were sent by Prof. Sumichrast

;

it also inhabits middle and eastern Mexico.

12. Psittacula eyanopyga De Souance. "Love Bird; Cata-

lina."
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"The smallest of the parrots, and quite numerous in the Islands,

where it is a constant resident. There is a closely allied species on

the main land, from which the Tres Marias' variety differs in its

larger size, especially of the bill, and in dts deeper green color, the

bUl also is darker at the base, that of the main being entirely white.

"These beautiful little parrots are great favorites with every one.

They become very tame and affectionate, but owing to their extreme

delicacy, they do not survive long in confinement.

"Their note is rather feeble, and they never learn to utter words

like some other birds of their family.

"The general appearance of the plumage is lively green, the tail

short and rounded, rump in the male violet blue.

"This and the yellow headed parrot are the only two varieties

inhabiting the Tres Marias."

Dr. O. Finsch (Abhand. Nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 353) has

determined the species of Psittacula, collected at the Tres Marias, by

Col. Grayson, to be P. cyanopyga De Souance.

There are but two specimens from the Tres Marias, both females

;

these differ from those of the main land, of which there are eight of

both sexes before me, in being of a darker green, as pointed out by

Col. Grayson, they are notably darker on the rump and upper tail

coverts, in the others there is a greater prevalence of a yellow shade

throughout the plumage ; in size and the color of the bills, they do

not differ materially from the two locahties
;
perhaps the Marias bird

may be considered a darker local race.

TROGONID^.

13. Trogon ambiguus Gould. "Western or Mexican Trogon

;

Coa."

"Although confident that this variety is peculiar to the Tres

Marias, yet its congener vipon the main land so closely resembles it,

that I can scarcely perceive any specific difference in its general con-

tour. A bird of so feeble flight, and always inhabiting a thickly

wooded country, could never have passed from the main land to these

Islands. Nature seems to have created it there, as those upon the

main, with its magnificent plumage ; an ornament to the dark forest,

for which it shows the greatest preference. It is more abundant in

the Islands than on the main land, and more docile.
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"The natives ensnare them in the samfe manner as the yellow

headed parrot.

"With all its resplendent dress, as is characteristic of such birds,

its love song is not melodious. The simple and rather hoarse repeti-

tion of coa, coa, coa, is heard in the spring of the year, and from this

note it has received its name by the natives. Most of the time it is

silent, remaining stationary upon the branch of a tree with its head

slowly turning from side to side, obviously hunting for some insect

concealed under a leaf or the fruit upon which it feeds. When such

objects are descried, it darts upon it something like the Fly-catchers.

"Like the parrots, it nests in the hollows of tall trees ; its flight is

short and undulating.

"Description of a fresh specimen. Bill pale yellow. Bare space

around the eye or eyelids red. The entire upper part of this species,

with the neck and upper part of breast, are of a rich lustrous metallic,

golden green, more intense on the rump, with occasionally coppery

reflections, especially on the scapulars.

"The forehead, sides of head, chin and throat are dull black, with

(in some lights) a greenish shade.

"The wing coverts are finely mottled black and white. The quills

dark brown, with the outer webs edged with white. The entire

underparts are of a rich carmine red. The feathers with concealed

white just below the red. A white, crescent shaped collar separates

the green of the breast from the carmine. The outer three tail

feathers are white for most of their length, and dusky towards the

base, especially on the inner webs for about the terminal inch, the

white is pure elsewhere, finely barred transversely or dotted with

black, the two middje feathers are greenish coppery, abruptly

tipped for about an inch with black, the remaining ones are similar,

but with more of a violet tinge. Feet, pale brownish. Iris brown.

" The colors of females are much duller though otherwise similarly

marked.
" Dimensions of the Tres Marias' bird taken fresh. $ Total

'

length, 11.50; alar ext., 16.75; tail, 6 in. ? Total length, 12; alar

ext., 16.75; tail, 7 in."

CAPRIMULGID^.

14. Nyctidromus albieoUis (Gmel.). "Tres Marias' Night

Hawk; Caballero."
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"I procured specimens of this goatsucker in the Islands, where I

frequently found them upon the ground beneath the shade of rank

forests.

"All the birds I shot of this species were excessively fat. Its note

is simple and plaintive, " oft repeated throughout the night during

the love season and says very distinctly caballero, cabaUero, whence

it derives its Mexican name."

PICID^.

15. Pious scalaris (Wagl.). "Least Woodpecker; Carpente-

rocillo."

"This bird is more abundant in the Tres Marias than on the main

coast, where it is also a common species. I have met with it along

the Tierra Caliente bordering the Pacific coast, from Sonora to

Tehuantepec. It seems to thrive better in the Marias than else-

where, for there it is very numerous and may be seen, or its gentle

tappings heard in the quiet woods at all hours of the day, busy drill-

ing into the dried branches and logs in search of borers or white

ants, upon which it becomes very fat. I foiind a nest (in the month

of April) of a pair of these little woodpeckers, upon the Island near

the sea shore, bored into the green flower stem of a large maguey

plant. The entrance of the nest was beautifully rounded, and about

twelve feet from the ground. This tall, slender, smooth stem, not

more than four inches in diameter, with its soft, spongy wood,

aflforded a convenient material to work out the nest, as well as a sure

protection against the raccoon or other intruders, the long spear

shaped leaves armed with spines at the root, preventing the possibil-

ity of a near approach to it from the ground without some labor of

cutting them away.

"They both evinced a great deal of uneasiness at my presence.

As I had no instrument however, to cut away the dagger shaped

leaves of the maguey, I left them with their well fortified domicil."

COLUMBIDiE.

16. Leptoptila albifrons Bp. "The Ground Pigeon;

Palomo."

"Tliis dove seems to be identical with the species found through-

out entire Western Mexico, and is very abundant in the Marias. It

is commonly found upon the ground, in the tliickest part of the
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woods ; it also lays its eggs upon the ground, with but little preten-

sion to forming a nest. It is entirely solitary in its habits, rambling

about in the woods in search of various kinds of seed upon which it

subsists, and occasionally uttering its peculiar coo oo rr.

"Our table was often well suppUed with this delicious game. The

flesh is nearly as white as that of the quail, very tender and juicy."

17. Columba flavirostris (Wagl.). "The Blue Pigeon ; Pata-

gonia."

"This is the largest of our pigeons, and abundant in the Marias,

as well as in some localities on the main land. It is gregarious and

frequents large forests, feeding upon various kinds of berries, acorns,

etc., etc. It migrates from one part of the country to another in

small flocks. In some seasons of the year the flesh of this bird has

a bitter, disagreeable taste, caused by some species of berry or smaU

bitter acorn upon which it subsists.

" Total length of male, 14.5 ; alar ext. 24 in. ; tail, 5.5 ; tarsus,

1-5; middle to end claw, 1.5; bill, white at tip, red at base; space

around the eye red ; feet, purplish red.

"General appearance. Slaty blue, tinged upon the lesser wing

coverts and upper part of neck and back with rufous, with slight

metallic lustre, second and third primary longest ;—tail slightly

rounded and broad."

18. Chamsepelia pallescens Baird. "Little Ground Dove

;

Cocochita."

These birds are not very abundant in the Marias, but upon the

main land they are quite common, also found at Cape San Lucas,

Lower California.

"On my hasty visit to Socorro Island, I saw several small doves

that seemed to be of this variety, but I was unable to procure a

specimen, in consequence of a short stay, and sudden depar turefrom

that Island. This species, unlike the larger ground dove, builds its

nest on the low branch of a bush or cactus.

"Total length, 7 in.; alar ext., 11 in.; tail, 2.75; biU, brownish

black, lighter below ; iris, yellow ; feet, flesh color ; nails brown

;

tail slightly rounded."

TURDIDiE.

19. Melanotis eserulescens (Swain.). "Blue Mocking Bird

;

Mulato."

"One of the most abundant as well as interesting song birds of
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tlie Marias. They are tame and confiding; allowing persons to

approach very near them, often following me in the woods, evincing

considerable curiosity, and uttering mimicking cries, and occasionally

breaking out into the richest song* awaking the echoes of the silent

woods. Like the true mocking bird (Mimus polyglottus) this bird is

solitary in his habits, showing gi-eat aversion to the companionship of

its own species, and combats between them are very frequent. The

notes of this bird are full and melodious ; at all seasons of the year

the woods are enlivened by its mellow song, and during the spring or

love season, it is particularly so. They make excellent cage birds,

are easily kept and soon become reconciled to their prison even when

taken at an adult age.

"This bird seems to differ but little from the species on the main

land.

"General appearance, dark slaty blue, lighter on the head and

neck, with a black streak in front and around the eye. I have some-

times met with specimens in which some of the feathers of the wing

and rump had changed to pure white, giving them a singular and

unnatural pied appearance.

"I saw one that was nearly white. The black bill, which is gently

curvM and rather slender, is about as long as the head. 3 Total

length, 10 in.;— extent of outstretched wings, 13 in.; tail, broad,

graduated or rounded, 4.5 in.

"They inhabit the densest forests and thickets, spending much of

their time upon the ground, turning up the leaves with their bill in

search of insects."

20. Turdus flavirostris Swain. "Mexican Robin ; Merulin."

In general appearance this thrush resembles its allied species

(^Turdus migratorius'), the common robin of the United States, and

like that bird is also partly migratory in its habits. They frequent

the Islands in great numbers, and become excessively fat upon the

various kinds of berries which they find in abundance in the Marias.

They also breed there. This bird is common on the main land, in

the vicinity of Mazatlan, Tepic, Bendaras Bay, Colima and

Tehuantepec.

"Prof. Baird says this species is but little known to ornithologists

at the present "time, none having been obtained by Boucard, Salle

DeOca and other collectors. I have sent specimens from the Marias

and main land.

"Iris, reddish brown, feet brown. Total length of adult male,
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9.30; alar ext., 15 in.; tail, 4 in.; tarsus, 1.15; bill, measured from

forehead, .75 ; third primary quill longest.

"There is but little difference in the color of the sexes."

21. Turdus grayi, Bp. " Grey-breasted Eobin, MeruUn."

"Is a resident of the Tres Marias, as well as in some localities on

the main shore. I procured specimens near Tepic at the beautiful

hacienda of lauja, belonging to Barron and Forbes, in the months

of April and May ; they were in full song then, and commencing to

build their nests among the orange and mango groves that so

handsomely ornament the grounds of lauja. One was here kept in

a cage and its melodious whistling notes could be heard for some dis-

tance. Their song somewhat resembles the northern robin {Turdus

migratorius) but is more voluminous.

"The Marias and Tepic are the only localities I saw this thrush

;

it is however, dowbtless much more widely distributed."

22. Turdus ustulatus Nutt. "Wood Thrush ; Meruhncillo."

"I found this little thrush in the month of January, quite abun-

dant in the thickest of the woods of the Tres Marias. It is very

timid and shy, more so than any bird I saw upon the Islands ; it

frequently uttei:ed a low plaintive whistle, and seemed solitary in its

habits. I am unable to state whether it is a constant resident upon

the Islands, or only a migratory visitor.

^'Special Characteristics. Third and fourth quill longest, (counting

the spurious one) ; tail nearly even, or but slightly rounded. Upper

parts uniform reddish brown, with a faint olivaceous tinge ; fore

part of the breast tinged with a brownish yellow, becoming paler to

the chin; the remaining parts are white; sides_^of the throat and

fore part of breast, with small, distinct, triangular spots of well de-

fined brown ; sides of the breast more obsoletely spotted, and sides

of body washed with olivaceous yellow-brown. Under wing coverts

yellowish brown, the basal portion of the entu-e inner web of the

secondaries pale yellow or buff. When the wings are outstretched,

and particularly when the bird is in flight, this shows a broad and

rather faint (although distinct) whitish band across the wing. Bill,

brownish, under mandible yellow at base. Length, 7.50; wing,

3.75; tail, 3; tarsus, 1.12."

23. Mimus polyglottus Linn. "Mocking Bird; Censontli."

" I saw a few individuals of this interesting and well known song-

ster, which were very shy and seemed to be lost or out of theu'

range
;
perhaps wandered from the main land. This is not improb-
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able, as durin^ a voyage from Guaym'as to Mazatlan, and midway

the Gulf, a fine' male bird of this sjjccies came on board of our craft,

so much fatigurid as to be easily captured."
.,/

^^^ AMPELIDiE.

24. MViadestes obscurus Lafr. "lilguero."^

" In the Marias this bird is more frequently to be met with, and not

so wary '^vS on the main land ; confining itself to the hilly portions of

the Isla" AS, where at all seasons its strange medley of song may be

heard iJ^the evening and morning.

" 7-^hey are great favorites with the Mexicans, and we often see

the^ii in cages, in different parts of the country. They make good

ca iS birds, and sing well, their notes, however, are very singular,

r Ainding one of a discordant music-box.

•'• The general colors of this lilguero is reddish brown on the

upper parts ; breast and sides pale lead color, chin and throat white,

with a narrow black streak on each side of the throat, extending

baclv'ward from the base of the lower mandible, about half an inch

;

a white ring around the eye ; abdominal region and under tail cov-

erts., kvhite ; bill, black, short, and rather depressed ; feet, black

;

eyes black. Total length of male, measured fresh, 7.90 in. ; alar ext.,

12.50 in.; tail, 4.10 in. ; tarsus, 1 in.; 3d and 4th primary quills

longest."

MNIOTILTID^.

25. Granatellus franeesese Baird. Rev. Am. Birds, p. 232.

" Eose-breasted fantail ; Rosillo."

" This handsome httle bird is one of the new species discovered by

me in the Marias. I always met with it among the low underbrush

in the dark recesses of the forest, hopping about among the decayed

logs and brush, near and sometimes on the ground, busily searching

for insects ; at every move it has a peculiar way of jei'king up and

spreading its pretty fan-shaped tail, at the same time the head mo-

tionless, and bent towards the ground, the wings recumbent, as if

intensely looking for some little beetle or grub there concealed. Its

notes are a feeble t'cit, t, cit. Its habits solitary."

26. Parula insularis Lawr. Am. Lye, N. Y., Vol. x. p. 4.

" Tres Marias yellow-throated Warbler ; Silvestre."

1 Pronounced Hilgaro.
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" Tlais lively little sylvia may be seen and hearijl in every tree,

often repeating its delicate little song, at the same time busily search-

ing among the foliage for apterous insects, and darting after passing

flies."

TROGLODYTID^.

27. Thryothorus felix Scl. " Tres Marias Wren ; ,fleyezuelo."

" Seems to be identical with the one found upon the^main land,

which closely resembles it. The Island species is a little i&rger, but

the notes are similar. It is very common in the Marias, wh'^e 2 it is a

constant resident, and the only species of wren found ther'L,' where

its lively song chimes in with the other songsters of the woods 'at all

hours of the day. Total length, 6 inches." \

TYRANNIDiE.

28. Myiarchus mexicanus (Kaup). (Cooperi Baird). "floop-

er's fly catcher ; Alguacil de moscas."

"A few birds of this species inhabit the Islands ; I usually s.aw it

among the low bushes, darting from its perch after flies and other

winged insects. They are very silent, seldom uttering a note..

"Total length, 9 in. ; tail, 4 ; tarsus, .95 ; bill, brownish black
;

under mandible paler at the base ; feet, black ; u'is brown."

At the request of Mr. Sclater, the type of M. mexicanus was sent

him by Dr. Kaup, and was found on examination to be the species

generally known as M. cooperi Baird, of which it has precedence,

thus sustaining the specific value of my M. cinerascens, which has by

many been referred to M. mexicanus.

29. Myiarchus lawrencii (Giraud). "Lawrence's fly

catcher ; Alguacil de moscas."

"Tliis little fly catcher is very abundant in the Marias, where I met

with them every day, in all parts of the woods. These Islands must

be their most natural and favorite abode. I do not remember to

have met with it on the main land. Length, 7 in.; alar ext. 9.75
;

bill and feet, black ; iris, brown."

30. Empidonax difB.eilis Baird. "The lonely fly catcher;

Tristecillo."

"Is common in the Marias, as well as on the main coast ; and also

in California. The accustomed places of resort of this sohtary little

bird are the most retired and secluded dells of the forest, where, be-
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neath the canopy of the natural and shady grottos, formed by the

overlapping branches intermingled with innumerable lianes, convolvu-

lus and other creeping plants, it sits upon some low twig, watching

for a passing fly ; or it may be seen frequenting some secluded and

shady little brook, near the surface of which it often darts upon the

skimming water flies, ever and anon uttering its low and plaintive

one syllabled note.

"General colors brown olivaceous above, with the entire under

parts bright yellow, intense on the throat and chin ; a conspicuous,

pale yellow ring around the eye ; also two bands across the wings of

a light yellowish tinge. Bill dark brown above, yellow beneath,

rather broad and depressed; feet dark brown. Total length, 5.20;

tail; 2.25."

31. Elainea plaeens Scl. "Little golden crowned fly catcher

;

Coronillo."

"This species is rather rare on the Tres Marias."

COTINGID^.

32. Hadrostomus aglaise var. aflanig (Elliot). " Rose-

throated fly catcher ; Rosieler."

"In the Tres Marias, this bird is only found in the thick woods,

where it is seen searching for insects, sometimes darting after them

when on the wing, at other times looking for them among the leaves

and branches not unlike the warblers. Its notes are feeble and but

seldom uttered, and its habits solitary.

"The colors of the upper parts are dark plumbeous, inclining to

dark brownish or nearly black on the tail. The top of the head with

a broad, rather flattened crest, is black, shading into brownish on the

forehead. The lower part bluish gray, slightly tinged with brown-

ish on the abdomen and crissum ; chin ashy white ; upon the throat

and fore part of breast, is a broad patch of bright carmine or rose

color, a distinguishing contrast to the otherwise rather dull plumage.

The wings are dark brown, edged externally with plumbeous. The

bill is nearly black above or very dark brown, the under mandible,

bluish horn color; feet, bluish grey, nails, bluish grey; iris dark

brown."

"3 Total length, 6.60; alar ext., 11 in.; tail, 2.75; second, third

and fourth quills longest. Body robust; head, large; bill, strong,

slightly decurved, and rather compressed towards the tip.
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" The colors of tlie female are different, tlie entire under parts are

of a pale brown or rather buff color, an obscure band of the same

passes entirely around the neck, posterior to the nape ; the forehead

is tinged with the same hue. The top of the head and back is a dull

brown, with a plumbeous tinge ; tail, brown ; wings, reddish brown

;

the crest is as broad, but shorter than that of the male, and of a

darker plumbeous brown than the back."

Specimens from the Tres Marias agree closely in color and dimen-

sions with specimens from Jalapa, being somewhat smaller than ex-

amples from some other parts of Mexico.

ICTERID^.

33. Icterus graysoni Cassin. "The Tres Marias Oriole ; Cal-

andria."

"This superb oriole is one of the most beautiful of its kind, and is

entirely confined to the Islands of the Tres Marias, where it is the

only representative of its genus.

"There is a closely allied variety on the main coast (Icterus pustu-

latus) but in comparjlng the two, the difference in the markings is at

once observable, as also the larger size of the Island bu-d. The Tres

]y|arias oriole proves to be a new and interesting species to be added

to the already long list of the Icteridce at present known.

"The nest of this oriole, like all of its congeners, is pensile; gener-

ally suspended from the extreme end of a slender, decumbent branch

or twig, in some shady spot, where it may swing to and fro by the

breeze free from entanglement with other branches. The nest, which

is purse-shaped and about twelve or thirteen inches in length with

the entrance near the top, is composed of a long, narrow grass or the

fibres of maguey leaves, which are very strong and elastic, and lined

with silk cotton ; it is firmly and well woven together, and would be

difficult to pull apart ; it differs a little in form from those found in

the vicinity of Mazatlan.

"Few birds surpass the oriole in discovering the hiding places of

the various kinds of insects and their larvse, upon which it feeds.

With its exceedingly sharp bill it searches and probes every crevice

in the bark and leaves of trees, and with unceasing industry, the

number it destroys in one day alone must be very great. Thus we

here see beauty and elegance combined with utility, in the place as-

signed to this species in the great economy of nature, in checking
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the accumulation of the insect kind. During my stay upon the Is-

lands, I often saw them clinging about decaying logs or branches

sometimes with their heads downwards, busily engaged in piercing

the rotten wood in search of wood worms or borers and white ants

;

it also feeds upon various kinds of fi'uit, Pitahaya (Pitajaice cactus)

they are very partial to. In the Islands of the Tres Marias these

birds become excessively fat, finding there an abundance of food
j

with nothing to molest them in their peaceful green island home."

TANAGEID^.

34. Pyranga bidentata Swain. "Tres Marias Tanager

;

Burion."

" I found this species abundant in the Islands, where it is a con-

stant resident. I have nothing especial to note of its habits."

VIKEONID^.

35. Vireo hypoehryseus Scl. " Tres Marias Vireo."'

" This species is quite common in the Marias, where I found it in

all parts of the woods, fi-om time to time uttering its cheerful little

song."

FEINGILLIDiE.

36. Cardinalis virginianus (Linn.). "Cardinal Grosbeak;

Cardinal."

" This bu'd is remarkably abundant upon the Marias, where it is a

constant resident. It is not so numerous on the main and adjacent

land.

" I was surprised to find this old and familiar acquaintance in this

remote region, upon the very confines of its wide-spread geograph-

ical distribution, where its bright red plumage, its beautiful crest of

crimson, its charming song, and above all its fondness for the habita-

tion of man,— recalled the almost forgotten associations of my ear-

liest boyhood days, in a far distant land."

37. Chrysomitris mexicanus Sw. "Mexican gold-finch;

Canario."

" This is another species found in the Island which is also common
to the main land."
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TROCHILIDiE.

38. Circe latirostris (Sw.) " SHny Green Humming Bird;

Cliopa-flores."

" I found but two species of humming birds in the Islands, and

these were quite numerous. The present one is decked in a brilliant

plumage of shiny green upon the upper and lower parts, with the

exception of the front part of the head and chin, where the green

shades into an invisible dark blue—these colors in some lights give

forth bright metallic reflections, more beautiful than the purest eme-

rald; the wings are a purplish brown and considerably recurved;

the tail, which is moderately short, is forked, the feathers of which

are broad and dark ; shiny green above, with a slight obscure tip

of lighter color ; the crissum white, with dark invisible green marks

upon the under tail coverts. Bill, compressed at base ; where it is

orange red, both above and below, the rest black ; it is slightly curved

or arched, and .75 in. in length. Total length of bird 3.5 inches.

" The nest of this lovely species, which I had the good fortune to

discover, is equal in interest, and as beautiful in form, as the bird

itself.

" This elegant little structure I found attached to a slender twig,

and shaded with its leaves, about five feet from the ground. The
situation was fronting the sea, but a few paces fi'om the water's

edge, where the first beams of the morning sun dissolved the dews.

Its form is cup-shaped, and composed of the down of the silk cotton

tree (Eriodendron), intermingled with the down of other plants and

spider webs, the whole exterior neatly studded with diminutive whit-

ish lichens ; it contained two newly hatched young, but little larger

than flies."

Col. Grayson's description, as given above, difiers fi.'om C latiros-

tris in making the fi'ont blue and the tail green, whereas in that spe-

cies there is no blue on the fi^ont, and the tail is steel blue ; in all

other respects it agrees with latirostris ; as Col. Grayson says he

obtained but two species of humming birds at the Marias, and I find

in his collection from there only P. Graysoni and C. latirostris, I

can only conclude that his descrijition is intended for the latter spe-

cies, and the errors were made by some inadvertence.' Col. Grayson

states that neither of these species inhabits the main land, but in his

collection from Mazatlan, no doubt made subsequemtly, I find a spe-
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cimen of C. latirostris ; P. Graysoni, however, has not been found

elsewhere than at the Tres Marias.

39. Pyrrhophsena graysoni Lawr. " Cinnamon-breasted

Humming Bird; Chopa-flores."

" In my visit to the Tres Marias it has been my good fortune to

discover this new addition to the large group to which it belongs.

" Tliis rather large humming bird is very abundant on the Islands,

where they seem to be continually at war with each other ; in fact

they attack every bird, and even the butterflies, should they approach

some chosen flowering plant which they guard unremittingly as their

own treasure. As they dart like a golden sunbeam through the

woods, they often utter their shrill note of t'weet, t'weet, t'weet.

" Sometimes combats between them become of a desperate nature.

One day while watching a number of them in active motion around

some tobacco flowers (of which they seem to be very fond) two fine

males after darting at each other for some time, at length came to a

deathly struggle, high above my head ; they finally clinched each

other, each having one of the mandibles of the other in his mouth, at

the same time scra,tching with their little claws, and using their wings

with the greatest force, and in this situation, whii'ling round and round

they fell to the ground near my feet. During this terrible conflict, in

which passion and desperation were exhibited, I observed them for a

few seconds and then gently placed my liat over both ; even after

they were thus captured, and I held one in each hand, they evinced

a desire to continue the war.

" I have seen this species frequently darting from its perch upon

passing diminutive flies like a real fly-catcher, x. found the gizzard,

when examined, always well filled with them and other minute

insects.

" Neither of these species have I seen on the main land ; it would

seem, therefore, that they belong entirely to this locality, where per-

haps other species may yet be found.

" Here amid such luxuriance of flowers and leaves, and wild en-

tanglement of climbing plants and vegetable glory, it would be sur-

prising if no others should be discovered in this favored spot, where

the flowers seem to vie with the brilliant tints of the ' brave little

humming bird.'

" The bill of this species is long, but slightly arched, depressed at

base, where it is orange-yellow above and below ; the rest black

the wings a Uttle recurved, and of a purplish brown, tail with broad

4
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feathers and slighty fotked, is of a deep cinnamon red, tipped with

black and graen reflections ; the balance of the upper parts golden

green with metallic reflections, slightly tinged with rufous on the fore-

head. Entire under parts light cinnamon red, or rufons. Iris, brown

;

feet dark brown. Total length, 4.75 ; alar ext. 6.5 ; bill, 1.02 ; tail,

1.75."

40. Thalurania lucise Lawr.

41. Florisuga mellivora (Linn).

42. Cyanomya guatemalensis Gould.

43. Petasophora thalassina (Sw.)

44. Chlorostilbon insularis Lawr.

The last five species were obtained at the Tres Marias by Capt. J.

Xantus, and none of them were observed by Col. Grayson, nor did

Mr. Xantus obtain either of the two found by Col. Grayson.

ALCEDINID^.

45. Ceryle alcyon (Linn). "Belted Kingfisher; Pescadoro."

" I met with this species along the sea shore, sitting upon the

rocks, solitary and rare. It appeared to be accidental in the Tres

Marias, although I observed one or two individuals upon every visit

I made to the Islands. It is common upon the main land in this lo-

cality."

H^MATOPODID^.
46. Hsematopus palliatus Temm. "Red billed Oyster

catcher ; Agarrador.

" Common on the sea shore of the Marias, as also on the main

coast, from whence perhaps it visits this locality."

CHARADEHDiE.

47. .fflgialitis semipalmatus (Bp.). "Little Plover; Fraile-

cillo."

"I procured one specimen of this bird on the shores of the

island."

AEDEID^.

48. Ardea herodias Linn.

49. Herodias egretta (Gm.). "Garza."

50. Garzetta candidissima (Gm.). "Garza."
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"The above three species appear to be only accidental or strag-

gling visitors to the shores of the Marias. Common on the main

land.

61. Nyetherodius violaeeus (Linn.). "Yellow-crowned

Night Heron ; Garza."

"I procured a few specimens of this heron in the Marias, some of

which were in adolescent plumage ; this led me to suppose that a few

individuals may breed there. I found it in about equal numbers in

the Socorro Island. It is a common species upon the main land."

LARID^.

52. Haliplana fuliginosa var. crissalis Baird, M. S. "Black-

back Tern ; Sooty Tern."

"Numerous in the vicinity of the Islands of the Tres Marias ; it

breeds upon the small island of Isabele, near San Bias. This species

is never seen near the main shore, usually keeping far out to sea. I

have never met with it in any other locality, but. the southern part of

the Gulf of California in the neighborhood of the Marias. It ap-

pears to be semi-nocturnal. It is a constant resident in the localities

above cited."

This differs from H. fuliginosa in having the under tail coverts

tinged with ashy, instead of being pure white.

"This comprises the list of land birds discovered by me during my
comparatively short stay upon the Mai'ias ; doubtless a farther inves-

tigation may bring to light other species from this interesting

locality.

"Various species of sea birds common to these latitudes are seen

along the shores and rocks, which I have excluded from this cata^

logue as not being strictly inhabitants of these islands, but noted

wanderers of the sea."

"Of mammals, I discovered but two species of any importance

;

one a rabbit, apparently a new species and very abundant, and the

common raccoon.

"A small species of bat is found, and I also saw indications of

wood mice, and was informed that a small species of opossum inhab-

its the woods, being but little larger than a common mouse, perhaps

related to (Didelpliys tristriata)—an allied species of one I found in

Tehuantepec."

"Among reptiles, there are two or three species of tree snakes, and
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the Mexican anaconda is sometimes met with. Various species of

lizards are abundant, among which a very long one, two feet in

length, known as the iguana, is very common ; scarcely a hollow

tree in the woods but is occupied by some venerable hermit of this

species, who may be seen basking in the balmy air just in front of his

door, into which he darts when you approach too near. They are

all harmless. This species appears to be different from those found

upon the main land."

"Of Shells, there is but one variety of land shells, which, however,

exists in great abundance. It has six whorls,—increasing regularly,

streaked longitudinally and irregularly with white and bluish horn

colored stripes,—average length, two inches. I found many of these

shells during the dry season, in hollow trees and knot holes ; in this

situation I always observed that the shell itself had closed its door

with a gummy substance, evidently intended to exclude the dry

atmosphere, thus hibernating until the rains awakened them again

from their winter sleep."

" Note. About half past ten o'clock p. m., Jan. 25, 1865, an unusual large

and magnificent meteor passed over the Island, in a northeast direction, explod-

ing near the surface of the water, about twenty miles distant. There were two

or thi-ee very loud reports, not unlike the burstmg of bomb shells, accompanied

with a rushing sound, caused perhaps by its passage through the air. The

Island was brilliantly illuminated for a few seconds during its passage over, the

altitude of which did not seem to be very great."

Exploring Expedition to the Island of Socokro, from
Mazatlan, Mexico. By A. J. Grayson.

"Socorro is the largest of the group known as the "Revillagigedo

Isles," and is situated in Lat. 18° 35' and Long. 111°. It is about

twenty-eight or thirty miles in length and twelve in width ; its great-

est altitude 2,000 feet ; the shores are bold and rocky, and as there

are no sand beaches, to make a landing in any of its coves, even in

calm weather, is attended with great difficulty if not danger.

"The entire island is rent and torn by volcanic action, to such a

degree as to render travelling in the interior very laborious.

"The "Revillagigedo Islands" were so named by Capt. CoUnett, in

1 793, in honor ofthe Mexican Viceroy. Capt. Collnett was commander
of the British vessel captured by the Spaniards at Nootka Sound in
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1 788 or 1 789, and carried to San Bias as a prisoner, where he was con-

fined some time, but was released by order of the Viceroy, then in

the City of Mexico.

" The Island now called Socoito (Succor) was discovered by

Hernando de Guxalvo in 1533, and was by him named " Santo To-

mas," which name it bears on all the ancient maps and charts. It

derived its present name from the timely relief wliich it afforded to a

ship's crew suffering severely with the scurvy, who were completely

restored to health by the use of that valuable antiscorbutic, the

prickly pear, Avhich was found in abundance on the Island. This

was in the latter part of the last century.

" On the second day of May, 1867, about 5, P. M., we sailed from

the port of Mazatlan on board the sloop " Republicana," of twenty-

five tons, commanded by Capt. Garcia, a Mexican.

"My companions were my^on, Edward Grayson, and my Mexican

servant, Christobal, a boy of fourteen years, to assist me in making

my collections of Natural History, etc. A Mr. Anderson accompa-

nied the expedition, representing other parties, for the purpose of

examining the Islands as to their utility for farming and other pur-

poses ; my object being to make a more thorough research of its

natural history, than I had done on a previous visit. The wind being

fair but light, we made a good offing by dark, and headed for Socor-

ro Island. At 12 M. of the 3d, Lat. 22° 50', Long. 117°, the mer-

cury was 85° Fh. in the cabin, and very warm on deck, there being

no shade. On the 4th we sighted the " Tres Marias " Islands, bear-

ing south of us. "We continued four days in sight of these Islands

at a distance of thirty miles from them, with calms and light winds.

We amused ourselves fishing, in which we had considerable success,

— there being soundings for some distance northwest from these

Islands. A small green humming bird paid us a visit, of the species I

found abundant on the Islands when I was there three years ago,

and excited our astonishment that it should venture so far from its

green retreats ; it remained but a few moments, apparently examin-

ing our vessel, when it suddenly departed for its island home."

"The blackbilled terns were numerous on these soundings, as well as

guillemots, petrels and gannets. Occasionally a tropic bird (Phceton)

came around with its long tail feathers glistening against the sky.

But none of these birds came near enough to be shot. With our

scoop net we procured a number of floating sea snail shells, buoyed

upon the sui-face of the water by means of a thin substance full of
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little air cells, whicli resembles sea foam. The shell is very fragile,

lias three whorls, and when disturbed ejects a purple fluid ; we saw

many of tbese shells floating on the sea in calm weather, between

the Marias and Socorro Island. On the 9th the Tres Marias Islands

had disappeared below the horizon. Numbers of black-billed terns

fly around to-day of which we shot and prepared two specimens ; at

12 o'clock M., Lat. 20° 38', Long. 108°, the mercury stood at 86 Fh.

in the cabin. From this time forth the voyage was very monotonous,

until the 14th, when we at last sighted the Island of Socorro, at

half past 6 p.m., bearing west, my son being the first to see it.

"By this time the wood for cooking purposes had entirely given

out and our provisions were also getting low,—we. had neither

pickles nor vinegar, nor dried fruit nor vegetables of any kind ; nothing

but dried beef and hard bread, with a little coffee and tea, and all on

hand would not last more than twenty days even with strictest

economy at that, notwithstanding according to the charter contract,

there was to be provisions for two months. But I came to the de-

termination, that if we reached the Island, I would live upon fish

before leaving it until the object which brought me there had been

accomplished.

"For four days, the wind headed us off" from the Island most

provokingly, or rather from a landing place. We first endeavored to

go around the north side, but found it too difficult on account of

head winds ; we then tried the south and after beating against the

wind and a strong current, finally reached the cove marked on the

chart as Cornwallis Bay. In this cove, I had been two years previ-

ously.

"Although it is a very unsafe anchorage, yet it is the only place

we could find fit to come to anchor, in which we might lay with any

show of safety. The shores of this cove are rough and rocky, upon

which the sea breaks in the calmest weather. There is no beach to

land upon, instead of which, at its head, are heaped up round water-

w.orn stones, and its. sides are bold and precipitous. We did not see

when sailino- nearly all around this Island, any beaches or a better

place to land than this little cove, which opens broadly to the

southwest.

"On the 19th of May, seventeen days from Mazatlan, we ran into

this little bay with a fair breeze, and delighted with the green trees

at the head of the cove and the song of birds among them. But the

captain appeared to feel a great deal of uneasiness at the general
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appearance of things. He let go the anchors as he thought a little

too near the shore, and the breakers so near and all around, filled

him with fear; and just when we felt that all was safe and our

voyage at an end for the present, he ordered the anchor to be

hauled up and at the same time the main sail hoisted, with the in-

tention of beating out against a head wind ; his excuse was that the

anchor would not hold. But this movement proved fatal to our

craft. Before headway could be made, she was driven in by the

wind and swells among the breakers near the shore ; both anchors

were again "let go," but it was too late, her doom was sealed. We
made every effort to haul her out by kedging with the small anchor,

this being taken ahead with great difficulty in the little skiff and

dropped—we would then pull upon the chain; but futile was the

effort. Her centre .board had already struck and broken off and her

keel was thumping on the rocks as she surged heavily at her chains,

which threatened every moment to part.

"We now turned our attention to saving the water and provisions

;

the former giving me the most anxiety. As for the latter I had no

fears, as fish of excellent quality swarm around the shores and are

easily taken with hook and line. We still had hopes of saving the

sloop when the sea became a little smoother, as she was not yet

much damaged. We however, made preparations for landing every-

thing we could. A rope was fastened to a point of rocks about

twenty-five yards distant, to facihtate our landing, and the skiff was

pulled back and forth just when the sea would give us an opportu-

nity of jumping ashore ; much caution had to be used in this ex-

ploit, the sea breaking furiously at times upon this rock.

"Mr. Anderson being sea sick, from which malady he suffered the

entire voyage, was first put on shore, afterwards my son and the boy

Cristobal were landed, in order to receive the different articles as

they were thrown to them from the skiff. The water casks were all

hoisted on deck in order that should the sloop break up, they would

float ashore ; the provisions, guns, ammunition, and other articles

most needed for the expedition were all soon safely landed.

"I remained on board till all these things were on shore. Cristo-

bal, who had gone a few steps up the cove, suddenly cried out to me
with demonstrations of the most lively joy, "agua,agua-dulce," point-

ing at the same time to an ugly pile of rocks upon which he was

standing.

"There indeed we found a small spring of warm water gushing out
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of a seam in the solid rock that forms a precipice on the western

side of the cove; it was partly concealed by a pile of rocks and

boulders, which is often covered by the tide, and the spring so low

down would naturally be taken for tide water running back into the

sea.

"The uncertainty of the length of time we would have to remain

before being rescued from our exile, for it is well known that vessels

seldom pass near this island, rendered this discovery of the highest

importance. The contemplation of the hardships, toil and intense

suffering in searching for water in a locality where it seemed ex-

tremely doubtful of success, filled my mind with the greatest anxiety,

but it was now dispelled by this unexpected discovery, and I felt

pretty certain that the preservation of our Uves depended upon

it. This I became more and more convinced of, as we made fi-equent

and laborious excursions without being able to find it elsewhere.

"Durino- the day the sea became rougher, and the small anchor

chain parted and nearly all of the sloop's keel broke off. She still

held by the larger anchor.

"All the articles landed were taken up to the place selected for our

camp, beneath the shade of the trees, which at the head of the cove

are of profuse growth. As soon as it was dark, being much fatigued

by our day's work, we retired to sleep. About two o'clock, a.m., we

we were aroused by the loud shouting of one of the sailors left on

board the sloop. We hurried to the spot and found she had broken

the chain and was already hard and fast upon the rocks close to

shore, rolling and thumping, and the water casks which had broken

loose were dashing about over the deck most frightfully, endangering

the legs of the poor sailor. On the 20th, every movable article that

remained on board was taken off; this was safely done, because at

low tide one side of the vessel could be reached without the aid of

the little skiff, which was now hauled up on shore for safety. Nearly

everything was saved, even the clock, cooking stove, culinary uten-

sils, implements, sails, etc., all of which, the smallest articles, we

prized and treasured up for some future necessity, in anticipation of

a long abode amid the wild solitude that surrounded us. We ar-

rano-ed our camp in order, beneath the strange trees, the trunks and

branches of which are bent and crooked into every conceivable

shape. The wide spreading branches, thickly clothed with leaves,

were ample protection against the intense rays of the sun.

"This tree seems to belong to the Euphorbiacece. When the bark
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i s cut a thick milky sap flows freely, and very soon becomes con-

gealed, which -would doubtless form caoutchouc ; it bears a fruit re-

sembling small green apples, and also contains a profusion of milky

fluid. This fluid is poisonous to the skin ; some of the party were

poisoned by it. These are the largest trees upon the Island, and the

largest of them would not measm-e quite three feet in diameter at

the root ; but the branches which commence near the root are long,

and horizontally inclined toward the ground, the leaves are ovate

and smooth, of a delicate green color, the fruit also smooth, contains

clusters of hard seed inside the pulp, the flowers are without petals

or fragrance. Specimens of this tree, together with all the plants

collected and packed up, were unfortunately left behind. Other

shrubs and plants found upon the Island are of a scrubby nature.

Among the branches of the trees around our camp, the little warbler

{Parula) and a busy, happy little wren, sing from morning till night.

The new mocking bird, too, occasionally gives us a touch of his melo-

dious song, sometimes imitating the scream of the Buteo montanus,

and the pretty parakeets with then* grass green plumage are chatter-

ing and whistling all through the grove. "Numbers of the little towhee

finch (Pipilo) that pointed out the water to Cristobal, came around

us picking up the crumbs of hard bread thrown to them, and drink-

ing and bathing in a basin of water placed on the ground for their

special use. All these birds were remarkably tame ; they confidingly

came around us, and seemed to be as much pleased with our society

as we were with theirs.

"Our camp was now put into systematic order. We constructed

seats of boxes, and out of the hatch covering of the sloop we made

convenient tables, also swinging shelves for drying specimens upon.

The stove was put up for cooking, and an excellent fish (called by

the Mexicans cabreca), was caught with hook and line, just as needed

for the table. This species is very abundant and fat, some of the

largest would weigh from ten to twenty pounds ; they are oblong in

shape, with large mouth, and of mottled brown and grey color, swim

near the bottom and are very voracious. There are several other

species in great abundance, some of which are very pretty. One
kind is of a brilliant bluish green color ; another species resemble s

the gold fish. Many of these fish are new to me, and may be to sci-

ence, but I was unprepared for preserving specimens of this nature

for the want of alcohol.

"As our small stock of provisions would soon be exhausted, we

5
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came to tlie conclusion that fisli would be our principal means of

subsistence ; under these circumstances, however, we were in good

spu-its, and went to work as though nothing had happened, in mak-

ing collections and exploring the Island.

"The climate is very uniform and balmy, in the shade the ther-

mometer varying only from 70° to 75° I h., and almost a constan-

breeze from the west or northwest. On the 21st we went some dis-

tance exploring and hunting. My son discovered the signs of the

hogs, a pair of which I left here two years ago, from the number of

tracks large and small seen, they have increased. This was a happy

discovery, as we could now have lard to fry our fish. He captured

a very small owl and a new dove, both new species I think. I found

the country exceedingly rough and barren of trees, with the excep-

tion of a few scattering ones in the gorges, though otherwise clothed

with low brush, of a species of wormwood, also coarse grass and

weeds ; these, combined with the sharp volcanic stones, made my prog-

ress tedious and irksome. I found no indications of mammals of any

kind, and no new species of birds other than those found in oiu: little

green cove. Shot two hawks (Buteo montanus) and returned late in

the evening very much fatigued.

"May 22. Preparing specimens all day. We captured all the

birds, with a few exceptions, by means of a running noose fixed to

the end of a slender pole, which is cautiously slipped over the vic-

tim's head, and with a sudden jerk the bfrd is secured alive ; this

extraordinary mode of catching birds I learned from the Mexicans

on the Tres Marias Islands. About one o'clock in the night I was

awakened by my dog growling and showing signs of uneasiness,

when I heard some large animal walking around among the leaves

and brush. I remained quiet, endeavoring to make out what it could

be ; it made a circle around our camp as if to get the wind of us. I

at length heard it blow, which I recognized at once to be that pecu-

liar snuflF generally made by the hog family on certain occasions of

alarm. I was soon satisfied as well as gratified, of this fact, for on

calling to her familiarly, she came fearlessly into camp, and to my
joy proved to be the same black sow that I had left here only a pig

two years ago, and equally as tame now as then. She seemed to be

glad to see us, welcoming, as it were, the return once more of hu-

man beings to her lonely home. She had grown to be a large hog,

very fat, and far advanced in pregnancy. She remained with us con-

stantly during our stay and gave a domestic appearance to our camp.
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We left her there when we came off, where she may continue to in-

crease the breed, for the benefit of some future castaways. We
never could find the others, though we saw their numerous tracks.

Day after day some of us were occupied in exploring the interior of

the Island in various directions, which we always found to be very

laborious and tedious, particularly as we could find no other water

or new specimens of birds or mammals. The sailors and the cap-

tain were engaged in making a wall around the little spring for the

purpose of keeping the tide from running over it, which it often does.

The water of this spring when first coming out of the rock is warm
;

it is good soft water, however, and when cooled is good for drinking.

"We kept the casks saved from the wreck, filled for fear of acci-

dent. Over the spring we marked with white paint, on the steep

rock out of which it flows—thus—water=-®3—in Spanish agua, thus

any one visiting this place would be sure to find it. This is the only

water we found upon the Island, but it is very likely that it exists in

some places higher up the mountain, in the deep impenetrable gorges,

which we saw but did not enter.

"We travelled over a large portion of this Island, and found its

general aspect excessively rough, lonely and forbidding. There are

but few varieties of plants, as of birds ; but these are nearly all new
to me. A stiff, unyielding brush, with occasional bunches of prickly

pear, augments the difficulty of walking over the rough, stony sur-

face. Large tracts of lava run to the sea on the south side, from the

extinct volcanoes, leaving unmistakable evidence of their fury.

These lava paths and craters can be distinctly seen fi-om the ocean a

few miles from shore. Our shoes were soon worn out by these sharp

rocks, and some of our party were compelled to make shoes, or rather

a nondescript between a shoe and a moccasin, of seal skin, which

happened to be on board the sloop.

"On the morning of the 28th I started out early and alone, pre-

pared to ascend the mountain and penetrate as far as possible the

interior; hoping to find something new and worthy of a place

among my collection, as well as to learn more of the topography of

the country. After travelling for a few miles over volcanic rido-es,

intercepted with brushy gulches and vast piles of crumbling sharp

stones, I at length reached the head of a small, deep valley, which is

overgrown with scrubby brush and an occasional small or stunted

green tree ; this dry valley or gulch runs toward the southern shore

of the Island; two deep gorges are here confluent, comino- from
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towards the mountain peak that stands near the centre of the

Island ; these gulches are very rocky and enclosed with precipices on

both sides. I descended with some difficulty into this valley, for the

purpose of going up one of the gorges mentioned ;
they had a fresh

green appearance in their narrow windings, in which water might be

found ; and where there is water, there would be found most likely

the objects of my research; I observed the small ground dove

(Chcemepelia'^) passing up these gulches, may be to some watering

place.

"On attempting to explore these wild and mysterious regions, I

found the difficulty too great, on account of the tangled brush and

the rank coarse grass that grew among it; there were also many
strange looking holes, which had the appearance of having once

been the vents of an interior fire, now extinct. The ground sounded

hollow, as I stumbled, over these places, and a horrible sensation

came over me as I thought of the danger of falling through into

some dark cavern, from the gloomy depths of which there could be

no return to light. With these obstacles surrounding me, the idea

of penetrating this gorge was abandoned for the present. Before

again ascending the ridge I set fire to the grass, for the purpose of

clearing away these impediments, and would at another time make
the attempt with a better chance of success. The fire soon spread

with great rapidity, making clean work of brush and grass. Im-

mense columns of black smoke ascended to the clouds and might be

seen fifty miles at sea, were a vessel within that distance. On again

reaching the summit of the ridge I proceeded on my course up the

mountain, making my way the best I could over the rough ground. I

had become very much heated and out of breath, there was no shade

to invite repose, the scenery around looked dry, hot and wild in the

extreme. I met with but few solitary birds, such as the little ground

dove, mocking bird and little wren, and these had a gloomy, listless

look, conformable to the sombre solitudes, which could call forth no

song from these silent creatures; indeed, scarcely any animal life

could be seen ; sometimes a small blue lizard basking on the rocks, or

a solitary grasshopper started from the grass, was all the livino-

things to be encountered in my rambles of that day. In my route

up the mountain, and upon an adjacent ridge, I beheld a large and

isolated rock, which had so strange an appearance that I was led to

examine it more closely. At a distance it looked like a part of a

broken wall of some vast ruin. A mile or so of tedious walking
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brouo-lit me to it, wlieii I found it to be about sixty feet high, forty or

fifty feet in length, and only about ten feet thick at base, standing

perpendiculai" upon its edge and perhaps welded to a solid mass of

the same formation below the surface of the earth where it stood.

On examining its rough exterior I found it to be glazed over the en-

tire surface, as if but recently taken seething from some huge melting

furnace; the whole mass had the appearance of a large block of

dull, yellowish porcelain, equally as hard and flinty ; in places a slight

tinge of pink was perceptible.

"From this point an extended view of the wild scenery lay before

me with its broken and rent forms of gulches, fissures, ridges and

rude heaps of black rocky scoria. The lava paths could be dis-

tinctly traced, running to the sea. Some very curious forms are

produced in the jagged rocks that stand like sentinels along the

rock-bound shore. One of these is the "Old man of the rocks," at

the extreme southeast point of our little bay. These rocks are ex-

ceedingly sharp and rough, extending some distance into the sea, and

makinf a very dangerous reef. Upon one of these isolated rocks is

the colossal figure of a robust man in a sitting position, with arms

folded and head thrown back, gazing forever upon the eternal sea,

whilst the breakers are dashing furiously against its pedestal.

"While resting near these rocks, my eyes suddenly rested upon a

dark speck to the northwest. I was soon satisfied after a second

look, that it was a sail, and apparently heading towards the Island

with a good breeze. The smoke which I had raised and now spread

far and wide had doubtless been seen. I started to camp as fast as

the nature of the ground would permit, in order to signalize her

should she come near enough to our cove. I felt, however, indiffer-

ent as to her coming in, as I had not satisfied myself of the full and

complete exploration of the Island, and I was not quite ready yet to

go.

"By the time I reached the camp none of my companions had

seen her, although she had arrived abreast of our cove, five or six

miles off", and under full headway was sailing past. Signals of smoke
was made as soon as possible, by firing the dry grass on the sur-

rounding hills, while my son Edward, with a white flag, ran out on
the extreme point of rocks. The sight of this flag brought her to.

She came within about three miles and sent a boat to see what we
wanted. The sea was very rough and was breaking furiously in the

cove. As the little boat neared the shore, I felt the chances of
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getting off in her very doubtful ; the only place that we could em-

bark was a bluff point of rocks, upon which we had made the first

landing, but the waves were now breaking against this with great

force. The boat, however, came near this point, and when an oppor-

tunity offered, her stern was backed up to the rocks. Eddie, sup-

posing the mate, who was in the stern, wished to come ashore to

make some arrangements about taking us off, reached him his hand

to assist him in jumping ashore, but instead of doing so he pulled my
son into the boat, and one of our sailors jumped in after him. She

pulled off immediately to keep clear of the breakers.

"The mate then informed me that the bark was the A. A. Eldridge

from San Francisco, bound for Valparaiso, and that he would return

for the rest of us. I went to camp and packed up such things as

could be taken off. But after the boat returned the mate told me
he would not take the smallest package in the boat, and if our Hves

were saved we ought to be thankful. Upon these conditions I hesi-

tated about going, but as my son was already on board there was no

alternative ; especially as he, the mate, said he would not return

again, fearing to lose the little boat. The idea of going to Valpar-

aiso was out of the question, but I would not be separated from my
son, and so determined to go, the mate crying out that he would only

give us five minutes to decide. There was no time to be lost, and

unavoidably leaving everything behind, we jumped into the frail

boat; the sea was growing more stormy, and amid the roar of

breakers, heightened by the thundering of the waves into a cavern,

we pulled out of the cove to the bark. Captain Abbott (her cap-

tain) treated us with genuine hospitality, and I shall always remem-

ber him with grateful feelings. He agreed to land us on the Tres

Marias Islands. I prevailed upon him to send the boat for some of

my things left behind which I prized the most, particularly the Natu-

ral History collections. But when the boat returned nothing could

be brought off but the two boxes of specimens ; the Uttle boat came

near being stove against the rocks in this last attempt.

"Thus the expedition was suddenly and unexpectedly brought to

an end. It was my intention, had we not been wrecked, to have

spent a much longer time in examining this as well as the adjacent

Island—but "diis aliter visum." Darkness had now begun to shut out

from view the lessening shores, as we sped on our course to the

Marias. The mountain and clouds were brightly illumined by the

flames of the burning grass and brush, which had spread in every
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direction, recalling to the imagination the long ago, when the volca-

noes were in action, and the lurid lava blazed in all its desolation

over this solitary Island, where it still remains as these convulsions

have left it, in all its primitive grandeur and its wild solitude. Year

after year the grass springs up on its hills uncropped by the herd

;

the song of the birds are only heard by their mates ; the fishes

gambol and sport in the little bays undisturbed, and old ocean, as in

countless centuries past, still roars and foams upon its lonely shore.

"In three days we reached the Marias, where we remained four

days. I made daily excursions in the woods for birds, but found

nothing new, but what I had collected on a former visit to this

locality.

"We sailed in a small schooner for San Bias, in order to get a

vessel for Mazatlan, where we arrived in twenty-four hours from the

Marias, ragged, dirty and without money. This place is noted for the

unhealthiness of its chmate and the tormenting insects that infest it.

The natives, too, have a bad repvitation, and it was much against my
will to go there, but it could not be avoided, and I cannot help but

feel, from the strange coincidents which had transpired, that a mys-

terious agency had directed us to this fatal spot, where my beloved

son should meet with an untimely and most cruel death, by the rude

hand of some unknown assassin. For what cause this shocking deed

was committed, and by whom, in this land where the murderer goes

free, will in all probability forever remain a profound mystery."

List of Socorro Island Birds collected

BY A. J. Grayson, May, 1867.

PSITTACID^.

1. Conurus holoehlorus var. brevipes Baird. Ann. Lye.

N. Y., Vol. X, p. 14. "Socorro Parrot."

" This parakeet is quite abundant and evidently belongs to this

locality, which it never leaves ; they are to be met with in flocks or

in pairs. In the mornings they left the cove in which we were en-

camped, for the higher regions of the interior to feed, returning

again in the evening to roost. This cove, in which the trees are

larger and the shade more dense than in other parts of the Island,

seems to be their favorite resort. I saw them at times walking about

on the ground beneath these trees, apparently picking up clay or
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gravel; tliey are remarkable tame, exhibiting no fear in our pres-

ence. Three cages were soon filled with them, which were caught

by hand, and their constant whistling for their mates brought many

of them into camp, perching upon the cages and elsewhere; they

feed upon a hard nut which they find in the mountain gorges, and

on account of the inaccessible localities where this fruit grew, I was

unable to find it. The powerful jaws of this parakeet would indicate

the fruit to be very hard."

TURDID^.

2. Harporliynchus graysoni Baird. Ann. Lye. N. Y., Vol.

X, p. 1. "Socorro Thrush; Mocking bird."

"Not very abundant, t)ut seems to be well distributed over the Is-

land. It has all the characteristics of the true mocking bird in its

habits (JS'limus polyglottus) . Of solitary disposition, it attacks every

bird of its own species that approaches its usual haunts.

" One took up its quarters in our camp, and was certainly

the tamest bird of this genus I ever saw ; he appeared to take

pleasure in our society, and attacked furiously every bird that

came near us. He doubtless regarded us as his own property, often

perching upon the table when we were taking our meals and eating

from our hands, as though he had been brought up to this kind of

treatment ; at times ascending to the branches over our head, he

would break forth into loUd and mellow song, very thrush like. In

the still hours of the night while roosting in the branches near us

he would sometimes utter a few dreamy notes, recalling to mind the

well known habits of the true mocking bird."

FRINGILLID^.

3. Pipilo carmani Lawr. Ann. Lye. N. Y., Vol. x, p. 7. "So-

corro Towhee finch."

"This is an abundant species, found in all the thickets of the Is-

land. Many of them took up their abode in our camp, picking up

crumbs about our feet, as tame as domestic fowls. They delighted in

bathing in the water we had placed in a basin on the gTOund for

their use, and fi-equent combats took place between them for this

privilege.

"It was through the agency of this species that water was dis-

covered in a locality where we had not the remotest idea of finding
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it, and for this providential service, he was a welcome visitor and a

privileged character.

"I found them at times feeding upon small seeds of plants ; but

more frequently on the ground scratching up the dry leaves in search

of insects. Their notes are rather feeble, resembling slightly, in this as

well as habits and general appearance, their congener of the East-

ern States (P. erythropJithalmus).

"From those examined, I found that the breeding season was near

at hand."

TROGLODYTID^.

4. Troglodytes insularis Bah-d. Ann. Lye. N. Y., Vol. x,

p. 3. "Socorro wren."

"This busy little wren is the most common bird I met with upon

the Island, and everywhere its cheerful song may be heard in the

trees or among the brambles and rocks. Like all the birds peculiar

to this Island it is very tame. I often saw it feeding upon dead land

crabs, and I may here remark that aU the birds inhabiting the Island,

with the exception of doves and parrots, subsist more or less upon

Crustacea."

COLUMBID^.

5. Zenaidura graysoni Baird, Ann. Lye. N. Y., Vol. x, p. 17.

"Sohtary dove."

"Of all the birds I met with on the Island, these seemed to be the

most lonely; not a flock or even a pair were ever seen together.

They are remarkably tame, perhaps more so than any bird of this

order. One was captured by hand as it came into our camp and

perched upon the rude table on which I was at work ; its melan-

choly look appeared to be in keeping with the solitude of, and its

sombre plumage corresponding with the grey brush and brown vol-

canic rock composing its wild home. In form and appearance, when

alive, it resembles the common turtle dove.

"The first specimen seen and captured was by my son, Edward
Grayson, whose name this evidently new species should bear, not for

this discovery alone, but for the assistance often rendered in making

my collections, and more particularly on this expedition, in which he

was indefatigable, even to enthusiasm, in aiding its progress as well

as the advancement of science, in the course of which he came to

an untimely death."

6
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6. Chamsepelia pallescens Baird. "Little Ground dove."

"TMs is a very common species on Socorro Island, as well as Tres

Marias and main land, from whence they may have wandered to this

spot, where they continue to breed and remain permanently."

STRIGID^.

7. Micrathenewhitneyi (Cooper). "Socorro Owl."

"Remarks. Iris bright yellow. Tarsus and toes dull yellow and

covered thinly to the end of toes with hair like feathers. BiU dark

bluish, the tip and inner edge of upper mandible white. Tarsus

short and claws very sharp and delicate.

"Three specimens of this handsome little owl (perhaps the least of

the entire genus) were captured. The. first was caught by my son

among the thick growth of trees that surrounds our camp, who came

runnino- into camp, saying ' here is the prettiest little owl we have

ever seen.' It was caught with a running noose attached to the end

of a long rod and slipped over the head of the unsuspecting day

dreamer. Nearly all the birds were captured in this way. Contents

of stomach, bits of small land crabs."

MNIOTILTID^.

8. Parula insularis Lawr. "Warbler."

"Remarks. This bird seems to be identical with the Tres Marias

species, and is quite common on the Socorro. Is a little larger than

the Marias bird."

FALCONIDiE.

9. Buteo borealis var. montanus Nutt. "Western Red Tailed

Hawk."

"This is the only hawk found upon the island, and here it is quite

common, being a constant resident, rearing its young, and subsisting

exclusively upon land crabs, which they find in great abundance,

and an easy prey. Their claws are much blunted, doubtless caused

by the frequent contact with the hard shell of this Crustacea. This,

and. the night heron, are the only large landbirds found upon the

Soeorro Island."

ARDEID^.

10. Nyctherodius violaceus (Linn.). "Yellow-crowned Night

Heron."
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"Upon this remote island, where there is a scarcity of fresh water,

I was surprised to find this well-known species. Here its natural

haunts are entirely wanting. Here there are no lagoons or man-

grove swamps to skulk in during the day ; and the croaking of frogs,

its favorite prey, is not heard. All is dry, and destitute of such lo-

calities suited to the nature of fresh water birds. I saw solitary ones

in the day time perched upon the rocks in the interior of the island,

and on one or two occasions, were started from the dry grass, where

they were concealed. Hardly a night passed that I did not hear the

well-known quak of this heron, as they came to our spring to drink.

"From the appearance of the male bird on examination, and the

presence of the young one shot, they doubtless breed here to some

extent. Feed entirely upon crabs."

LARID^.

11. Haliplana fuliginosa var. erissalis Baird. "Black Bill

Tern."

"Eemaeks. This tern is very numerous in the vicinity of the

Tres Marias, and the little Island of Isabella, near San Bias, upon

which they breed. About the Eevillagigedo group they are only

scattering, and replaced by another species

—

a Mack tern with a hoary

forehead, which are quite numerous in this locality. Although I shot

some of these from the deck of our vessel, yet I was unable to pro-

cure a single specimen ; because the sea was too rough to launch our

frail little skiff. I shot many other sea birds which I was unable to

get on this account. Had we not been so unfortunate in losing

our vessel, it was my intention to have visited the rocks and

islands adjacent to Socorro, for the purpose of collecting the various

species of sea birds and eggs. But this misfortune put an end to

further researches in this channel—much, very much indeed to my
regret."

SULID^.

12. Sula cyanops Sundevall. "Revillagigedo Gannett."

"Remarks. Bill pale violet ; iris brown ; bare space at forehead

and base of the under mandible, purple red ; feet do. ; bare space

around the eye, violet blue ;
bare space of chin and throat, jet black

;

toe nails white ; nostrils indistinct. Contents of stomach, flying fish.

The ovarium contained nearly developed eggs ; the sternum I send
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with the specimen. The plumage of the sexes are about the same,

immature birds grey on the upper parts, the color of bill and feet,

paler."

"Inhabits the region about the RevUlagigedo Isles, have not met

with it elsewhere. Another species, nearly answering to the de-

scription of Sula bassana, is found in large numbers about the Tres

Marias and upon the Island of Isabella ; they breed upon the rocks

and on the sand of this little Island, they lay but one egg—white,

and nearly the size of a goose egg, both parents assist in

incubation."

13. Sula piscator (Linn.). "Booby, or Bobo."

"Shot near Socorro. A common species in the tropical Pacific.

Breeds on the rocks."

Some species of this genus are very difficult to determine satis-

factorily ; the Socorro examples were examined by Prof. Baird, who

states that they are probably the species above named, as they agree

quite well with the descriptions given of them.

PELECAOTD^.

14. Pelecanus fuscus Linn. "Brown Pelican."

Among the papers relating to Socorro, I found the description

given below of a new lizard, by Prof. E. D. Cope ; on communicating

with him concerning it, he replied that no account of it had ever

been published, consequently it now appears for the first time.

Description of the Common Lizard of Socorro.

By E. D. Cope.

Uta auriculata Cope.

Scales above minute, except six carinate, dorsal rows, of which

the median of each three is larger than the others ; these increase

towards the rump and diminish anteriorly. Abdominal scales

smooth, in twenty-three rows. A dorso-lateral, dermal line on each

side is covered by rounded scales larger than those of the adjacent

regions. Two pair supranasal plates ; four internasals, the posterior

large as the rest combined, and equal anterior division of the two,

into which the prefi-ontals are divided, and which lie on each side of
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it. Frontal transversely divided. Interparietal larger than parietals,

a little longer than broad. Temporal region granulated ; a crest of

short acute scales on the ridge of the os quadratum above the large

tympanum.

Total length (tail reproduced) 6.90 inches; end of muzzle to vent,

2.90; length of hind foot, .92 inches; muzzle to posterior margin

tympanum, .70; width cranium at supratympanic crest, .45 inches.

Color blue above, with eight pairs of black spots between scapular

and crural region, which are more or less connected across the me-

dian line. Another series of black spots alternating on the sides.

A large black crescent on scapula on each side
;
gular region cross-

banded with blackish.

This is the seventh species of this genus now known, which all

belong to the Sonoran district, though two of them, U. ornata Bd.

;

and U. Stansburiana Bd., Gird., occur in Texas.

Note. Specimens of the only land mollusk collected at Socorro by Colonel

Grayson, were submitted through the Smithsonian Institution to Mr. Thos.

Bland, who determined the species to be Orthalicus undatus Brug. From the

note by Col. Grayson on the species found at the Tres Marias, Mr. Bland infers

it to be the same as that from Socorro.
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OBSSEVATIONS

Upon some new and other species of Fossils, from the
rocks of Hudson-river gronp of Ohio and the Western

. States ; with descriptions.

[Continued from page 121 of the 13th Annual Report of the Regents of the University on the

State Collections of Natural History.]

ORTHIS JAMESI (new species).

Shell transversely semielliptical : hinge-line equalling, or a little

greater than the width of the shell below ; the length a little

more than half the width, and sometimes nearly two-thirds.

Cardinal extremities compressed, and usually truncate or

rounded. Dorsal valve convex, becoming gibbous, with a

shallow often scarcely defined sinuosity in the middle : hinge-

line slightly rising towards the beak, which is not incurved

;

area narrow, but distinctly defined : foramen broad, and show-

ing a narrow process which rises as high as the plane of the

area. Ventral valve much elevated towards the beak ; the

sides somewhat flattened, and the middle sometimes a little

depressed towards the front ; the beak slightly arcuate, and

- the wide area nearh?- flat and moderately inclined backwards :

foramen large, and extending to the apex.

Surface marked by twenty to twenty-four simple, strongly

rounded, slightly arching primary striae, which, by intercala-

tions of secondary striae, are often increased to twice that

number on the margin.

Often the striae are simple throughout, and, when well pre-

. served, are always marked by fine thread-like concentric striae,

and towards the margin by a few lamella of growth.

This species, in general form, resembles 0. plicatella ; but the area is

much larger, and extends to the salient cardinal extremities; while in

[Assembly, No. 136,] 12
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that species the extremities are usually rounded, and the shell a little

rounded below.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the calcareous shales of the age

of the Hudson-river group : near Cincinnati, Ohio. Collection of S. T.

Carly.

ORTHIS CLYTIE (n.s.).

Shell larger than medium size, semielliptical, the length and

breadth about as 4 to 5, or as 7 to 9, plano-convex or concavo-

convex : hinge-line less than the greatest width of the shell

;

cardinal extremities rounded. Dorsal valve flat or concave,

with a longitudinal depression along the centre ; cardinal area

linear, not incurved. Ventral valve moderately convex, some-

times more elevated or subangular along the middle towards

the beak : area narrow, longitudinally striated, and extending

little more than two-thirds the width of the shell ; foramen

wide ; beak scarcely incurved. Muscular impression deeply

divided ; in the middle of the inner division of each lobe, more

deeply impressed, and extending two-thirds the length of the

shell from the beak ; the outer portions flabellate, and mar-

gined by an elevated ridge ; the whole interior surface granu-

lose, and the visceral area margined by a thickened elevation,

which becomes, in old shells, a defined ridge. The strias are

shown along the inner margin.

In the dorsal valve the inner surface is finely striato-granulose,

and outside of the submarginal ridge the strise are stronger.

The muscular impression is comparatively small, distinctly

circumscribed, with central ridge, thin prominent cardinal

process, and strongly defined dental fossets and corresponding

crural processes.

The surface is finely and somewhat evenly striated
;
the striae

on the ventral valve often more prominent than those on the

dorsal valve.

This is a very well-marked and distinct species, which, in the deeply

bifid muscular impression, differs from any other species known to me
in this group of strata; while in other features, it is readily distin-

guished.
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Geologicalformation and locality. In strata of the age of the Hudson-

river group; in Kentucky. Received from David Christy, Esq., of Cin-

cinnati.

I have under consideration several species of Orthis from the

shales of the Hudson-river group, which have been placed in my
hands by Mr. Carly of Cincinnati. Two of these are of the

type of 0. occidentalis and 0. sinuata, etc. ; and since the entire

characters and degree of variation of these forms have not been

fully determined, I hesitate to designate other species until I

have a larger collection for comparison. I take this occasion,

however, to say to those paleeontologists who have regarded the

three species of this type described in Vol. I, Pal. N. Y., as one

species, and identical with 0. porcata of Europe, that in my col-

lections may be found specimens of the type which can only be

referred to three distinct species ; for the illustration of which,

I hope to procure the separated valves to show the interior

markings. In the mean time, I shall feel under obligations to

any persons who can aid me in obtaining other specimens for the.

more satisfactory determination of this question.

CYCLONEMA VENTRICOSA(n. s.).

Shell turbinate ; height and greatest breadth about equal.

Spire consisting of about four volutions, which increase rapidly

in size, the last one extremely ventricose ; the lower side some-

what flattened near the upper part of the columella, which is

straight and thickened. Aperture as wide as high, transversely

semioval.

Surface marked by strong revolving strias, about three of which

on the upper volutions, and four or more on the last volution,

become more strongly developed, and give a subcarinate form

to the volutions ; between these, the striae are fewer and

unequal. The revolving strise are crossed by finer lines of

growth, which on the upper volutions are nearly uniform, but

towards the aperture become crowded, unequal and sublamel-

lose.

This species resembles the Pleurotomaria
( Gyclonema) percarinata of

the Trenton limestone, but is more ventricose, with different surface
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markings. It is large, more ventric.ose, and very differently marked

from C. hilix, which occurs in the same formation.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the shales of the Hudson-river

group : in Ohio and Tennessee.

CYCLONEMA BILIX (Conrad).

Since the preceding description was written, Mr. S. T. Carly

of Cincinnati has placed in my hands a series of specimens of

the above species 5
or, more properly, specimens which are

•usually referred to C. hilix. These were collected at various

altitudes in the shaly limestone from the river level at Cincin-

nati, to beds which are 700 feet above that horizon. Although

I am able to indicate differences in the individuals, and those

from the greatest altitude present some marked peculiarities, still

I am at this time unable to point out characters which can be

relied upon for specific distinction. More extensive collections

may prove that there are three species within the vertical range

of 700 feet. A careful collection of these forms, whether they

may prove to be of distinct species or only varieties, will be of

great interest in showing the influence of time, and the gradual

changes which the ocean bed may have undergone during the long-

period of quiet accumulation of seven hundred feet of fine sedi-

ments, every foot of which is filled with the remains of. these

former creations. We are already aware that in the upper beds

of this extensive group, there is an accession of several species

of Brachiopoda which are unknown in the lower beds.



NOTE ON THE GEMRA BELLEROPHON, BUCANIA, CARIMROPSIS,
AND CYRTOLITES.

(See Vol.1, Pal. N.York.)

PiCTET, in his very valuable work " Traife de Paleonfologie,''

has united, under the Genus Bellerophon (Montfort), the typical

form of that genus, together with Bucania, Carinaropsis and

Cyrtolites. It is true that the principal distinctive feature of

the Bucania is the open umbilicus, showing the volutions together

with an exterior carina along the dorsal line, corresponding to a

channel on the inner side ; and the lip terminating in a deep

sinuosity, and usually abruptly expanded ; while the lateral and

posterior parts of the lip are often much thickened, as is shown

in nearly all the good specimens of B. troosti of D'Orbigny, a

lower Silurian form from Tennessee. Since this type is well

known, I shall not at present contend for the generic distinction,

believing that it will ultimately be found a useful designation.

The Genus Carinoropsis was founded upon the external char-

acters, presented by a few specimens. These are, the usually

attenuated spire, the abruptly expanding body volution, and

shallow cavity, giving the shell a patelloid aspect. To this may

be added the character (perhaps not constant) of an attenuated

carina upon the dorsum. The shells are usually thin.

The interior of the established species has not been deter-

mined, and I do not know whether or not they present differences

from the ordinary Bellerophon.

Among some collections presented to me some time since by

Prof. Safford, State Geologist of Tennessee, and many others

more recently received (Oct. 1860) from Mr. S. S. Lyon of Jeffer-

sonville, Indiana, are several specimens having the form and exte-

rior character of those specimens referred to Carinaropsis. The

outer or body whorl beyond the columella for nearly half a volu-

tion is extremely expanded, the first volutions contracted and

forming a very inconsiderable proportion of the whole. In these

specimens the cavity presents a kind of septum as in Crepi-
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DULA, extending from the posterior side one-third the distance

across the cavity. This septum is marked on the lower side

by a strong carina, and is concave above ; the margin a little

thickened as if from the folding over of the shelly laminse, and

posteriorly spreading over the volution behind in a callosity, like

many of the Bellerophon. This septum is a very peculiar fea-

ture, and, taken together with other characters, I conceive to be

of sufficient importance to warrant the separation from Bellero-

phon. Should this prove to be identical with those which I have

designated as Carinaropsis, that generic term will have prece-

dence ; but should this important character not be found in those

forms, I propose for those now under consideration the generic

name of Phragmostoma, from the septum within the aperture.

CARINAEOPSIS (PHEAGMOSTOMA) CYMBULA (n. s.).

Volutions about two, enrolled in the same plane, very abruptly

expanding beyond the first volution, which is minute : width

of the aperture more than twice as great as the depth of the

cavity ;
length of the septum about half as great as the width,

longitudinally carinate on the lower side and plane concave

!
above, the posterior lip not reflected over the spire. The dor-

sum is marked with an elevated band, scarcely carinate, hav-

ing sometimes a faint groove in the centre and one on each

side. Strise of growth well defined, indicating a deep sinus at

the anterior margin.

This species is sometimes distorted and the small spire broken or

eroded, when it very much resembles a Crepidula. One specimen, when

entire, has had an aperture at least an inch and a half in diameter.

Geologicalformation and locality. In strata associated with Cyrtolites

ornatus, and other fossils of the Hudson-river group, on the Ohio river

below Louisville. From Mr. S. S. Lyon.

CARINAROPSIS (PHRAGMOSTOMA) CUNUL^ (n.s.).

Volutions two or more, the last one abruptly expanding, the

greatest expansion being two or three times as great as the
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depth of the cavity : depth of cavity, directly below the ante-

rior margin of the septum, about equal to. half the width of

the septum ; septum sharply carinate on the lower side, with a

slight continuation of the same feature on the upper side,

which is concave
;

posterior lip reflected, often somewhat
abruptly truncated in the middle behind, and extending over

the back of the volution. Dorsum angular, not distinctly cari-

nated behind, and gradually flattening towards the anterior

margin, which is deeply sinuate. Surface finely striate in the

direction of the lines of growth.

This species differs from the preceding in having the first volution and

the first part of the second volution proportionally larger, the lip more

abruptly deflected; while the carination of the lower side of the sep-

tum marks the anterior edge, and dies out upon the upper surface. The

exterior striae are less lamellose, and the cavity of the outer volution

somewhat deeper.

In some specimens of this species, the aperture has been from three-

fourths of an inch to an inch in diameter.

Geologicalformation and locality. In strata of the age of the Hudson-

river group, near Nashville, Ten. From Prof. Safford.

Eelated apparently to the forms just noticed, but still farther

removed from the true Bellerophon, are those shells which have

sometimes been referred to Clio or Cleodora. These forms, so

far as I know, are all from the Lower Silurian rocks, occurring

in the Trenton limestone and associated strata in New-York,

Canada and the Western States. These shells have usually a

somewhat triangular form, with a rounded sinuate base, or more

rarely a subcircular outline. From their external form and

appearance, as they usually adhere to the stone by the inner or

aperture side, one might fancy them to be expanded carinate

Bellerophontides with small apices, which had been vertically com-

pressed. There is usually a strong sharp carination on the back,

extending from the apex to the aperture. The apex is incurved

and pointed, but I have not been able to discover any volutions.

The shell is composed of two plates ; the inner one a plane

concave expansion extending the entire width of the shell, and,

joining the lateral margins of the outer or carinate portion,
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extending usually more than half the entire length, and leaving

a shallow cavity between the outer shell and the partition which

sometimes extends nearly to the margins on either side, but is

occasionally contracted by the junction of the septum with the

outer shell at a distance from the margin.

I conceive that these forms are quite distinct from the Belle-

ROPHON ; while, in the character and substance of the shell, I can

see no reason to unite them with the Cleodora, I therefore pre-

fer for them the generic name of Clioderma.

CLIODERMA (new genus).

Shells more or less arcuate, somewhat calyptreeform, subtrian-

gular or oval, with the apex marginal and incurved in the

same plane, not known to be convolute, carinate upon the back,

abruptly and broadly expanding, with the anterior margin

sinuate ; interior concave, much wider than deep. A concave

shelly partition covers the posterior half or more of the cavity.

Substance of the shell of moderate thickness, lamellose, with

surface lamellose-striate parallel to the exterior margins or

li-nes of growth. Shells heretofore referred to Cleodora,

Spirifer, &c.

CLIODERMA SAFFORDI (n.s.).

Shell arcuate; apex much incurved : exterior form ovate-trian-

gular ; the sides, from the apex to the middle, somewhat

straight or slightly concave, rounded below, with a deep

sinuosity in front. Dorsum strongly carinate ; the substance

of the shell being bent abruptly outward, so that the carina-

tion affects the form of the internal cavity. Shell-]3artition

extending from the apex two-thirds the length of the shell,

regularly concave on the exterior side, and without apparent

carina on the lower side. Surface strongly lamellose-striate,

"Width about one inch and a half; nearly the same length.

Geologicalformation and locality. In Lower Silurian strata : Lebanon,

Tenn. From Prof. J. M. Safford.
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CLIODERMA CANALICULATA (n.s.).

Shell subovate, triangular, subarcuate ; the sides nearly straight,

or sometimes a little concave from the apex to the middle

of the shell or below : apex moderately incurved. Dorsum

abruptly and strongly carinate from the apex; the carina

gradually expanding towards the front, which is deeply

sinuate : ventral partition extending more than halfway from

the apex to the front. Interior cavity shallow, modified by

the form of the carina. Surface marked by flattened lamellose

strise, which are parallel to the margin and abruptly arching

backwards on the carina.

In the best preserved specimens there is a shallow groove or depres-

sion parallel to the lateral margins, and apparently along the line of

junction between the outer shell and the partition; but as none of the

specimens are entire, the relations of this feature are not fully deter-

mined.

CLIODERMA UNDULATA ( n. s.).

Shell subcircular or broadly subelliptical, moderately and

equally convex ; length and width about as eleven to twelve
;

margin curved from the apex, and broadly rounded in front

;

apex short, and but moderately incurved ; central carina un-

known ; the ventral partition extending more than half way
from the apex to the front of the shell, but apparently uniting

with the shell considerably within the lateral margins ; visce-

ral cavity very shallow. Surface marked by strong concentric

undulations, with finer parallel striae.

This species is distinguished from the two preceding by its nearly

orbicular form, little extension of apex, rounded postero-lateral margins,

and broad undulations of surface.

Geological formation and locality. In Trenton limestone : at Water-

town, N. Y.

[Assembly, No. 136.] 13
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CLIODERMA ANATIFORMIS.

TelUnomya anatiformis : Pal. New York, Vol. I, pa. 154, pi. 34, f. 7.

Tbis specimen is essentially a cast, with little of the shell remainjing,

and has the appearance of a bivalve shell. The inequilateral .phar-

acter is due to distortion from pressure, and partly to the imperfect

separation of the specimen from the adhering rock. The divergent

grooves are apparently caused by the thickening at the junction of the

ventral partition with the outer shell. The species is extremely broad,

and the postero-lateral margins are much expanded. A small portion

of the shell towards the apex shows a sharp dorsal carina.

Geological formation and locality. In Trenton limestone : Watertown,

N.Y.

GLIODERMA EXPANSA.

DeltJiyris expansus : Emmons, Geol. Report Second District, p. 397, f. 2.

This fossil belongs to the Genus Clioderma, having a great lateral

expansion and a very strong dorsal carina.

I have before me an imperfect specimen apparently of this species,

which has a length of more than an inch and three-fourths on the carina.

Geologicalformation and locality. Same as ^he preceding.

CLIODERMA ATTENUATA.

Clioderma attenuata : Geol. Eeport of Wisconsin.

This species, of the Trenton limestone in Wisconsin, is ovate-triangu-

lar in form, the dorsum abruptlj^ and prominently carinate, the cavity

very shallow, and the apex attenuate.

The casts of this species show a feature which is apparently of generic

importance. The apex of the cast is trifid, from two parallel short ver-

tical septa which divide this portion of the shell into three divisions for

a short distance below the summit.

This species resembles the C. canalicidata in form, but. has no depres-

sions of the shell parallel to the sides, and the surface is apparently less

distinctly striated.

Geologicalformation and locality. In Trenton limestone of Wisconsin.
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DESCRIPTIOiirS

Of "New Species of Fossils from the Upper Helderberg,

Hamilton and Chemung groups ; with observations upon
previously described species.

[ Continued from page 94 of the preceding Keport.]

PRODUCTUS DUMOSUS ( n. s.).

Shell subovoid, arcuate. Ventral valve broadly gibbous, with

beak incurved. Surface marked by strong radiating ridges,

which gradually become stronger, and terminate abruptly in

long tubular spines rising almost vertically from the surface :

interstitial ridges of the same character mark the surface in

Successive ranges, so as to give a tolerably regular series of

spines, of which there are as naany as ten ranges. The sur-

face is otherwise marked by fine concentric undulating strisS.

Dorsal valve unknown.

This species has a length of one inch, with a width of three-fourths

of an inch : the height or depth of the ventral valve is more than half

an inch. It is quite distinct from anj'' other species known to me in

strata of this age.

Geologicalformation and locality. In shales of the Hamilton group :

near Cahandaigua lake.

ATHYRIS ANGELICA ( U.S.).

Shell ovoid, gibbous, elongate ; width and length about as six

to seven, or twelve to fifteen. Ventral valve most convex

above the middle, marked throughout its length by a strongly

defined and abruptly depressed mesial sinus, which becomes

somewhat suddenly expanded on the lower third of the shell

:

sides of the shell gibbous, and abruptly curving to the mar-

gins; beak extended and incurved. Dorsal valve much shorter
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than the opposite, gibbous, transverse, or as wide as long

:

mesial fold usually not defined above the lower third of the

shell ; its place above this being indicated by the straightness

of the strise and sometimes by a little greater gibbosity : hinge

line short ; the cardinal extremities rounded.

Surface marked by fine regular lamellose strias, the edges of

which are sometimes projected.

The distinguishing feature of this species, when compared with the

three species known in the Hamilton group, is the great inequality of

the valves. The band-like or lamellose striee are not unlike the A. vittata,

but the elongate ventral valve and angular sinus are very distinctive

features. Internal casts of the species are strongly marked by the

generic characters of Athyeis.

Geological formation and locality. In the Chemung group : Philips-

burgh, Alleghany county, and elsewhere.

MERISTELLA ELISSA ( n. s.).

Shell subovoid ; length and width of the body of the shell sub-

equal, with a linguiform extension in front. Ventral valve

gibbous and extremely arcuate, the umbo much elevated, and

the beak incurved over the dorsal valve : the greatest gibbosity

of the valve is a little below the beak of the dorsal valve
;

the base extended in front, with scarcely a sinus. Dorsal

valve depressed-convex below the middle, a little gibbous

above, broadly expanded laterally, and extended in front into

a broad linguiform process.

Surface marked by fine concentric strise, with stronger lamellose

elevations at intervals, and obscure radiating strise crossing

these.

The specimen described has a length of one inch and eight-tenths,

and, below the beak of the ventral valve, is about one inch and four-

tenths; while the greatest width across the middle of the shell is more

than one inch and five-tenths. The width of the linguiform process, in

the middle of its extension, is about seven-tenths of an inch.

This species is distinguished from M. nasuta of Conrad by its larger

size, comparative flatness of dorsal valve, and broad extension in front

;

while in that species it is narrow, and more incurved and elevated in

front.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit : Helderberg

mountains.
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TREMATOSPIRA HIRSUTA.

Atrypa hirsuta : Hall, Tenth Annual Report of the Regents, p. 128.

This species, which I referred to the Genus Atrypa on account of its

general form and finely plicated surface, proves to belong to the Genus

Trematospira; the interior showing spiral appendages, as in the already

described species of that genus. This then makes two species of the

genus in the Hamilton group.

The Atrypa uniangulata of Conrad has heretofore remained without

the means of determining its structure ; but during the present year,

1860, I have, through the kindness of Mr. S. S. Lyon, been furnished

with the separated valves of a well-preserved individual. The ventral

valve bears essentially the character of Meristella
; while the cardinal

process in the opposite valve is quite peculiar, rising above the level of

the hinge-line, and approaching in form the corresponding part of Rhyn-

chospira, preserving at its base the commencement of the crural pro-

cesses. Another specimen shows the presence of internal spires arranged

as in Spirifer. These characters ally it with Trematospira, but the

structure of the shell is distinctly fibrous; and in this respect, and in

the character of the muscular impression, it is more nearly allied to

Meristella; while in the cardinal process, muscular impression, and

absence of lamellose structure, it differs from Athyris.

Should farther examination prove these differences to be of generic

importance, it may form a subgenus, for which I suggest the name
Gonioccelia.

In the preceding Report, I have described as Terebratula, T. Uncklceni,

T. rectirostra, T. lens, and T. planirostra ; suggesting at the same time

that, since the internal structure is unknown, they may prove distinct

from that genus. Even before the Report was published, I had satisfied

myself that these forms were not true Terebratula. The muscular

impressions left upon the shell so nearly resemble those of Renssel^ria,

that it might be inferred from the cast that the species belonged to this

genus. The exterior form and the extension of the beak give them a

different aspect; and the absence of longitudinal or radiating striae is

likewise opposed to the known forms of that genus, with one exception.

These forms begin their existence in the Lower Helderberg group,

where I know a single species, while the type becomes farther developed

in the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups. For these fossils, I pro-

pose the name of Cryptonella.
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CRYPTONELLA ( n. g.).

Shells equilateral, inequivalve, elongate, oval or ovoid; valves

unequally convex, without median fold or sinus, or with this

character moderately developed and principally towards the

base of the shell. Ventral valve with beak extended or

incurved, perforate ; foramen terminal, the lower side formed

by two small triangular deltidial pieces, or, in their absence,

by. the umbo of the opposite valve. Shell-structure finely

punctate. Surface smooth, or with concentric strise. Yalves

articulating by teeth and sockets, the dental lamellae of the

ventral valve extending downwards into the cavity of the

shell. The muscular impressions in the dorsal valve are

strongly marked above, and extend in two narrow separated

impressions more than halfway to the front of the shell : the

ventral sinus shows elongated muscular and vascular impres-

sions. 1

The species of this genus are more elongate than Merista and Meris-

TELLA, and those now known are less distinctly marked by mesial fold

and sinus; while the beak is more attenuate, often a little flattened, and

rarely so closely incurved, as in the genera cited. The punctate struc-

ture of the shell is a distinguishing character.

CENTRONELLA IMPRESS^ ( n. s.).

Shell subtriangularly ovoid, elongatej width and length about

as seven to nine. Ventral valve convex, much elevated or

subangular in the middle, with sides abruptly sloping to the

margins, sinuate in front ; beak extended and nearly straight.

Dorsal valve slightly concave in the upper and middle por-

tions, with usually an impressed line down the centre, abruptly

inflected at the sides and less abruptly in the front, which is

produced in a short process filling the sinus of the opposite

valve. Surface finely striate concentrically, with faint remains

of extremely fine radiating striss, which are visible only under

a lens : entire surface finely punctate.

The interior of the ventral valve shows two strong teeth much

below the beak, with an elongate triangular foramen reach-



ing to the beak. The dorsal valve shows the dental sockets,

with a strong thickened process which is deeply concave in

the centre from which proceeds the crural processes.

I refer this to the Genus Centronella of Billings, from its similarity

to C. glansfaga ; but it is to be regretted that the figures given to illus-

trate the generic character are extremely unsatisfactory.

Of the Lamellibranchiata of these groups, Mr. Conrad has described

about eighty species ; and, including those described by others, we have

nearly one hundred known species of these fossils. A -considerable

number of these remain to be identified. Several species of Gasteropoda

have been described, among which are Flatyceras sulcatus, P. cirrifor-

mis, P. subundata, P. erecta; Platyostoma lineata; Pleurotomaria poulsoni,

P. unisulcata, P. capillaria, P. sulcomarginata, P. rotunda ; Bellerophon

unisulcata, B. brevilineatus.

The following species have not been describad:

MUECHISONIA MAIA (U.S.).

Shell elongate, turritiform : spire consisting of seven or eight

(or more) volutions, which are regularly convex and gradually

expanding from the apex, the last volution somewhat more

ventricose than the preceding ; aperture broadly oval, a little

longer than wide, the columella extended below. Surface

marked by transverse threadlike stria3, bent backwards on the

centre of the volution by an elevated revolving band, which

is tricarinate, with depressed lines between. Summit of the

volutions canaliculate just below the suture ; the stri^ bending

forward from the suture, and backward as they pass the limit

of the groove. Length from one to two inches or more.

Geologicalformation. Upper Helderberg limestones.

MUECHISONIA LEDA (n. s.).

Shell elongate, terete or subfusiform : volutions somewhat

rapidly expanding, convex, the last two a little more expanded
;

aperture elliptical. Surface of volutions marked by elevated
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threadlike strias, whicli, on the upper side of the volution, are

vertical, but turn gently backwards towards the centre, which

is marked by a flat revolving band. Length from one to two

inches.

This species resembles the preceding, a variety of which I had for-

merly considered it; but the absence of the canaliculation at the

summit of the volution, the more depressed convexity and greater

attenuation of the volutions, giving a more elongate aperture, are char-

acters which appear sufEcient for specific distinction.

Geological formation. Upper Helderberg limestones.

LOXONEMA PEXATA ( n. s.).

Shell elongate, terete or subfusiform : volutions six or more,

gradually expanding from the apex, somewhat flattened towards

the upper side, or a little concave just below the suture, and

most convex below the middle, last one ventricose ; aperture

elliptical. Surface marked by regular elevated transverse

striae, which, at the summit of the volution, bend a little back-

wards, and again curve forwards above the greatest convexity

of the volution.

Geologicalformation and localities. In limestone of the Upper Helder-

berg group : throughout New-York and in Ohio. This species of Loxo-

NEMA, and the two preceding species of Murchisonia, are not unfrequently

associated together; and as the specimens are usually in the condition

of casts of the interior, it becomes very difficult to distinguish the one

from the other, more particularly where they have suifered pressure and

distortion.

LOXONEMA BELLATULA ( n. s.).

Shell moderately elongated, somewhat conical : volutions few,

rapidly expanding from the apex; last volution ventricose,

obtusely angular a little below the middle ; aperture trans-

verse. Surface of volutions marked by transverse undulating

striae, which have their greatest retral curve just above the
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suture in the first volutions, and a little above the obtuse angle

on the last volution.

This species, occurring with the preceding, is readily known by its

shorter spire and obtuse angularity of the last volution.

Geologicalformation and locality. Upper Helderberg limestone, Ohio.

PLEUROTOMARIA KEARNYI (n.s.).

Shell large, trochiform. Spire short, consisting of three or four

volutions, which rapidly increase in size from the apex : upper

volutions depressed-convex on the sides ; the suture somewhat

canaliculate, and carinate above by the base of the volution

;

the last volution flattened on the upper third, prominent above

the middle and flattened on the lower half, marked just above

the base by a strong simple angular carina : lower side of the

volution prominent in the middle, depressed towards the

umbilicus; aperture transverse, somewhat semioval. Surface

marked by strong unequal striae, which bend slightly back-

wards from the suture, and, in passing the upper more promi-

nent part of the volution, curve a little forward, but do not

become vertical ; bending abruptly forward on the carina,

again curve a little forward, and then backward into the um^

bilious.

This shell reaches the dimensions of more than two inches in height

by three inches in diameter on the base, while some individuals are four

inches across the base.

Geological formation. Upper Helderberg limestone.

PLEUROTOMARIA HEBE (n.s.).

Shell conical, hemispheric, rounded upon the lower side ; the

volutions above flattened, and nearly in the same plane from

the apex to the outer edge of the last volution; the spire

above the aperture about equal to the height of the aperture.

Volutions about four, very gradually expanding to the last

one, which is ventricose and angular on the outer margin

;

[Assembly, No. 136.] 14
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aperture transversely elliptical. Surface marked by strong

revolving striae and finer transverse strise, which are strongly

bent backward on the carina of the outer volution.

This species is larger and more rotund than P. sulcomarginata of the

Hamilton group. The specimens examined are all imperfect, and the

shell crystalline, so that the surface markings are indistinctly seen.

Geologicalformation and locality. In limestone of the Upper Helder-

berg group : Western New-York.

PLATYOSTOMA TURBINATA ( n. s.).

Shell depressed subturbinate, sometimes approaching to globose.

Spire depressed, little elevated above the outer volution, and

sometimes nearly on a plane with it. Volutions three or four,

very rapidly expanding ; the last one extremely ventricose, and

the lower part projected downwards in the direction of the

columella, which is unusually extended : aperture ovate,

broader above. Surface marked by five somewhat unequal

striee, parallel to the aperture, and crossed by finer and less

conspicuous revolving stri^.

This species, which seems clearly referable to the Genus Platyostoma,

is remarkable for the attenuation of the last volution and the contrac-

tion of the aperture below.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg limestone:

Helderberg mountains, and places in Western New-York.

PLATYOSTOMA LICHAS ( n. s.).

Shell obliquely subglobose. Spire moderately elevated : volu-

tions about four, rounded, the earlier ones very gradually ex-

panding, and the last one becoming extremely ventricose;

aperture nearly circular. Surface marked by fine stri^ of

growth.

This species resembles P. ventricosa of the Oriskany sandstone; but

the spire is more elevated, and the specimens examined do not attain a
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size equal to that one. The specimens measure-from an inch to one and

a half inches in diameter, with a length about one-fifth greater.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg limestone:

Clarence Hollow, Stafford, and other places in Western New-York.

EUOMPHALUS CONEADI ( n. s.).

Shell discoid. Volutions three or four (rarely preserving more

than two or three), gradually enlarging from the apex, whicli

is depressed below the plane of the outer volution : inner volu-

tions rounded above, gradually becoming depressed, and the

outer one flattened and sloping towards the ventral side, the

upper or dorso-lateral edge obtusely angular
;
periphery moder-

ately convex, sometimes flattened and gradually contracting to

the lower side, which is obtusely angular with, the base

abruptly depressed, forming a wide umbilicus. Aperture some-

what quadrilateral 5 a short, nearly straight side against the

inner volution ; the upper side making a little more than a

right angle, while the outer edge makes nearly a right angle

with the upper side : the lower side conforms to the upward,

bending at the lower outer angle, and, thence following the

curve of the umbilicus, is longer than the other sides.

Shell thin. Surface marked by fine elevated striee of growth,

without cancellating striee.

The fossil has a diameter of two to four inches; but as it usually

occurs in the form of casts, the inner volutions are not well preserved :

these, at first rounded, gradually become flattened above as they extend

from the apex, and the last one slopes from the periphery, giving a con-

cave upper surface. In rare instances, the apex of the spire rises nearly

to the plane of the outer volutions.

This species resembles the Euomphalus disjunctus of the Lower Hel-

derberg group, but is distinguished by the flattening of the upper side,

and the obtuse angles above and below upon the outer volution. It

also resembles more nearly the E. trigonalis of Goldfuss; but the outer

volution is never so much dilated, nor does our shell exhibit the revol-

ving strias represented in the figure of Goldfuss.

Geologicalformation and locality. In limestone of the Upper Helder-

berg group : in numerous localities in Central and Western New-York.
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Of the Cephalopoda of the Upper Helderberg- group, four species of

Cyrtoceras and one Phragmoce;ras have been described, viz : G. para-

doxum, G. trivolvis, G. matheri, G. undulatum, and Phragmoceras spino-

sum. Several species of Orthoceratites and Gomphoceras are known,

and two of Trochoceras.

TROCHOCERAS CLIO (n.s.).

Shell discoid or depressed, suborbicular, convex above and

broadly umbilicate beneath : volutions about three, gradually

expanding, the last one becoming ventricose
;
the outer cham-

ber large. On the lower side of the outer volution, where the

diameter is half an inch, the septa have a distance of about

one-tenth of an inch ; while in the margin of the umbilicus at

the same part, they have not more than half this distance, and

upon the dorsum about one-eighth of an inch. Siphuncle

central.

Surface strongly annulated upon the upper and dorsal portions

of the volution, the ridges dying out in the umbilicus : entire

surface evenly cancellated by transverse and revolving stri^.

This species attains a diameter of two or three inches, and can be

known in its fragmentary condition by the annulated surface.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the Schoharie grit : Helderberg

mountains and Schoharie.

TROCHOCERAS EUGENIUM (n.s.).

Shell subhemispherically discoid : volutions strong, gradually

increasing from above to the last one, which becomes more

rapidly expanded and ventricose ; outer chamber large. Septa,

where the shell is one inch in diameter, one-fifth of an inch

distant on the lower side, and about half the same distance at

the margin of the umbilicus : volutions a little flattened upon

the lower side, and abruptly curving into the deep umbilicus.

Siphuncle dorsal : dorsal surface of casts showing no annula-

tions ; character of shell unknown.
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This is a more robust species than the T. annulatum : it is readily dis-

tinguishable in the absence of annulations, and in the dorsal position of

the siphuncle, while the umbilicus is proportionately narrower and

deeper.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit : Helderberg

mountains and Schoharie.

GOMPHOCEEAS EXIMIUM (n.s.).

Shell large, the outer chamber gradually contracting from the

last septum, and tapering in about the same degree in the

opposite direction : section elliptical. The twelve chambers

preceding the outer one measure three inches in length ; the

greatest diameter at the outer section being three and a half

inches, and, at the distal section, two and a half inches.

There are about three inches of the outer chamber preserved in the

specimen. The entire length of the specimen is more than six inches,

the greater diameter about three inches, and the lesser diameter two

inches. It may have suffered accidental pressure in some degree; but

it is evident, from the prevalent form, that the shell has been originally

elliptical in section.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg limestone:

Black Rock, New-York.



CORRECTION.

Page 91, for Cyclonema ventricosa read Cyclonema varicosa.

Page 92, for large, read larger.

CORRECTION FOR THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL
REPORT.

Page 113. In the title of the article for "Hudson-river group,"

read Quebec group.

This correction was made in a part of the edition.

The notice on page 128 did not reach the printer till the form

was on the press, and consequently some of the first copies

printed are without this notice.
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A COMPAEATIVE SKETCH OF THE EARLY
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EAR AND EYE
m THE PIG, TOGETHER WITH A NEW
ACCOUNT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE MEATUS EXTERNUS, DRUM, AND
EUSTACHIAN TUBE.

By DAVID HXJNT, M. D., Boston.

Until 1831, when Huschke gave the true account of the

development of the inner ear, the ideas of Yon Baer misled

most of those who investigated the subject. Huschke's ac-

count was not generally received, until Reissner, Remak, and

Bischoff confirmed it ; since then most of the details have been

worked up by Bottcher, Middendorp, Hensen, and others, and

an excellent resume was given by Kolliker in his " Entwick-

elungsgeschichte " in 1861. In France and England little of

value has been done in this department, and in our own

country our best text-books on physiology repeat the errors of

fifty years ago.

As to the development of the inner ear, it is now known

that an involution of the integument of the embryo forms a

sac ; by processes to be described this sac forms the cochlea)

semicircular canals, vestibule, and accessory parts.

The meatus auditorius externus, drum-head, middle ear,

and Eustachian tube, are described as originating from the

first branchial cleft which, growing together in its middle por-

tion, forms the drum ; the sections of the fissure outside and

inside of this point form respectively the meatus externus and



the Eustacliian tube. I believe that this view of the develop-

ment of these parts is incorrect, and shall in this paper state

what I believe to be the fact on this point.

Yon Baer gave an account of the development of the

primary optic vesicle that has held its own against the view

of Iluschke ; in regard to what we now call the secondary-

vesicle, Yon Baer made a mistake that misled many after

him ; he located the vitreous between the two layers of the

retina formed by the folding in of the primary vesicle, or,

what amounts to the same thing, in the primary optic vesicle.

In 1830 Huschke described the involution of the lens

E-emak confirmed his observations, and soon after Yogt and

Remak described the manner of growth of the lens fibres

from the epithelium of the lens vesicle. Schultze, Miiller,

Babuchin, Iwanofi", Zernoff, Kessler, Lieberkuhn, and others,

have done mnch in clearing up special points. Prof. Arnold's

last contribution, "Beitrage zur Entwickelungsgeschichte

des Auges," contains one of the most correct and practical ac-

counts that we possess ; he follows the process in one species

and in an almost complete series of embryos of dilFerent ages.

The eye is first formed by a protuberance from the braiuj

which consists of a hollow stem—the optic nerve—the ex-

panded extremity of which forms a globe, tlie primary eye

vesicle ; soon the lens is formed by a thickening and involu-

tion of the integument over the vesicle ; this process—the in-

volution of the lens—turns the anterior half of the primary

vesicle inward ; the cavity thus formed is the secondary optic

vesicle. The succeeding stages will be described in detail,

and a comparison made with the corresponding stage of de-

velopment of the labyrinth.

Embryo Pig, ^ of an Inch long : Ear.—The otic vesi-

cle is ovoid, the recessus labyrinth! forms a wide-mouthed

diverticulum from its upper extremity, the apex of the reces-

sus is surrounded by a thick network of blood-vessels, the

commencement of the choroid plexus ; at this time the blood-

corpuscles vary much in size, and many have a large, round,

granular nucleus ; sections of the blood-vessels show the nu-

clei of the cells which formed their walls.

Eye.—-The eye at this time is a much more complicated



structure : the primary optic vesicle has been doubled in by

the inversion of the lens, which at this time is a mere depres-

sion of the integument ; the cylinder cells in the bottom of

this depression are longer than those on its side and on the

neighboring surface ; the depression itself is tilled by a collec-

tion of delicate, round, slightly granular cells, which in all

probability hold the same relation to the cylindrical cells that

the epithelial scales hold to the rete malpighii, I have not

been able to find the longitudinally striated layers described

by Arnold as covering these round cells ; accordingly my sec-

tions agree exactly in appearance with Fig. 2, plate xxi., in

the 11th vol., 3d part, of the Archiv fur Mihroshopische

Anatomie^ where Mihalkovics states that he also is unable to

find the layer in question. When the epithelium folds in to

form the lens, it carries with it a layer of the connective tis-

sue upon which it rests ; this now appears as a hyaline sub-

stance in which blood-vessels are rapidly developing ; blood-

corpuscles are also formed in the layer of tissue bounding the

vesicle on the outside. It is interesting to know that blood-

corpuscles are seen in this location before a trace of pigment

is seen in the retina.

Embryo Pig, f| of an Inch long : Ear.—The otic vesicle

is considerably changed in appearance ; it looks now as if com-

pressed from without inward and then flexed, so that it forms

a curve with the convexity outward ; the apex of this curve is

the point at which the horizontal semicircular canal buds out

;

from the superior extremity there are now two diverticula,,

one the recessus, and one for the vertical semicircular canals i

a slight depression on the inner wall marks the position of

the future sacculus rotundus ; the epithelium is much- thicker

at the inferior portion of the sac .where the cochlea is budding

out and thinnest over the vertical semicircular canal. This

form of the labyrinth is evidently intermediate to those illus-

trated in Figs. 8 and 9, plate 1, by Bottcher, in his " Entwick-

elung und Ban der Gehorlabyrlnth," yet the embryo whose

labyrinth I have described was shorter than that from which

Fig. 8 was drawn. Although Bottcher used foetal sheep, I

think that the difference results from the difficulty, referred
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to by Bischoff, of exact measurement of foetal development by

means of noting the length.

Eye.—The lens is now almost separated from the epider-

mis ; the mouth of the previous depression closes like a purse

when the string is drawn ; the lens is round ; the epithelial

wall in its whole circumference consists of cells of like shape,

accordingly the cavity in the lens is round ; it is filled with

cells of the same character as those described as tilling the

previous depression of the integument which, then formed the

lens ; the inner layer of the retina is four or five times thicker

than the outer ; the retinal pigment is seen in the anterior por-

tion of the outer layer ; it occupies the inner end of the cells

constituting this layer of the retina, and not the outer part, as

Manz expressly states in the Graefe-Saemisch " Handbuch."

Between the lens and the inner retinal layer the hyaline tissue

contains a greater number of blood-vessels ; some were carried

in with the connective tissue that was pushed in by the lens,

some pass through the so-called choroideal fissure. It seems

to me that the lens turns in from a position downward and

forward.

Pig Einbryo, yV ^/' ^^ /w<?A long : Ear.—In the embryo

f of an inch, we described the recessus labyrinthi as a process

leading from the upper part of the sac ; in the embryo \^ of

an inch long, the vertical semicircular canals formed another

;

in the embryo ^^ of an inch long, we can no longer speak of

processes, as the whole upper part of the sac is composed

of the narrow recessus and the wide cavity of the vertical

semicircular canals. Just at the mouth of these canals is a

sharp projection outward of the wall of the vesicle ; this is the

commencement of the horizontal canal. Just below the open-

ing of the recessus on the inner wall is an indentation, the site

of the formation of the sacculus rotundus ; the lower portion

of the vesicle books inward under the brain ; this hook is the

beginning of the spiral of the cochlea ; the ganglion of the

cochlear nerve is plainly seen ; delicate fibres connect it with

the epithelium in the cochlear canal.

Eye.—The lens has undergone a most interesting meta-

morphosis ; the cells on the posterior wall have now become

lens-fibres, which reach forward about two-thirds of the dis-



tance to the anterior wall ; naturally the central fibres are the

longest ; the fibres on the surface are slightly curved, con-

cavity outward ; the central fibres are straight ; the fibres in-

crease in size from their centre to their anterior extremity,

where they present on cross-sections a perfectly amorphous

interior and a sharply defined contour ; between the termina-

tion of the fibres and the anterior surface of the lens is a

space filled with protoplasm ; it is natural to associate this

appearance with the disappearance of the delicate cells that

formed the contents of the lens before the fibres commenced
their growth, but I know of no direct proof that there is any

connection of the two processes. In the vitreous a large

number of blood-vessels are seen which ramify upon the sur-

face of the lens ; they enter with the optic nerve and through

the embryonic fissure
;
just anterior to the fissure is a cluster

of blood-vessels.

Pig Embryo^ ^ of an Inch long : Ear.—The semi-

circular canals and cochlea have progressed considerably in

their development ; the indentation for the sacculus is deeper,

but the general appearance of these parts is not strikingly

different from that in the embryo -^ of an inch long ; the

connective tissue surrounding the labyrinth has been trans-

formed into cartilage. In sections of the head at this age, I

have seen appearances that would indicate that the cochlear

and vestibular branches of the auditory nerve arise from

separate roots.

Eye.—The] lens-fibres have nearly reached the anterior

surface ; the epithelium of the lens is thinner in front, but

increases gradually in thickness to a point about half-way

between the equator and posterior pole, where the epithelial

cells pass over into lens-fibres ; a small triangular cavity exists

at the posterior pole ; this space is filled with large, round

globules that have no structural characteristics ; the layer of

nerve-cells has commenced forming in the retina ; anteriorly,

where the posterior layer of the retina passes over into the

anterior layer, the character of the cells composing the retina

is changed ; the body of the cell is here long and narrow ; in

the other parts of the retina the cells consist of oval nuclei

and delicate processes ; the pigment is very abundant ; the



layer of connective tissup at the site of the cornea has in-

creased in thickness, and the membrana capsulo pupillaris is

in the position occupied later by Descemet's membrane ; the

lids have commenced forming.

Pig Einbryo^ \ of an Inch long : Ear.—The cartilagi-

nous labyrinth is clearly defined ; the recessus labyrinth! now
lies in the connective tissue forming the dura mater, except-

ing its vestibular end, which lies in cartilage ; the dura mater

fills out the angle formed by the junction of the temporal and

petrous cartilages ; in the apex of this angle a sinus has

formed ; not far from it is seen the extremity of the recessus

;

the semicircular canals have a hardly perceptible lumen ; the

cochlea has one and one-half turns ; its epithelium is thick and

is easily detached from the surface beneath ; the greater epi-

thelial protuberance has commenced forming.

Eye.—Here a marked change is seen ; the sclerotic and

cornea can be easily distinguished ; the corneals considerably

thicker than the sclerotic, and the corneal corpuscles are seen
;

they appear to be the developed nuclei of connective-tissue

cells, some of which are seen among the corpuscles unchanged
;

the membrana capsulo pupillaris adheres to the posterior sur-

face of the cornea ; the formation of the ciliary body has

begun ; it is composed of connective tissue from the neighbor-

hood of the corneo-scleral junction, of transformed cells of

the retina, and of tissue from the vitreous; its apex is drawn

out into a thin hyaline structure that covers the surface of the

lens ; the lens is solid ; in the retina there is an evident strati-

fication ; when the two layers of the retina are separated, the

limitans goes with the internal laj^er, and a hyaline substance

is discovered that adheres partly to the limitans and partly to

the outer layer.

Meatus Extermis, Drmn, and Eustachian Ttibe.—The

idea that the Eustachian tube, tympanum, and externab mea-

tus are formed from the first branchial cleft, was first pub-

lished in the Isis by Huschke in 1827. Yon Baer did net coin-

cide with this view. In 1828 he described the development of

these parts more in accordance with what seems to me to be

the truth. Huschke's view as to the development of the otic

Yfesicle was soon proven to be correct, and-Yon Baer's error on.
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this point no doubt weakened liis autliority on the one in

question. Von Baer did not follow the development of the ear

very closely, as he himself states on page 146, vol. i., of his

" Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere," so that his descrip-

tions lacked the necessary accuracy. Huschke's statements

have been accepted by every writer on development with

whom I am acquainted. KoUiker, in his deservedly popular

" Entwickelungsgeschichte," gives the history as follows

:

" The first branchial cleft, which is fully open in the human

embryo at the fourth week, closes in the fifth week, not, how-

ever, in its whole length, as do the other clefts, but so that at

both sides of the place of closure, which lies near the outer

opening, the beginning and the inner end of the canal remain

open ; these parts are nothing other than the sites of the mea-

tus auditorius on the one side and the Eustachian tube and

the tympanum on the other."

The history of the development of these parts, as I have

found it, is as follows : The Eustachian tube is an involution

of the mucous membrane of the pharynx ; it is not in any way
the remains of a branchial fissure, but lies in the tissue in

which the base of the skull is forming ; it grows in length as

the branchial fissures close. When the cartilaginous cochlea

is first formed, the Eustachian tube lies under it, and follows

its outline to the site of the middle ear, which at an earlier

date is principally indicated by the ganglion of the facial

nerve.

The meatus externus is formed as follows : The first

branchial cleft in an embryo f of an inch long is very nar-

row ; in its middle portion there is a slight protuberance

of the second branchial arch that breaks the otherwise straight

course of the fissure. In an embryo f of an inch long, the cleft

is closed, excepting that, at the point at which the projection of

the second arch was situated, there is a shallow depression

remaining ; this point corresponds nearly to the middle section

of the cleft. The process of closure is interesting : the ends of

the inferior maxillary process of the first branchial arch grow

together very early—they are joined in an embryo f of an inch

long—soon after, the second arch closes in front, and at the

same time fuses with the first arch in its ventral portion, so
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that the first branchial cleft is obliterated as far as the inner

end is concerned; as a result of this process the buccal cavity

is closed in. The outer end of the first fissure, seen in profile

views of the embryo, has also closed down to the furrow men-

tioned above, which is situated on the side of the embryo just

above the blunt angle formed by the junction of its lateral

and ventral surfaces ; this depression is a shallow one, and

does not represent the whole depth of the fissure ; the first and

second arches are united beneath it ; bisect an embryo f of

an inch long jn the antero-posterior median plane, separate

the walls of the buccal cavity, and the site of the depression is

seen to be occluded by a thin, translucent layer of tissue.

Now, the projection of the second branchial arch increases in

bulk and becomes more pointed, but the thickness of the fold

makes the point appear rather blunt at first ; the tissue of the

first arch on the opposite side of the depression forms a slight

ridge. When this point is reached (in an embryo f of an inch

long, or little less), the meatus externus commences as a bur-

row into the tissue of the first branchial arch—or rather into

tissue that did compose the arch, for the arch has now disap-

peared. In an embryo f of an inch long, the meatus is very

apparent, the pointed protuberance above spoken of is much
thinner, and is now easily recognizable as the auricle ; it points

forward ; the meatus is not only deeper, but, as a proof that

the process of its formation is an active process, its termina-

tion is much nearer the Eustachian tube. A section of the em-

bryo at this stage shows that the meatus has extended so

deeply that its inner extremity lies under the outer portion

of the Eustachian tube—in fact, is almost in contact with the

tube ; the portion of connective tissue lying between meatus

and Eustachian tube is the membrana propria of the drum,

the meatus forming its dermoid or inferior surface, the Eusta-

chian tube its superior or mucous surface. In the connective

tissue above, and posterior to the location of the drum, the

ossicles have commenced forming ; the stapes does not, as most

authors state, form later than the other ossicles, but, no doubt,

it appears later in the tympanum. Its first appearance seems

to be rather in the vestibule than in the tympanum, not free

in its cavity, for it is connected with its cartilaginous walls.
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This position of the stapes is caused by a gradual absorption of

the cartilaginous wall of the vestibule at this place, caused

apparently by the growth of the stapes. I am not aware that

this explanation of the formation of tlie oval window has ever

been given ; it is, at least, as satisfactory as the ordinary state-

ment, that the " oval window is a portion of the vestibular

wall in which ossification did not take place."

According to this view of the development of the parts in

question, the concha is the only opening left in the closure of

the first branchial fissure, and the furrow bounding the lower

border of the under jaw indicates the course and line of closure

of the cleft.

I have found it utterly impossible to obtain a satisfactory

idea of this part of the history of development, as it has been

heretofore presented. In what manner were the dermoid and

mucous surface of the drum formed ? How did the drum obtain

the horizontal position which characterizes it in the embryo ?

How did the Eustachian tube reach its position at the base of

the skull in parts not at all concerned with the branchial fis-

sures ? These and many other questions it left unanswered.

The congenital malformations of this part are also but

so many puzzles, considered in the light of the ideas that have

hitherto prevailed as to its development ; for, if those ideas

were true (since the most common cause of such malforma-

tions is arrest of development), we should expect to find ab-

sence of the drum, a meatus or Eustachian tube with fissures

in their walls, as the most common congenital defects. Instead

of this, occlusion of the meatus is the most common malforma-

tion ; this, according to the views which we present, is due, as

it should be, to the most common cause, viz., arrest of develop-

ment.

It would be out of place to speak of the phylogenetic re-

lations of the facts here presented, although they are interest-

ing.

To recapitulate: The Eustachian tube is an involution of

the pharyngeal mucous membrane ; the meatus is an involution

of the integument ; the drum is formed by the Eustachian tube

overlapping the extremity of the meatus.
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Vorliegende Mittheilungen sollen eine von mir

bereits veroffentlichte Schrift '^•) insoferne fortsetzen, als

jn nachfolgenden Zeilen nur von jenen Thieren die

Sprache sein wird, die der Reptilien- und Amphibien-

Fauna Nieder - Oesterreichs angehoren. Wenn ich diese

mehrjahrigen Beobachtungen schon jetzt veroffentliche

und nicht vorher den Erfolg weiterer Beobachtungen

abwarte, so geschieht dies, weil ich fiir die nachste

Zeit einige mir wichtiger dunkende Arbeiten vorhabe,

die mich langere Zeit hindern diirften, meinen Plleg-

lingen die bisherige Aufmerksamkeit zu Theil werden

zu lassen. Ich behalte mir daher weitere Mittheihmgen

uber an gefangenen Reptilien und Amphibien gemachte

Beobachtungen ftir eine spatere Zeit vor. Die Natur

der Sache bringt es mit sich, dass meine Beobach-

tungen im grossen Ganzen mit denen Anderer liber-

einstimmen; ich durfte mich deshalb meist skizzenhaft

*) „Die Eeptilien und Amphibien Nieder - Oesterreichs." Eine

faiinistische Skizze von Fr. K. Knauer. Wien 1875. Alfred Holder.

1*



kurz halten und glaubte nur da einigermassen aus-

fuhrliclier werden zu miissen, wo meine Beobaohtungen

von denen Anderer ganz oder theilweise abweichen,

Oder wo ich mehr oder minder Neues mitzutheilen

liatte.

Wien, im Juli 1875.

F. Knauer.



Verzeiclmiss jener Reptilien und Amphibien, an denen

die nachfolgenden Beobachtungen gemaclit wuiden.

Reptilien, Kriechthiere.

Ordnung: Sauria, Echsen.

Familie: Lacertidae, wahre Eidechsen.

Gattung: Lacerta, Eidechsen.

Art: Lacerta muraiis, Mauereidechse.

Art: Lacerta virldis, griine Eidechse.

Art: Lacerta stirpium, Zauneidechse.

Art: Lacerta vivipara, lebendig gebarende Eidechse.

Familie: Chalcides, Panzerschleichen.

Gattung: Pseudopus, StummelfUssler.

Art: Pseudopus serpentinus, Scheltopusik.

Familie : Scincidae, Scinke.

Gattung: Anquis, Bruchschleichen.

Art: Anquis fragilis, Blindschleiche.

Ordnung: Ophidia, Schlangen.

Familie: Colubridae, Nattern,

Gattung: Coronella, Jachschlangen.

Art: Coronella laevls, Schlingnatter.

Gattung: Callopeltis, Kletternattern.

Art: Callopeltis Aesculapii, Aeskulapsnatter.

Gattung: Tropidonotus, Wassernattern.

Art: Tropidonotus natrix, Ringelnatter.

Art: Tropidonotus tessellatus, Wiirfelnatter.

Familie: Viperidae, Ottern.

Gattung: Pelias, Spiessottern.

Art: Pelias berus, Kreuzottern.

Amphibien, Lurche.

Ordnung: Batraohia, Froschlurche.

Familie: Bufonidae, Kroten.

Gattung: Bufo, Landkroten.

Art: Bufo vulgaris, Erdkrote.

Art: Bufo variabilis, Wechselkrote.



Familie: Ranidae, Frosche.

Gattung: Rana, Glattfrosche,

Art: Rana esculenta, Wasserfrosch,

Art: Rana temporaria, Thaufrosch.

Familie: Hylae, Baumfrosche,

Gattung: Hyla, Laubfrosche.

Art: Hyla viridis, gemeiner Laubfrosch.

Familie: Pelobatidae, Froscbkroten.

Gattung: Pelobates, Wasserkroten.

Art: Pelobatus fuscus, Knoblauchkrote.

Gattung: Bombinatur, Unken.

Art: Bomblnatur bombinus, Feuerkrote.

Ordnung: Caudata, Schwanzlurche.

Familie : Salamandrina, eigentliche Molche.

Gattung: Salamandra, Salamander.

Art: Salamandra maculata, Feuersalamander.

Art: Salamandra alpestrls, Alpensalamander.

Gattung: Triton, Wassermolche.

Art: Triton cristatus, Kammmolch.

Art: Triton alpestris, Alpenmolcb.

Art: Triton punctatus, Teichmolch.



Fortpflanzung der Amphibien und Reptilien.

Sofort nach beendetem Winterschlafe und vollendeter Hau-

tung schreiten die Amphibien und Keptilien zur Paarung, die

bei den einen langere^ bei den anderen kiirzere Zeit wahrt. Es

wiirde mich hier zu weit fiihren, wollte ich den Begattungsact

bei den einzelnen Thieren eingebender schildern, beschrauke

icb mich daher auf kurze Andeutungen. Zuerst werden die ihre

Winterquartiere frtiber verlassenden Amphibien — unter diesen

wieder zuerst die Froschlurche — in der Begattung begriifen

getroffen. Lange vor der eigentliehen Befruchtung der Eier

findet man die Mannchen geneigt, auf den Kiicken eines

Weibchens oder auch eines Mannchens zu steigen und mit

den Vorderfiissen in die Weichen desselben fest eingrabend

Tage lang auf denselben zu sitzen. Bei der Begattung der

Amphibien ist das Mannchen entschieden lebhafter betheiligt

als das Weibchen. Wahrend dieses ausserst ruhig dasitzt, wie

sonst Nahrung zu sich nimmt und keine Beute vorbeilasst,

bleiben die Mannchen mit verglasten Augen^ ohne Nahrung

zu sich zu nehmen, auf den Weibchen sitzen; stossen naher

kommende Gefahrten mit den Hinterfiissen weg, in schnellen

Pausen und horbarer Erregtheit ihre heulenden Tone aus-

stossend ; drucken das Weibchen mit grosser Wuth zu Boden^

wenn dasselbe sich riihrt oder weiterzugehen sucht und lassen

sich nur mit grosser Gewalt vom Eiicken des Weibchens herab-

reissen. Gehen die Thiere ins Wasser, so kann man sehen, mit

welcher Leidenschaft und Kraft die viel grosseren Weibchen von

den Mannchen unter das Wasser gedriickt und lange unter Wasser

gehalten werden. So oft das Mannchen das Weibchen nieder-

zudrucken sucht, stosst es die Vorderfusse noch tiefer in die
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Seiten des Weibchens und presst den Kopf fest und enge

an den des Weibchens an. Wie blind der Fortpflanzungstrieb

dieser Thiere, erbellt daraus, dass sie Mannchen ihrer und

anderer Art auf dieselbe Weise nothziichtigen. Ich konnte

sie oft Wocben lang auf dem Eiicken eines mannlichen

Wasserfrosches sitzen seben, der vergeblich suebte, die unbe-

queme Umarmung los zu werden. Aucb wenn die Mannchen

nicht auf den Weibchen sitzen, lassen sie, sobald sie mit der

Hand berilhrl werden oder ein Genosse liber sie hinweg steigen

will, ihr Geschrei horen. Wunder nahm es mich; dass diese

Thiere Monate lang*) in steter Erregtheit auf dem Weibchen

sitzend und ohne Nahrung zu sich zu nehmen tapfer aus-

hielten und das oftmals der Last ledig zu werden suchende

Weibchen stets mit ungeminderter Kraft zu bandigen wussten.

Am heftigsten scheint der Fortpflanzungstrieb bei den Erd-

kroten, den Wasser- und den Thaufroscheu zu sein, da diese

Thiere besonders lang und mit ersichtlichster Gier auf einander

sassen. In welcher Weise die Eier abgegeben werden, die Be-

fruchtung stattfindet und welcher Antheil hiebei dem Mannchen

zukommt, ist langst bekannt. — Weit weniger leidenschaftlich

als bei den Froschlurchen vollzieht sich die Begattung bei

den Schwanzlurchen. Wohl sind diesbeziiglich noch fleissige Be-

obachtungen zu machen. So viel ich bis nun bei Wasser-

molchen beobachten konnte, findet eine Befruchtung der Eier

des Weibchens in der Weise statt, dass das Mannchen, nach-

dem es sich dem Weibchen behutsam genahert und eine Weile

ruhig geblieben, plotzlich seineu Samen nach dem After des

Weibchens hinspritzt. Eine ahnliche Beobachtung machte ich

zweimal an gefangenen Feuersalamandern. — Bei den Kep-

tilien iindet eine eigentliche Begattung, namlich unmittelbare

Beruhrung der Geschlechtstheile statt. Oft konnte ich Beginn

und Verlauf des Begattungsactes bei den verschiedenen

*) Wenn sie nur ganz kleine Wassergefasse erhielten, also von

einem Eierlegen keine Recle sein konnte, schien der Fortpflanzungstrieb

langer als im Freien anzudauern, da ich Mannchen zwei Monate lang

auf dem Weibchen sitzen sah.
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Eidechsenarten beobachten. Das begattungssiichtige Mannclien

geht mit erhobenem Kopfe und etwas gekrummtem Schweife

urn das Weibchen lienim, worauf das Weibchen seine Will-

fahrigkeit durch eigentbiimliche zitternde Bewegung des

Kbrpers kundgibt. Endlicb wird das Weibchen vom Mannehen

am Riicken gepackt, etwas nach der Seite gedrebt und die

beim Drucke heraustretende Kloake des Weibehens an die

des Manncbens fest angedriickt. Doch beobacbtete ich aucb

riicksicbtsloseres Auftreten von Manncben; die einfach aiif das

Weibchen zugiengen und selbes sofort umdrehten. Der Act

selbst wahvt 2—4 Minuten. Die Einleitung der Begattung

von Seite des Mannchens konnte ich bei Schlangen ein einziges

Mai und nur ungenau an einem Wiirfelnatterpaar beobachten.

Das Mannehen schlich einige Male neben dem Weibchen bin

und her, legte sich naher an dasselbe an und begann nun

mit dem Bauche dessen Eiicken sanft zu reiben ; dabei kamen

sich die beiden Schlangen immer naher und lagen schliesslich

vollstandig neben einander, das Mannehen die reibende Be-

wegung noch immer fortsetzend; als ich etwas naher trat,

machte das Mannehen Miene, sich zu verkriechen ; um dies zu

verhindern, trat ich vollstandig zuriick; als ich spater wieder

nachsah, waren beide Schlangen enge in einander verschlungen,

wie ich an anderen sich begattenden Schlangen oft gesehen.

Dass auch die Schlangen durch die Begattung starker erregt

werden, obwohl sie sich nach Aussen minder stiirmisch zeigt, lasst

sich daraus entnehmen, dass die sonst so fliichtigen Schlangen

in der Begattung begriffen, wenn sie gestort werden, nicht so-

fort an das Fliehen denken. Die Begattung wahrt nach meinen

bisherigen Beobachtungen, wenn die Thiere nicht beirrt werden,

Tage lang. Bei den Amphibien sowohl wie bei den Reptilieu

begatten sich die Mannehen mit mehreren Weibchen und um-

gekehrt. — Was die Zeit, in welcher die heimischen Amphi-

bien und Eeptilien sich fortzupflanzen beginnen, und das Eier-

legen betrifft, so habe ich diesbeziiglich an gefangenen Thieren,

da sie bei einigermassen entsprechender Pflege alle zur Be-

gattung und zum Eierlegen gebracht werden konnen, nach-

folgende Beobachtungen gemacht: Am frlihesten beginnen den
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Reigen der Thaufrosch und die Knoblaiichkrote; welche beide

sich oft schon Anfangs Marz begatten; im April gebt der

Laubfrosch, im Mai oder aucb im Juni der Wasserfrosch und

die Unke an das Laicbgescliaft. Wenn die Tbiere in einem

grossen Aquarium mit Wasserpflanzen gebalten werden, so

legen sie ihre Eierschniire aucb in der Gefangenscbaft ab.

Die Wassermolcbe begatten sicb oft scbon im Februar, am
frubesten der Alpentriton. Feuersalamander baben mir im

Friiblinge^ Sommer und Herbste Junge (40—80) geworfen.

Die Eidechsen begatten sicb im Mai, mebrere Male des Tages,

und legen von Juni an 4—8 etwa bobnengrosse, graue Eier;

die Blindscbleicben werfen von Anfangs August an (bis Mitte

September) 6—20 Junge. Die Ringelnattern begatten sich im

Mai oder Juni und legen von Juli an (bis September) 14 bis

35 taubeneigrosse, zusammenbangende Eier ; von Wiirfelnattern

erbielt icb bisber nur zweimal 7 und 11 Eier; die Aeskulap-

nattern begatten sicb Ende Juni und legen im August und

September 6—10 Eier; die Zornnatter paart sicb im Mai oder

Juni und legt von Ende Juli an 4—10 Eier^ aus denen sofort

die Jungen ausscbltipfen.

Ueber die Begattung der Amphibien und Reptilien, die

Entwicklung und das Legen der Eier, das Ausscbltipfen der

Jungen boffe icb besonders bezitglicb des Feuer- und Alpen-

salamanders, des Scbeltopusik's u. a. d. ti. noch weitere Be-

obachtimgen machen zii konoen.

Der Hautungsact.

Dieser fiir alle Ampbibien und Reptilien hocbst wichtige

Process, der Mauser bei den Vogeln vergleicbbar, greift auf

kiirzere oder langere Zeit in die regelmassige Lebenstbatigkeit

dieser Tbiere ganz auffallend ein. Lange vor der in der That

sicb vollziebenden Hautung verlieren sie ein gut Theil ihrer

Lebhaftigkeit, bleiben lange und anscbeinend leblos auf einem

Platze, scbleichen nur miihsam und trage welter, lassen sich

wenig in ihrer Rube storen, nehmen keine Nahrung zu sich,

sperren oft und stark gahnend den Rachen auf, suchen gerne

das Wasser auf und trinken aucb oft und viel. Die Tbiere
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tragen also nach Aussen alle Anzeichen starker Erkrankung

an sich. Kaum aber hat sich der durch Scbmutzig- und Ver-

wischtwerden der Farbung und Zeiebnung langst angezeigte

Hautungsproeess thatsacblicb vollzogen, so zeigt sicb das Tbier

in fruberer, ja jugendlicberer Lebensfriscbe. Obige Erscbeinungen

gehemmter Lebenstbatigkeit treten jedoeb nur bei den Eepti-

lien in so eminenter Weise ein; bei den Ampbibien gebt der

Hautungsproeess mit weit geringeren Schwierigkeiten von

Statten. Doeb kann icb nicbt beipflicbten, wenn^ wie icb ge-

lesen, gesagt wird^ die Hautung vollziebe sicb bei diesen

Tbieren obne welcbe Sebwierigkeiten. Nicbt nur bei den zeit-

weise, sondern aucb bei den stets im Wasser lebenden Ampbi-

bien konnte icb stets eine gewisse Tragbeit, in geringer Be-

wegiicbkeit, auffallend langem Verweilen an einem Orte sicb

verratbend, bemerken; und der Act des Hautabwerfens selbst

ist immer mit grosserer oder geringerer Anstrengung Seitens

des sicb auskleidenden Tbieres verbunden, wie icb an Wasser-

molcben und besonders gut an Erdkroten beobacbten konnte.

(Siehe S. 14.) — Unter den Eeptilien sind es wieder die

Scblangen, denen der Hautwecbsel grosse Sebwierigkeiten ver-

ursacbt, die oft Monate lang in der Hautung begriffen sind.

Wenn man bedenkt, wie ein grosser Tbeil des Jahres von

diesen Tbieren scblafend verbraebt wird^ und man weiss, dass

der Hautungsproeess mebrere Male im Jabre sicb abwickelt,

so sehen wir die wirklicbem Leben eritbrigende Zeit karglich

zugemessen. — Aber nicbt nur bei Tbieren verscbiedener

Art, auch bei Tbieren derselben Art gebt die Hautung nicbt

gleich gut vor sich ; sebr rasch und mit geringerer Einwirkung

auf die Lebenstbatigkeit vollzieht sie sicb bei erwachsenen,

gesunden, gut genahrten Tbieren ; weit schwieriger bei jungen

Tbieren oder solchen, die lange schon der Nabrung ent-

behrten
; letztere erliegen auch meist, ehe die Hautung be-

endet. Sind die Lebensbedingungen des sicb hautenden Tbieres

giinstige gewesen und fahren sie fort, es zu sein, so ist der

Hautungsproeess verhaltnissmassig rasch abgeschlossen, wabrend

er sich auffallend in die Lange ziebt, wenn den Bediirfnissen

des Tbieres wenig Recbnung getragen war und ist. — Der
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Hautungsact findet mehrere Male im Jahre statt. Doch ist es

meiner Meinung nach sehr gewagt^ wenn Einige *) Zeit und

Zahl der Hautungen ganz bestimmt angeben. Ich glaube, dass

diesbeziiglicli locale Verhaltnisse, Temperatur, Alter des

Thieres u. s. w. sehr mannigfache Aenderungen bedingen.

Meine Beobachtuugen haben mich iibeizeugt; dass nicht nur

gleich grosse Thiere derselben Art unter verscbiedenen Ver-

haltnissen nicht gleich oftmal und aiich nicht zu derselben

Zeit hauteten, sondern dass auch ein- und dasselbe Thier nicht

in jedem Jahre gleich viele Hautungen vornahm. Wahrend

von mancher Seite behauptet wird^ dass vor Mitte April

keine Schlange bereits gehautet zu finden, kann ich nur ge-

stehen, dass ich vor dieser Zeit, wenn anders nicht in Folge

eines besonders strengen Winters schonere Jahreszeit erst

spater eintrat, allem Anscheine nach ihres Winterkleides ent-

ledigte Schlangen fieng und dass viele meiner gefangenen

Schlangen schon in der zweiten Halfte des Monates Marz sich

hauteten.. Schon bei Schlangen derselben Art, sagte ich,

zeigen sich hinsichtlich der Dauer des Hautungsprocesses be-

deutende Abweichungen ; noch grosser sind diese bei Schlangen

verschiedener Art. Nach meinen Beobachtungen wahrt der

Hautungsprocess unter alien einheimischen Schlangen bei der

Aeskulapnatter am langsten. Ich hatte ein durchaus nicht

krankeS; gut gefiittertes, in der Gefangenschaft sich ganz

wohl befindendes Exemplar, das zur Hautung in jedem Jahre

iiber sechs Wochen brauchte. Nachdem sich Anfangs kaum

bemerkbare, dann immer deutlicher zu Tage tretende Haut-

risse an den vorderen und hinteren Schnauzenschildern (scuta

internasalia et praefrontalia) gezeigt, schleppt sich die

Schlange noch lange umher, bis die immer weiter auseinander

tretenden Schuppen, das umflorte Auge, die immer reichlicher

weiss gesprengelte Haut und der marmorweiss gewordene

Unterleib den endlichen Abschluss des Hautungsprocesses an-

zeigen. Hinsichtlich der Art des Abstreifens stimmen alle

Schlangen uberein, indem sich die Haut an der Schnauze ab-

*) „Schlangenkuu(le." Dr. H. 0. Lenz. Gotha. 1832. S. 43.
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ISst, der eine Lappen nach oben, der andere nacli unten zu-

rtickgeschlagen wird und die Schlange durch zeitweiliges

Befeuchten der Haut imd Hiniiberkriechen uber kantige Korper

das voUige Abstreifen der Haut zu beschleunigen sueht. Die

abgeworfene Haut ist mit der Aussenseite nach Innen gekebrt.

Sehr kraftigC; grosse Thiere werfen ihr Kleid gewohnlich un-

verletzt ab ; unter ungiiustigen Verhaltiiissen dem Hautungs-

processe obliegende Schlangen geben die Haut in Fetzen ab.

Die Loslosung der Haut geht am schwierigsten am Kopfe vor

sich ; ich konnte sehen *), dass bei einzelnen Schlangen die

Loslosung der abzuwerfenden Haut am Kopfe durchaus nicht

erfolgen wollte, worauf eine Trennung der Haut am Halse

vor sich gieng, das Kleid von da an abgestreift wurde und

das Thier noch lange mit einzelnen Hautfetzen am Kopfe be-

hangen herumkroch. — So viel ich bis jetzt beobachten

konntC; scheint das Hautungsgeschaft die Zornnatter und die

Wtirfelnatter besonders anzugreifen und sind mir jungere

Exemplare dieser Art fast regelmassig in Folge des begonnenen

aber nicht zu Ende gekommenen Hautungsprocesses zu Grunde

gegangen. Ebenso glaube ich nach meinen bisherigen Be-

obachtungen sagen zu dtirfen, dass die Wtirfelnatter unter den

heimischen Schlangen die geringste Zahl der Hautungen —
im Jahre nur zwei — aufweist; es mag dies mit ihrem fast

stetigen Aufenthalte im Wasser und dadurch bedingter min-

derer Abnutzung der Haut zusammenhangen. — Bei den

Eidechsen geht die Haut stets in grosseren oder kleineren

Fetzen ab. Wenn ihren Lebensbedingungen Genuge geleistet

ist, so vollzieht sich der Hautungsprocess bei ihnen weit

rascher und leichter, als dies bei den Schlangen der Fall.

Die Blindschleiche entledigt sich ihres Kleides mehr im Zu-

sammenhangC; indem sie nach Art der Schlangen die Haut

vom Kopfe nach ruckwarts schiebt und dann eine Art Rohre

abwirft. Entgegen den Beobachtungen Anderer muss ich be-

merken, dass meine gefangenen Blindschleichen jahrlich nur

eine Hautung vornahmen. Die Blindschleichen hauten sich

*) Am oftesten bei Aeskulapnattern.
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nicht so leicht wie die Eidechsen und gleiclien, was die Dauer

der Hautung und die veranderte Lebensweise betrifift, diesbezug-

lich weit mehr den Sclilangen. Der Scheltopusik tiautet sich wahr-

scheinlich nur einmal im Jabre, braucbt ziemlich geraume Zeit

hiezu und gibt die Haut nach Art der Eidechsen in grosseren

und kleineren Fetzen ab. Gerade an diesem Thiere konnte

ich seben; wie sehr das Woblbefinden des Tbieres die scbnelle

Abwicklung des Hautungsprocesses ermoglicbt, scblecbt ge-

nabrte Tbiere aber dem Hautungsacte erliegen. Wabrend alle

jene Exemplare, die bereitwillig Nabrung angenommen batten,

sicb verbaltnissmassig rascb gebautet batten, giengen mir

alle librigen, die icb vor Beginn der Hautung nicbt zur

Nabrungsannabme batte veranlassen konnen, sofort nach Be-

ginn der Hautung zu Grunde. — Wie schon erwabnt und

aus der Lebensweise dieser Tbiere wobl zu erklaren, voU-

ziebt sicb die Hautung bei den Ampbibien weit rascber. Alle

geben ibre Haut in sehr dtinnen Fetzen von sicb. Bei den

Tritonen batte icb oft Gelegenbeit zu seben, wie sicb die

Tbiere bei dem Ablegen der Haut gegenseitig untersttitzten,

einander die Hautfetzen herabrissen, dieselben verscbluckten

und wieder ausspieen. Eine interessante Beobacbtung abnlicher

Art macbte icb an den Erdkroten. Nacbdem es mir schon

ofters aufgefallen war, dass einzelne Erdkroten, obne vorber

im Wasser gewesen zu sein, am ganzen Korper reicblich be-

feucbtet an einer Stelle kauerten und mit ersicbtlicber An-

strengung an einem Gegenstande zu wiirgen scbienen und icb

erstercr Zeit der Meinung war, die Krote bemiibe sicb, mit

der erscbnappten Nabrung aufgenommenes Moos (wie dies

ofter zu beobacbten) anzuspeien, sab icb eines Tages bei

naherer Besicbtigung die Krote an einem zu beiden Seiten

des Mundes berausstebendem, mit den Vorderfiissen verbun-

denem Strange zerren. Icb sah nun, wie dieser Strang einer-

seits partienweise im Munde verschwand, an den Vorderftissen

sicb nacbschob und endlich ganz tiber die Zeben herabgezogen

wurde. Dadurch aufmerksam gemacht, war ich nun sehr oft

in der Lage, einzelne, einige Tage friiber verborgen gebliebene

und nicbt mit den Anderen zur Fiitterung hervorgekommene
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Erdkroten plotzlich in einem Winkel des Kafigs mit reicli-

lichem Safte iiber und iiber bedeckt unter grosser Anstrengung

damit bescliaftigt zu sehen, die sich loslosende Haut an einer

Stelle mit dem Munde zu packen iind nun durch pausenweises

Hinabscblucken nach und nach iiber den Riicken, die Hinter-

fiisse; den Bauch und schliesslicb die Vorderfiisse wegzuzieben.

Ich konnte niebt beobacbten, dass die versebluckte Haut

wieder ausgespieen wurde; aucb war es mir nicht moglich,

an alien Erdkroten diese Beobacbtung zu macben. Dass

die sieb auf diese Weise hautende Krote sebr ermtidet wurde,

zeigten besonders die oftmaligen, langen Pausen^ in denen die

Krote mit zum Boden gericbtetem Kopfe in ganz eigentbiim-

licber Stellung rastete. Ob aucb andere Arteu oder nur die

Erdkroten auf diese Weise ihr uutauglicb gewordenes Kleid

ablegen, ob iiberbaupt aucb bei Erdkroten diese Art von

Hautung Kegel ist, muss icb dabingestellt sein lassen.

Amphibien und Reptilien im Winterschlafe.

Beim Herannahen des Winters zieben sich Eeptilien und

Ampbibien in Scblupfwinkel zuriick; in denen sie dem Winter-

schlafe obliegen, d. h. ohne Nabrung zu sich zu nebmen^ bei

scbwachem Athmungsprocesse und ausserst langsam vor sich

gehendem Kreislaufe ruhig und scheinbar leblos daliegen, bis

sie die warmere Jabreszeit wieder zu regelmassiger Lebens-

thatigkeit erweckt. Nicht alle Amphibien und Reptilien bezieben

gleichzeitig ibre Winterquartiere. Die Eidechsen sind die ersten,

die vom Scbauplatze verschwindeU; wie sie mit die letzten sind^

die wieder zum Vorscbein kommen. Den Eidechsen folgen die

Frosche (vorerst der Wasserfrosch) und die Kroten, Am langsten

bleiben nach meinen Beobachtungen an gefaugenen wie freien

Thieren die Schlangen, unter diesen wieder die Ringelnatter

und Aeskulapnatter, im Freien. Am friihesten erscheinen die

Amphibien wieder (oft schon im Februar), wahrend die Reptilien

erst nach dem Vorfriihling wieder hervorkommen. Tritt ohne

allmalige Vorbereitung plotzliche Kalte ein^ so geben in der

Gefangenschaft — und gewiss aucb im Freien — viele Schlan-

gen zu Grunde. Ebenso schadliche Nachwirkung zeigt sich,
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wenn die Thiere aus der Kalte rasch in die Warme gebracht

werden. Im Gegensatze zu der Wahrnehmung, dass Amphibien

und Reptilien auch in solclien Gegenden , die warmeren

Winter haben , Winterschlaf balten , konnen alle unsere

Keptilien und Amphibien in der Gefangenscbaft den Winter

iiber in geheizten Localen wacb erhalten werden *). Dass der

Winterschlaf nichts anderes als ein verlangsamter Lebensprocess,

erhellt aus dem Umstande, dass Thiere^ die vor Beginn des

Winterschlafes keine Nahrung zu sich genommen haben, meist

vor Beendigung des Winterschlafes oder bald nach dem Er-

wachen zu Grunde gehen. Mit wenigen Ausnahmen suchen die

Amphibien wie die Eeptilien gesellschaftlich einen Winteraufent-

halt zu beziehen, reihen sich enge an- und iibereinander, rollen

und kriimmen sich zusammen und schliessen die Augen. Einige

wenige warme Tage lassen sie erwachen, auch an die Ober-

flache kommen, erneute Kalte treibt sie aber bald wieder zuruck.

Ueber Wachsthum und Alter der Amphibien und Reptilien.

Ueber diesen Punkt lasst sich wohl erst nach vieljahrigen

Beobachtungen einigermassen Bestimmtes sagen. Meine bis-

herigen Beobachtungen wenigstens haben mich belehrt, dass

wohl die allmalige Entwicklung des Eies und das Heran-

wachsen der Kaulquappe, weil ersichtliche Fortschritte zei-

gend, wahrend ktirzerer Beobachtungszeit studirt werden kann,

das weitere Wachsthum aber bis zum endlichen Ausgewachsen-

sein, insbesonders bei Reptilien so ausserst langsam fortschreitet,

dass ich mit Hinblick auf den grossen Unterschied zwischen

erst ausgekrochenen und vollig erwachsenen Schlangen, Eidech-

sen, Kroten, Froschen einerseits und das so langwierige

*) Die von J. Erber („Die Amphibien der oesterr. Monarchic."

Verhandl. des zool.-bot. Vereines in Wien. XIV. Bd. 1864. Seite 697)

gemachte Mittheilung , dass der Feuersalamander auch im geheizten

Zimmer in Winterschlaf fallt, ist wenigstens nicht fiir alle Falle richtig,

denn ich habe nicht nur meine, sondern auch von Anderen gefangen

gehaltene Feuersalamander in entsprechend warmen Zimmern wahrend

des ganzen Winters wach gefunden.
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Wachsthum anderseits nicht zu irren raeine, weuu icb fiir

fast alle diese Thiere eiu Alter von mindestens ftinfzig Jahren

annehme, in welcher Zeit^ wenn sie nicht eines gewaltsamen

Todes sterben oder iiberhaupt ungiinstigen Bedingungen erlie-

gen, sie den Abschluss ibres Wacbstbums erreicben kounen.

Ueber die langst bel^annte und sorgfaltig studirte allmalige

Entwicklung dieser Thiere aus dem Ei imd die allmalige

Metamorphose der Kaiilquappen von Lurcben, will icb bier

kein Wort verlieren. Einen gewiss interessanten Fall langen

Larvenzustandes einer jungen Erdkrote kann icb bier jedoch

nicht unerwabnt lassen *). Am 12. Mai 1873 schopfte icb

mehrere kaum aus dem Eie gekommene Kaulquappeu von

Bufo vulgaris, nahm sie nach Hause und fiitterte sie fleissig

mit Oblate; sie nahmen regelmassig an Korperumfang zu und

erbielten Anfangs Juni die Hinterfiisse; icb gab nun drei

Exemplare in ein Becherglas und fiitterte sie nur sebr selten;

sie nahmen etwa bis zum August stets an Grosse zu, macbten

aber durchaus keine Anstalt, mit der Bildung der Vorderflisse

zu beginnen; von August ab bemerkte icb aucb keine eigent-

liche Korperzunahme , nur dass sie zeitweilig stark aufgeblaht

aussaben und wahrscbeinlich deshalb mit dem Bauche nach

oben herumschwammen. Zwei Exemplare giengen mir am

22. Februar 1874 zu Grunde, das dritte Exemplar, nach mebr

als zwei Jahren noch immer nur mit den Hinterfiissen ver-

sehen und den Ruderschwanz tragend, besitze icb noch jetzt.

Stumme und stimmbegabte Amphibien und Reptiiien.

Anbelangend das Vermogen, lautere, vernebmbarere Tone

Yon sich zu geben, stehen die niederen Amphibien, insbesondere

die Froschlurche, den Eeptilien voran, indem sie weit abwecbseln-

dere, oft weithin hbrbare Laute ausstossen. Von ibrem Stimm-

organ machen die Froschlurche, wie bekannt, nach beendetem

Winterschlafe an die Begattung gebend reicblicben Gebrauch,

*) Aehnliche Beobachtungen machte schon J. Kolazy („Ueber

Kaulquappen der Batrachier." Verhandlungen des zool.-botan. Vereines.

XXI. Bd. 1871. Seite 38—40).

2
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obgleich sie audi spater nicht stiimm bleiben. In der Gefangen-

schaft fiihren sie ihre gemeinsamen Concerte nur dann mit

gewohnter Virtuositat auf, wenn sie alle in geriiumigen Kafigen

untergebracht sind und fur ihre Beditrfnisse bestens Sorge ge-

tragen ist. Fast immer beginnen sie erst Abends sich horen zu

lassen und gefallen sicli dann die ganze Nacht bindurcb in

ihrem Gesange ; nur der Laubfrosch und zuweilen der Wasser-

frosch unterbreehen aucb die Tagesruhe mit ihrem plotzlichen

Gequake. Die Stimmen in diesem Concerte sind von ganz ver-

schiedener Hohe und Tiefe ; am lautesten thuen sich vor alien

der Wasserfrosch; der Laubfrosch^ die Wechselkrote und die

Erdkrote hervor, die zur Paarungszeit viele Wochen lang un-

ermiidlich ihre quakenden und heulenden Tone hervorbringen

;

ebenso fleissig, aber minder vernehmbar; auch spater beginnend

lasst sich die Unke horen ; nur pausenweise und sehr dumpf

fallt das Grunzen der Knoblauchkrote ein. Besonders rasch

und hoher gehalten werden die Tone hervorgestossen^ wenn

die Mannchen wahrend des Fortpflanzungsgeschaftes mit der

Hand beriihrt oder sonst irgendwie gestort werden. Ganz anders,

klaglichem Kindergeschrei nicht unahnlich^ horen sich die Klage-

rufe eines von einer Schlange ergriifenen Froschlurches an;

ebenso bestehen vielfache Abstufungen hinsichtlich der Hohe

und Tiefe des Tones zwischen der Kinderstimme des kaum

die Metamorphose uberstanden habenden Froschchens und dem

tiefen Bass eines alten, vollig ausgewachsenen Wasserfrosches

.

Auch glaube ich behaupten zu konnen, dass die jungen Kroten

die Fahigkeit, Tone von sich zu geben, erst viel spater erhalten^

als die jungen Frosche, da ich kaum vollstandig umgewandelte

Laub-, Thau- und Wasserfroschchen stimmbegabt, gleich grosse

und grossere Kroten aber stumm fand ; erstere jammerten gar klag-

lich, wenn sie von einer kleinen Ringelnatter verzehrt wurden,

letztere blieben in ahnlichem Falle vollig lautlos und konnten

auch auf andere Weise nicht dazu gebracht werden, irgend

einen Laut auszustossen. — Im Gegensatze zu den Froschlurchen

sind die Schwanzlurche fast vollig stumm ; zwar horte ich beim

schnellen Ergreifen junger Kamm- und Teichmolche und auch von

Kaulquappen des Feuersalamanders einen schwachen quiksenden
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Tou; vou eiuem fieiwilligen Gebrauche der Stimme aber und

ofterer Anwenduiig* devselbeu war bei Erd- und auch bei

Wassermolchen keiue Rede. Laiiter^ obschon mit deiien der

Frosclilurche iiiclit zu vergleicben, siud die von Reptilien aus-

gestossenen Tone ; sie bestelien in einem lauterem oder dumpferem,

anhaltenderem oder mehr abgebrochenem Zischen und werden

von alien Sehlangen, seltener von Eidechsen von sicli gegeben.

Am oftesten und verneliinbarsteu lasst sich in dieser Weise

die Ring^elnatter und die Wiirfelnatter horen, erstere oft viele

Minutenlang'*)^letztere dumpfer pfaucliend und kurz abgebrochen.

Seltener und meist nur in besonderem Zorne zischt die Aeskulap-

natter. An Eidechsen habe ich ein schwaches Zischen meist

nur bei griinen Eidechsen und beim Scheltopusik vernehmen

konnen.

Die Sinne der Amphibien und Reptilien, insbesondere der

Geruchs-, Geschmaci<s- und der Tastsinn.

Link **) behauptet von den Lurchen, dass deren Zunge,

well ohne Geschmacksdrusen, zum Schmecken nicht tauge, ihr

Geruchsvermogen, nicht minder ihr Fiihlsinn; in hohem Grade

stumpf sei. Lenz***) findet, dass die Schlangen auch ein sehr

schlechtes Sehvermogen besitzen, wahrend Brehm f), der sonst

Lenz und Link fast immer zu Gewahrsmannern hat, sich dies-

beziiglich minder absprechend ausspricht. So weit meine bis-

herigen Beobachtungen betreifend die Sinneswerkzeuge der

Amphibien und Reptilien reichen, glaube ich dieselben nicht

fur so stumpf halten zu diirfen, als sie allgemein gelten.

Ich brachte stark riechendc; leicht verfliichtigende Substanzen

(Moschus, Birnather; Benzin u. a. St.) in Flaschchen^ ver-

schloss diese und offnete sie erst nach einiger Zeit wieder,

die Miindung des Halses an die Schnauze der einzelnen

Thiere haltend; bei Kroten (insbesondere Wechselkrbten),

*) Besonclers lange anhaltend und hijchst erregt, wenn sie Nachts

gestort oder dem Kafig entkommen wieder eingefangen wird.

**) „Schlangen Deutschlands." H. E. Link. S. 7.

*-^*) „Schlangenkunde." H. 0. Lenz. S. 29—37.

t) Jllustrirtes Thierleben" A. Brehm. S. 4, 5 ii. 357.

2*
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Eidechsen iind der Aeskulapnatter konnte ich dann stets,

bei den tibrigen Thieren gewohnlich ein plotzliches Heben oder

Weg'wenden des Kopfes bemerken; scblafende Thiere erwachten

meist, wobei ich mir natiirliclaer Weise alle Mtihe gab, sie nicbt

durch eine andere Ursache zu erwecken. Aucb das sofortige

Zurlickschnellen der ziir Todtung in Weingeist gebracbten

Thiere (wenn sie kaum den Kopf innerhalb des Glases batten)

lasst sich schwer anders als in Folge mittelst des Geruchsinnes

gemachter Wahrnehmung veranlasst erklaren.

Wenn ich Eidechsen die vorgelegte Nahrimg vorher belecken,

so z. B. Mehlwiirmer (wohl wegen des anhaftenden schimmeln-

den Mehles); aufgeschnittene Kegenwiirmer (gewiss wegen des

herben Geschmackes) nach erfolgter Pritfung mittelst der Zunge

als nicht willkommen liegen lassen sah, dieselbe Beobachtimg

oft an den so gefrassigen Kroten machen konnte; wenn man

alle Eeptilien und Amphibien gar nicht oder nur sehr ungerne

und nach langem Zogern eine minder wohlschmeckende Nah-

rung annehmen sah, nachdem sie durch leckere Bissen ver-

wohnt worden, so durften diese Beobachtungen schwerlich ge-

deutet werden, ohne an einen ziemlich eutwickelten Geschmack-

sinn bei diesen Thieren zu glauben. Selbst das eigenthiimliche,

behagliche Ablecken der Schnauze mit der Zunge, wie man dies

so oft an Eidechsen nach besonders zusagender Mahlzeit sehen

kann, diinkt mir eine Aeusserung des Geschmacksinnes zu sein.

Dass diese Thiere horen und einige sehr gut horen, kann

nicht in Abrede gestellt werden. Man muss nur Frbsche und

Kroten (vor alien den Laub-, den Wasserfrosch, die Wechsel-

und die Erdkrote) bei dem leisesten Gerausch die Kopfe heben

oder ducken, noch so sachte vorbeigleitende Beute am oftesten

durch das Gehor wahrnehmen und die Aeskulapnatter durch

das leiseste Gerausch einer eben ihren Schlupfwinkel verlassen

wollenden Maus auf die Niihe und den Aufenthaltsort der

willkommenen Beute aufmerksam werden gesehen haben, um
wenigstens fiir diese genannten Thiere Stumpfheit des Gehor-

sinnes nicht zugeben zu konnen.

Die grosse Empfindlichkeit der meisten unserer Amphibien

und Reptilien gegen die Kalte; das ersichtliche Behagen, mit
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dem sich die meisten an den warmendeii Strahlen der Sonne

laben; das sofortige Aufsclilagen der Augen^ wenn man scbla-

fende Amphibien und Reptilien aucb nocb so leise berllbrt;

der klagliche Euf des kaum beim Fusse gepackten Froscbes;

das sofortige Aufbeulen von Seite einer mannlichen Krbte, wenn

sie wabrend der Begattungszeit leise beriibrt wird und viele

andere Wahrnebmungen an Ampbibien und Reptilien deuten

denn docb nicbt auf einen „in so bobem Grade stumpfen" Tast-

und Gefiihlsinn.

Was endlicb das Sebvermogen dieser Tbiere anbelangt,

so wUrde icb; so viel icb aus vielfacben diesbeziiglicben

Beobacbtungen zu entnebmen glaube, nur die Ringelnatter, die

Wiirfelnatter, und etwa nocb die Knoblaucbkrote und die Unke

als seblecbt- oder scbwacbsebende Tbiere bezeicbuen. Die

Aeskulapnatter, welcbe die ibr gereicbte Maus sofort erblickt

(wenn nicbt das Auge in Folge sieb vollziebender Hautung

ganz oder tbeilweise erblindet ist) und nicbt mebr aus dem

Auge verliert; die Wassermolcbe, die, sobald man sicb dem

Aquarium nabert, sofort berankommen und nacb zu erboffender

Nabrung ausscbauen; die Eidecbsen, welcbe das Herankommen

des Feindes oder Freundes sofort bemerken, nicbt iiberseben,

wenn eine Kameradin irgend etwas erbeutet bat und bineilen,

ibr das Erbeutete abzubascben, auf der Flucbt jeden Scblupf-

winkel sogleicb erspaben und endlicb die grossaugigen Kroten

und Froscbe, deren Blicken aucb nicbt das kleinste Tbier ent-

gebt und die mit bewundernswertber Aufmerksamkeit sowobl

wie Fernsicbt Ausscbau balten, soUten die nicbt alien berecb-

tigten Ansprucb darauf baben, als mit vortrefflicbem Sebver-

mogen ausgestattete Tbiere zu gelten ! ? *)

Die geistigen Fahigkeiten der Amphibien und Reptilien.

Es ist im Vorbinein zu erwarten, dass Tbiere, die in so

mannigfacher Weise dazu bestimmt scbeinen; unbilligste Be-

*) In sonderbarer Weise werdeu fast alle Amphibien und Rep-
tilien vom Lichte angezogen; stellt man Nachts ein Licht vor die

Glaswand des Kafigs, so kommen sie gewohnlich ganz nahe heran

;

Laubfrosche sprangen mir stets in die Flamme hinein und wieder-
holten ungewitzigt trotz veibrannten Bauches nochmals den Sprung.
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urtheilmig nnd ungerechteste Verfolguiig zu erleiden, beztiglich

ihrer Geistesfahigkeiten iim so barter mitgeDommen werden

wiirden. Wenu es nun sehr gefehlt ware, behaupten zu woUen,

dass diese Thiere iiber besondere geistige Fahigkeiten ver-

fiigten, so glaube ich denn doch audererseits nicht beistimmen

zu konnen, wenn es heisst *) : „Zur List^ die noch durchaus

nicbt als Hochgeistigkeit gelteu darf^ erhebt sicb keines

Kriechthieres Geist" oder wenn „ein gewisser Ortssinn, eine

bescbrankte Erkenntuiss des Fressbareu oder Ungeniessbareu,

des Niitzlichen also und des Schadlicben; auch wohl Erkennt-

niss des Feindlichen und eine sinnliche Leidenscbaft endlich" **)

die einzigen Beweise der geistigen Fabigkeiten dieser Thiere

sein sollen.

Man sehe der interessanten Scene zu, die sicb abwickelt,

wenn^ besonders nach langerem Hungern Seitens der Scblangeu,

in den Kafig der Aeskulapnattern eine grossere Zabl Mause

gebracbt wird; wie nun sofort alle Scblangen karapfbereit

sind; wie sie nicht blind (wie etwa die Ringel- und die

Wiirfelnattern) zuschnappen, sondern niit ersichtlicher Euhe,

die Maus immer ini Auge, heranschleichen und erst ganz nabe

herangekommen; sicher zielend auf die Maus losfahren ! Un-

zahlige Male sab ich die Maus sicb auf den Kopf einer Natter

setzen oder wohl gar mit der Zunge deren Schnauze belecken.

Ware die Aeskulapnatter nun wirklicb so geistesarm, als man

sie mit ibren Stammverwandten macheu will, so miisste sie,

besonders bei gutem Appetit, in blinder Gier sofort zufabren.

Wohl wissend aber, dass sie erst von einer gewissen Ent-

fernung aus sicber auszuholen vermag, zieht sie sich, scbein-

bar um die Maus ganz unbeklimmert langsam zurtick, um im

nachsten Momente liber sie herzufallen. Wie vorsichtig; ganz

Aug und Ohr, sie die aus den Augen verlorene Beute auf-

sucht, von einem Wiukel des Kafigs zum anderen zieht, in

jede Oeffnung einen Augenblick lang hineiusieht oder auch

mit dem Kopfe hineinschliefend Nachforschung halt ; mit welch

listiger Wenduug sie der unvermuthet von einer anderen

*) Jllustrirtes Thierleben." A. Brehra. S. 10.

**j Ebendaselbat. S. 9.
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Seite kommenden MauS; als ob sie nicht das geringste Bose

im Schilde fiilirte, ausweicbt, uiid docli nnr, urn sie von ge-

eigneterer Seite anzugehen. In alien Fallen beweist sie sich

der Mans nicbt bios an Starke iiberlegen. Und der Act des

Fangens selbst — mit welcber Kraft sie die in die vielen

Windungen verknauelte Maus zusammenpresst und auch dann

nicbt loslasst, wenn die Maus Gelegenbeit gefnnden^ mit ibren

Zabncben kraftig einzubeissen ; wie vorsicbtig sie dann die

Fesseln lost; bei jedem Zucken der Maus sofort bereit, sie

wieder zu scbliessen ; wie sie^ obne die Maus vollstandig ent-

fesselt zu baben, an dieselbe berankommt^ sie bescbnuppert

und erst; wenn sie von der Wehrlosigkeit und dem Getodtet-

sein der Reute sich iiberzeugt bat, die enge Umarmung auf-

gibt und an's Verscblingen des getbdteten Tbieres geht. Wie

listig endlicb und iiberlegend benimmt sicb eine solcbe

Scblange, wenn es sicb darum bandelt; eine Gefabrtin zu

tauscben ! Wenn icb namlicb mebreren Aeskulapnattern nur

einige Mause vorgeworfen hatte und es sicb dann traf, dass

zwei der Scblangen gleicbzeitig auf eine Maus Jagd macbten

und diese endlicb der einen zum Opfer gefalleu war, so

musste icb lebhaft die listigen Versucbe der beiden Scblangen,

sich gegenseitig zu tauscben^ bewundern ; die eine bestens

bemiiht; die vor ibren Augen zwischen den lebenden Schlingen

verschwundeue Maus aufzuspiiren; die andere nicbt minder

entschlossen, die erbeutete Maus sicb zu retten und den

Blicken ibrer Gefabrtin zu entzieben, Eine ganze Stunde iiber

konnte icb so die eine, die Maus zwischen dem -vielfacb ge-

wundenen Korper eingeklemmt; rubig daliegen seben, als

sonnte sie sich und deuke gar nicht daran, das getodtete

Thier zu verscblingen (ja sie bewegte sicb auch wohl mit

einem kleinen Tbeil des Vorderkorpers nach verschiedenen

Seiten herum; als sucbte auch sie etwas) ; die andere aber,

sich dadurch nicht tauscben lassend und unermiidlicb um
erstere herumschleichend; uberall herumsachend, hie und da

den Kopf zwischen die Windungen ibrer Genossin steckend.

In den meisten Fallen trug aber stets die gliicklichere Jagerin

den Sieg davon, ja konnte icb zweimal beobachten, dass
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die weit jiingere und schwachere der beiden Schlangen bei

dem Versuche, die Maus liervorzubekommen, mit eingeschnttrt

wurde. Doch gelang es daim und wann grosseren, unermtid-

licheren Thieren scbliesslieh denn doch zum Ziele zu kommen.

Unter meinen Smaragdeidechsen befand sich ein Weib-

chen, das bei der Fiitterung auf den vorgehaltenen Mehlwurm

meist mit solcher Gier und Ungeschicklichkeit losfuhr, dass

es mich stets in den Finger kneipte. Da klopfte ich sie

eines Tages etwas unsanft auf den Kopf und iibergieng sie

einige Male bei der Fiitterung, obgleich sie sich mit ihren

Genossinnen zur Fiitterung einstellte. Mag nun die ihr gewordene

Ziichtigung oder das Uebergehen beim Fiittern gewirkt haben,

Thatsache war es, dass sie kilnftig den gebotenen Mehlwurm

mit grosster Vorsicht aus der Hand nahm.

Wie klug, listig und geschickt benimmt sich der Schelto-

pusik bei der Jagd auf seine Beute! Bei dem geringsten Ge-

rausche aufmerksam werdend, durchsucht er jeden Winkel

seines Kafigs, oder -— freigelassen — des Zimmers, um irgend

etwas zu erhaschen. Erhalt er eine Maus in einem Glase mit

engem Halse, so bleibt er ruhig, unverwandten Blickes davor

stehen und wartet ruhig auf das endliche Herauskommen der

Maus, die ihm selten zu entkommen weiss. Auf jede Beute

stiirzt er immer mit hoch erhobenem, umgebeugtem Kopfe von

oben herab, um so besser einbeissen zu konnen. Da er des

engen Schlundes halber grosse Stiicke nicht verzehren kann,

die einmal erfasste Beute aber nicht raehr loslasst, so stemmt

er sich, sobald eine Partie verschlungen, an eine Wand an

und schiebt so wieder einen herausstehenden Theil seiner

Speise in den Eachen. Zahmgewordene Thiere dieser Art

kommen bei dem leisesten Anpochen an die Glaswand des

Kafigs sofort aus dem Moose heraus, nachsehend, ob sie etwas

erhalten.

Beobachtet man endlich, wie die gefangenen Thiere, so-

bald sie einmal heimisch geworden, von Tag zu Tag irgend

einen neuen Zug von List, Anhanglichkeit verrathen ; wie sie

es bald heraus haben, welche Nahrung unter verschiedener vor-

gelegter als die zusagendste auszuwahlen ; wie dies undjenes Thier
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am leichtesten zu bewaltigen sei ; wann und wo sie stets gefuttert

werden; in welcher Weise aus dem herabhangenden Wasser-

gefasse am bequemsten zu trinken; wie sie sogleich Feind

und Freund, zanksuchtige und harmlose Nachbarn unter-

scheiden lernen u. s. w., so reicht man meiner bescbeidenen

Meinung nacb mit obigem Schema geistiger Fahigkeiten

unserer Thiere zur Erklaruug aller dieser Wahrnehmungen

gewiss nicht aus.

Zur Mythe von der Zauberkraft der Schlangen.

Nachdem sich schon Lenz *) redlichste Muhe gegeben,

den Glauben an eine den Schlangen innewohnende bezaubernde

Kraft als vollig nichtig und grundlos hinzustellen, holte

Link**) 23 Jahre spater diese Fabel nochmals aus der

Rumpelkammer und hielt sich flir berechtigt, auf eine ein-

fache Erzahlung irgend eines Mannes hin, einer langst ab-

gethanen Ansicht nochmals das Wort zu reden. Obschon seine

Beweise wohl Niemanden tiberzeugen konnten und gleich nach

Veroffentlichung seines Werkes lebhafter Widerspruch ***)

sich geltend machte, liess ich es mir angelegen. sein, eigene

Beobachtungen anzustellen, deren Resultat; wie vorauszuseheu;

das war, dass von einer solchen Zauberkraft gar keine Rede

sein kann. Nicht nur^ dass ich von einer ruhig in den unver-

meidlicheu Tod sich ergebenden Fugung der den Schlangen

vorgeworfenen Thiere nichts bemerkte, sogar dieselben vor

den sie verfolgenden Schlangen mit allem Aufgebote von Eile

und List sich zu retten suchten, musste ich vielmehr die Be-

obachtung machen, dass es bei den meisten Thieren auch mit

dem Instinct, der sie die Gefahr ahnen, dieselbe vorzeitig

wittern und fliehen lassen soil, nicht weit her ist. So konnte

ich besonders bei Aeskulapnattern sehen, dass die ihnen vor-

geworfenen Mause, sobald sie sich — und das geschah in

*) „Schlangenkunde." H. 0. Lenz. Seite 72—81.

**) „Die Schlangen Deutschlands." H. E. Link. S. 54—58.

***) „Beitrage z. Naturgeschichte deutscher Schlangen." Dr. E.Dursy.

Troschel's Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. 21. Jahrg. I, Band.
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weiiigen Minuten — in dem neuen Wohnort eingefunden,

ruhig daran gieugen, sicli eifrigst zu piitzen; so lange die

Aeskulapnattern sicli nihig verhielten^ benahmen sie sich ganz

harmlos und frei, als waren sie die Herren des Platzes; be-

ganuen dann die Aeskulapnattern auf sie Jagd zu maclien^

so starrten sie wohl^ nachdera sie in eine andere Ecke ent-

wichen waren, ganz verwundert ob der so plotzlichen Stoning

darein, waren aber bald wieder guter Dinge, putzten sich

aufs Neue oder kletterten an den Wanden des Kaiigs herum,

ohne des Feindes weiter zu achten
;

ja sie giengen in ihrer

durch keinen Zauber gebannten Freiheit so weit, auf den

Leibern der Feinde herumzusteigen, gar wobl am Kopfe der

einen oder anderen Scblange ruliig sitzen zu bleiben; und so

trieben sie es, bis sie schliesslicb, allem Anscheine nach noch

immer nicbt recbt an die nahe Gefahr glaubend, von eiuer

der stetig auf der Lauer gewesenen Schlangen ergriifen und

verloren waren. — Weit eher konnte man — doch will ich's

nicht gesagt haben — von einer Bezauberung der Beute durch

eiue Krote sprechen, wenn man sieht, wie diese, oft mehrere

Minuten lang unverwandten Auges auf den sich regenden

Wurm starrt.

Die Zahlebigkeit der Amphibien und Reptilien.

Ueber die Lebenszahigkeit der Amphibien und Keptilien

ist so viel Wunderbares und Fabelhaftes geschrieben und ge-

sagt worden, dass nur noch die Behauptung fehlt, man konne

eines dieser zahlebigen Thiere in beliebig viele Stiicke theilen^

um dann jedes dieser Stiicke in kurzer Zeit zum vollstandigen

Thiere ergiinzt und ausgewachsen zu sehen. Gewiss ist es,

dass diese Zahlebigkeit nicht zum charakteristischen Merkmal

gemacht werden kann, da es unter den Amphibien, wie unter

den Reptilien nicht wenige Thiere gibt, die ausserst empfind-

licher Natur bei nur eiuigermassen ungiinstigen Lebens-

bedingungen zu Grunde gehen, also das Pradicat ,,zahlebig"

gewiss nicht verdienen. Ich unterlasse es hier den Begriff

„ Zahlebigkeit" des Naheren zu erortern und will nur einige

Beobachtungen ; wie ich sie an gefangenen Thieren gemacht;
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Lier mittheilen, es dem Urtheile Anderer iiberlassend, ob diese

meine thatsachlichen Beobachtung-en mit der geriiLmtei) Zah-

lebig'keit in Einklang zn bringen.

Icli liatte so oft g-elesen^ dass Wassermolche viele Tage

lang ausserhalb des Wassers ziizubrhigen im Staiide seien und

sich iiberhaupt durch ein zahes Leben sondergleichen aus-

zeiclinen sollteu, musste aber u. a. erleben , dass es mir von

mehr als hiindert in einen Wasserbehalter gegebenen Kamm-
imd Teicbmolchen aiisser wenigen im Wasser gebliebenen nicbt

bei einem gelang , in den ausgetrockneten Korper Leben zii

bringen , obschon ich die durcb ein Verseben ermoglicbte

Plucbt der Tbiere schon am nacbsten Tage eutdeckte und die

zusammengesucbten Tbieiieicben sofort in's Wasser bracbte.

Wabrend es Anderen *) gescbab , dass ein Kammmolch
von einer Ringelnatter gefressen, spater von derselben wieder-

gegeben einen Monat lang aiisserbalb des Wassers unter einer

Kiste verbrachte; vollstandig eintrocknete^ beini Wiederiinden

eines Fusses beraubt war , in's Wasser gebraeht zum Leben

erwacbte; den Fuss Avieder ersetzte^ spater mit dem gefrierenden

Wasser einfror , um nach so vielen Erlebnissen mit dem Eise

auf den heissen Herd gestellt und wieder sich selbst iiber-

lassen verbriibt zu werden und docb wieder mit beiler Haut

zu entkommen — musste ich^ als ieb mebrere Molche in tbeiL

weise mit Wasser gefiillteu Eprouvetten zu Unterricbtszwecken

mitgenommen und diese nach dem Gebraucbe in eine Fenster-

niscbe gestellt batte^ die traurige Wabrnebmuiig macbeU; dass

— bis auf zwei durcb die iibrigen Glaser geschiitzte —
sammtliche Eprouvetten todte Insassen batten ; die Tbiere waren,

was icb iiberseben batte, intensivem Sonnenlicbte ausgesetzt

gewesen und in der kurzen Zeit einer Stunde zu Grunde ge-

gangen, obne verscbluckt, ausgespieen, eines Fusses beraubt^

ausgetrocknet, eingefroren und abgebriibt worden zu sein.

Wer hat nicbt eines der vielen Marcheu von der wunder-

baren Zahlebigkeit der Kroteu gehort oder gelesen^ die viele

*) J. Erber: „Die Amphibien der oesterr. Monarchie." Verhandl.

d. zool.-botan. Verein zu AVien. XIV. Bd. 1864. Seite 710.
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Jalire hindurch in Steinen eiugeschlossen, jede Nahrung ent-

behrend; leben konnen und oft auf das Jammerlichste verletzt

imd beschadigt sich doch bald wieder vollstandig erholen!

Und docb miisste ich zu meinem Leidwesen erfahren, dass oft

auch ganz leichte Verletzungen diesen Thieren das Leben

kosten: Unter vielen Himderten gefangener Erdkroten waren

mil- etwa dreissig Exemplare als mehrjahrige , sehr heimisch

gewordene Gefangene besonders lieb geworden. Eines Tages

hatte ich in meiner kleinen Menagerie einige nothige Um-

anderungen vorgenommen , war aber vorzeitig gestort worden

und hatte die Kiste mit den erwahnten Krbten am Boden

stehen gelassen. Zufallig war die verschliessende Glastafel nicht

gut eingeschoben und fiel heraus. Zwei frei herumlaufende

weisse Eatten batten so Gelegenheit, iiber meine unglitck-

lichen Pfleglinge herzufallen und sie in arger Weise zu be-

handeln. Als ich im Verlaufe einer Stunde zuruckkehrte^ waren

fast alle Kroten verletzt; obgleich nun einige von ihnen nur

leichte Verletzungen an den Ohrdriisen erhalten batten und ich

Alles aufbot^ sie zu retten, gelang es mir nicht; auch nur eines

der Thiere davonzubriugen,

Sehr oft giengen mir Kroten dieser und anderer Art auf

die Weise zu Grunde, dass sie tiber die Glastafel hinliber-

zusteigen versuchten und sich dabei Schnittwunden zuzogeU;

die regelmassig; und zwar nach sehr kurzer Zeit den Tod der

Thiere herbeiftihrten.

Wenn ich auch durchaus nicht bestreiten kann und will,

dass sich andererseits ebeuso viele Falle von ganz auffallender

Erhaltungskraft dieser Thiere anfuhren liessen, so halte ich

denn doch den Ausdruck „Lebenszahigkeit" fur nicht richtig

gewahlt. Denn wenn ein Thier ein abgefallenes Glied bald

wieder ersetzt, iiberraschend lange zu hungern vermag, anderer-

seits aber z. B. bei Wasserentzug in kiirzester Zeit zu Grunde

geht, 80 wird man demselben wohl kaum das Attribut „zah-

lebig" ertheilen konnen.

Bei sorgfaltigerer Beobachtung und von wenigen Ausnahms-

fallen abgesehen, hat man aber reiehlich Gelegenheit, auch von

der vielgeriihm'ten Reproductionskraft der Reptilien und Amphi-
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bien niclit viel zii halteu. Durch Unfalle und absichtlich herbei-

gefUlivte Verletzungen von Schlangen, Eidechsen^ Kroten, Fro-

schen, Molcben batten bochstens den nicht viel sagenden Erfolg,

dass der abgebrocbene Sebweif sicb erganzte oder mindestens

vernarbte^ dass seitlicb angebraebte Verwimdungen, wenn es gut

gieng; beilten ; nicbt einmal konnte icb einen in Verlust gegan-

genen Fuss oder gar ein ausgestocbenes Auge bei diesen

Tbieren sicb ersetzen seben. Es mogen also seltene Aus-

nabmsfalle moglicb sein; diese kommen aber aucb bei nicbt

als „zablebig" verscbrieenen Tbieren vor und recbtfertigen

durcbaus nicbt das viele Aufbeben, das man von der Sacbe

macbt und das gar sebr an die Dracben und deren fabelbafte

Reproductionskraft erinnert.

Unter meinen gefangenen Reptiiien und Ampbibien fand

icb gar mancbe sebr empfindlicber Art. Dass die Eidecbsen

nur bei sorgsamer Pflege^ guter Nabrung sicb erbalten und

bald zu Grunde geben, wenn ibnen Licbt und Wasser entzogen

wird, ist bekannt; die grune Eidecbse allein konnte einiger-

massen „zablebig" genannt werden ; die Berg- und die Mauer-

eidecbsen sind sebr „zartlebig". Unter den Scblangen sind die

Zorn- und die Wiirfelnatter sebr empfindlicber Natur. — Die

Ampbibien steben wobl obean, was die Moglicbkeit langen

Hungerns anbelangt^ erliegen aber sofort nur kurze Zeit an-

baltender Trockene. Dies konnte icb besonders deutlicb an

Wecbselkroten beobacbten. So lange diese Tbiere obne jede

Nabrung ausbalten konnen^ wenn sie am Tage im Dunklen

zwiscben Steinen verkrocben, die Nacbt im Wasser zuzubringen

Gelegenbeit haben, so scbnell geben sie zu Grunde und trock-

nen sie ein, wenn man ibnen im Sommer aucb nur zwei Tage

das Wasser vorentbalt und sie in sebr trockeuer Erde belasst.

Als icb im August v. J. aus Verseben zwei Tage liber das

Wassergefass ungefUllt gelassen batte, waren mir in drei Kisten

sammtlicbe Wecbselkroten zu Grunde gegangen. In ganz gleicber

Weise empfindlich zeigten sicb die Unken und die Feuersala-

mander. Dass nicbt alle Amphibien sebr lange obne Nabrung

zu leben vermogen, zeigt die Knoblaucbkrote, die bei einiger-

massen guter Flttterung leicbt zu erbalten, obne Nabrung aber
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sehr bald zu Gruude geht. Mir hat sich bis jetzt dei* Wasser-

frosch als jeues Thier erwiesen, der am langsten den Nah-

rungsmangel zu ertragen vermag. Icli halte nun tiber ein Jahr

(seit 16. Mai v. J.) zwei auffallend grosse Exemplare, ohne

sie zu fiittern, in einem zura Theil mit Erde gefiillten, fast

vollig dunklem Raurae, obne dass icb bis jetzt an diesen

Thieren eine Abnahme an Korperiimfang wahrzunehmen ver-

moehte. — An Wasserfroschen konute icb aucb beobacbten,

wie lange diese Tbiere olme rascbere Atbmung zu leben

im Stande sind: Icb warf einer Ringelnatter zwei jiingere

Wasserfroscbe vor, die in kurzer Zeit verschlungen waren;

nacb etwa einer Viertelstunde reizte icb die Scblange und zwang

sie so zur Wiedergabe der verscbluckten Nahrung; beide Froscbe

lebten nocb und erbolten sicb bald. Ein alter, vollig ausge-

wacbsener, stets scbeuer Wasserfroscb taucbtC; so oft icb ans

Aquarium trat, unter und kam nicbt frilber berauf, als bis icb

weggegangen war. Icb wollte nun versuchen, wie lange das

Tbier unter Wasser bleiben wiirde und blieb 36' vor dem

Aquarium steben, bis der Froscb, nacbdem er allmalig die

Augen gescblossen, durcb einen beranscbwimmeuden Schwimm-

kafer gestort rascb an die Oberflacbe kam, aber sofort wieder

untertaucbte.

Welche Amphibien und Reptilien ertragen das Gefangen-

leben gut, welche sind diesbeziiglich sehr empfindlich?

Es muss einleucbten, dass das Leben in der Gefangen-

scbaft von nacbbaltigem Einflusse auf das Leben der ge-

fangeneu Tbiere sein muss und nur die zablebigeren unter

ibnen den Verlust der Freibeit einigermassen leicbter ertragen,

um so leicbter, je mebr es ibnen ermoglicht wird, ibre ge-

wobnte Lebensweise zu fiibren. Am empfindlicbsten erwiesen

sicb mir die Eidecbsen, unter diesen wieder die Berg- und

die Mauereidecbsen ; es ist eben schwer, diesen an die localen

Verbaltnisse ibres Aufenthaltes so viele Ansprlicbe stellenden

und insbesondere viel directes Sonnenlicbt verlangenden Tbieren

das Leben in der Gefaugenscbaft, wenn man nicbt tiber viel

Platz verfiigt; nacb Wunsch zu gestalten. Nocb am mindesten
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empfindlich zeigien sich iinter den Eidechsen die kraftiger

gebauten g-rlinen Eidechsen, obwolil sie bald ihr scbOnes Gelb-

griin verloren, wenn sie Sonnenschein entbehren raussten *).

Sehr g-ut und weit weniger ausprucbsvoll ertragen die

Scblangen ihre Gefangenscbaft, am besten Riiigel- nnd Aes-

kiilapnatter, minder die Wiirfelnatter und die Zornnatter,

welche beiden letzteren sicb in der Gefangenscbaft sehr schwer

zu hauten scheinen und diesem Processe meist unterliegen.

Nur die jede Nahrungsannahme verweigernde Kreuzotter geht

in der Gefangenschaft regelmassig zu Grunde. Von den

Molchen halt sich der Kammmolch und der Alpentriton **), von

den Kroten die Erdkrote und die Unke am besten. Das Ge-

fangenleben der Unke betreffend habe ich gelesen ***), dass sie

schwer zu erhalten, nicht leicht zu tiberwintern sei ; dies nahm

mich Wunder, da mir ssit vielen Jab ren keines dieser von mir

etwas stiefvaterlich behandelten Thiere zu Grunde gieng. Sehr

empfindlicher Natur sind die Wechselkroten und die Knoblauch-

kroten; erstere verlangen, obschon den ganzen Tag liber

unter Steinen auf trockenem Lande sich aufhaltend, doch

reichlich Wasser, das sie in der Nacht regelmassig aufsuchen

und gehen in kiirzester Zeit zu Grunde, wenn diesem ihrem

Bediirfnisse nicht Beriicksichtigung zu Theil wird; letztere

sind sehr gefrassig und erfordern daher ausser der Ermog-

lichung, sich in Erde einwiihlen und gelegentlich baden zu

konnen, ofteres Fiittern ; werden diese Anforderungeu erfiillt,

so bleiben sie in der Gefangenschaft viele Jahre lang frisch

und wohl. Der Feuer- und der Alpensalamander wiinschen

*) Leider erliegen gerade diese Eidechsen einer auf gefangen

gehaltenen Thieren ausserordentlich rasch sich vermehrenden, auch auf

Eingelnattern und Aeskulapnattern schmarotzenden Zeckmilbe, zu

deren Naturgeschichte ich demnachst ausfiihrlichere Mittheilungen zu

bringen mir vorbehalte,

**) Erber begrenzt die Ausdauer des Alpentritons in der Gefan-

genschaft, indem er („Amphibien der oesterr. Monarchie." Seite 711)

sagt: (Der Alpentriton) halt auch in der Gefangenschaft mit oft ge-

wechseltem frischen Wasser bis zu zwei Jahren aus. Ich besitze mehrere

Alpentritonen bereits das vierte Jahr.

***) „Die Amphibien der oesterr. Monarchie". J. Erber. Seite 710.
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gleichfalls feuchte, dimkle Verstecke unter Moos oder Erde

;

auch betreffend den Alpensalamander kann ich Erber's Be-

hauptung *), dass derselbe in der Gefangenschaft nicht lang

aushalte, nicht theilen; von vierzehn Exemplaren, die ich seit

Jahren habe, ist mil- bis nun nicht eines zu Grunde gegangen.

Von den Froschen fiigen sich die Laubfrosche und die Wasser-

frosche bei nur einigermassen sorgsamer Pflege sehr gut

in die Gefangenschaft, minder gut die Thaufrosche. Im

Ganzen also sind fast alle Amphibien und Reptilien leicht

gefangen zu erhalten und befinden sich allem Anscheine nach

ganz wohl, wenn ihre wichtigsten Bedurfnisse erfiillt sind, die

Amphibien also feuchte, die meisteh Schlangen und die

Eidechsen trockene Aufenthaltsorte angewiesen erhalten; gut

besonnte Platze fur solche, die grosse Warme, dunkle Ver-

stecke fiir jene, die Schatten und Dunkelheit wlinschen, vor-

handen sind; den Schlangen und auch den Eidechsen durch

rauhe Felssteine der Hautungsprocess erleichtert wird; mog-

lichst grosse Wassergefasse gelegentliches Baden gestatten;

flir den allfalligen Winterschlaf durch reichliche Erd- und

Mooslagen vorgesorgt ist und besonders den gefrassigeren

Amphibien und Reptilien reichliche Nahrung nicht ver-

wehrt wird**).

Was ist von der mancherseits behaupteten Scheu einiger

Reptilien vor dem Wasser zu halten?

Nichts! denn ich halte mich durch vielfache zu diesem

Zwecke angestellte Beobachtungen berechtigt, zu behaupten,

dass alle unsere Amphibien und Reptilien in der Gefangen-

schaft und gewiss auch in der freien Natur Wasser trinken

und bei Wasserentzug auch unter sonst gunstigen Bedin-

*) „Amphibieii der oesterr. Monarchie." J. Erber. Seite 711.

**) Im Uebrigen verweise ich betreffend die Pflege dieser Thiere auf

ein demnachst erscheinendes Schriftchen: „Die Amphibien und Repti-

lienzucht." Ein Vortrag Wien 1875. Alfred Holder —
welche kleine Arbeit ein schon veroffentlichtes Werkchen: „rang der

Amphibien und Reptilien und deren Conservirung fiir Schulzwecke."

Wien 1875, Alfred Holder — fortzusetzen bestimmt ist.
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gungeu friiher oder spiiter zu Grimde geben. Alle einheiraischen

Schlaiigen und Eidechseu — bei den Ampliibien ist das

Wasserbediirfniss selbstverstandlicb — geben nacb beendigtem

Winterscblafe sofort daran^ in langen^ kraftigen Ziigen oder

nacb Himdeart mittelst der Zunge oft Stunden lang das laug

entbebrte Nass einzuscbliirfen. Bei Zornnattevn und bei Aes-

kulapscblangen, denen insbesondere von mancber Seite solcbe

Scbeii vor dem Wasser nacbgesagt wivd, konnte icb micb oft

iiberzeugen, mit welcbem Bebagen sie nacb dem Erwachen

aus dem Winterscblafe immer und immer wieder das Wasser

aus dem vorgebalteneu Loffel aufsogeu. Ebenso ist es nicht

ganz ricbtig, wenn Lenz *), Brebm **) u. A. bebaupten^ die

Aeskulapnatter gebe nicbt freiwillig ins Wasser und sucbe ohne

ihren Willen in dasselbe geworfen sebnellrnoglicbst aus dem-

selbeu zu entkommen. Dass dem durcbaus nicbt so sei; babe icb

zum ersten Male an einem sebr kalten Wintertage (im Janner)

wabrgenommen, als icb fiinf Aeskulapnattern in einen wirren

Knauel verscblungen, nur die Kopfe liber Wasser, im Wasser-

gefasse fand. Diese Stellung gaben sie erst nacb etwa vier

Tagen, als die grimmige Kalte in etwas nacbgelassen batte, auf.

Dasselbe beobacbtete icb dann nocb ofters. Jetzt an beissen

Sommertagen kann man sie, wie sicb Jedermann bei mir

liberzeugen kann, Stunden lang ganz oder tbeilweise im Wasser

liegend finden. Dass nun aber z. B. Link *'^*) geradezu be-

bauptet: die Scbwalbacber Natter sei, die einzige unter den

deutscben Scblangen, dem Trunke, und selbst in der Ge-

fangenscbaft ergebeu — finde icb nicbt zu entscbuldigen, denn,

bloss angenommen, Link babe eiu balbes Jabr liber vor Ver-

offentlicbung seines Werkes Beobacbtungen angestellt, so

konnte ibm, wenn er mebrere Exemplare besass, die Wabr-

nebmung nicbt entgeben, dass jede Scblange, wenn ibr nur

einige Zeit das Wassergefass entzogen und sonstige Befeucb-

*) „Schlangenkunde." Dr. H. 0. Lenz. S. 515.

''*) Jllustrirtes Thierleben." A. Brehm. V. Bd. S. 231.

***) „Die Schlangen Deutschlands." H. E. Link. Stuttgart. 1855.

S. 77 und 78.
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tung verhindert worden, wenn nicht aus der Hand, so doch

aus dem hingestellten Napfe trinken wird. So viel ich beob-

achten konnte, baben alle meine gefangenen Schlangen und

Eidecbsen bei beginnendem Hautungsprocesse und wahrend

desselben, dann nach jeder reicblicheren Mablzeit, endlich

nach dem Erwaehen aus dem Winterschlafe stets und oft

Wasser genommen. Gerade well es so schwer denkbar, dass

diese Thiere eines so allgemeinen Lebensbedurfnisses entbehren

konnen sollten, hatte man so gewagten Behauptungen fleissigere

und sorgfaltigere Beobachtungen vorausgehen lassen soUen. Die

Eidecbsen nebmen, wie auch allgemein zugegeben wird,

haufig Wasser zu sich ; dass sie, wie Milde *) sagt, das

Wasser nur auflecken, niebt aber auch aus dem gebotenen

Wassergefasse entnebmen sollen, babe ich nicht bemerkt. Um
das Umschiltten des Wassers und dadurch verursachtes Faulen

des Mooses und Holzes zu verhindern, hange ich den Wasser-

napf entsprechend auf und kann da immer sehen, wie die

Eidecbsen an dem Glasrande oder den haltenden Schniiren

sich festhalten und, wenn das Wasser bereits zur Neige geht,

sich ziemlich tief in das Gefass hinabbiegen miissen, um ziim

Wasser zu gelangen.

Dass die Amphibien Wasser aufsuchen, ihnen dasselbe

nicht entzogen werden darf, ist bekannt, wenn es auch nicht

gut mOglich, sie beim Trinken zu beobachten ; wahrscheinlich

ist dies bei der reichlichen Wasseraufnahme durch die Haut

gar nicht nSthig.

Nehmen alle Reptilien und Amphibien in der Gefangenschaft

Nahrung zu sich?

Man sollte glauben, dass die Beobachtungen uber eine

solche Frage in ihren Eesultaten nnmoglich auseinander

gehen konnten. Und doch ist dem so. Wahrend z. B. Lenz **},

*) „Ueber Zootoca vivipara." J, Milde. Verhandl. des zool -botan.

Veieines in Wien. XX. Bd. 1870. S. 1035.

^*) „Schlangenkunde." Dr. H. 0. Lenz. S. 517.
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Link*); P. Gredler **) u. A. ganz bestimmt behaupten^. es

sei diirehaiis nicht moglich; die Aeskiilapnatter in der Ge-

fangenschaft zur Nahriiugszusichnahme zu bewegen^ behaupten

Andere mit Recht das Gegentheil. Diese widersprechenden

Angaben lassen sich vielleicht bei naherer Betrachtung auf

den Umstand ziirtickfiihreU; dass der eine Beobacbter friscbge-

fangeue Thiere, der andere schon in Gefangensebaft gewesene

beobacbtete, die in abweichender Weise gepflegt wurden. Ich

habe wenigstens diesbezliglich die Beobachtung gemacbt , dass

noch nicht gefangen gewesene Tbiere sicb besser in die neue

Lage schickten, als schon anderweitig gepflegte, welchen

letzteren der wiederholte Wechsel nicht zuzusagen scheint.

Die Beobachtungen an meinen Gefangenen haben ergeben^

dass alle unsere einheimischen Reptilien imd Amphibien —
die Kreuzotter allein ausgenommen — in der Gefangensebaft

Nahrung zu sicb nehmen iind dass gerade die A£skulap-

natter mit der Ringelnatter es ist, die ohne Zogern

Nahrung zu sich nimmt. Die Aeskulapnattern und auch die

Ringelnattern packen oft schon am ersten Tage die gebotene

Nahrung ; erstere besonders, wenn sie Mause erhalt (Eidechsen

nimmt sie erst nach langerem Zuwarten); von uber 100 ge-

fangen gehaltenen Aeskulapnattern hat mir noch keine die

Futterannahme verweigert. Unter den Ringelnattern kamen

mir wohl Exemplare unter, die sich lange weigerten, irgend-

welche Nahrung zu sich zu nehmen , schliesslich aber — oft

erst nach einem halben Jahre — doch plotzlich nach einem

Frosche haschten , um dann ihre Enthaltsamkeit fiir immer

aufzugeben. Die Wlirfelnatter und die Zornnatter mtissen

vorerst in ihrem Kafige vollig heimisch werden, ehe sie die

gereichte Nahrung annehmen. Von den Eidechsen greift die

griine Eidechse zuerst nach der Nahrung und nimmt sie schon

nach einigen Tagen aus der Hand. Die Blindschleichen sind

etwas schwerer daran zu gewohnen, zur Fiitterungszeit hervor-

*) „Die Schlangen Deutschlands," H. E. Link. Stuttgart. 1855.

Seite 76.

**) Fauna der Kriechthiere und Lurche Tirols. XXII. Programm
des k. k. Gymnasiums zu Bozen.

3*
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zukommen und die Eegenwiirmer ans der Hand zu nehmen,

fassen sie aber vom Boden sofort auf. Der Scheltopusik zieht

sich Anfangs immer scheu zuritck, spater aber kommt er beim

Oeffnen des Kafigs sofort unter dem Moose hervor und nimmt

gerne die Nahrung aus der Hand. Von den Kroten werden

am schnellsten die Erdkrote und die Knoblauehkrote, weniger

die Wechselkrote, am wenigsten die Feuerkrote zutraulich und

wahrend die Erdkrote oft schon am ersten Tage bewogen

werden kann ^ die Nahrung aus der Hand zu nebmen, fliebt

die Unke aucb naeh jahrelanger Gefangenscbaft meist von der

Hand zuriick , wenn sie aucb die bingeworfene Nabrung er-

greift und sicb scbnell zuruckziebt. Es ist fiir mieb stets ein

ergotzlicber Augenblick, wenn icb Abends oder am Tage zum

Kafige der Erdkroten trete und nun durcb blosses Klopfen an

der Glastafel oder deren Herausnabme die ganze Gesellscbaft

in lebbafteste Bewegung geratben sebe. Im Nu sind alle In-

sassen des Kafigs aus ibrer selbst betracbtenden Stelliing aufge-

ruttelt, beben die Kopfe in die Hobe und kommen im nacbsten

Momente alle zum Futterteller. Es lasst sicb scbwer mit

Worten wiedergeben, in welcb' possirlicben Stellungen sie sicb

da um einen vorgebaltenen Eegen- oder Meblwurm gruppiren

;

mit welcb' argerlicbem und neidiscbem Blick alle auf die

glticklicbe Gefabrtin blicken, die ibnen den Wurm wegscbnappte

;

wie sie sicb nacb der Hand drangen und emporzuklettern

sucben, um vor den anderen etwas zu erbascben; wie die

geringste Bewegung der Hand nacb einer anderen Seite die

ganze Gesellscbaft dabin eilen und einige besonders gefrassige

und aucb beimiscbere iiber die Riicken der anderen bintiber-

steigen lasst. Eben diese ganz absonderlicben Bewegungen,

diese rege Aufmerksamkeit, die Gescbicklicbkeit ; mit der die

scbnellste Beute erfasst wird, baben mir diese Gefangenen zu

meinen Lieblingen gemacbt und micb an die vielverscbrieene

Tragbeit der Kroten nicbt wobl glauben lassen.

An gefangenen Tbieren lasst sicb die Gefrassigkeit ein-

zelner leicht beobacbten. Die Kroten steben in dieser Beziebung

obenan, unter ibnen wieder die Erd- und Knoblaucbkroten.

Icb konnte nicbt genug Meblwurmtopfe pliindern, um diese
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gefrassigen Thiere auch nur einigermassen zu sattigen. Mehrere

Male machte ich an einem erwachsenen Weibchen den Versuch, ob

es nicht moglich sei, durch fortgesetztes Darreiehen der Nahrung

endlich dahin zu gelangen, dass die Krote weitere Nahrung

nicht zu sich nimmt. Ich reichte ihr eine Sehale mit Mehl-

wtirmern nach der anderen ; die ersten waren nach zweimaligem

Zulangeu geleert^ die spateren mit minderer Gier; nach und

nach machte sie wohl immer langere Pausen, die meine Geduld

auf eine harte Probe stellten, aber zu lange konnte sie dem

Reiz der verlockenden Beute nicht widerstehen und wieder

wurde die Sehale leer. Ich versuchte es mit grosserer Beute

und reichte ihr mehrere Exemplare Lederlaufkafer (Carabus

coriaceus), aber mit demselben Erfolge ; die ersten Stiicke waren

bald verschlungen, die anderen batten nur die Aussicht, etwas

langer herumlaufen zu dtirfen, schliesslich verschwanden sie

doch in dem Magen der immer hungrigen Krote. Die durch

Anderer Untersuchungen *) uachgewiesene Gefrassigkeit mancher

Schlangen wird durch die wirklich grenzenlose dieser weit

kleineren Thiere ganz in den Schatten geslellt. Es ist nun gewiss

ganz berechtigt, mit Rticksicht auf die grosse Zahl dieser

Thiere und den guten Magen jedes einzelnen deren Niitzlich-

lichkeit hervorzuheben, insoferne ihnen alljahrlich eine uner-

messliche Zahl schadlicher Thiere zum Opfer fallt; meine

wenigen Beobachtungen in dieser Hinsicht lassen mich jedoch

auch die Zahl der durch die Kroten vertilgten niitzlichen

Thiere nicht unterschatzen ; ausser den Laufkafern (die ihnen

gar oft in den Weg kommen diirften) und jungen Thau- und

Wasserfroschen, die ich sie in der Gefangenschaft, wie im

Freien verschliugeu sah^ mag noch manches andere niitzliche

Thier ihnen zur Beute werden, da sie wohl schwerlich etwas

Lebendes passiren lassen werden, das zu verzehren ihnen

moglich. Doch will ich hiemit den grossen Nutzen dieser

Thiere besonders da nicht in Frage gestellt habeu, wo (z. B.

*) J. Erber: Beobachtungen und Versuche an lebenden Amphibian

in der Gefangenschaft und namentlich an Zamenis Aeskulapii. Verhand-

lungen d. zool.-botan. Ver. in Wien. VI. Bd. 1856 und J. Erber: Weitere

Beobachtungen iiber Zamenis Aesculapii. Ebendaaelbst. VII. Bd. 1857.
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in Garten) eiuerseits zu vertilgende schadliche Thiere (Raupen,

Regenwiirmer; Nacktschnecken) in Fiille, andererseits wenige

gefahrdete ntitzliche Thiere vorhanden sind. Nicht wiirde ich

rathen, Kroten in der Nahe von Bienenstocken zu belassen,

Welcher Art die Nahrung der gefangenen Amphibien und.

Reptilien sei; wie sie in der Gefangenschaft in Ermanglung

ihrer gewohnten Nahrung zur Annahme anderer sich bequemen,

welche ihre LieblingsspeisC; welche Vorsorge man zu treffen

habe, dass stets Nahrung fur die Gefangenen vorhanden sei^

und welche die Quellen und natiirlichen Vorrathskammern,

die uns Futter fiir unsere Thiere liefern^ dartiber beabsichtige

ich in einem bereits vorbereiteten Schriftchen („Amphibien-

und Reptilienzucht") abzuhandeln.

Ueber die Art und Weise, in welcher Amphibien und

Reptilien ihre Beute erjagen und verzehren.

Langst bekannt, daher hier eiue weitere Ausfuhrung

Uberflussig, ist es, dass die Wasser- und die Erdmolche

und ein Theil der Kroten mit geoffnetem Munde auf die

Beute losfahren ; Frosche und ein anderer Theil der Kroten

mit ihrer weit ausstreckbaren, klebrigen Zunge nach dem

zu fangenden Thiere ausholen ; Eidechsen auf ihre Nahrung

zuschnappen, sie aber vor dem Verschlingen gehbrig zer-

zausen und schiitteln; die Schlangen endlich zum Theil

(Aeskulap- und Zornnatter) die rasch erfasste Beute in viel-

fachen Windungen vorher erdriicken und ersticken, zum Theil

(Ringel-; Wlirfelnatter und Kreuzotter) dieselbe mit dem Munde

packend sofort ans Verschlingen gehen *). Ich will nun hier

nur einige Beobachtungen mittbeilen, die das sehon Bekannte

theilweise erganzen mbgen.

Alle Molche stlirzen auf die ihnen vorgeworfene Beute

mit grosser Gier und blinder Wuth und schlingeu den erfassten

Wurm sofort mit Macht hi nab, ohne darauf Bedacht zu nehmen,

dass derselbe Wurm am anderen Korperende bereits von einem

Genossen erfasst und theilweise verschlungen wurde; immer

*) Die Kreuzotter, nachdem sie ihre Beute durch ihr Gift getodtet.
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naher rlicken sie sich nun, je weiter die beiden Theile des so

zweifach erbeuteten Wurmes in beider Schlund verschwinden

;

endlich stehen sie sich Schnauze an Schnauze gegeniiber. 1st

der eiue ein besonders starker Gegner, so wird der andere in

anhaltendem, wirbelndem Tanze herumgeschleudert, bis der

Wurm mitten auseinanderreisst (ich schneide in solchen Fallen

den Wurm mittelst eiuer Scheere vorsicbtig entzwei) ; sind sich

beide Gegner so ziemlich gewachsen, so tritt die Trennung

um so friiher ein ; ist aber der eine Molch dem anderen viel-

fach an Grosse tiberlegen, so muss der andere als Fortsetzung

des Wurmes gelten und wird ohne Erbarmen mitverschlungen

(wie leider oft alle die kleineren Teichmolche den grosseren

Kammmolchen zum Opfer fallen). Hat ein Molch den Wurm
allein erfasst, so sucht er ihn immer, ehe er ans Verschlingen

geht, durch derbes Schiitteln zu ermatten. Trotz der ersicht-

lichen Gier, mit der alle Molche auf ihre Beute losstiirzen,

kann ich denn doch nicht glauben, dass z. B. ein Feuer-

salamander (wie den Lesern des „Ruch fiir Alle" von einem

Paul Kummer aufgetischt wird *) im Stande ware, einer

Schildkrote den Stummelschwanz wegzuschnappen ; bezweifle

iiberhaupt, dass der Feuersalamander den sich bewegenden

Schwanz etwa fiir einen sich bewegenden Wurm gehalten und

danu, nachdem er seinen Irrthum eingesehen, noch weiter

daran gezerrt haben kann, um schliesslich mit vieler Miihe

einen so unverdaulichen Bissen sich zu erringen. (Derselbe

Verfasser behauptet an derselben Stelle, dass dieses Thier

mit Semmelkriimchen bestens gefiittert werden konne.)

An Wasserfroschen machte ich u. A. die Beobachtung,

wie sie, wenn sie einen schon etwas grosseren Wasserfrosch

oder Thaufrosch gepackt hatten, durch Anstossen an einen

Stein oder eine Wand das Verschlingen sich erleichterten.

Einen wuuderlichen Anblick bietet eine Krote, die damit be-

schaftigt ist, einen recht grossen Kegenwurm zu verschlingen.

Mit einem machtigen Schlucke ist eine Partie gliicklich hinab-

gebracht, aber nach beiden Seiten hangen noch zwei lange

*) „Buch fiir Alle." 1875. 21. Heft, S. 498.
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Enden heraus und in regem Winden sucht der Wurm der

img'astlichen Tiefe zu entsclilupfen. Wie die Krote nun einen

weiteren Zug nach unten versucht^ ob der argen Wiirgung

die Augen fest zusammendrtickt, bald mit dem einen bald mit dem

anderen Vorderfusse nachhelfend ein neiies Stiick des Wurmes

zum Munde fiihrt;, dabei eigentliumlich herumzappelt^ bis das

scbwere Werk gelungen! Aber noch lange sieht man sie

augenblickweise die Augen schliessen und Schluckbewegungen

machen. — Sonderbar ist es, wie vorschnell einerseits und

unermiidlich andererseits sie sich einen ganzen Tag abmiiht;

nach hinter einer Glastafel auf einem Teller herumkriechenden

Mehlwtirmern vergeblich zu schnappen *). Aber sie verliert die

Geduld nicht und fabrt immer und immer wieder auf die

Glastafel los. Durcb sie werden ihre Colleginnen aufmerksam,

kommen auch heran und nun steht die gauze Schaar auf

einen Knauel vereinigt vor der Glasscheibe und ergeht sich

in eifrigsten Versuchen den Thieren beizukommen ; die eine

steigt auf den Riicken einer Kameradin und schnappt von

diesem hoheren Standpunkte darauf los^ eine andere duckt

sich moglichst tief zu Boden und glaubt von da aus besser

dazii zu kommen; einige treten bald vor, bald zuriick, als

wollten sie sich iiberzeugen, ob denu nicht eine Tauschung

vorliege u. s. w. Jede Schlange, die ich vor dem Krotenkafig

einige Male vorbeikriechen lasse, bringt unter den Kroten die-

selbe Bewegung hervor; von alien Seiten kommen sie heran

und fahren mit den Zungen nach der sich bewegenden

Schlange.

In welcher Weise die Schlangen ihre Beute bewaltigeu, ist

schon so oft und so ausfiihrlich erzahlt worden, dass es wohl ganz

nutzlose Arbeit ware, dies nochmals zu thun. Nur uber zwei

Puukte mochte ich diesbeziiglich eine kurze Aeusserung thun.

Link*^) faud seiner Zeit die unserer osterreichischen Natter

*) So lange eine Erdkrote ihren Blick gespannt auf das zu

packende Tbier gerichtet halt, befindet sich die vierte (langste) Zehe

des Hinterfusses (schwach gekriimmt) in anhaltendei- zitternder Bewegung,

welche sofort aufhort, wenn die Beute erfasst ist.

**) „Schlangen Deutschlands." H. Link. 8. 79.
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zugetheilteu Namen als „hbclist ungliicklich gewahlt" und glaubte

sich verpflichtet; diese Schlangeii; wie er meint, mit mehr

Eeclit „Schliiignatter" zu benamsen. Weit entferut etwa, an

eine abermalige Taufe dieses Thieres zu gehen, halte ich aber

gerade diesen Namen als den ungliicklichst gewablten, da er

unsere Scblange nicht besser^ eber unbestimmtev bezeicbnet^

als dies die anderen Namen dieser Scblange tbim. Wer je

und oft Gelegenheit batte, unsere beimiscben Scblaiigen dabei

bescbaftigt zu linden, ibre Beute zu verscblingen, diirfte

scbwerlicb die Zornnatter .diese Verricbtung mit besonderer

Gescbicklicbkeit oder mit drastiscberer Wirkung vollbringen

seben. Meiner Meinuiig nacb macbt es der Scblange gewiss

grossere Scbwierigkeit; einen minder langen, aber umfang-

reicberen Thierkorpei'; als ein langes, diinnes Tbier zu ver-

scblingen und bat rair wenigstens das Verseblungenwerden

eines Wasserfroscbes von einer Ringelnatter stets interessantere

Momente geboten, als die, wenn icb so sagen darf, langweiliger

sicb abwickelnde Scblingarbeit einer Zornnatter. Was dann

die dem Verscbliiigen vorangebende Jagd auf die Beute be-

trifft, so ist die einer Zornnatter auf Eidecbsen gewiss nicbt

so lebbaft und erregt, wie sie sicb etwa zwiscben Aeskulap-

nattern und Mausen abspielt. Gleicberweise kann Niemand

Link beipflicbten, wenn er es ftir glilcklicben Zufall bait,

Augenzeuge eines solcben zwiscben Zornnatter und Eidecbse

sicb vollziebenden Kampfes sein zu konnen und wenn er die

Zornnatteru nur Nacbts auf Beute ausgeben lasst. Wie an

alien anderen gefangenen Scblangen, wenn sie Nabrung iiber-

baupt annebmen, so lasst sicb aucb an gefangenen Zornnattern

oft und obne Hilfe des Zufalls der Moment eines solcben

Kampfes beobachten. — Wiirfelnatteru erfassen ibre Beute

(Fiscbe) stets am Baucbe, balten den erbeuteten Fiscb liber

Wasser und geben aus dem Wassergefasse beraus ; nun sucben

sie mit vieler Miibe den berausstehendeu Scbwanz in den Mund
zu bekommen, worauf dann der Fiscb leicbt und scbnell ver-

scblungen wird ; nie sab icb eine Wiirfeluatter den Fiscb mit

dem Kopfe voran verscbliiigen ; beim Jagen erweisen sie sicb

nicbt sebr gescbickt, indem sie meist blind, obne Sicherbeit

gierig zuscbnappen und viele Feblgriffe tbun.
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Der Scheltopusik zeigt sich beim Erfassen der Beute weit

gelenker, als sich bei seiner sonst so ruhigen, durchaus nicbt

lebhaften Lebensweise erwarteu liesse. Kaum hat man eine

Schnecke in den Kafig geworfen, so ist er sofort da und

stiirzt; sobald die Schnecke Lebenszeichen verrath; mit er-

hobenem, nach abwarts gebogenem Kopfe und geoffnetem

Each en auf sie los. Weit weniger schnell und behend ist er

beim schliesslichen Verzehren der Beute. Der enge Schlund

lasst nur kleinere Stilcke hinabgleiten. Doch ha be ich nicht

beobachtet, wie von raancher Seite niitgeth^^ilt wird, dass er

von dem erbeuteten Thiere Stlicke losreisst und dasselbe so

nach und nach stilckweise verzehrt. Ich sah ihn nie die er-

fasste Beute (insoferne sie ihm convenirte) wieder loslassen.

Er scheint vielrnehr von der nachgiebigen Masse kleine

Portionen einzuziehen, sie durch Druck und mit Hilfe der

Zahne strangfdrmig zusammenzuballen und so nach und nach

innerhalb geraumer Zeit (unter Umstanden brauchte er zum

Verzehren einer einzigen Weinbergschnecke fast den ganzen

Tag) das ganze Thier partienweise zu verschlucken. Durch

Anstemmen an die Wand schiebt er immer wieder einen Theil

in den Mund ein. Das Zerbrechen des Gehauses grosser

Schnecken nimmt er entvreder gar nicht vor oder aber er ge-

wohnt sich dies in der Gefangenschaft ab ; ich musste die

Gehause stets vorher zertrummern; jedenfalls zieht er auch

im Freien die Nacktschnecken vor. Ob er bei seiner wirklich

beispiellosen Langsamkeit im Verzehren erbeuteter Thiere auch

thatsachlich so enorm grossen Nutzen stiften kann, vrie Erber *)

so besonders hervorhebt, will ich nicht entscheiden.

Wiedergabe schon verschlungener Nahrung.

An manchen Amphibien und Keptilien lasst sich die auffal-

lende Erscheinung beobachten, dass in Folge irgend einer Ver-

anlassung die kaum oder schon linger verschluckte Nahrung

wieder ausgespieen wird. Diese Wahrnehmung konnte ich bei

alien unseren Schlangen und bei den Molchen machen. Am leich-

*) „Die Amphibien der oesterr. Monarchie." J. Erber. S. 704.
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testen wird die Kingelnatter zur Wiedergabe der Nahrung-

veranlasst. Plotzliches Ergriffenwerden, Herabfallen, ein Biss

Seiteus einer Eidechse oder einer Zornnatter u. dgl. bewegen

sie, die Nahrung auszuspeien. Zornnattern tliun dies sofort, wenn

ein neu hinzugekomraenes, besonders bissiges Exemplar durch

seine Wuth die friedlicheren Genossen in fortwahrender Auf-

regung erhalt. Seltener beobachtete ich dies bei Aeskulap-

nattern. Stets und bei alien Schlangen erfolgte Aiisspeien der

Nahrung, wenn ich ein sich eben zu verkriechen suchendes Thier

nooh im letzten Momente beim Schwanze erwischte und nun

durch nicht zu starkes Ziehen die Schlange aus dem Loche

oder unter dem Steine hervorzuziehen suchte. Kaum heraus-

gebracht entleerte sie ihren Mageninhalt. Hatten sie reichliche

Mahlzeit gehalten, daher viel wiederzugeben, so waren die

Thiere durch die Anstrengung des Ausspeiens dermassen an-

gegriffen, dass sie lange, allem Anscbeiue nach krank, herum-

lagen und jede Nahrungsannahme verweigerten. — Bei

mancheu Schlangen scheint dieses Auswerfen der Nahrung

Krankheitszustand zu sein, denn ich konnte nicht selten beob-

achten, dass Schlangen einen Frosch packten, ihn mit vieler

Miihe verschlangen und bald darauf ohne welche aussere

Veranlassung wiedergaben. Doch geschah dies nur bei schon

lange trage und matt daliegenden, schon langere Zeit der

Nahrung entbehrenden oder gerade aus dem Winterschlafe er-

wachten Thieren vor der Hautung. — Das Ausspeien schon

verschlungener Nahrung beobachtete ich auch an Wasser-

molchen; ich warf diesen Thieren cine grossere MengeEegen-

wiirmer vor; besonders grosse Exempl are fielen schnell dariiber

her und verschlangen drei und auch mehrere Kegenwurmer

nacheinander. Bald darauf aber gaben sie oft sammtliche

wieder von sich. Urn mich nicht zu tauschen, brachte ich

einzelne Exemplare in Becherglaser, wiederholte den Ver-

such und konnte an mehreren wieder dieselbe Beobachtung

machen. — Bei Kroten und auch bei Froschen tritt ein solches

Wiedergeben der Nahrung zeitweilig ebenfalls ein, aber immer

dadurch veranlasst, dass mit der Beute auch irgend ein

anderer Gegenstand (Moos, Gras) verschluckt wurde; das
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Herausspeien macht der Krote fiirchterliclie Arbeit und ich

konnte einzelne Thiere viele Stuiiden lang mit ersichtlicher

Millie sich anstrengen sehen, den imwillkommenen Korper

herauszubefordern.

Zahmbarkeit der gefangenen Amphibien und Reptilien.

In der Gefangenscliaft verlieren fruher oder spater und

mebr oder minder alle diese Thiere ihre sonstige Scheu,

lernen den Pfleger kennen^ kommen bei der Futterung zu-

traulich heran und nehmen die gebotene Nahrung aus der

Hand. Die grosste Zutraulicbkeit zeigt nach langerer Gefangen-

scbaft der Scheltopusik, der mit grosser Zudringlichkeit um

die Hand berumsuebt, ob nicbts fiir ibn zu bolen sei und,

wenn man in grosserer Entfernung vom Kaiige steht, so weit

als moglicb seinen Kopf entgegenstreckt. Streicbeit man ibn,

so lasst er sicb dies ganz wobl gefallen, gibt aucb zeitweilig

einen leisen, dumpfen Laut von sicb. Von den iibrigeu Eidecb-

sen zeigt sicb am zabmbarsten die griine Eidecbse, die in

kurzer Zeit das Futter aus der Hand nimmt, sicb rubig er-

greifen lasst, auf der Hand liegen bleibt und einscblummert.

Ebenso verlieren die meisten Scblangen ibre natiirlicbe Scbeu

und gewobnen sicb im Laufe der Zeit an den Menscben;

Riugel-, Aeskulap- und aucb Zornnatteru nebmen dann die

Nabrung aus der Hand ; die Kreuzotter gewobnt sicb wenigstens

einen Tbeil ibrer Reizbarkeit ab und fabrt nicbt nacb der

Hand; am scbeuesten bleibt die Wiirfelnatter ; wenn sie aucb

(wie sie dies scbon in den ersten Tagen der Gefangenscbaft

tbat) zeitweilig sicb nabert, so ziebt sie sicb docb immer rasch

wieder zuruck, sobald man sicb bewegt. Im Winter liegen

die Scblangen gerne auf der warmen Hand. Von den Kroten

werden die Erdkroteu sebr bald zabm, kommen bei der

Futterung auf einem Orte zusammen; erbascben die vor-

gebaltene Beute; steigen auf Hand und Arm, um scbneller

befriedigt zu werden; lassen sicb mit der Hand oder mit

einem Stabe streicbeln, obne sicb niederzudrucken oder auf-

zublasen; kebren in ibre Kaiige wieder zuriick, nacbdem sie

einige Zeit berumspaziert u s. w. Aucb die Knoblaucbkrote
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wird meist sehr zahm, Dagegen bleiben die Wechselkroten

und die Unken lange scheu. Die Molche leruen den Pfleger

erkenneU; kommen zu bestimmten Zeiten zur Flittenmg,

nebmen Wlirmer oder Fleischstlicke aus der Hand imd lassen

sich beriibren^ obne zu flieben ; am zutraulicbsten wird der

Kammmolcb und der Alpensalamander.

Welche Vertheidigungsmittel stehen den Amphibien und

Reptilien zu Gebote?

Mit einziger Ausnabme der Kreuzotter verfiigt keines

unserer Ampbibien und Eeptilien iiber eine Waffe, die dera

Menscben Furcbt einzuflossen oder Scbaden zu briugen ange-

than ware. Fast alle sucben ibr Heil in der Flucbt oder sind

durcb ibre Lebensweise, die gescbiitzten Verstecke und ibr

Nacbtleben minder der Gefabr ausgesetzt. Die sebeinbar webr-

losen Kroten — sebeinbar webrlos, insoferne sie weit weniger

gescbickt und flink, als die Froscbe und ebenso obne sicbt-

bare Vertbeidigungsmittel wie diese — sind gerade die unan-

gefocbtensten, sicbersten Tbiere, da die, wenn aucb nicbt

giftigen, so docb atzenden, oft iibelriecbenden Safte, die ibre

reicb bewarzte Haut sofort absondert/ ibre Feinde sicberer ab-

balten, als es vielleicbt eine ausserlicb gewicbtigere Waife zu

thun vermocbte ; nur wenige Tbiere und diese in Ermanglung

besserer Nabrung vergreifen sicb an Kroten. Die Wecbselkrote

zeicbnet sicb durcb reicblicbe Saftabsouderungsfabigkeit ibrer

Haut besonders aus. Was die Verbreitung widerlicber Gerucbe

betriift, soil die Knoblauchkrote sicb diesbeziiglicb in bervor-

ragender Weise bervorthun ; obscbon icb mir nicbt bewusst

ware, aucb nur einigermassen abgestumpften Gerucbssinn zu

besitzen, aucb durcbaus nicbt bebaupten konnte, an derlei

ublen Geriicben nur den geringsten Gefallen zu finden, konnte

icb docb niemals einen so ausserordentlicb beftigen, unaus-

steblichen Knoblaucbgerucb, durcb diese Krote verbreitet,

wabrnebraen, der im Stande ware, das Tbier mit der Nase

friiber auffinden zu lassen, als mit den Augen und letzteren

Thranen zu entlocken *), obwobl icb zugebe, dass sicb ein

*) „lllustrirtes Thierleben." A. Brehm. S. 393.
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ziemlich iibler Geruch bemerkbar macht; wenn das Thier ge-

reizt wird. Minder gliicklich als die KrOten sind die Frosche,

wenn sie beim Ergriffenwerden durch eine Schlauge plotzlich

einen Wasserstrahl abgeben. Auch die Molche sondern einen

mehr oder minder atzenden Saft ab; doch ist nur der von

den Erdmolcben abgegebene weissliche Schaum besonders

atzend und fiir gewisse Thiere schadlich. — Die Schlangen

sind fast alle anf eilige Flucht als bestes Rettungsmittel an-

gewiesen; nur die Kreuzotter stellt sich zur Webre und sueht

dena Gegner mit ihren Giftzabnen beizukommen ; zwar kann

man auch die Zorn- und oft auch die Aeskulapnatter mit

geoffnetem Rachen auf den Feind lossturzen seben^ selbstver-

standlicb aber obne Erfolg. Eine eigenthiimlicbe, obschon

wenig niitzende Waffe haben die Ringelnattern — und in

minderem Grade die iibrigen Schlangen ; ergriffen suchen sie

aus eigenen Driisen einen bochst intensiv und iibelriechenden

Saft abzusondern, dessen Geruch lang anhaftet *) ; die Ringel-

natter und die Wiirfelnatter machen von diesem Vertheidigungs-

mittel sehr oft^ andere Schlangen nur selten Gebrauch; so

lange die Schlange gestreckt in die Hbhe gehalten wird, ist

sie ausser Stande, sich dieses Stoffes zu entledigen. Auch dem

Scheltopusik wird diese Unart nachgesagt **) und soil er es

immer so einzurichten wissen, „dass er Einen mit seinem

abscheulich stinkenden Unrathe von oben bis unten besudelt".

Obgleich ich schon sehr viele Exemplare dieses Thieres in der

Gefangenschaft zu beobachten Gelegenheit hatte, machte ich

bisher keine auch nur ahnliche Wahrnehmung ; da ich aber

Gelegenheit hatte, Aehnliches bei Blindschleichen zu beob-

achten, so will ich an der Moglichkeit obgenannter Vertheidi-

gungsweise nicht zweifein, und bestreite nur, dass dies in der

Regel gescbieht. Die Iibrigen Eidechsenarten suchen, wenn

sie nicht entfliehen konnten und gefangen wurden, zu beissen
;

*) Verdiinnt man diese hSchst unangenehm riechende halb feste,

halb flussige Masse mit Wasser, so eihalt man eine schmutzige, durch-

aus nieht unangenehm — etwa moschusartig — riechende FlUssigkeit.

**) „Illustrirtes Thierleben." A, Brehm. S. 157. (Mitgetheilt von

J. Erber.)
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(lie griine Eidechse kann sicb aiif diese Weise sehr tapfer

wehren und kommt es mir eben deshalb schwer glaublich

Yor, dass vollig ausgewacbsene Exemplare, wenn sie in voUem

Besitze ibrer Krafte und nicbt durcb langes Fasten ermattet

sind, Aeskulapnattern zur Beute fallen und dieser sicb nicbt

erwebren konnen soUten *).

Aeusserungen des Zornes, Neides, der Neugierde u. s. w.

bei Amphibien und Reptilien.

So apatbiscb und tbeilnabmslos diese Tbiere auf den

ersten Anblick erscbeinen, sind sie docb sebr erregbarer Natur,

die Keptilien reizbarer als die Ampbibien. Die Scblangen und

aucb, aber seltener, die Eidecbsen geben ibren Zorn durcb

ein eigentbumlicbes Pfaucben oder Ziscben zu erkennen ; sie

macben aucb wobl einen wtitbenden Ausfall nacb dem Rube-

storei"; obne in der Tbat ernste Absicbt zu baben. Besonders

erregt fand icb Eingelnattern, wenn sie ibrem Kafige ent-

kommen waren und icb sie Nacbts in irgend einem Winkel

ertappte ; sie ziscbten dann unaufborlicb und fubren mit grosser

Wutb, was sie sonst nicbt tbun, auf die Hand los. Aucb die

Aeskulapnatter, die sicb weit seltener boren lasst, ziscbt kurz

abgebrocben, aber ersicbtlicb erregt, wenn sie anbaltend ge-

argert wird ; sie ricbtet sicb dann plotzlicb auf, biegt den

Kopf in borizontaler Lage vor und fabrt rascb auf die Hand

los**). Dass die Zornnatter, besonders in der ersten Zeit ibrer

*) Beobachtungen und Versuche an Zamenis Aesculapii. J. Erber.

Verhandl. d. zool.-bot. Ver. in Wien. VI. B. 1856. S. 393.

**) Hatte ich Aeskulapnattern langere Zeit Nahrung vorenthalten,

so stiirzten sie, wenn ich ihnen dann eine Eidechse vorwarf, fast

gleichzeitig auf dieselbe los; dabei traf es sich oft, dass sie mit dem

geoffneten Rachen den Leib einer Genossin oder auch wohl den eigenen

erfassten und nicht sofort wieder losliessen, sondern (naeh Art der

Zornnattern) weiter einzubeissen versuchten , um erst nach langerer

Zeit mit einiger Miihe ihre Zahne wieder frei zu erhalten ; oft bildeten

Aeskulapnattern, die sich auf diese Weise gepackt batten, einen dichten

Knauel , indem sie sich gegenseitig umwanden und mit aller Kraft
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Gefaugenschaft, sehr leiclit erregbar ist und stets wiithend um

sich beisst, ist bekaimt. — Aucb die Eidechsen sind sebr reiz-

bare Tbiere; dies konnte icb sebr oft zur Begattungszeit

seben — besonders bei griinen Eidecbsen ; mit auffallender

Erregtbeit fabren die Manncben mit geoffnetem Munde auf

einander los, zerren sicb bin und her und beissen einander

die Scbwanze ab; aucb bei der Futterung sucben sie fort-

wabrend Streit; bat eine Eidecbse ein Tbier gepackt und

wagt es eine andere^ binzuzukommen und ebenfalls zuzugreifen,

so lasst die erste meist sofort die Beute fabren und tractirt

die hinzugekommene mit Scbnabelbieben. Aebnlicbe Beob-

acbtungen macbte icb bei Blindscbleicben, unter denen es

immer einige altere, grosse Exemplare gab; die in dieser

Weise zu dominiren sucbten. — Im Ganzen sind die Ampbi-

bien weit rubigere^ gleicbgiltigere Naturen. Zwar gibt es aucb

unter ibnen (z. B. bei den Molcben) oft Kampfe um die

Nabrung, docb verlaufen diese meist viel gemiitblicher. Eine ge-

wiss interessante Beobacbtung, wie es aucb im Leben dieser

kaltbliitigen Tbiere erregte Momente, durcb Zorn und Neid ber-

vorgerufen, gibt, babe icb an Erdkroten fast bei jeder Fiitte-

riing macben konnen. Sobald icb namlicb die Glastafel des

Kafigs dieser Tbiere weggenommen^ den Teller mit den Mehl-

wiirmern bingestellt und die Erdkroten sofort zur Futterung

berangekommen waren^ sab icb oft; wie plotzlich da oder

dort eine Krote mit der Aufnabme von Meblwurmern innehielt,

sicb umwendete, eine Genossin einen Augenblick lang beob-

acbtete und dann mit der Zunge auf sie losfubr., Viel deut-

licber konnte icb dies beobacbten, wenn icb einen Meblwurm

in die Hand nabm und den Kroten vorbielt_, worauf sicb so-

gleicb mebrere um den Wurm berumstellteU; ibn anglotzten

und zu erscbnappen sucbten. Oft bielt icb ibn zu fest und die

Kroten batten nicbt die Kraft, ibn aus der Klemme beraus-

pressten, und doch schienen mir dies nicht Aeusserungen des Zornes

zu sein, da ich einzelne Aeskulapnattern, obgleich von einer Kameradin

in erwahnter Art festgehalten, mit dem frei gebliebenen Vorderkorper

ruhig hevumkriechen , auch wohl ein vorgeworfenes Thier sofort er-

fassen sah.
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zubekommen, schnappten daher oft vergeblich nach ihm. End-

lich hat ihn eine erobert. Mit welch' argerlichem und neidischem

Blicke wandten sich nun die anderen nach dieser um, betrachte-

ten sie eine Weile und schnappten dann sofort mit der Zunge

nach ihr. Wurde auf diese Weise ein ganz junges Thier von

einer grossen weiblichen Krote geziichtigt, so konnte es ge-

schehen^ dass der Kopf des ersteren Thieres fur einen Augen-

blick ganz von der Zunge der anderen Krote bedeckt und in

deren Rachen zu verschwinden schien. Da ich mich nicht

entsinne, irgendwo liber diesen Gebrauch der Zunge Seitens

einer Krote etwas gelesen zu haben, glaubte ich mit ^ dieser

Mittheilung nicht zuriickhalten zu sollen. Diese Beobachtung

wird immer und leicht gemacht werden konnen, wenn

mehrere gefangene Kroten langere Zeit gemeinschaftlich in

einem Kafige gelebt haben und gewohnt sind^ gleichzeitig bei

der Fiitterung zu erscheinen.

Ein Beweis dafiir, dass diese Thiere denn doch nicht

so theilnahmslos sind^ als sie zu sein scheinen^ isfdie rege

Neugierde, mit welcher einzelne Amphibien und Eeptilien das

in ihrer nachsten Umgebung Vorgehende betrachten. Besondere

Aufmerksamkeit fiir aussere Vorgange zeigten stets die Wiirfel-

natter, die Aeskulapnatter (mehr oder minder auch die Ringel-

und die Zornnatter) und die Erdkrote; sobald man zum

Kafige tritt oder vor denselben ein Thier hinstellt, so sind

die Schlangen und Kroten sofort an der Glastafel und besehen

sich das Aussen befindliche Thier auf das aufmerksamste.

Ich erinnere mich noch lebhaft an eine in ihrer Art komische

Scene, die sich abspielte, als ich einst vor die Glaswand des

Krotenkafigs den Behalter mit den Wiirfelnattern hinstellte:

Alle Kroten sofort an die Glaswand kommend und nun in

den sonderbarsten Stellungen und Wendungen ihr Gegeniiber

betrachtend, die Schlangen wieder hin und her kriechend,

dann wieder einen Augenblick lang starr heruberglotzend. Als

ich mehrere Stunden spater wieder nachsah, hatte sich die

Scene in nichts geandert, beide Theile widmeten sich noch

immer ungetheilte Aufmerksamkeit.
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Welche Amphibien und Reptilien sind beweglicher und

lebhafter, welche besonders lau und trage?

Schon in Erwagung des Umstandes, dass Amphibien "und

Reptilien einen grossen Ttieil ihres Lebens im Winterschlafe

begriffen zubringen, konnen diese Thiere niclit mit zu den

raschlebigsten gezahlt werden. Dazu wird nocli ein grosser

Theil der librigen Zeit; sei es wahrend des Hautungsprocesses

oder wahrend den heissesten Tagesstunden^ in tragem Hin-

brtiten verbracht. Und doch ist es meiner Ansicht nach wieder

zu weit gegangen, wenn man, wie es geschieht, sie alle oder

wenigstens die Mehrzahi dieser Thiere geradezu trag und

mattlebig nennt; denn es gibt, wie wir oben gehort haben^

fiir alle diese Thiere eine, wenn auch kurze^, immer wieder-

kehrende LebensperiodC;, in der sie ein hochst reges Leben

entfalten ; es ist dies die Begattungszeit for die Amphibien,

die warme Jahreszeit fiir die Reptilien. Die flinksten, beweg-

lichsten unter den Reptilien sind jedenfalls die Eidechsen,

welche, soferne sie unter giinstigen Bedingungen leben, durch-

aus nichts von Tragheit an sich haben ; dagegen zahlt die

Blindschleiche und der Scheltopusik *) jedenfalls zu den laug-

sameren, trageren Thieren. Unter den Schlangen sind die

Wiirfel-, die Aeskulap- und die Zornnattern die lebhaftesten
;

die Ringelnatter ist nur im Wasser etwas behender, die

Kreuzotter ausserst trage. Frosche und Kroten lieben es

zwar, zu gewissen Stunden des Tages ruhig, in sich versunken

dazuliegen, sind aber gleichwohl im Momente der Gefahr oder

auf der Jagd begriifen sehr iebhaft; unter den Froschen sind

es jedenfalls die Thaufrosche, unter den Kroten die Wechsel-

kroten, deren Bewegung unter Umstanden eine sehr rasche

*) Dass der Scheltopusilc, wie es in Brelim's „Illustrirtes Tliier-

leben" S. 157 lieisst, bestandig in Bewegung sei und sicli in anmuthi-

gen Bewegungen ohne Unterlass durcli seinen Kafig schlangle, Isonnte

ich an meinen vollstandig gesunden und frischen Exemplaren nichit

bemeAen •, zwar geht er nacli liingerem Fasten daran, nacli Beute sicti

umzusehen-, hat er aber einigennassen reiclilictie Nahrung gefundeu,

so bleibt er Tage lang ganz ruhig, den Kopf wenig erhebend, unter

Moos liegen.
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sein kann. Von den Molchen sind nur die Wassermolche; und

auch diese nur, so lange sie sich im Wasser aufhalten (bis

Mai oder Juni), in ihren Bewegungen rasch und flink ; ein-

mal ans Land gegaugen, leben sie gleich den Erdmolchen

trage im Halbschlafe dahin.

Vorliebe der einzelnen Arten fiir schattige oder lichte,

trockene oder feuchte Orte.

Dass der Aufenthaltsort der Amphibien und Reptilien ein

anderer im Winter, ein anderer in der warmeren Jahreszeit,

haben wir oben gebort. Aber auch wahrend der warmen Jak-

reszeit wechseln sie ihren Wohnort. Die Begattungszeit liber

finden wir die Amphibien im und am Wasser, die Eeptilien

an sonnigen Orten. Aber schon im Mai verlassen die meisten

das Wasser und suchen Schlupfwinkel in der Nahe auf oder

vertheilen sich liber Wald und Feld. In der Gefangenschaft —
und aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach auch im Freien — thuen dies

nicht nur die Erd-, Knoblauch- und Wechselkrote, der Laub-

und der Thaufrosch, sondern auch alle Wassermolche, vor

alien die Kammmolche. (Ende Mai schon gehen sie alle aus dem
Wasser ans Land und bringen Tag und Nacht in einer dunklen

Hohlung, Hunderte liber- und nebeneinander zusammengepfropft,

halb schlafend zu, ohne freiwillig das Wasser aufzusuchen.)

Auch die Wasserfrosche sehe ich Wochen lang ausserhalb des

Wassers, theilweise in die Erde eingegraben, verbringen.

Schlangen und Eidechsen suchen stets den sonnigsten Platz

ihres Kafigs aus, und ruhen mit allem Behagen sich hin-

streckend in deren Schein. Die Feuersalamander bleiben den

Tag liber unter feuchter Erde verborgen, Nachts aber suchen

sie gerue das Wassergefass auf, in welchem sie dann bis zum

Morgen verweilen. — Wechsel- und Knoblauchkroten verbrin-

gen den ganzen Tag im Dunkeln, erstere zwischen Steinen,

letztere ziemlich tief in der Erde vergraben; beide, besonders

aber letztere, scheuen das Licht und sind entschiedene Nacht-

thiere. Dagegen habe ich an Unken und an Erdkroten beob-

achten konnen, dass diese durchaus nicht mit Vorliebe die

Dunkelheit aufsuchen ; im Gegentheile konnte ich die Unke
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lange unci gerne sicb sounen unci auch die Erdkroten oft

den bestbeleuchteten Platz im Kafige aufsuchen sehen ; stellte

ich den Kafig urn, so waren sie bald wieder an der besonnten

Stelle. Im Freien mag vielleicht das Verlangen nach Ruhe und

Gefahrlosigkeit die Wahl so vereinsamter, dunkler Verstecke

bedingen.

Weiche Amphibien und Reptilien leben gesellschaftlich,

welche vereinsamt?

Wenn man Schlangen und Eidechsen^ Kroten, Frbsche

und Molcbe immer in nachster Nahe bei einander findet; zu

gewissen Zeiten in grossen Mengen, so konnte man sich ver-

leitet fiihlen, diesen Thieren einen besonderen Sinn fur gesell-

schaftlicbes Zusammenleben zuzuschreiben. Nahere Betrachtung

der tbatsachlichen Verbaltnisse zeigt aber, dass gerade in

diesen beiden Gruppen das Bediirfniss des Sichanschliessens an

Thiere gleicber Art so gut wie nieht vorhanden. Denn wenn

auch z. B. Wassermolche angewiesen sind, in grosserer Menge

in demselben Wasserbehalter zu wohnen oder Wechselkroten

genothigt sind, scheinbar gesellschaftlich in demselben Stein-

haufen zu hausen, so lasst sich doch durchaus nicht, wie bei

vielen Thieren hoherer und niederer Art, ein Sinn der Zu-

sammengehorigkeit entdecken; Thiere, die jetzt noch in

einem Schlupfwinkel zusammengedrangt den Tag verbrachten,

zerstreuen sich in der Nacht und andere treffen wieder

zusammen, um eben so wenig fitr langer sich aneinander

zu schliessen. Man sieht durchaus nicht, dass ein Thier sich

um das andere beklimmert, bei langerem Zusammensein mit

demselben sich an dasselbe gewohnen wiirde. Selbst im Friih-

jahre, da sie schaarenweise von alien Seiten an irgend einem

Gewasser sich zusammenfinden oder im Winter, wenn sie in

grosserer Gesellschaft in ihren Winterquartieren sich treffen,

kann von keinem Zusammenhalt die Eede sein; jetzt sitzt

dieses Mannchen auf diesem Weibchen, um vielleicht schon

nach einer Stunde sich zu trennen und nicht wieder zusammen-

zutreffen. Wenn also von einem gesellschaftlichen Vorkommen
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bei diesen Thieren die Rede ist, so denken wir diirchaiis

nicht an eine durch Selbstwahl zusammengekomraene und

durch Gewohnlieit zusaramengelialtene Gesellsehaft, sondern

wir haben da eine zufallig ziisammengetragene Masse, deren

jedes einzelne Glied fiir sicb lebt, unbekiimmert um die Um-

gebuDg *). Erst in der Gefangenschaft scbeint sich eine Art

von Zusammenleben allmalig herauszubilden imd das einzelne

Thier nach nnd nach Theilnahme fiir seine Umgebung zu ge-

winnen. Doch haben solche Beobachtungen insoferne keinen

Werth, als sie fiir das Leben der Thiere im Freien nicht

gelten. In der Gefangenschaft gruppiren sich in grosser Ge-

sellschaft zusammen: die Wassermolche, wenn sie im Mai

oder Juni das Wasser verlassen und dunkle Verstecke auf-

suchen; die Erdmolche (iibrigens auch im Freien oft zu

zwanzig und mehr Stiicken beisammen); die Wechselkroten,

die immer, Winter und Sommer, gerne iiber- und nebenein-

ander unter Steinen liegen ; die Unken, welche gewohnlich

an einem Platze im Kafige zusammengelagert sind ; mehr oder

minder alle Eidechsen 5 ebenso alle Schlangen, die sich gerne

an einer besonnten Stelie nebeneinander lagern, vielleicht aber

auch deshalb, weil auch in grossen Kafigen nicht so viele be-

sonnte Stellen vorhanden sein konnen, um die einzelnen Thiere

sich separiren zu lassen. Immer oder fast immer einsam, von

*) Dass bei diesen Thieren von einer Sorgfalt fiir xmd. Anhanglich-

keit an die Jungen nicht die Rede sein kann, wird Niemanden wundern;

ich durfte daher gewiss mit Recht erstaunt sein, als ich in Gredler's

„rauna der Kriechthiere nnd Lurche Tirols" S. 17 folgende Stelie las:

„Dr. Settari, ein emsiger Beobachter nnd Ziichter von Schlangen n. s. w.

theilte mir nnlangst eine unter Amphibien vollig ungewohnliche,

merkwiirdige Art von Aetzung brieflich mit." Er schreibt: „Die Fiitte-

rung der Jungen (der Zornnatter) geschieht die ersten 2—3 Wochen
durch die Mutter, indem sie Mehlwlirmer, kleinere Eidechsen u. s. w.

zuerst zu sich nimmt, dann nach einer oder zwei Stunden wieder her-

aufwiirgt und den Jungen in den Mund steckt." Ich brauche wohl

nicht zu sagen, dass ich mir auf diese Notiz hin alle Miihe gab, etwas

Aehnliches zu beobachten, und wie zu erwarten war, naturlich nichts

von alldem wahrnehmen konnte-, gleich nach der Geburt vertheilten

sich die Jungen nach alien Seiten und die Mutter bekummerte sich

nicht im Geringsten um sie.
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den Genosseii sich entfernend, fand ich den Alpentriton , die

Erdkrote, die Knoblauchkrote und den Scheltopusik.

Unter diesen in grosserer Zahl zusammenlebenden Thieren

zeigten sich die Eidechsen, unter diesen die gviinen Eidechsen,

als die unvertraglichsten ; wahrend der Begattungszeit und bei

jeder Fittterung entstanden heftige Kampfe; die Schlangen

griffen sich wohl nie — Zornnattern ausgenommen — an, doch

konnte man bei alien Arten sehen, dass die grosseren Thiere

eine Art Herrscherrecht ausuben und ihnen die schwacheren,

gait es eine Beute zu erhaschen, meist freiwillig wichen. Bei den

Kroten waren es nach meiner Beobachtung bios die Feuerkroten^

die gleichzeitig auf eine Beute lossturzten und, wenn ein Thier

von zwei Kroten erfasst worden war, eine Weile an demselben

herumzerrten. Sehr herrisch und seine schwacheren Genossen,

wo es ihm moglich, verdrangend beniramt sich der^^Wasser-

frosch. Erbitterte Kampfe entwickeln sich, wie schon oben

angedeutet wurde, bei den Wassermolchen und auch bei Erd-

molchen, wenn dieselben gefiittert werden und vorgeworfene

Thiere von zwei oder mehreren Molchen gleichzeitig erfasst

werden.

Ich habe mir seiner Zeit erlaubt, vorliegende Schrift, die

durchaus nicht den Anspruch macht, als abgeschlosseues Gauzes

zu erscheinen, mit folgendeu Worten anzuzeigen : „Beobachtun-

gen, die ich eine Reihe von Jahren hindurch an gefangenen

Amphibien und Reptilien machte, gedenke ich in einer bald

nachfolgenden Arbeit mitzutheilen : Wenn auch auf diesem
Gebiete wenigNeues mehr zu bring en, so ha ben
solcheVeroffentlichungen doch den an sich schon
nicht zu unterschatzenden Erfolg, dass sie das
Ihrige dazu beitragen, die — nicht nur bei Unge-
bildeten zu treffende — lacherliche Scheu und
Furcht auch vor niitzlichen, harmlosen Amphi-
bien und Eeptilien zu beseitigen und der diesen
Thieren gegentiber noch immerzuTage tretenden
Verfolgungswuth einigermassen zu steuern" —
SoUte dieses Schriftchen auch nur den angedeuteten Zweck
erfiillen, so kann ich mir sagen, dass diese einfachen Mit-

theilungen denn doch nicht nutzlos gewesen.

F. Knauer.
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Nachfolgende Literaturangabe lasse ich beifolgeii; um Jenen,

die sich mit Amphibien und Reptilien befreiinden, iiber deren

systematische Eintheilung, Leben, Pflege, Fang u. s. w. imter-

richten und gelegentlicb kleinere Mittlieiluugen und Beobach-

tungen iiber dieses oder jenes Thier lesen wollen, in dieser

Hinsiclit gefallig zu sein:

A. Brehm: „Illustrirtes Thierleben." V. Bd. Hildburghausen 1869. (Be-

handelt in iibersiclitlicher und liochst anregender Weise beide

Thierclassen und bringt reicliliche Mittheilungen aug dem Leben

der Amphibien und Eeptilien.)

Dr. E, Schreiber: „Herpetologia europaea." Braunschweig 1875. (Das

einzige neuere Werk, welches die europaischen Amphibien und

Reptilien — mit besonderer Riicksicht auf Systematik und geo-

graphische Verbreitung — ziemlich erschOpfend bearbeitet.)

Schinz: „Naturgeschichte und Abbildungen der Reptilien." Leipz. 1833.

Sturm: „Deutschlands Fauna mit Abbildungen nach der Natur."

III. Amphibien. Niirnberg 1828.

Dr. H. 0. Lenz: „Schlangeukuude." Gotha 1832.

— — „Schlangen und Schlangenfeinde." Gotha 1870.

Dr. Leydig: „Ueber die Molche der wiirtemberg. Fauna." Berlin 1868.

„Die in Deutschland lebenden Arten der Saurier." Tiibingen 1872.

J. Milde: „Ueber Zootoca vivipara." Verhandlungen des zool.-botan.

Vereines in Wien. XX. Bd. 1870.

H. E. Link: „Die Schlangen Deutschlands." Stuttgart 1855.

Dr. Gliickselig: „Bohmens Reptilien und Amphibien." Lotos 1851.

— — „Einige Beobachtungen iiber das Leben der Eidechsen." Verhand-

lungen des zool.-botan. Vereines in Wien, XIII. Bd. 1863.

Friedrich Koch: „Die Schlangen Deutschlands." Stiittgart 1862. (Mit

6 sehr gelungenen Abbildungen, aber von Albernheiten und Un-

wahvheiten strotzend.)

P. V. Gredler: „Fauna der Kriechthiere und Lurche Tirols." Programm

des Gymnasiums zu Bozen. 1871/72.

Bruhin: „Die Wirbelthiere Vorarlberg's" Verhandlungen des zool.-bot.

Vereines in Wien. XVIII. Bd. 1866.



Dr. Briicke : „Untersuchungen iiber den Farbenwechsel des afrikanischen

Chamaeleons." Schriften der k, Akademie der Wissenschaften in

Wien. Math.-naturw. Classe. IV. Bd. 1852.

L. Martin: „Zur Naturgeschichte der glatten Natter." Allgemeine deutsche

naturhistorische Zeitung. 2. Jahrg. 1847.

A. H. Tauberth : „Aphorismen aus der Amphibienkunde. Krankheiten

der Schlangen." Ebenda.

Jaques v. Bedriaga: „Ueber die Entstehung der Farben bei den Eidechsen."

Jena 1874.

Dr. E. Dursy: „Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte deutscher Schlangen."

Troschel's Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. 21. Jahrg. I. Bd.

J. Kolazy: „Batrachiologische Mittheilungen." Ebenda. XXI. Bd. 1871.

J. Erber: „Beobachtungen und Versuche an lebenden Amphibien in der

Gefangenschaft und namentlich an Zamenis Aesculapii." Ebenda.

VI. Bd. 1856.

— — „Weitere Beobachtungen iiber Zamenis Aesculapii." Ebenda.

VII. Bd. 1857.

— — „Die Amphibien der Osterr. Monarchie." Ebenda. XIV. Bd. 1864.

G. R. V. Frauenfeld : „Ueber in der Gefangenschaft geborne Jungen von

Salamandra maculosa." Ebenda. XIV. B. 1864.

0. Herklotz: „Wiederersatz verloren gegangener Gliedmassen des Triton

cristatus." Ebenda. XXI. Bd. 1871.

„Ueber Coluber natrix." Ebenda. XV. Bd. 1865.

C. Glebel: „Ueber Coluber variabilis und C. Aesculapii." Zeitschrift fiir

die gesammten Naturwissenschaften von C. Giebel und M. Siewert.

Berlin 1867.

F. K. Knauer : „Die Eeptilien und Amphibien Niederosterreichs." Wien
1875.

— — „Fang der Amphibien und Eeptilien und deren Conservirung fiir

Schulzwecke." Wien 1875.

„Amphibien- und Eeptilienzucht." Wien 1875.

NB. Eine ausfiihrlichere Literaturangabe ist in Dr. Schreiber's

:

„IIerpetologia europaea" zu finden.
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SiK,

THE LiNN^EAN Society of New England, founded for the purpose of forming a

collection in Natural History, beg leave to solicit your attention to the objectsof their institution.

Presuming that during your absence frequent opportunities will occur of collecting specimens -which

will be interesting to them, they take the liberty of suggesting such methods, as they have found

useful, for the preservation of those curiosities, that cannot be kept in their natural state. They

would observe that you will probably be disappointed in your first attempts at preparing animals,

but from their OAvn experience they can say, that every diflficulty will be overcome by a little care

I

and practice.

Fishes, Birds, Quadrupeds and Plants will require the most attention ; but by an observance of

the following directions, you will be able to prepare them, so that they will permanently preserve

their natural appearance.

B^ Fishes.

;
Fishes without scales may be prepared by removing the skin and stuffing it with cotton, tow, chaff,

or dry sand ; the last is to be preferred as it will not suffer the skin to contract in drying. The skin

may be easily removed by loosening it on one side, directly under the gills, and drawing the body

out at that place. Fishes with scales should be prepared by cutting off half of the skin with the tail

and fins, and then separating the flesh and fat from this portion of the skin. This may be stretched

out and fastened to a board, and the natural appearance of the fish given to it by placing tow or

wool underneath. In every instance the inside of the skin should be washed with corrosive subli-

mate, dissolved in brandy or some other spirit, and ifyou are not attentive, considerable fat will be

left, particularly around the eyes. If the fish is large, it will be found necessary to remove the gills

and brain. The fins should be stretched out and dried in that situation, and great care should be

taken to preserve them entire.



Birds,

Separate carefully the feathers on the belly, and then divide the skin to an extent sufficient to

draw out the legs. Cut olF the legs from the body, so as to leave the bones of them united to the

skin, but be careful *o remove all the flesh from them. Having separated the tail, the skin may

be easily stripped off as high up as the Avings, "which must be cut from the body like the legs, remov-

ing the fiesh and leaving the bones. The skin is then easily drawn off, until you get to the skull,

which must be opened, and the brain and fat under the eyes removed. Divide the neck, where it

unites Avith the skull, and moisten the inside of the skin, Avith the same substance as Aras recom-

mended, Avhen speating cf fishes. The skin may be then stuffed Avith cotton, toAA', avooI or other

materials, as may be convenient, and a wire, Avhich can be easily bent, should be passed along the

back and fastened to the skull. This A\'ill allow you to give the natural appearance of the bird.

A Avire should be passed through each leg and carried as high up as the back, Avhich Adll enable the

bird to stand securely. When glass eyes cannot be had, glass buttons, beads or other articles

bearing a rcbemblance to the original, should be substituted.

Quadrupeds.

In preparing quadrupeds, nearly the same process is to be observed as in preparing birds. Th6

skin is to be divided on the belly, so that the hind legs may be draA\ n out ; and if the animal be

small, the bones are to be left and the flesh cut aAvay from them, if not, they must be removed Avith

the body. The tail should be separated and the skin stripped off, until you come to the fore legs,

Avhich you must separate from the body, and preserve the bones if possible. You Avill then easily

rera5^ve the skin as far as the skull ; cut off the neck and take out the brain. Before you return

the skin, moisten it as recommended before ; stuff it Ai^ith hay, straA^, chaff, avooI or cotton, as is

most convenient. If the animal be large, pieces of Avood must be used to support the head, and en-

able the animal to stand and preserve a natural appearance. If not, vdre Avill ansAver the purpose.

In every case it is of th > highest importance to preserve the teeth and jaws. Glass eyes must be

used, Avhen they can be obtained.

Plants.

Plants can be made to preserve, in a great degree, their natural appearance, by drying them be-

tAveen two pieces of paper. The leaves and flowers should be spread out and laid smooth, and an

equal pressure bhould be applied. If the plants contain a considerable quantity of juice, a Avai;m



iron may be passed over the paper. The Society are anxious to obtain not only the leaves and

flowers of plants, but in every instance where it is possible, the seeds and fiuit. They are desirous

also of knowing every circumstance that they can, Avith regard to the specimen that may be pre-

sented to them, such as, the place of its growth, the kind of soil in which it flourishes best, the sea-

son of flowering, the comraon name by which it is known, the uses, if any, to which it is applied, Sic.

&c. Plants may be dried in a shorter way by placing them between the leaves of a book, and ap-

plying a considerable weight.

Serpents, Frogs, Lizards and Reptiles of all kinds may be prepared by stuffing the skin, or if

small, may be preserved whole in spirit.

Small fl) ing Insects may be dried, by fastening them Avith a pin to a piece of board, after placing

them in their natural position
; great care should be taken not to injure their legs, wings or other

parts.

There are other specimens which it is an object to obtain, but Avhich require no trouble

to preserve. These are shells, corals, petrifaction!-, ores of different metals, minerals, «fec. It

would be proper with regard to these, to state where they are found, and such other particulars as

may be known concerning them. Any account which may be furnished of specimens that are pre-

sented, particularly of those that are rare, would be extremely interesting to the Society. la

forming their collection of animals, they wish to render it complete by obtaining in every instance

a male and female, and if they are birds, a nest of eggs.

The Society, Sir, feel no hesitation in asking your attention to the subjects they have suggested,

and are convinced that you will be disposed to cooperate with them in the advaucement of an insti-

tudon founded for the publick good.

Any specimens sent to Henry A. S. Dearborn, Esq. Collector of the port of Boston, or William

S. ShaAV, Esq. District Clerk, will be received and gratefully ackaowledged.
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ADDRESS

Jl'Ir. President, and Members of the

Essex County Natural History Society,—

The duty of appearing before you on this

occasion, to deliver the first anniversary x\ddress of

our County Society for the promotion of the study of

Natural History, I accept with pleasure. Interested

in the same common object, I hail with delight the

present prospect of success, and anticipate with in-

creasing confidence our future results.

As in some proposed expedition, or private and

solitary ramble in pursuit of the subjects of our study,

we occasionally cast a look behind, rejoicing that we

have passed the rough road,—the dusty and beaten

high way—the weary hill, which intercepted our

scene of enjoyment, and then gaze with admiration

on the extended prospect, and smiling landscape before

us—or quietly sitting down for a while, consider

what we may yet gain and what new pleasure awaits,

so in the present success and future prospects of this

Society, we must congratulate ourselves, on what has

been done and be stimulated to effect still more.

Engaged with a sympathetic and fraternal feeling in

the same studies, though in different departments,

2



according to different inclinations or taste, we have

assembled on the second anniversary under auspicious

and interesting circumstances.

It was during the year of 1833 that some unusual

attention to the pursuit of Natural Science seemed to

agitate the minds of several of our citizens. Aided by

the kind suggestions and assistance of others in our

neighborhood, who were well known as decided friends

to our cause, a train of circumstances was laid, which

resuhed in the organization of the present Society,

just before the clcse of that year, on the eighteenth

day of December.

On the sixteenth day of April, 1834, the Society

held a meeting in Topsfield, at which was a conside-

rable attendance of the friends of Natural History,

from the vicinity. Several plates of Audubon's mag-

nificent work on the Birds of America, were exhibited,

besides many prepared specimens. The season, the

weather, the day were auspicious. It seemed as if

Nature herself was smiling on our prospects, and in-

viting us to her study and acquaintance. The fields

and meadows had assumed a livery of beauty, the

feathered choristers of heaven were filling the air with

harmony—the early vernal and delicate flowers of the

lovely Hepatica, and pure Sanguinaria, were blooming

under our feet, or assisted to adorn our tables, and

add to our delight.

By the liberality of one of our Vice Presidents* the

Society was generously presented with a loan of all

the then published engravings, of our American Orni-

thologist,! for public exhibition, to aid its funds.

^ William Oakes, Ipswich. t J. J. Ar'lubon.



From the middle of Ma}' following, for a few weeks,

they were opened to the public of this city and vicinity

«

Donations of value, in every department of study,

were received. It was about this time that horticul-

ture and floriculture, the Junior and accompanying

arts of natural scientific knowledge, were permitted to

lend their aid. Fifteen weekly exhibitions of what-

ever was rare and beautiful from the gardens of the

citizens, were held, during the rest of the season.

Public curiosity and regard seemed awakened in our

favor. On the opening of the next year, arrangements

were made for the continuance of such floral displays.

By the kindness of our floricultural friends, our flower

stands were rendered highly attractive and splendidly

conspicuous. Amid the various representatives of

the kingdoms of Nature, were the choice productions

of human ingenuity co-operating with her in their

mutual employments. The gorgeous Dahlia, the ever

charming, lovely Rose, the rich and variegated Tulip,

and other prominent individuals of the Liliaceous

family, were blended in unison with the simpler, yet

elegant flower of our native fields. The splendid

Magnolias of China vied with the fragrant and grace-

ful co-species* of our own neighborhood. The deli-

cious productions of Pomona, were contrasted with

the more ^misbM and humble ofterings of Tellus and Tj^
Ceres,

The commencement of the present year finds us in

the spacious and commodious halls, which we now

occupy, furnished with elegant and useful cabinets

* The most northern limits ofthe only species of the White Bay or Small
Magnolia (M. Glauca) found in New England, are the swamps of Cape Ann-



and valuable specimens. During the last session of

the Legislature, we have become an incorporated body.

Among several other specimens of the higher order

of animated beings, we have in our possession that

curious and anomalous inhabitant of New South

Wales, the Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. Blumeisb.

Sixty specimens of birds, mostly native, with a

corresponding suite of nests and eggs occupy their

proper station.

Rare and elegant species of Testudines ; foreign

and native Reptilia ; the commencement of a fine

cabinet of Conchology, and another of Mineralogy
;

the rich foreign, with the more humble native species

of the insect world, and the prepared treasures of the

vegetable kingdom, may be found in their several

compartments. Comparative anatomy has not been

unoccupied in its curious researches ; and the Library,

consisting of an hundred volumes of elementary and

higher appropriate reading, is furnished with a pros-

pective view of usefulness.

Thus in the brief space of scarcely more than two

years, a Society, extensive in numbers and embracing

in its precincts a large and flourishing County, has

risen from the united and zealous endeavors of a few

individuals, to its present condition. Without a spe-

cimen of any kind, destitute of a single work on

Natural Science, with no endowment or pecuniary

aid at that time ; and now, with an increasing list of

members, our shelves and cabinets enriched with val-

uable acquisitions and a spur given to a more general

taste for such studies. We owe much to the kind-

ness of our friends for our rarer and valuable foreign



specimens, some of which are seldom to be found in

the collections of older Societies. We hope still, to

merit such tokens of their interest in our behalf and

in the general cause of science. A casual glance at

our cabinets, will however, convince the observer, that

while foreign seas and climates have contributed to

our acquired treasures, the no less interesting though

more neglected department of Nature at home, have

not been disregarded. This is as it should be. The

primary design of a Society like our's is the intention

to direct the mind of every lover of science and truth,

to a study of those glorious objects of Creation, which

are every where around and about him. How many

are those, whose wayward and idle curiosity is un-

<luly awakened to the merest insignificance of misspent

human industry, and totally blind to the unsurpassed,

unrivalled workmanship of Nature's plastic hand.

How many too, with listless and indifferent eye, can

pass over and heedlessly tread down the gorgeous

flower of their native fields—and yet gaze with pre-

tended admiration at some frail production of a more

distant clime ! What curiosity is awakened at the

meanest shell, or the smallest fragment of animated

nature from distant countries, while far more curious

and wonderful objects are cast up by every returning

wave on the neighboring seacoast, or may be gathered

on the smooth and pebbly margin of many a broad

and extended lake, or the sedgy border of some crys-

tal pond ! What inestimable value does a shapeless

and rude fragment of some utensil of semibarbarous

nations, a handful of dust from the site of some over-

thrown and almost forgotten city, the most useless
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and veriest insignificant substance of ancient art and

of ancient pride possess, while the never changing^

imperishable, ever eloquent, constantly useful, and

always instructive types and originals of Creation's

first Existence are overlooked and despised ! These

tell of the majesty and excellence, the deep thrilling,

instructive voice of Nature, to the reflecting and

thinking mind ; those—that individuals of our own

species, once lived—and died—and passed away into

comparative oblivion. These unfold to us leaf after

leaf, of those constantly instructive pages, which are

written on the heavens and engraven on the earth,

—

while those only assure us, that the same operations

of the natural world are every where the same in

mode and effect. These exhibit to our admiring eye,

the inimitable perfection of Creative Power,—and

those, only the extent of human industry and skill.

It is with pleasure then, that we perceive the efforts

and studies of our Society principally directed to the

natural productions of our own immediate vicinity,

though by no means regardless of other and more dis-

tant. Perhaps few are aware, how wide is the field,

not only of observation, but of actual discovery imme-

diately around them. If the more obvious may be

already familiar, the patient and curious eye, and the

constant untiring observation, is rewarded in some un-

expected manner. Apart from the pleasure and value

of a general knowledge of any branch of science,

which the labor and ingenuity, the research and talent,

of others may have prepared for any one's more ready

acquisition,—such is the amazing extent of inquiry,

which can constantly employ the mind, such the mys-
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teries of the laws of organic matter,—it were scarcely

possible, that some new and hitherto unobserved

truth should not be unfolded. Hasty and casual ob-

servation is led to suppose that little remains to be ac-

complished after the labors of some devoted and emi-

nent student in a particular department of research
;

but it needs only a more familiar acquaintance with

the subject to expose the error. With what fidelity

and almost veneration have the grossest and most

anomalous mistakes been cherished and maintained in

the very opposition to reason and observation ! Nat-

ural Science in common with every other branch of .

human knowledge, is yet^ too much indebted to the

dulness and obstinacy, the theories rather than practi-

cal experiments of its advocates and disciples, for the

most palpable errors. The pages of misna:t»ed treatises cm^.a^'^

on the subject, are too often burdened with idle

speculations on idle themes. It becomes us then par-

ticularly, not to err on such groimds, preferring rather

a single correct and personal observation to a multi-

tude of fictitious, though recorded, opinions.

The pursuit of Natural History is in this point of

view, entirely in the power and at the option of every

one. Well would it be, were the first and oftentimes

feeble efforts,—feeble, because unaided and unsup-

ported by the sympathy of kindred spirits,—of many

a curious observer of Nature rendered available and of

utility to himself and others. But the existence of

the present circumstances may be in a great measure

attributed to the popular system of education and

mode of thinking. The almost intuitive love for, and

admiration in such studies, with the young, by some
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sad and lamentable error is discouraged and frustrated*

It requires a strong and unconquerable predilection, an

independence of action, or fortuitous and prosperous

circumstances, for one to become a Naturalist. The

sneer of the unthinking, the " world's dread laugh,"

the fear of singularity has deadened and extinguished

many a bright spark of genius and talent for such

studies, which fostered and cherished, might have serv-

ed to illume and enlighten and benefit a more or less

extended sphere. One of the most prominent objects

of this Society was to render an essential service to the

cause of science by extending that sympathy to such

enterprises, which they so much need, and to promote

a more general attention to the importance of the sub-

ject, especially among the friends of education, through-

out the County. It is hoped, that to a certain extent,

its success has proved the wisdom of the scheme, and

we could wish that the zeal and spirit manifested

throughout the sphere of its operations might be mul-

tiplied and increased.

The common observation that a pursuit of Natural

History is rendered difficult and tedious through the

technicalities of science, is neither founded in truth

nor is the result of observation and experience. The

nomenclature to every branch of human knowledge is

necessarily more or less difficult to acquire and under-

stand. The Natural sciences are no more singular in

this respect than other sciences or arts. A slight ac-

quaintance with philology enables any one to acquire

all that is needful in the perception and comprehension

of scientific terms. Nor is even this necessary, though

desirable. Nature is not read in books and systems,
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but from her own productions. An ardent admirer of

her operations, an observer of her phenomena, a stu-

dent of her mysteries, in fine, a genuine naturalist,

—

one of practical observation, and of sound, solid know-

ledge may seldom or never have occasion to consult

other than
" books in the running brooks,

" Sermons in stones and good in every thing."

The pleasing volume of the " Natural History of Sel-

borne" has long held its character of general interest

and value, and displays the results of attentive obser-

vation with slight materials of operation and appar-

ently limited means of acquiring scientific truth. Still

later, the deservedly popular work of the delightful

" Journal of a Naturalist," confirms us in our asser-

tion, that the technicalities of science, are neither

absolutely necessary to its study, nor serious objec-

tions to its pursuit. Scarcely a subject is there to be

found—from the gigantic oak of centuries' duration,

and monarch of the hills, to the elegant and fugacious

mushroom of a few hours existence—from the exten-

sive operations of agriculture to the minute detail of

its younger sister, horticulture ;—quadruped, bird,

insect,—their admirable economy and unsurpassed

beauty,—falling under the cognizance of a limited

field of observation, which is not rendered in these

fascinating pages the instance of some interesting

consideration. Who in reading the simple and inar-

tificial description of Audubon on the feathered deni-

zens of our Western world, and has marked the

enthusiasm, which infancy exhibited, and matured

years have not served to diminish ; has been led to

3
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suppose that other than practical, individual observa-

tion and a genuine love for his pursuits could have

enabled him to present to the admiring world a spe-

cimen of his genius and industry. How many, who

have read his " Biography of the Birds of America,"

cast a glance at or for a moment think of the accom-

panying and purely scientific descriptions. They for-

get in the admiration of the naturalist, the precision

of his favorite science. Who, that peruses the no

less artless and beautiful essays on the same subject

in the works of Alexander Wilson, would fain per-

suade himself, that the pioneer of American Ornitho-

logy was an humble individual of ordinary talent and

acquirements, and that by industry, perseverance, in-

domitable zeal, and sincere love of his early predilec-

tions, he claimed the meed of fame awarded him.

But while in this manner, endeavoring to justify

and promote a general study of Natural History, by

showing the facility of its pursuit ; still we do not

wash to depreciate the great value of system and or-

der. Could we remove the supposed difficulty, which

deters many from attempting to acquaint themselves

with the subject, the result is not to be feared. That,

is not only a truly beneficent plan of Providence, but

in its extended operations constitutes a glorious fea-

ture in the human character, which induces a farther

search and constantly increasing desire for knowledge,

from the pleasure and benefit arising from that already

acquired. On studies so extensive, I may almost

say, illimitable, the mind never can have a moment

for cessation to its improvement. Ten years of de-
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voted study to the minute and microscopic infusorial

animals, enabled Ehrenberg to discover the most

wonderful and surprising features in the external and

internal anatomy of their systems. Imperceptible to

the unaided vision, yet peopling with myriads the

liquid drop of water and inhabiting almost every form

of matter, we were ignorant of the extent of their ac-

tive being, until the microscope revealed both their

existence and economy. With motions as rapid as

thought, limbs of the most exquisite form and propor-

tions anomalous to every other body, which we see

around us, they possess all the necessary functions

of animated beings and astonish us with the compli-

cated harmony of their structure.* In the examina-

tion of a single insect, Lyonnet employed several

years, and yet left for farther research, much to com-

plete the history of that single individual species, in

the larva of the Cossus Hgniperda. Fabr : he counted

above 4000 muscular bands, precisely adapted to the

performance of the required effects. To support life

and perform all the functions necessary to an insect

not exceeding an inch in length M. Straus enumer-

ated 872 organs, composed of tracheae, muscles, nerves

and scale-like plates :
" a spectacle," says Cuvier,

" altogether transporting by its delicacy and regular-

ity. Even to the fine assortments of its colors, every

thing seems as if made on purpose to please the eye

of man, which now perhaps looked upon it for the first

* Ehrenberg has proved the existence of Monads, which are not larger

than the 24,000th ofan inch. He computes that 500,000,000 of these micro-

scopic animals may be contained in the space of a single drop of water ;—

a

number equalling the amount of human beings existing on the surface of the

globe. Rogct's BridrrewaUi- Treatise. Vol. 1. Introduction p. 25.
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time since the creation."* A short life, whose whole

extent was only thirty-one years, enabled Bichat to

give that impulse to animal physiology and anatomy,

which is felt at the present day, and opened a wide

field for extended and eminently useful investigations :

while the prolonged life of the Father of Natural His-

tory, though diligently employed, served only to leave

behind the rudiments of a " System of Nature" which

would require ages to perfect. The patient researches

of the illustrious Cuvier, on one single subject,

have restored to form and symmetry the original in-

habitants of a former world, whose mighty relics are

scattered in profusion over the earth's surface, and

given us ideas of the vastness of Creative Power and

the astonishing results of human industry with mental

application :—while the no less interesting studies of

Brongniart are presenting to our mind's eye and actual

observation, the gigantic flora of those ages, which

bore in luxuriant exuberance the mighty prototypes

of our now more humble and pigmy vegetable forms.f

Haifa century of constant experiment unbaffied and

undismayed by repeated and severe misfortunes,

enabled the Belgian horticulturist, the distinguished

Van Mons, amidst the more imperative duties of his

profession to establish important facts in vegetable

* Rapport sur I'Histoire Naturelle. Jardine's Naturalist's Library. En-
tomology—Vol. II. p. 72.

t "Some of the fossil ferns are so similar to those now growing on the sur-

face of the earth, that no doubt is entertained, that they are generically the

same ; this is the case especially with the Equiseta.—Some of the fossil

Selaginales are very similar to the Lycopndia of the present day, such as
LycopoditPS falcatus, which is an oolitic fossil. But the most numerous and
remarkable Lycopodial remains, are those gigantic fossils called Lepidoden-
dra and Uiodendra, some fragments of which measure nearly fifty feet in

length !"

—

Burnet's Introd. to Botany, Vol. '.. pp. 339-341.



physiology, the benefits of whose results not only

Europe, but this country now enjoys.

The manifest enthusiasm and devotion, which we
see exhibited in these instances are neither rare nor

singular. And it may be safely asserted, that a sim-

ilar, if not so intense attention, would be awakened in

every one who willingly entered the field of study.

The very results of such pursuits produce that desid-

eratum, which at first was thought indispensable.

Analysis, observation, experiment and actual demon-

stration, all essential to success, render the perception

and adoption of system and nomenclature gradually

easy of comprehension.

It were hardly necessary for me in this place and

on this occasion to expatiate on the reasons for an

attention to Natural Science, or point out the benefits

arising from its pursuit. In a community like ours, in

which an attention to Agriculture as well as to Com-

merce is so extensive, and the spirit of sound practice

with judicious theory adopted, the natural advantages

of some acquaintance with other, and not immediate,

though still connected subjects, must be apparent.

Permit me therefore to congratulate you on the sym-

pathy, which we have received from the aid and mu-

tual assistance of individuals, engaged and practical

in such employments—employments the first, greatest

and most important of civilized life—whose names are

enrolled on our records and whose talents and devotion

to the studies of their choice are known and acknowl-

edged. We trust that their influence in co-operation

with our own will be yet more widely felt, in giving a

new impulse to the success and prosperity of Agricultu-
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ral knowledge—that the laws which govern the mate-

rials, which are rendered subservient to the supply of

our wants and every relative acquirement, which

places the very elements in our power and promises a

certainty of success may be understood and compre-

hended ; while the errors and prejudices which have

heretofore retarded its progress shall be banished and

destroyed.

We hail with unfeigned pleasure the prospects of

the Society from a similar manifestation of interest in

its welfare among the artists and mechanics of this

city and county, confident that mutual benefits will

accrue.

Ever forward in the cause of good, the ladies have

engaged in our behalf with a spirit, which seems to

augur well for our success. The names of several of

our city, who are known as general patrons and stu-

dents of Natural Science, we are gratified to say are

already enrolled on our list of members. We would

cordially and respectfully welcome others in following

so laudable an example. In Botany, a study pecu-

liarly appropriate to the developement of refined sen-

timents of innate purity and loveliness of character,

we find many admirers. The herbarium of the So-

ciety is the result, in a considerable degree, of the

kindness of one. Valuable and rare shells enrich the

drawers of its Cabinet from the liberality of others.

Several private collections in that elegant and delight-

ful department Conchology, remarkable for extent and

worth, in the possession of many in this city, are suf-

ficient proofs that Natural History has lost nothing of

its charms and merits, nor has been overlooked in our
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community. Unable to possess all that knowledge

with the molluscous tribes of the watery deep, which

we could wish, the study and taste, which prompts to

an intimate acquaintance with their singularly fabri-

cated habitations speaks of the delight experienced in

any contemplation of Nature. The topics for inquiry,

which the fragile shell of some production of the

waters may call forth, the elegance and symmetry of

form and proportion, the richness of coloring, mocking

even the rainbow's tints, the value to mankind as an

article of luxury or use, the perfection and adaptation

of means to the end—are but a few arguments in favor

of so rational and so refined a taste. Circumstances

of the greatest importance, facts of the most serious

moment, may be indebted to this single branch of

knowledge. The minutiae of Nature are truths in

themselves, each important in the great scheme. The

adventurous exploits of the little and fearless voyager

in its pellucid and pearly bark, enjijaged the attention

of the earliest Naturalist, and to this day, though

speeding with outstretched sail and pendent oars over

the ocean's surface, its real economy and habits are

by no means ascertained.

Thus the whole history of the lower animals and of

organized matter is but a constant and tangible witness

of our own ignorance. With a perception and fore-

sight peculiar to each, the very operations, which years

of the most patient industry and the concentrated ef-

forts of ingenuity can only effect, have been from the

first executed in perfection, unperceived. The pensile

nests of several species of birds exhibit a facility of

interweaving various and heterogeneous substances in
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a manner almost inexplicable. The curious nest of

the Bengal grosbeak, the actually sewed cradle of

the tailor bird, of India, (Sylvia sutoria,) the beauti-

ful intertwined and grassy nest of the tiny marsh wren

of our neighboring swamps (Troglodytes brevirostris.

NuTT.) the woven and strong pouch-like nest of the

vivid and splendid golden robin, (Icterus baltimore.

BoNAP.J and the yet more singular texture of the

orchard orioles (Icterus spurius. Bonap.J are striking

instances. The workmanship of the loom is naught

in comparison with the ingenuity of the cunning and

active spider—and while for centuries the treasures

of intellect and mind were committed to various sub-

stances of inferior value, for general diffusion, the

ingenious wasp, was hourly fabricating its elegant

nest, with the now universally used and almost indis-

pensable article of paper, which has superseded all

else.* ^'Vith a precision unparalled and undeviating

the bee (Apis Mellifica. L.) whose history is only

coeval with man, solved at each repeated construction

of its cell, the problem, which required the skill of

a mathematician, aided by the infinitesimal calculus

to prove. The tissue and internal structure of vege-

table sf outrival the curious and costly productions of

art, and the gorgeous and magnificent vesture of the

" lilies of the field," furnished in Holy Writ, a strik-

ing and persuasive argument in the support of divine

truth, t

* PoUstci N'ldulans of Cayenne, constructs a nest of genuine paste board,

and several American species of Vespa and Crabro, use paper of their own
fabrication, in the construction of their cells and nests.

t The lace tree of the West Indies, (Lagetta lintearia) furnishes from it*

inner bark a beautiful substitute for lace.

t Matthew vi. 28 29.
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And this communion with Nature ! what more con-

ducive of good and greater source of pleasure and

instruction ? Is it not well to steal away from the

too absorbing cares of the busy world, to lay aside for

a few moments the assiduous devotion to its interests,

to quench the fever of excitement and passion in the

calm and^grand repose of her studies ? What the

very end and pursuit of life, but that course, which

affords present, solid and satisfactory good and prom-

ises future benefit ? In a scene second only to that

primeval condition of the progenitors of the human

race, where magnificence, beauty, order, loveliness,

harmony and peace are all displayed, we seem to be

invited and allured by every object of sense and fea-

ture of excellence, to commune with higher, nobler,

better things than those of earth. It is the inter-

course of spirit with Spirit. The Creator is yet

holding converse with His creatures through the me-

dium of His works. In the first vernal motion of

returning vital energy in the humblest moss, as in the

majestic structure of the mightiest vegetable form,

whose duration is coeval* with the present appearance

of the earth,—in the gauze-like wings of the minutest

fly, which dances in the bright sunbeam, with all the

pleasure of simple existence, as in the noble economy

of the gigantic quadruped,—in the comminuted parti-

cle of dust, as in the lofty mountains, which rise, in

silent, solitary and barren grandeur over the plains,

there is the same common voice of welcome and the

* Individuals o? Jldansonia, of the Natural order BombacesB, are the largest

trees known; their age has been computed at frrn 5 to GOOO years, which

though probably an erroneous calculation, yet they may be, as. Humboldt

conjectures, some of the " oldest organic monuments of our planet."
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same common language of instruction. In studies so

extensive and pursuits so glorious, who can become

an unprofitable learner ! No place so solitary, no spot

so desolate, no circumstance in life so devoid of inter-

est, but could furnish a solemn and important lesson

of truth.

Such then are the subjects of our mutual studies,

such their extent and such their salutary influence.

It remains for us in our endeavors as a Society to

pursue them with that attention, which gives the con-

viction of our delight in them. May the happy efforts

towards the advancement of a more general taste for

such subjects, which are so far crowned with success,

be yet increased, that collections from every depart-

ment of the Natural world may add to the value of

our labors, and our halls still afford an occasional

resort for an enlightened community, where the grace

and loveliness of Nature shall minister to the refine-

ment and elegance of society.

Peace to the ashes, and deep respect to the memory

of that venerable and learned man,* who has so lately

departed from the scene of his favorite studies and

extensive usefulness. Although devoted to the in-

terests of Natural Philosophy, he was by no means

unmindful or inattentive to those of Natural History.

We remember, for how can we forget, his occasional

presence in our halls and at our floral exhibitions

;

and many there are, who have enjoyed his liberality

in the use of the rarer and splendid works from his

Library, or listened with delight to his instructive

^ Rev. John Prince, LL.D.
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conversation. His life is an exemplification of the

influence of such pursuits as our's, on the heart and

mind.

In conclusion let me add, that much remains to be

accomplished in every department of science under

our immediate cognizance. The flora of this County

contains many beautiful and elegant productions. A
full and perfect herbarium is essential to our Cabinet.

An attention to the cryptogamous plants will interest

many, w^ho hitherto may have overlooked them. Of

diminutive size and of humble rank in the order of

vegetable forms, their real beauty and inimitable per-

fections are imperceptible without minute study and

examination. Assisted by the microscope we are as-

tonished and delighted with their wonderful and

unique economy. Composing a vast group of an ex-

tensive variety of forms, they are scattered over the

earth's surface, with a profusion equal only to the

benefits which they confer in the great operations of

existence.

Those rarer phsenogamous plants too, which the

research of the respected President of this Societ}^ has

heretofore discovered in our immediate vicinity, should

prompt others to a similar spirit in each section of the

county. The peculiar beauty and value of the dried

specimens of another, who is also well known as an

accomplished botanist, will serve as models of our

own. Our Entomology demands particular attention.

The members of the Society will confer a great ser-

vice to the general cause, by transmitting at the end

of each season, collections of every species of insect

which falls under their observation.
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In fine, let an enthusiasm and laudable taste for

the contemplation of the natural world be cherished

and cultivated by every member, and our united

labors in so good and glorious a pursuit must and will

insure the prosperity of the Essex County Natural

History Society^

[Note.—There have been also two exhibitions of Fruits and Flowers at

Bradford, under the direction of the Society,—one in September, 1834, the

other in September, 1835;—both of them were very fully attended, and ex-

cited much interest in the cause of science.]

Errata.—On page 11th, 16th line, for misnamed read misnomered.
" " 18th " for idle themes read idler themes.



In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty six.

To incorporate the Essex County Natural History Society.

jSE it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresenta-

tives in General Court assembled and by the authority of the

same, That Andrew Nichols, William Oakes, and Wil-

liam Prescott, and their associates, are hereby made a

Corporation by the name of the Essex County Natural

History Society, for the purpose of promoting the Science

of Natural History with all the powers and privileges and

subject to all the liabilities contained in the forty fourth

chapter of the Revised Statutes of this Commonwealth

" passed on the fourth day of November in the year one

thousand eight hundred and thirty five," and for the purpose

aforesaid ma\^ hold real estate to the amount often thousand

dollars, and personal estate, exclusive of the books, papers

and articles in the cabinet of said Society to the amount of

twenty thousand dollars.

House of Representatives Feb. 11, 1836—Passed to be enacted.

JULIUS ROCKWELL, Speaker.

In Senate, Feb. 12, 1836

—

Passed to be enacted.

HORACE MANN, President.

Council Chamber, 12th Feb. 1836.—Approved.

EDWARD EVERETT.

A true copy—attest.

JOHN P. BIGELOW, Secretary.
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ARTICLE I.

The Society shall be called the " Essex County Nat-

ural History Society. It shall consist of two classes of

members, Resident and Corresponding; Resident Members,

such as reside in ihe County of Essex ; Corresponding Mem-

bers, such as reside elsewhere.

ARTICLE II.

Any person may become a Member of this Society by

signing the Constitution and paying the annual assessment;

or may become a life member,—exempt of all assessments,

b}' the payment of twenty dollars.

ARTICLE III.

Corresponding Members, shall be chosen by ballot,

after having been nominated at a meeting previous to that

on which the ballot is taken; the votes of two thirds of the

members present shall be requisite for an election.

ARTICLE IV.

The annual assessment of each member shall be two dol-

lars ; and no resident member, who shall be in arrears for

one year, shall be entitled to vote or be eligible to any

office in the Society.

ARTICLE V.

Members may be expelled from this Society by a vote

of three fourths of the members present at the annual

meeting.

ARTICLE VI.

The Officers of this Society shall be a President, tw^o

Vice Presidents, Secretary, who shall also act as Treasurer,

a Librarian and Cabinet Keeper.
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It shall be the duty of the President, and in his ab-

sence of one of the Vice Presidents, to preside in all the

meetings of the Society and Curators, to call meetings of

the Curators and Special Meetings of the Society, by the

advice of the Curators.

It shall be the duty of the Secretary to attend the

meetings of the Society and Curators and record their pro-

ceedings ; to keep on file all letters and papers respecting

the Society and to manage the correspondence of the Society

under the direction of the Curators; to keep copies of all

letters written for the Society in a book provided for that

purpose ; to receive and pay all monies subject to the order

of the Curators.

It shall be the duty of the Librarian and Cabinet

Keeper to receive and have in his custody all specimens,

books, papers, &;c. of the Society, which he shall arrange in

classes and register in a book with a proper description of

each article, the donor's name, when the same shall be a

present, time when received, also to acknowledge all dona-

tions whatsoever in such a way as the curators may direct.

ARTICLE VII.

The President, Vice Presidents, Secretary and Cabinet

Keeper, ex officio, with four others chosen by the Society

shall be the Curators. They shall direct the Secretary

and Cabinet Keeper in the performance of their respective

duties
;
present to the Society such by-laws and regulations

as shall be thought expedient, and manage the finance of the

Society subject to the direction of the Society.

ARTICLE VIII.

The Officers and Curators shall be chosen at the annual

meeting by ballot.

ARTICLE IX.

The Annual Meeting shall be on the third Wednesday in

June.
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ARTICLE X.

This Constitution may be altered by a vote of three-

fourths of the members present at any regular meeting of

the Society 5 the intended alterations being submitted at any

two previous meetings.

m"^ojbi£^'

Chapter I. Of Members.

Resident members only shall be entitled to vote or be

eligible to any office.

A resident member on removing from this County may

become a corresponding member on giving notice thereof

and paying all arrears; and a corresponding member who

shall hereafter reside within this county shall become a resi-

dent member.

No resident member, who shall be in arrears for one year,

shall be entitled to vote or be eligible to any office ; and if

any one so in arrears shall refuse or neglect to liquidate his

dues within six months after being duly notified, he shall

cease to be a member of the Society.

The yearly assessment is payable at the annual meeting

in June.

Chapter II. Of Oficers and Curators.

The President and in his absence one of the Vice

Presidents, shall preside in all meetings and regulate the

order thereof. He shall have a casting vote when there is

an equal division amongst the members.

The Secretary shall be present at all meetings and re-

cord the proceedings ; read all communications made to him
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in his official capacity ; notify all corresponding members of

their election ; also all officers when the same shall not be

present at their election, and notify all meetings.

As Treasurer he shall receive all dues to the Society

and pay all debts after they have been approved by the

Curators: he shall keep an exact account of all receipts and

expenditures, and report the same at the annual meeting.

The Curators shall hold meetings for the transaction of

business as often as once a month, at such times and places

as may be most convenient : four members shall constitute a

quorum.

Chapter III. Of Committees.

The following Standing Committees, viz : on Mam-
malia ; Aves ; Reptilia and Pisces ; Mollusca and Radiata

(native ;) Mollusca and Radiata (foreign ;) Articulata ;

Comparative Anatomy ; Botany ; and Mineralogy and Geol-

ogy ;—shall be chosen at the annual meeting. It shall be

the duty of these Committees to assist the Cabinet Keeper

in the arranging and preserving the specimens of Natural

History in their respective departments, and to report at the

annual meeting in June the state of their respective collec-

tions ;—they shall alone be authorized to select duplicate

specimens and make exchanges.

Chapter IV. Of the Cabinet.

All donations shall have the donor's name affixed thereto.

No cabinet specimen in Natural History shall be removed

from the rooms of the Society without the consent of a

major part of the Curators.

All donations shall be referred to Committees to report

thereon as soon as possible.

Chapter V. Of the Library.

The Library to be under the control of the Curators.
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No book to be purchased except by the written consent of a

major part of the Curators.

The Curators, for sufficient reason, may withhold any

book from circulation, such books being marked in the cat-

alogue and also on the cover "not to circulate." The

Librarian shall insert in a book provided for that purpose

the names of the borrowers, the time when taken out and

when returned.

Each member shall be entitled to take from the Library,

one folio or one quarto, or two volumes of any lesser fold,

at one time; separate volumes of plates, to accompany the

text as a part of the same, may be delivered in addiiion.

No person shall lend any book belonging to the Society,

excepting, to a member, entitled to take out, under a penalty

of one dollar, for every offence.

If any book is damaged or lost, the person for whose use

it was taken out, shall make good such damage or loss as

the curators may determine.

The Curators may on special occasions, permit any per-

son not a member of the Society to use the books belonging

to the Library, under such restrictions as they may think

proper.

The members of the Society residing in the city of Salem

or in the towns of Beverly or Danvers, shall not detain any

book longer than two weeks, under a penalty of twenty-five

cents per week. Members resident in the more distant

towns of the county, shall not detain any book longer than

four weeks, under the same penalty.

If any member of the Society, not resident in the city of

Salem or either of the towns of Beverly or Danvers, should

wish to obtain the use of a book or books, then in the hands

of some other member of the Society not resident in either

of the aforesaid places, that member may receive such book

or books from the other member, on condition that both

parties notify the Librarian by letter (post paid.) Non-
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compliance with this condition, shall subject the member

who received the book or books direct from the Library, to

the usual fine. In all cases of loss or damage the original

receiver shall be held responsible to the Curators; and

should any demur or difficulty arise, the parties shall settle

it between themselves, responsibility always attaching to the

first receiver of the books.

On the Wednesday preceding the annual Meeting all

books shall be called in, and the Curators shall examine the

Library. They shall note all missing books, the slate of

tlie Library and report the same at the annual meeting.

Chapter VI. Of Meetings.

The ordinary Meetings of the Society shall be held on

the third Wednesday ofevery month, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

Visitors may be introduced by any member.

The annual and all special meetings of the Societ}' shall

be notified by circulars, signed by the Secretary, and sent

to each member, at least six days before said meeting.
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OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY.

Sleeted Dec. 18, 1S33.

PEESIDEHT.

ANDREW NICHOLS, of Danvers.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

WM. OAKES, of Ipswich, GARDNER B. PERRY, of Bradford.

SSCRETARY AND TREASURER.

JOHN M. IVES, Salem.

LIBRARIAN AND CABINET KEEPER.

JOHN LEWIS RUSSELL, Salem.

CURATORS.

WM. OAKES, Ipswich. THOMAS SPENCER, Salem.

JOHN C. LEE, Salem. CHARLES G. PAGE, Salem.

Blected June It, 1835«

PRESIDENT.

ANDREW NICHOLS, of Danvers.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

WILLIAM OAKES, Ipswich. GARDNER B. PERRY, Bradford.

SECRETARY AND TREASURER.

HENRY WHEATLAND, Salem.

LIBRARIAN AND fABINET KEEPER.

WILLIAM P. RICHARDSON, Salem.

CURATORS.

JOHN C. LEE, Salem. JOHN M. IVES, Salem.

WM. PRESCOTT, Lynn. CHAS. G. PAGE, Salem.

Sleeted June 15, 1836.

PRESIDENT.

ANDREW NICHOLS, Danvers.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

WM. OAKES, Ipswich. GARDNER B. PERRY, Bradford.

SECRETAUv and treasurer

HENRY WHEATLAND, Salem.

LIBRARIAN and cabinet keeper

WILLIAM P. RICHARDSON, Salem.

CURATORS

JOHN C. LEE, Salem, JOHN M. IVES, Salem,

WM. PRESCOTT, Lynn, CHAS. G. PAGE, Salem.
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1. Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Journal of, 8vo, 6 vols,

and part 1st of vol. 7th. Philadelphia, from 1817.

2. Audubon, J. J., Ornithological Biography, roy. Bvo, vols. 1 and 2.

Philadelphia 1832, and Boston 1835.

3. Bakewell Robert, an introduction to Geology, (2d American from the

4th London edition, edited by B. SiUiman,) 1 vol. Bvo. New Haven, 1833.

*4. Bigelow Jacob, Florula Bostoniensis, 1 vol. 8vo. Boston, 1824.

5. Boston Journal of Philosophy and the Arts, 3 vols 8vo. Boston,

from 1823 to 1826.

6. Boston Society of Natural History, Transactions of, Noa. 1,2 and 3, of

part 1, 8vo. Boston.

7. Brewster's David, New Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, 31 Nos. 4to. Phila-

delphia.

* 8. Brown Thos., Zoologist's text book, 2 vols 16 mo. Glasgow, 1832.

9. Cabinet of Natural History and Rural Sports, 2 vols 4to. Philadelphia,

from 1830 to 1832.

10. Cuvier G., Animal Kingdom, (translated and abridged by H. M'Mur-
trie) 1 vol. 8vo. New York, 1832.

* 11. Animal Kingdom, with supplementary additions by E. Grif-

fith, Class Reptilia, 1 vol. 8vo. London, 1831.

"12. Animal Kingdom, with supplementary additions by E.

Griffith, Class Insecta, 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1832.

13. Dana J. F. & S. L., Outlines of the Mineralogy and Geology of

Boston and its vicinity, 1 vol. 8vo. Boston, 1818.

14. De Candolle A. P., Theorie Elementaire de laBotanique, 1 vol. Bvo.

Paris, 1819.

15. De la Beche H. J. Application of Geology to the useful purposes of

life, (republished from his late work, by the N. Y. Lye. Nat. His.) 8vo.,

pp. 22. New York, 1836.

16. Elliott Stephen, a Sketch ofthe Botany ofSouth Carolina and Geor-

gia, a vols. Bvo. Charleston, S. C. 1821.

* Books thus marked are not to circulate.
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17. Essex Agricultural Society, Transactions of, vol. 1, and 5 Nos. of

Tol. 2. Salem, from 1818.

18. Fairholme George, a general view of the Geology ofScripture, 1 vol.

12 mo. Philadelphia, 1833.

19. Godman John D., American Natural History, 3 vols. 8vo. Phila-

delphia, 1831.

20. Hildreth C. T., caseof Notencephale, 8vo. pp. 16. Boston, 1831.

21. Hitchcock Edward, Report of the Geology, Mineralogy, Botany and

Zoology of Massachusetts, (Isted.) 1 vol. 8vo. with plates. Amherst, 1833.

«22. The same (2d edition.) Amherst, 1835.

23. Humboldt Alex, de, De distributione Geographica Plantarum, 1 vol.

8vo. Paris, 1817.

24. Imperial Mineralogical Society of St. Petersburg, Transactions of,

roy. 8vo. vol. 1, with plates. St. Petersburg, 1839.

25. Insects, Natural History of, (compiled from Swammerdam, Brookes,

&c.) 1 vol. 8vo. Perth, 1792.

26. Jay John C, Private Catalogue of Shells, Aug. 1st, 1835, 12mo.

pp. 55. New-York, 1835.

27. Another copy.

28. Kirby and Spence, Introduction to Entomology, 4 vols. 8vo. Lon-

don, 1828.

29. L'Etablissement Geographique de Bruxelles, Lettre sur, 16mo.

pp. 49. Bruxelles, 1836.

30. Ouvrages Publiee, 16mo. pp. 20. Bruxelles, 1836.

31. Lindley John, Introduction to the Natural System of Botany (1st

Am. ed. with an Appendix by J. Torrey) 1 vol. 8vo. New-York, 1831.

32. Lyceum of Natural History of New-York, Annals, vols. 1 and 2, and

Nos. 1 and 2 of vol. 3. New-York, from 1817.

33. Charter, Constitution and Bye-Laws, 8vo. pp. 24. New-

York, 1835.

34, duplicate of the same.

35. Lyell Charles, Principles of Geology, [4th ed.] 12mo. 4 vols. London,

1835.

36. Mawe J., Voyager's Companion and Shell-Collector's Pilot, &c. &c.

1 vol. 18mo. London, 1825.

37. Michaux F. A., North American Sylva, roy. 8vo. 3 vols. Paris,

1819.

38. Miscellany of Natural History, [vol. 1st, Parrots,by Sir J. D. Lander

and Thos. Brown,] 1 vol. 12mo. Edinburgh, 1833.

39. Mohs Frederick, Treatise on Mineralogy, translated from the Ger-

man by Wm. Hardinger, 3 vols. 12nio. Edinburgh, 1S25.

40. Montague G., Ornithological Dictionary (Rennie's edition) 1 vol. 8vo.

London, 1831.

41. Nuttall Thomas, Genera of North American Plants and Catalogue of

Species to 1817, 12mo. 2 vols. Philadelphia, 1818.
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42. Ornithology of U.S. A. and Canada, part 1st, Land

Birds, 12tno. 1 vol. Cambridge, 1S32.

43. • Ornithology of U. S. A. and Canada, part 2d, Water

Birds, 12mo. 1 vol. Boston, ld34.

*44. Practical Naturalist, Manual of, 1 vol. ICmo. Boston, 1831.

45. Pursh Frederick, Flora Arnericce Septentrionalis, 8vo. 2 vols. Lon-

don, 1814.

46. Riddell John L., a Synopsis of the Flora of the Western States, 8vo.

pp. 116. Cincinnati, 1835.

*47. Robinson Sam'l, a Catalogue of American Minerals, with their lo-

calities, 1 vol. 8vo. Boston, 1825.

48. Russell John Lewis, a Discourse delivered before the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, Sept 17, 1835, 8vo. pp. 36. Boston 1835.

49. Say Thos., Explanation of terms used in Entomology, 8vo. 1 vol.

Philadelphia.

50. Shepard C. U. Treatise on Mineralogy, 2d part consisting of descrip-

tions of the species, &c. 12 mo. 2 vols. New Haven, 1835.

51. Silliman Be nj.. The American Journal of Science, 8vo. 30 vols. New-

Haven, from 1819.

52. Smith, J. V. C, Natural History of the fishes ofMassachusetts, 1 vol.

12 mo. Boston, 1833.

53. Swainson Wm., a Preliminary Discourse on the study of Natural

History, (No 59. of Lard. Cab. Cyc.) 1 vol. 12mo. London, 1834.

54. A Treatise on the Geography and classification of animals,

(No. 66, of Lard. Cab. Cyc.) 1 vol. 12mo. London, 1835.

55. Torrey John, Compendium of the Flora of the Northern and Middle

States, 1 vol. 12mo. New York, 1826.

56. Duplicate ot the same.

57. Uphara C. W., a Discourse at the funeral of the Rev John Prince,

on the 9th of June 1836, 8vo. pp. 31. Salem, 1836.

58. Wildenow C. L., species Plantarum, 12mo. 24 vols. Berolini, 1797.

*59. Wilson, Alex., American Ornithology, 3 vols. roy. 8vo. with 1 vol

of plates, 4to. New York and Philadelphia, 1829.

60. Wright J. and Hall James, a catalogue of Plants growing without

cultivation in the vicinity of Troy, 8vo. pp. 42. Troy, N. Y. 1835.

61. Zoological Society, Gardens and Menageries of, 8vo. 2 vols. Chis-

wick, 1831.
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1}OI?0RS TO THU lalBTLIL'SL'W.

The numbers against the names correspond with those in the catalogue.

J. C. Lee, 3, 7, 8, 12, 31, 39, 47, 50.

William Oakes, of Ipswich, 51 from vol 11 to 20 inclusive.

Miss S. Burley, 35.

C. Cramer, of New-York city, 24, 26, 29, 30, 33, 60.

VVm. P. Richardson, 57.

B. H. Ives, 49.

John Lewis Russell, 18, 46, 48.

Mrs. A. Dunlap, 15, 27, 34.

Hilliard, Gray & Co. Boston, 42, 43.

Thomas Spencer, 40.

Henry Whipple, 25.

A. L. Peirson, 20.

Massachusetts Legislature, 21, 22.



DONATIONS
TO

OF THE

ESSEX COHETT-F ^J^TUlSLJ^Ts HISTOHIT SOOIETIT,

From January 1st, ]834, to September 1st, 183G.,

1334.

Jan. Skulls of Fiber Zibethicus, Mits-

telalutreola, and Sciurus Caro-
linensis.

Rana pipiens and skulls of Larus
sp. and Colymbus sp. Sorex
brevicaudus.

April. Starling, from the Falkland Islands.

Falco leverianus, female & eggs

—

Testudo Scabra.

Skeleton of Fringilla Canariensis.

Malformed claw ofAstacus marinus

Venus mercenaria.

Helix,

July. Spotted Jasper, from Saugus, Mass.

Anadonta, from S. Carolina, Cy-
praeae, Murices, Strombi, &c.

Minerals from Brunswick and Au-
gusta, Me., «fe Newbury, Mass.
several species of native shells.

Egg of Casuarius vulgaris.

Condylura cristata, var. ? Mus
musculus.

Aug. Hirundo pelasgia—Pupae and Lar-
vae of several Lepidoptera.

Falco sparvinus, adult male.

Skull and spine of Felis cata.

Skeleton of Scolopax Wilsonii.

Nest of Icterus Baltimore.—Box
of Native Insects.

Vespertilio murinus.

Box of Coleopterous Insects—Co-
coons of Bombyx mori.

Vespertilio Noveboracensis.

Do. Murinus

6

Samuel P Fowler, Danvers.

John M. Ives.

Thomas Spencer.

Abel Nichols, Danvers.

John S. Appleton, Gloucester,

John M. Ives.

Andrew Nichols, Danvers.

Samuel P. Fowler, Danvers.

Wm. Prescott, Lynn.

Mrs. A. Dunlap.

John Lewis Russell.

Benj. Shreve.

John Lewis Russell.

Charles G. Page.

Geo. H. Devereux.

Joseph Farnum, jr.

John S. Appleton, Gloucester.

Henry Wheatland.

Geo. Silsbee.

Abel Nichols, Danvers.

Wm. B. Johnson.

B. Hale Ives.
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1834.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Tantalus rubra. Rhamphastos
erjthrorynchus.

Exuviee of Gryllus sp.

Native fishes,

Cyprinus sp.

Falco coluDibarius, young male.

Pagurus longicarpus Native
shells—Nest of Troglodytes
palustris.

Monoculus Polyphemus—Skull of

Ovis aries var. polycerata— Skull
and clavi's of Strix nyctea and
nebulosa.

Shells, several sp. from Thames
river, England,

Sylvia Canadensis

Vespertilio Noveboracensis

Shells from Ouisconsin river and
South Carolina

Falco haliaetus, adult male

Falco sparverius

Falco leucocephalus, young

Alcedo alcyon, female

Foreign shells

Solen sp. Faludinia decisa, Cyprea
caput-serpentis, &c. &c.

Nest of Card-making Wasp from
Cayenne

Quartz crystals

Spicular Iron Ore, from Elba

Volcanic Nitres and Sulphurs,
from the Mediterranean—Na-
tive Insects

Palmated Sponge, from Ipswich
Beach, Mass.

Minerals, from Franconia, N. H.

Native Minerals, and Vertebra of
a Whale

Turdus Wilsonii

Fiber zibethicus

Madrepora sp.

Bog Iron ore, and Lacerta sp.

Insects

Tetraodon sp.

Exocetus volitans, and Coluber sp.

Emys sp.

Coumarouma odorata

Fulica atra and Native Insects

Forejgn Minerals and Shells

Stephen Driver, jr.

Miss H. Perkins.

Geo. A. Perkins.

John M. Ives.

William Rose.

John Lewis RusselL

Joseph Farnum, jr.

Henry Wheatland.

William Peele.

Miss Prince.

Mrs. Dunlap.

Samuel Gardner.

Nathaniel West, 3d.

James Brown.

William Rose.

Mrs. Benja. Shreeve.

Mrs. J. Chadwick.

Miss P. A. Winn.

Jas. D. Gillis.

B. W. Crowninshield

Charles G. Page.

John M. Ives.

Horatio Robinson.

Joseph Farnum, jr.

John Henfield, jr.

William Rose.

Miss H. S. Haskell.

Daniel P. King, Danvers.

George A. Perkins.

Francis H. Tufts.

Rev. John Prince.

Henry Perley.

Miss P. A. Winn.

Henry Wheatland.

John M. Ives,
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1834.

Aug. Skull of Ardea Plerodias

JBalanus sp. from S. American coast

Scolopendra morsitans

Nest of Icterus Baltimore

Mustela lutreola

Crystallized Quartz

Capsules of Capsifum baccatum,
and skin of Dasypus tricinctus

Stnrnus prsedatorius

Mergus Merganser

Syngnathus typhle—Native Insects

Exocetus exiliens, &c.

Lepus cuniculus, male and female

Copal, containing insects

Capsule of Bertholletia excelsa

Nov. Pods of Tamarindus Indica

Box of Native Lepidoptera

Sciurus Carolinensis

Strix nyctea

Bowlders, from St. Petersburg

Dec. Strix nyctea

Skull of Corvus corone

Testudo radiata

Falco leucocephalus, (young)

1835.

Jan. Strix Virginiana and cinerea

Feb. Cervus paludosus, young female

Mar. Eggs of 15 species of native birds

April. Antlers of Cervus Virginianus

Do. do. and Fringilla purpurea

Stalactites, from Girgenti, Sicily

Native Minerals—23 specimens

Seeds and Bird-skins, from Sand-
wich and Society Islands

Minerals and seeds of Mangifera
Indica

Fulica Americana

Native Minerals and Sylvia pinus

Reptiles, from Para, S. A.

Shells, from Fegee Islands

Minerals

Prepared heads of17 species of Birds

Reptiles and Bird-skins, from Para

Unbroken fibre of Musa sp. from
Vi'liich Manilla hemp is obtain-

ed—Specimen of cotton, with

Joseph Farnum, jr.

John Lewis Russell.

George P. Farrington.

Elias E. Porter, Danvers.

Shatswell.

Francis Cummms.

Charles H. Fabens.

Moses Home, jr. Topsfield,

James Balch.

B. Hale Ives.

J. Fisk Allen.

Francis H. Tufts.

Andrew Leach, Beverly.

Mrs. John Chadwick.

Mrs. Newcombe.

Abel Nichols, Danvers.

Joseph Farnum.

William Oakes, Ipswich.

Charles Cramer, N. Y. city.

James Brown, Danvers.

Charles G. Page.

Mrs. Arrington.

Joseph Grover, Concord, N. H.

Erastus Ware, P/Iarblehead.

Benj. Creamer.

Samuel P. Fowler, Danvers.

Henry Wheatland.

William P. Richardson.

William Fettyplace.

F. W. Paine, Worcester.

John B- Williams.

Mrs. J. Chadwick.

George Prince.

Andrew Nichols, Danvers.

Tho's P. Pingree.

John W. Rogers.

John C. Lee.

Jolm M. Ives.

Benj. Cox, jr.

seed enclosed Jona. F. Felt.
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1835.

May. George Osgood, Danvers.

F. W. Paine, Worcester.

Notonectse

Several species of Paradisea

Nux Moscliata, Caryophyllus arc-

niaticus—Draco lineatus, &c.
in spirit

Fossil impressions of Ferns

Coluber constrictor and Gymno-
tus sp.

Petrifactions, &c. from the collec-

tion of the late Dr. Holyoke

—

and Native Minerals

Earth, from Epsom

Box of Insects, from Manilla

Foreign shells, 12 species—Tusk
of Halicore Indicus—and leaves

and fruit of Jatropha elastica

Foreign shells, 96 species

Sphinges and Mantides, from Ma-
dagascar

Scolopaxflavipes,Alaudamagna,<^c. JNath'l West 3d

Native Minerals—Turdus auroca-

pillus—Vireo olivaceus, &c.

Skin of Felis onca

" of Canis (vulpes) fulvus

Fossil Coral, from the Gypsum
formation, Baltimore

June. Foreign Shells

Reptiles from Para, S. A.

Molar tooth and femur of Loxo-
odonta Africanus, and skin of

Boa constrictor

Chama Hippopus and Rhoinb spar

Skin of Kangurus labiatus

Box of Chinese Insects

Lead Ore, from mines near Galena

Skin of Arctomys monax, and
Iron pyrites

Sepia officinalis

Minerals, from Worcester county

Calosoma calidum & Saturnia lo

Attacus luna

Bog Iron Ore, from Gloucester

Tail of Elephas Indicus

Claw of Astacus marinus, which
weighed 39 lbs.

Calosoma scrutator, 2 specimens

Emys scabra, 2 specimens

Egg of Strutliio camelus

Native Minerals

William P. Endicott.

Wm. P. Richardson.

Pickering Dodge, Lynn.

Andrew Nichols, Danvers.

Abel Nichols, do.

J. Willard Peele, Manilla.

John Warden.

Miss E. Hodges.

Jacdb Kittredge.

Andrew Nichols, Danvers.

T. Perkins Pingree.

Samuel Honeycomb.

Charles G. Page.

Nath'l L. Page.

James Creamer.

Robert Brookhouse.

Henry G. Bridges.

Philip Hammond.

Samuel Barton. s

Miss M. J. Scobie.

Theodore Morgan.

Francis H. Tufts.

William H. Brooks.

Geo. A. Perkins.

Miss Sarah Cook.

John S. Appleton, Gloucester.

B. K. Churchill.

Moses H. Shaw, Gloucester.

W. C. Wiggin, Danvers.

B. Hale Ives.

Chas. M. Richardson.

Wm. Stearns.
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1835.

June.

July.

Auff.

Condjlura cristata

Stalactite

Mica, from New-Brunswick

Tremolite, from Lubec, Me.

Calosoma calidum

Sphinx sp. and Testudo serpentina

Helices, from England

Nest of Sylvia aestiva

Minerals

Fruit ot Juglansalba, from Penn.,
Fasciculus of Western Vernal
Plants, Minerals, and 28 species

of Uniones from Ohio

Skull of Mephitis Americana

" of Felis onca

Pteromys volucella

Mactra grandis,from Chelsea Beach

Fruit of Psidiura Catteleyanum
and Cactus sp.

Malformed hen's egg

Pagurus sp.

Shells and corals from Phillips'

Beach— Reptiles from Para

—

Beak of Xiphias sp., and Molar
tooth of Loxodonta Africanus

Nest and eggs ofFringilla palustris

Pupa and imago ofCicada pruinosa

Scolopendra morsitans, young

Minerals, from Saugus

Native Minerals

Foreign Shells, 4
Testudo radiata

species—and

Ichneumon sp.

Syngnathus typhle

Coluber vernalis

Falco borealis, young

Vespertilio Noveboracensis

Native Insects (rare)

Testudo tabulata, from Brazil

Minerals, from Chelmsford, Mass

Cottus quadricornus

Anas Gambiensis

Crotalus horridus & corvus corone

Molar tooth of Loxodonta Afri-

canus

Head of Testudo sp. from S. A-
meri J,

Charles Dodge.

—

•

^Lander.

Charles G. Page.

S. & L. Brcoks.

Col. Dodge, Wenham.
John M. Ives.

John Full.

Wm. P. Richardson.

Charles Cramer, N. Y. city.

John L. Russell.

Theodore Morgan.

Jos. Farnum, jr.

Henry Wheatland.

Joseph Moriarty, Boston.

Theodore Morgan, jr. Maranham.

Samuel Curwen.

Miss Eliza Perley.

Charles G. Page.

E. N. Wead.

William Ives.

John Wheatland.

John C. Lee.

Thomas Prince.

Andrew Nichols, Danvers.

Miss M. A. King.

John Howard.

Wm. B. Dodge.

John M. Ives.

Rand.

Joshua SafFord.

T. W. Harris, Cambridge.

George D. Phippen.

Wm. H. Osborne.

J. W. Stearns, jr.

Geo. M'Dutfie.

Francis Spinney, Lynnfield.

Nicholas Boylston.

Thomas Dewing.
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1835.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

1836.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Minerals, from Franconia and
White Hills, N. H.

Chelonura serpentina and native

minerals

Shark's jaw.

Capsules of Bertholletia excelsa

Skin of Penguin's neck

Suite of Shells, from Island ofJava

Turkey tracks in Sandstone, from
Montague, Mass.

Sphinx sp. from Para

Coluber sp.

Minerals, from Franconia and
vicinity

Madrepora and Minerals

Petrifactions, from Cattskill Mts.

N. y.

Native Insects, Skulls of Canis
(Vulpes) fulvus, Cervus Vir-

ginianus, Canis familiaris (b.

Terrarius) &c.

Uniones, several species

Unio, from Fox river, Michigan
Territory

Fulica Americana

Podiceps rubricollis

Eggs of Ardea nycticorax

Ornithorhyncus paradoxus, and
Falco sp. from New South Wales

Charadrius melodus

Skull ofBuceros sp. from Sumatra

" " Equus caballus, female

Nest of Plirundo edilis, Fruit of

Citrus paradisus. Shells, & Che-
Ionia mydas, var. from Java

Hyria, two species, Turbo, Can-
cer, &c.

Skull of Loxia cardinalis, male

Palate bone of Drum fish

Skin of Felis tigrina, from S. A-
merica

Jawof Delphinus delphis

European (chiefly Russian) Insects

Skull of Sus babyroussa, from

Island of Timor

T. P. Shepard.

Abel Nichols, Danvers.

Luther Upton.

Robert Hill.

Mrs. Johonnot.

John C. Lee.

Pickering Dodge.

William Rose.

Joseph Brown.

Francis Cummins.

Miss S. Silver.

Georo-e A. Perkins.

Henry Wheatland.

Mrs. Dunlap.

Mrs. Elkins.

Upton, Danvers.

Wni. Cheever.

Francis Cummins.

Wm. Driver.

John M. Ives.

Charles Procter.

Wm. Osborne.

Richard Wheatland.

Geo. H. Brown, Beverly.

S. P. Fowler, Danvers.

Nath'l Weston.

Daniel Shepard.

Joseph Farnum, jr.

T. Wm. Harris, Cambrid

John G. Waters.

Bradypus didactylus, Chelys Ma-
tamataand 12 species ofSimiae
and Lemures, from S. America Benj. Upton, jr.
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183G-

Mar. Fish, several species from Indian

Ocean

Native Minerals

Antler of Cervus Alces

April. Strix Virginianus and egg of do.

Mass of Magnetic Iron, from the

New York fire

Skulls of Phoca vitulina and Arc-

tomys monax

Jaws of Squalus sp.

•' " " " and Delphinus
delphis

Exocetus sp. and Jaws of Delphi-

nus delphis

Molar tooth of Elephas Indicus,

from Ceylon

Strix nyctea

Sepia and Exocetus, from Indian
Ocean, Agates, Petrifactions, «fc

Sticks ofLaurus Cinnamomum
Nest and eggsof Fringillamelodia

Carbonate of Lime, from Sinor

Sing, N.Y.

Collection of Shells from E.Indies

Skin ofBoa Constrictor from Cey-
lon, and Capsules of Medicago
sp. from Patagonia

May. Molar tooth of Loxodonta Afri-

canus

Galena and Sulphuret of Copper,
from Galena, Mi.

June. Minerals

Eggs of Struthio camelus and
Comb of Apis Mellifica

Stalactite from St. Michael's Cave,
Gibraltar

Fruits of Banksia serrata and
Hakea sp. from Sidney, New
South Wales

Coluber Sipedon

Fruit of species of Palm from
Brazil and Hyla versicolor

Attacus luna

Libinia canaliculata

Native Crustacea

Insects and Reptiles, skins of Strix

sp. Ardea sp. and Dasyurus
pencillatus ; Foot of Kangurus
labiatus, Pressed Plants, Fruits
of Banksia serrata, &c. from
Swan river, Western Australia,

John Webb.

Wm. Prescott, Lynn.

Geo. H. Devereux.

Pope, Danvers.

Wm. Brown.

S. P. Fowler, Danvers.

J. H. Eagleston, Baltimore.

Mrs. J. Chad wick.

Chas. Farriugton.

Robert W. King.

Palmer Tufts, Danvers.

Joshua Kinsman.

Andrew Nichols, Danvers.

Geo. A. Perkins.

James B. Briggs.

Wm. P. Richardson.

John Lewis Russell.

Increase S. Smith, Hingham.

Geo. H. Brown, Beverly.

H. K. Oliver.

John Tucker.

Chas. F. Richardson.

Osgood Parker.

John Lewis Russell.

Thomas Cole.

Charles G. Page.

Wm. Prescott, Lynn.

John B. Williams.
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1836.

June. Specimen and eggs of Emys picta

Box of South American Insects

Echinus sp. from Maranham

Eggs of Coluber constrictor

Specimens of Calosoma scrutator
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THE GORILLA;

BEING A SKETCH OF ITS HISTORY, ANATOMY,* GENERAL

APPEARANCE AND HABITS.

BY LEONARD J. SANFORD, M.D.

(Read before the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, December 18tb, 1861.)

Some writer has observed that " Africa every year produceth

some strange creature before not heard of, peradventure not ex-

tant." In this spirit, many have contemplated the Gorilla Ape

—

an incredulity not to be wondered at, for it must be acknowledged
that its antecedents and history are bad. Too often in the past,

has the world heard the cry, ' gorilla,' when there was no gorilla,

and the public faith now, is hardly equal to accepting the veri-

table animal, though as an inducement to recognition, he pre-

sents to us his very bones. But unfortunately, with this otherwise

indubitable proof in 1846, came innumerable J&ctions which at-

tributed wonderful achievements and superhuman intellectual as

well as physical power to the animal. Those who were permit-

ted the vision, said the bones were bones, but of what creature,

who could tell?—The conjectures on this question have ranged

the newly arrived animal from a specimen of monkey, up to Mr.
Harris's Pre-Adamic Man.

Grradually however, fiction has given place to fact ; the change
has been working through a period of fifteen years, and now,
we are in possession of the animal's zoological position and know
him tolerably well, in temperament and habits.

In the present article we propose to ' show him up ' so far as

the sources of information at our command will sufiice.

* In the description of its anatomy, we have compared the gorilla with other

anthropoid apes, and with man, in order to show its apish characteristics to the best

advantage, and also to be able, in a more intelligible manner, to indicate its position

among the apes relatively to man. The writer would here state that the anatomical

specifications of the gorilla which he has given, are mainly obtained from a, nearly

complete, skeleton of the animal in his possession.

1
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The natives of Africa have always regarded the gorilla with

a feeling of superstitious dread. To some of them, he is a mys-

terious demon. Those who believe in the transmigration of

souls, consider him as a compound of man and brute—their ex-

planation being, that at the death of a wicked man, his spirit en-

ters the body of a lesser ape, which immediately becomes a go-

rilla, and which, when so inhabited, can neither be killed nor

conquered. Others see so much of human attributes about the

animal that they acknowledge him as a kinsman, one however

so superior to themselves, that they dare not cultivate any inti-

macy or even acquaintance with him. These, and so many other

superstitions and traditions are believed in by the various human
tribes of Africa, that comparatively few among them, can know
the gorilla as simply the immense ferocious ape that he is.

We have no means of knowing when this species was first

recognized. The name Gorilla was applied to some animal of

the ape kind, longer ago than the beginning of the Christian era,

for, in the Periplus of the Carthaginian voyager Hanno, who was
sent to circumnavigate the African continent, in the sixth cen-

tury before Christ as it is supposed, is the following passage:
" On the third day after our departure thence, having sailed by
those streams of fire, we arrived at a bay called the Southern

Horn ; at the bottom of which lay an island like the former,

having a lake, and in this lake another island, full of savage

people, the greater part of whom were women, whose bodies

were hairy, and whom our interpreters called Gorillse. Though
we pursued the men, we could not seize any of them ; but all

fled from ns, escaping over the precipices, and defending them-

selves with stones. Three women were however taken; but

they attacked their conductors with their teeth and hands, and

could not be prevailed on to accompany us. Having killed them,

we flayed them, and brought their skins with us to Carthage.

We did not sail farther on, our provisions failing us."* Accord-

ing to Pliny, these skins were placed in the temple of Juno, and

the name gorillas was changed to gorgones. Two of them yet re-

mained in the temple at the time Carthage was taken by the Eo-

mans. "Penetravit in eas (Gorgades Insulas) Hanno Psenorum
imperator, prodiditque hirta feminarum corpora, viros pernicitate

evassisse, duarumque gorgonum cutes argumenti et miraculi

gratia in Junonis templo posuit, spectatas usque ut Carthaginem

captam."

Hanno's gorilla, may have been the progenitor of the animal

known at the present time by the same name, but this is improb-

able unless the race has wonderfully improved in its later gen-

erations, for, the gorilla with which we are acquainted is non-

* Voyage of Hanno (Falconer's translation), page 13.
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gregarious, and the males are not so cowardly and ungallant as

to forsake their females in time of peril, and again, even the fe-

males could hardly be captured by hand alone. The above
reference better applies, we think, to the Chimpanzee—an ape
which is common on the banks of the Gambia and Congo rivers.

Purchas, in his "Pilgrims," published in London in 1623, records

the adventures of the African traveller Andrew Battel, who
had met with two species of apes—he quotes concerning them
from Battel, in Part II of the work, p. 984, as follows, " The
greatest of these two monsters is called (by the Portuguese)
pongo in their language, and the lesser is called engeco. The
pongo is in all proportions like a man, for he is very tall, and
hath a man's face, hollow eyed, with long haires upon his brows.

His body is full of haire, but not very thicke, and it is of a dun-
nish color. He differeth not from man but in his legs, for they
have no calfe. He goeth alwaies upon his legs, and carrieth his

hands clasped on the nape of his necke when he goeth upon
the ground. Thej^ sleepe in trees, and build shelter for the

raine. They feed upon the fruit that they find in the woods,
and upon ants, for they eate no kind of flesh. They cannot
speake, and have no understanding more than a beast. The
people of the countrie, when they travaile in the woods, make
fires where they sleepe in the night, and in the morning, when
they are gone, the pongos will conae and seat about the fire till

it goeth out, for they have no understanding to lay the wood to-

gether. They goe many together, and kill many negroe that

travaile in the woods. Many times they fall upon elephants

which come to feed where they be, and so beat them with their

clubbed fists and pieces of wood that they will runne roaring

away from them. The pongos are never taken alive, because
they are so strong ten men can not hold one of them ; but they
take many of their young ones with poisoned arrows. The
young pongo hangeth on his mother's belly with his hands fast

clasped about her, so that, when the country people kill any of

the females, they take the young which hangs fast upon the

mother. When they die among themselves, they cover the dead
with great heapes of boughs and wood, which is commonly found
in the forests."

This description savors considerably of the fabulous, for no
species exists among all the apes we venture to assert, making
so near an approach to humanity as Battel's Pongo;—what that

word means in the Mayomba dialect, we have been unable to

ascertain; but, in the report of. him just quoted, we see more of

the gorilla in what pongo w, than in what he does.

It is thought by many, that the ape referred to by T. E. Bow-
ditch, in his account of a mission from Cape Coast Castle to

Ashantee, published in London in 1819, is the gorilla ; but his

jJB
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description is too meagre in details to admit of a decision
; the

name, however, by which he calls it, ingena^ suggests that animal,

for this is the Mpongwe name for the gorilla. In that part of

the work where he relates his visit to the Gaboon, he says :
" The

favorite and most extraordinary subject of our conversation on
natural history was the ingena, an animal like the orang-oetang,

but much exceeding it in size, being five feet high, and four,

across the shoulders. Its paw was said to be even more dispro-

portioned than its breadth, and one blow of it to be fatal. It is

seen commonly by them when they travel to Kaybe, lurking in

the bush to destroy passengers, and feeding principally on wild

honey, which abounds. Among other of their actions reported

without variation by men, women and children of the Mpongwe
and Sheekai [Shekiani], is that of building a house in rude imi-

tation of the natives, and sleeping outside on the roof of it."*

We might cite numerous accounts of apes more or less anthro-

poid, which have been seen in Africa in the earlier centuries of

our era, but they are all so vague as to render it impossible to

decide in any instance, on a particular species ;—we learn this

much from them however, that there were in Africa, in the olden

time, apes innumerable, and of many grades, from those of large

size, power and intelligence, to diminutive monkeys that were

more than liliputian. The tribes of men in the African wilds,

though surrounded by these animals and always aware of their

existence, have learned but little concerning their peculiarities

and habits ; acknowledging them as rightful cohabitors of the

country, and hence possessing inalienable rights which should be

respected, they have not ventured on much interference—not

even for purposes of investigation ;—and for the more ferocious

specimens, they have entertained so profound a respect and
dread, as to be unwilling to incur any risks of danger for the

sake of a better acquaintance. For reasons such as these, the

Africans have been slow in acquiring information about their

neighbors, the apes, and that most formidable one, the gorilla,

they have known scarcely at all, except by tradition. Their tra-

ditions accord to him wonderful powers, and achievements ad
libitum ; in story too he is perpetuated, and thus, many of the

poor deluded inhabitants have come to regard the creature, either

as a demi-god or demon, having no kindly purposes towards

them—in fact they imagine him to be their direst and most dan-

gerous enemy.
When the gorilla stories were first divulged abroad, the

subject of them was regarded as an improbability; but his ex-

istence was placed beyond a doubt, before the world, in 1846.

Towards the close of that year, the Rev. J. Leighton Wilson,

a missionary in the Gaboon region of Western Africa, came in

^^ Msaion to Ashantee, p. 440.
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possession, accidentally, of the skull and some other portions

of the skeleton of a species of ape which he was convinced

was unknown to zoologists. These remains he forwarded to the

Society of Natural History at Boston, in whose proceedings

they were subsequently described by Dr. Savage and Professor

Jeffries Wyman. The new animal was found to belong to the

genus Troglodytes, and these gentlemen proposed as his distin-

guishing cognomen, gorilla. Whether they thus named him on
the supposition that he was the same species as seen by Hanno,
the old Carthaginian navigator, we are not informed.

The term Troglodytes (from rq^Xij, a cavern, and Sioi, to in-

habit,) was first applied to the apes by Linnaeus, we believe, and
it now includes four varieties, viz : The chimpanzee {Troglodytes

niger), the kooloo-kamba* {Troglodytes Jcooloo-kamba), the nshiego-

mbouve {Troglodytes calvus) and the gorilla {Troglodytes gorilla).

The chimpanzee was originally known as the Homo sylvestris or

Pigmy, which name was given by Tyson in 1699. Linn sens calls

it, in his " Systema Naturae," the Homo- Troglodytes. It became
more generally known, however, as the Simia Troglodytes, from
Bluraenbach. The name it now bears, Troglodytes niger, was giv-

en in 1812, by Geoffroy St. Hilaire of Paris.—It is proper to add
here, that this naturalist makes a new genus for the gorilla,

which he has named Gorilla, and has called the only species of

the genus thus named ngina. All the above species inhabit

equatorial Africa. Besides them, six other varieties of tail-less

apes are known to naturalists, viz ; two species of the orang-

oetan {Simia Satyrus) found in Borneo and Sumatra ; and four

species of the gibbon {Hylobates), including the siamang, which
are distributed through Java, Borneo, Sumatra, Malacca and
Siam.

Since 1847, at which time the gorilla was fairly introduced to

the world, our knowledge of him has been gradually increasing.

In 1853, Prof. Owen, of London, received from the Gaboon, a

gorilla's carcass, in a cask of spirit,—it was in so imperfect a

state of preservation however, that but little more than its skel-

eton was available for examination ; the results, together with

such meagre accounts of the appearance and habits of the ani-

mal as had been obtained from the natives, formed a very inter-

esting paper which Prof. Owen subsequently published. With
this memoir, the subject rested until the latter part of the year

1859, when the enterprising American traveller, Paul B. Du-
Chaillu, returned to this country, bringing a full collection of

gorilla skeletons and stuffed carcasses, which he had obtained

during his four years exploration tour in equatorial Africa. Mr.

DuChaillu claims to be the first white man who has seen the go-

rilla and studied its habits, in its native jungles; the facts are

* Kooloo, the Bound which it utters, and Kamba, a natire word signifying to

utter.

1
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recorded in an interesting way in his published volume.* We
shall take the liberty of using some of the author's statements,

in a report of the animal, which we now undertake.

In its size, the fully developed gorilla is the largest anthropoid

ape known—it varies though, in this particular, as much as does

man ; the range, among adult males, is said by DuChaillu to be
from five feet two inches, to six feet two inches. One specimen,

whose proportions are given, measured in length, five feet nine

inches ; the chest had a circumference of sixty-two inches, and
the arms extended, spanned nine feet.f

The bones comprising the skeleton, are massive, and they pos-

sess a greater density of structure than in animals generally. In
number, position, and form, they approach human bones closely,

and when articulated in the skeleton, are quite suggestive of

that higher animal. For convenience of description and com-
parison, the skeleton may be divided into 1. The vertebral col-

umn, or central axis. 2. The head and face, or superior develop-

ment of the central axis. 3. The thoracic arch and upper ex-

tremities. 4. The pelvic arch and lower extremities.

The number of pieces in the vertebral column^ both in man
and the gorilla, is twenty-four, and in their division into classes

they correspond, except in the dorsal and lumbar regions ; to

the former, the ribs are attached, and there are twelve, thirteen

or fourteen, in that series, according as there are twelve or more
pairs of ribs. In the processes of the several vertebras, there is

little to contrast ; the cervical group departs most, from that of

man. The vertebral column however, is far from being conform-

able : In man it presents three, opposite curvatures, which are

compensating. In all the apes, there is a single curvature in the

form of a bow, which, acting like a spring, protects the animals

from sudden shocks in leaping, or running on all fours ; the same
purpose is answered in man, by a combination of curvatures,

which the better adapts him to maintain the upright posture.

Moreover, out of deference to position in walking, is doubtless

owing the difference which exists in the place of connection of

the head with the vertebral column. In the gorilla, the articu-

lating point is so far back on the base of the skull, that the ani-

mal could not well support his head if standing erect—the labor

of doing it would make him conversant with a most intractable

ailment—headache.

In the conformation of the shull^ a great difference is apparent

between all the apes and man. In the latter, the bones of the

face are arranged perpendicularly, or nearly so, under those of

the cranium. So that the facial angle (the angle formed between

* Adventures in Equatorial Africa by Paul B. DuChaillu—published by Harper
and Bros. N". Y. 1861.

f For the dimensions of the gorilla as given by Dr. Gray, see this Journal, vol.

xxzii, p. 43*7.
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a line drawn from the projecting part of the forehead to the in-

cisor teeth of the upper jaw, and another, passing from the jaw
horizontally backwards), is large, measuring 75° or more; while

in the apes, as in all brutes, the facial bones retreat anteriorly

from the perpendicular, from the forehead towards the chin

—

giving a comparatively small angle.

This bestial characteristic is not very prominent in the quad-

rumana ; in the gorilla, we should say that the slant of its face

is such tiaat the entire outline of the skull, viewed laterally, would
very nearly represent a rhomb.
The gorilla has not many manlike features about its skull

:

The anterior part, or face, is quite large ; the cranium, or head
proper, comparatively small ;—and the two are separated by im-

mense supra-orbital ridges, which deprive the animal almost en-

tirely, of a forehead : The cranium is also terminated with equal

abruptness behind—the occipital bone making nearly a right an-

gle, at its junction with the parietal. The cranium is still further

peculiar, in the male, in possessing a large bony crest upon the

exterior, which extends its whole length along the median line

—

it is formed by the union of the parietal bones with each other.

The lower jaw, is shaped much like man's ; but in size, it is

another thing altogether. The difference in this particular is

indicated by a comparison of weights, which the writer made of
two adults skulls, of man and the male gorilla, in his possession.

The skulls—lower jaw not included—weighed the same, within

a fraction of an ounce, (viz., 18 oz's.) ; while the jaws weighed,
—the gorilla's, ten ounces,—man's, two and a half ounces.

The teeth again, are analogous. Their number we believe is

the same in all the anthropoid apes, with that in the human spe-

cies ; but the gorilla has the advantage over all, in respect to size

and strength. They are of exceeding hardness and whiteness,

and are firmly implanted by long fangs. The molar teeth, or

grinders, are probably more subservient to crushing food, than
comminuting it,—the articulation of the lower jaw with the tem-

poral bone not favoring so free a lateral motion, as the grinding
process requires. Correspondent with this massive organ, are

the muscles which move it : The temporal takes origin from the
entire side of the head as high up as the median line ; the mas-
seter and pterygoid muscles also, are large and powerful.

The skull of the gorilla, as we have seen, differs widely from
that of the human species ; so are there many points of contrast

between it, and those of other apes. In cranial capacity, all these

animals are far below man, and when compared among them-
selves, two certainly, the chimpanzee and kooloo-kamba, have a
larger brain cavity than the gorilla,—consequently, if mental de-

velopment has any relation to the amount of brains possessed,

they would take rank above him. The bony crest which sur-

mounts the cranium of the male gorilla, is another non-human
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endowment, and it places the possessor retrograde among his

congeners, for they are without it, excepting only the orang-oetan.

In the quadrumana generally, the top of the head is regularly

round and smooth. Again, in the gorilla, the face is not so broad

in proportion to length, as in the kooloo-kamba. In this species,

the peculiar development of the cheek {malar) bones, gives a

great breadth to the face, and this, in conjunction with a more
symmetrical nose and mouth, enables the animal to wear a coun-

tenance which is strangely human. A plump-faced member of

the genus homo, with a convict crop of hair, a slight forehead,

high cheek bones, flat nose, wide mouth and a moderate supply

of whiskers, may have the satisfaction of knowing that, in so

far, he impersonates an African kooloo-kamba.

In the gorilla, the orbital cavities are larger, and nearer to-

gether, than in the chimpanzee ; his nose too, is compressed, and

the jaws are more projecting, and quadrate in outline. These

peculiarities make up an expression of countenance more beastly

and savage, than any of his fellows could offset ; they give to

the face a decidedly carnivorous look, to which, among the apes,

the orang-oetan makes the nearest approach—though he is amia-

ble in the comparison. It is due the gorilla however, to state,

that when young, he has not so markedly these brutish features

;

but after the infantile period is passed, the face undergoes a won-
derful metamorphosis which brings them out. In infancy, his

skull, and that of the chimpanzee and its allies, have most of

human resemblances ; and at this period, like all babies, they

are scarcely distinguishable from each other.

In leaving the skull, we may remark, that if the ape class of

the mammalia were ranked according to the approach which their

skulls make to the human standard, several species would take

precedence of the gorilla.

An extraordinary feature in the skeleton of the troglodytes,

and one which is almost generic, is the great length of the anterior

extremities as compared with the posterior. In the human species,

the lower limb is the longest, by an inch or two. In the kanga-

roo, and other animals whose mode of progression is largely by
leaping^ the lower extremities very much exceed in length the

upper; while in quadrupeds generally, the locomotive organs

correspond very nearly with each other, both in length and size.

The arms are most extensive in apes and monkeys, for the rea-

son that these creatures lead, chiefly, an arboreal life, and so they

require greater length and strength in that member. The lon-

gest arms are found in the siamang (the highest of the gibbons)

and orang-oetan, in whom they reach the ground, when the ani-

mals stand erect. The chimpanzee, erect, reaches a little below

the knee, and the gorilla, a little above it, he therefore comes near-

est to man, whose reach is to the middle of the thigh,—and con-
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siderably near it is too, if their arms, in the measurement from

shoulder to hand, be compared. If judged of by the position

at the side, there is a greater discrepancy, for the reason that its

much shorter thigh, brings the hand to a lower level in the go-

rilla : Also it has affinity with the human arm in another partic-

ular, for the arm bone {humerus), sustains to those of the fore

arm {radius and ulna), the relative proportions of these bones

in man. In both, the fore arm is shorter than the arm ; in apes

generally, it is as long, or longer. The humerus, in the gorilla,

is longer than the same bone in the chimpanzee
;
yet in the latter,

the anterior extremity is the longest, on account of its more ex-

tended fore arm.
The motions of pronation aud supination are performed very

readily and perfectly in the gorilla, we think, judging from the

character of the elbow articulation, and the muscles which sub-

serve those movements.
The gorilla's hand exalts him in the quadrumanous series ; the

siamang is his only competitor in an approach to the human,

hand ; theirs represents it almost, on a more elongated scale.

-

In most of the apes, this member is little better than a paw, in

consequence of the great length and narrowness of the palm, and
the length of the fingers with the comparative shortness and backward

position of the thumb. The thumb it is, chiefly, which impresses

perfection on the hand of man : Its articulation with the wrist is

such as to permit great range and freedom of motion ; it may be

brought in apposition with any of the fingers, thus qualifying

the hand for the most delicate manipulations. The bone which
unites the thumb to the carpus {vfxisi), is the os-trapezium ; its

surface for the articulation is, in man, 'the gorilla and siamang, a

rounded, but not deep concavity. In other species, it is so deep

and angular, that the head of the metacarpal bone of the thumb
is more fixed, and its motions restrained.

The entire number of carpal bones in man, the gorilla, and
chimpanzee, is eight ; the orang-oetan, gibbons, and most of the

lower monkeys, have niiie.

The bones uniting the anterior extremity with the body, are

the scapula (shoulder-blade bone) and clavicle (collar bone). The
former, is broader in the gorilla than in the chimpanzee, and
comes nearer to the proportions of that bone in man. But in

the clavicle there is a yet greater similarity, both in form and

* DuChaillu gives the following measurements of the hand and foot of a large

female gorilla, viz : length of the hand, 7^ inches ; length of the foot from the hair

comprising the heel, 8|- inches ; round of hand above the thumb, 9|- inches ; do. do.

under the thumb, 9 inches. Length of the fingera ; thumb, 1^ inches; first finger,

4 inches ; second do., 4J inches ; third do., 3f inches ; fourth do., 3|- inclies. Circum-

ference of the fingers ; thumb, 2|- inches ; first finger, 3^ inches ; second do., 4 inches

;

third do., 3^ inches ; fourth do., 3 inches. Circumference of the toes ; thumb, 3^
inches ; first finger, 2f inches ; second do., 2J inches ; third do., 2^ inches ; fourth

do., If inches. See DuChaillu's " Adventures," Ac, p. 301.
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size. This bone, as its name imports, is a key or brace to the

shoulder, and in this function it is very important in all climb-

ing or flying animals. In those not thus addicted, it is more
rudimentary, and in those where the anterior extremity is em-
ployed merely as an instrument of progressive motion on a plane
surface, it is entirely wanting.
The pelvis (basin) in the gorilla, is decidedly anthropoid. In

no other ape do the iliac (hip) bones bend forward enough to

produce a pelvic concavity. Their apish characteristics, are,

great length, straightness, and narrowness in proportion to length.

The tuberosities of the ischia are broad, thick, and curved out-

wards
;
the pubic bones are broad and deep, but flattened from

before backwards. The whole pelvis is placed more in a line

with the spine than in man, and the sacrum and coccyx which
complete it behind, have a much less concavity. Moreover, the

diameters of its superior aperture, are below the average in the

human subject. In all these points the gorilla deviates from man
less than any of his allies.

The posterior extremities of the gorilla, are characteristically

short ; in this feature they seem to outdo all other nether limbs
among the quadrumana. The relative length of the thigh, to

the leg, is about the same as in man; in both, the thigh is lon-

gest by about two inches (average). In the other apes we have
been comparing, the two divisions of the posterior extremity
preserve a corresponding relationship—and in conjunction, they

make a longer limb than the gorilla's, without an exception the

writer thinks, among the larger species. In man, the lower ex-

tremity tapers gradually, and gracefully, from the groin to the

foot. In the gorilla, the large muscles which invest the thigh

bone give to that part a square and massive form, while the leg

is so devoid of them, that it has no calf, and hence no volume or

symmetry. Plainly it is of little account to its owner for walk-
ing in the erect position, and we should apprehend his downfall,

even if he attempted to maintain it at rest, very long. Accord-

ing to Professor Owen, the glutoii muscles, which form the but-

tock, and lift and rotate outward the thigh in walking, are most

developed, in a quadrumanous series, in the gorilla. But this

does not prove him any more a biped. We think with Mr. B. G.

Wilder,'"' of Boston, that the form and direction of the glutsei, in

apes, is more favorable to leaping, than continuous walking.

ISTor does the structure and articulation of the foot, favor

pedal locomotion. The foot is not sufficiently plantigrade to

allow it, and a yet greater interference lies in the position of

the great toe. By position, this member, in the chimpanzee and

gorilla, is a true thumb, being situated posteriorly and inferi-

* Contributions to the Comparative Myology of the Chimpanzee by B. G.

Wilder, p. 371. From Proceed, Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., April 17, 1861.
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orly to the other toes—according to Owen it diverges from them,

in the latter animal, at an angle of 60° from the axis of the

foot ; hence the feet are well adapted to grasping and climb-

ing. The small size of the foot, and its articulation with the

leg at the expense of the heel in the apes, excepting only the

gorilla, present other hindrances to upright walking. The go-

rilla has a well formed heel, and a foot so large that it exceeds
the hand in size,—herein, he obtains another human character-

istic. The contrary relationship between the two organs, sub-

sists in other apes.

For the various reasons above set forth, we now assert, without
hesitation, that the mode of progression in the anthropoid

apes, the gorilla included, is on all fours; they may assume at

will, in the case of many species, an upright posture, and even
may be able in some instances, to maintain it a short time in

walking or rather waddling, but their true method of locomotion
is quadrupedal.
The anthropoid apes take rank in relation to man, according

to the degree of approach of their skeletons to his. By this cri-

terion the gorilla has a high, perhaps the highest position. His
skull as we have seen, has fewer human resemblances than those

of some other species, but in the rest of his bony framework he
stands much nearer the archetype. A comparison of the entire

skeleton, among the series, leaves us in some doubt as to the ex-

act place he should occupy. Professors Wyman and St. Hilaire

put the chimpanzee first, and the gorilla second ; while Prof. Owen
states, that the tailless quadrumana recede from the human type,

in the following order : viz., gorilla, chimpanzee, orang-oetan,

gibbon.

The muscular system of the apes, throughout its entire struc-

ture and arrangement, conforms very closely to that of man. So
also the structure and form of the lungs and heart, and the dis-

tribution of the blood vessels and nerves^ are all but identical with
the corresponding organs in man. But the hraiyx.^ though having
the elliptic form of its human congener, differs from it consid-

erably in size* and points of structure. In bulk, and in the

number and size of its convolutions, the discrepancy is great.

The cerebellum^ relatively to the cerebrum, is larger than in man.
This disparity of size, consequent upon the larger cerebellum, is

a characteristic of the brute creation, and it increases up to a
certain limit, as we recede from man in a descending series. It

is indicative of excessive animalism, or rather of a preponderance
of the purely animal functions.

* The weight of brain, in a full grown gorilla, is from 10 ounces to 12 ounces,

troy; in the chimpanzee and kooloo-kamba, it is somewhat greater than this. In
the full grown negro, it ranges from 3 pounds 1 ounce, to 3 pounds 9 ounces 4 drams,
troy.
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The brain of anthropoid apes is distinguished from that of

other brutes, in possessing a process of structure known as the

hippocampus minor—this is a minute, nipple shaped, body,

which is found in the posterior cornu or horn of each lateral

(the largest cavities of the brain) ventricle. Its existence in the

apes, to the exclusion of all other animals except man (for this,

so far as known, is a fact), is the more remarkable, inasmuch

as the posterior lobes of the brain, which contain the cornua, are

very inconsiderably developed in them.

In the circle of their functions, and in the phenomena of pe-

riodicity, the apes, again, make a close approach to the human
species^

The dissections which have been made of the gorilla's carcass,

show an identity almost, in character and relations of the soft

parts, with those of the other species of the Troglodytes.

The skin of the gorilla, in the young as well as in the adult, is

of jet black color, and is very thick and firm. The skin of the

female, is generally darker than that of the male. Black, with few
exceptions, appears to be the skin-color of apes, though some do
not obtain it till after the period of adolescence. The face of

the chimpanzee, when young, is yellow, while that of the young
nshiego-mbouve, is astonishingly white. The skin of each is

clothed all over with hair, which also is black or gray. The
hair of a fully grown, but not aged gorilla, is said to be of iron-

gray color—the black hair is intermixed with gray, and so

ringed, as to produce this particular shade. The longest and
darkest hair—sometimes over two inches long—is on the ante-

rior extremity ; from the shoulder to the elbow, it grows down-
wards ; on the forearm, upwards. The back of the hand is

hairy to the division of the fingers, which have a more downy
coating. The posterior extremities, likewise, are covered with,

coarse hair, which is thickly set, except upon the toes.

The gorilla, in general configuration, is quite like the apes,

but his larger size, and more compact organization, deprive

him of their agility of motion—and so, by good right, of their

name. In motion and manner, he must be an awkward and un-

gainly ape. He is accomplished, however, by possessing great

strength—in this particular, as also in ferocity of disposition, we
conceive him to be something terrible. His physique, judged of

by man's, is graceless and shabby in the extreme ; in the compa-
rison, we are justified in characterizing him, as Buffon has done
the sloth, " a bungled composition of nature,'''

The gorilla is supposed to have originated in Africa—at any
rate he makes his abode in the equatorial belt, of that continent.

According to DuChaillu, his range of migration is between
g° north., and 8° south latitude, and as far into the interior,

;as Captain Barton's Lake Tanganyika. Over this region of
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country the animal holds undisputed sway ; not even the ele-

phant "and lion are competitors with him there ; they and all

lesser beasts, flee before him. The adult male gorilJa has no
,

sense of fear ; he runs from no enemy, and is not the aggressor,

usually, in an encounter. When the hunter comes in his way,

he rises erect and opens wide upon him his fiendish eyes, giving

utterance at the same time, to deafening and protracted roars of

warning ; and by way of bidding defiance, he distributes upon his

massive drumlike chest, blows, whose vibration can be heard, it

is said, " at least a mile off."(!) If the hunter then makes no re-

treat, the brate advances towards him, repeating as he moves,

the terrific roar and thumps. The right shooting distance is six

or eight yards. K a ball takes effect in the head or chest, the

animal falls and dies quickly,—for, like man, he has not a strong

tenacity of life. If the hunter misses the mark, woe be to him,

for the alternative is, to kill or be killed ; before he can reload,

the beast is upon him, and one blow of his large fist, sufiices to

crush in the unfortunate man's skull, or frightfully lacerate his

trunk.'^' The female gorilla is not thus fearless and courageous

;

she seeks to escape when pursued, unless the safety of her young
is imperilled ; for them, it is said, she will resist, even unto
death.

The roar of the male gorilla to which we have referred, is de-

scribed by DuChaillu, as the most singular and awful noise

heard in the African forest, he says, " it begins with a sharp hark,

like an angry dog, then glides into a deep bass roll, which lit-

erally and closely resembles the roll of distant thunder along the

sky, for which I have sometimes been tempted to take it, where
I did not see the animal. So deep is it that it seems to proceed

less from the mouth and throat, than from the deep chest and
vast paunch."

In his diet, the gorilla is reported as being a strict vege-

tarian. If this is true, we must regard his canine teeth as

rudimentary tusks, and as such, useful either for purposes of

* This statement concerning the way in •which the gorilla attacks his foe, is made
on the authority of Mr. DuChaillu. We question its authenticity however, for the

reason that the gorilla having nails instead of claws at the extremities of the fingera,

would hardly be able to make an extensive lacei'ated wound with his hands. On this

ground Mr. Charles Waterton denies that the animal is at all pugilistic in an encoun-

ter. Mr. Waterton says, in the London Athen£eum for Oct. 19th, 1861, " Let me re-

mark here (notwithstanding what anatomists may teach to the contrary), that the

gorilla and every other ape have received their long and brawny forelegs, not for

offensive or defensive measures, but solely, like the sloth, to enable them to pass from
branch to branch with a rapidity like unto that of an arrow from the hunter's bow,
—their hinder legs acting as mere props in the transit. Anatomists ought to know
that the gorilla, being an ape, has non retractile claws ; so that it never attacks its

foe, or defends itself, with the forefeet, but invariably with the mouth. Wherefore, I

condemn unhesitatingly Mr. DuChaillu's description of a gorilla giving the negro
a 'tremendous blow with its iramenae open paw.'" (See the narrative cited on p,

63 of this Journal).
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prehension, or as weapons of offense. DuChaillu states that his

favorite diet consists of, " the wild sugar cane
;

pine apple

leaves ; certain berries which grow close to the ground ; the pith

of some trees, and a kind of nut with a very hard shell."

Such food seems quite insufficient for so large and powerful an
animal,—most vegetable food, as compared with animal, con-

taining a comparatively small proportion of nutritive substance.

If this kind suffices, he must, like herbivorous animals generally,

require to spend a great deal of time in feeding. His large

paunch or stomach is much like theirs, and is peculiarly adapted

to the digestion of vegetable aliment.

The gorilla, in his mode of life, is said to be a restless and
nomadic creature, not remaining stationary, long, in any locality,

but roaming about in many forests ; this is not improbable, for

a moderate region of country would not supply him with a suf-

ficiency of food for a very long time.

He is non-gregarioiLs—only the members of the same family

live and move together. DuChaillu met, and heard of, no excep-

tions to this ; he tells us also, that they are usually found in

dark and gloomy places, preferring the jungles to open woods.

At night, the young animals lodge in trees, while the old ones

sleep and keep guard near by, below.

It is not yet known whether the gorilla is tameable. DuChaillu

is convinced that it is not, but we think he decides the question

on insufficient evidence. His observations with reference to this

point were limited to three young animals,—the first of which
survived his capture but about a month, the second lived only

three days, and the third, died on the tenth day. He says con-

cerning them, " no treatment of mine, kind or harsh, subdued
the young monsters from their first and lasting ferocity and ma-
lignity." To the sin of untameability they added the vice of

treachery, and so long as they lived, these little brutes requited

all their master's kind effiarts, with obstinacy and rebellion.

But Mr. DuChaillu's declaration that the gorilla is untameable,

vanishes, if the following biography of a young animal is true.

—

"We extract it from a letter by R. B. Walker, which is published

in the London Athenaeum for Sept. 21st, 1861.—Mr. Walker is

the proprietor of a mercantile agency located near the Gaboon,

in Western Africa,—he says, "The statement of the untameabil-

ity of the young of the gorilla, is untrue. In proof whereof,

let me ask Mr. DuChaillu, whose memory, usually so very good,

seems to have failed him signally in this particular instance, if

he has forgotten the young female gorilla, of from two to three

years of age, called Seraphine, which lived at my factory for

four months in 1859, and which he repeatedly saw there ? I

assert, without fear ofcontradiction by Mr. DuChaillu or any other

person (and I could name scores of Europeans who saw it), that
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this animal was perfectly tame, docile and tractable,—far more
so, indeed, than many Negro children of the same age. Not
only was she on perfectly good terms with all grown up people

in and about the factory, but was exceedingly attached to her

keeper Curtis, whom she could not bear to be out of her sight,

but regularly accompanied him about the factory and in his

walks in the town and neighborhood. She was familiar and
quiet with myself and clerks, and was only displeased when
children approached her ; and for these she seemed to have, in

common with most large apes and monkeys, a very great dislike.

She was seldom tied up, and even then only by a very small

cord, which she could easily have broken or cut with her teeth

had she felt so inclined. She allowed herself to be clothed,

seeming to like it ; and actually went to breakfast with a friend

of mine, Mr. Barbotin, commandant of the steam transport, le Re-
naudin ; upon which occasion she conducted herself to the admi-
ration of everybody. When at times put on the table, or amongst
vessels of glass or earthen ware, she was most careful not to

break anything. She finally died from dysentery and chagrin,

—

the latter caused by her keeper being prevented by his other oc-

cupations from paying her so much attention as she had been in

the habit of receiving."

"We think Mr. Walker's young animal must have been more
docile than the average of her species, for it is certain, that as a
race, gorillas are, in very constitution, stubborn and rebellious.

But if the animals were taken young, and properly cared for and
kindly treated for a term of months or years, we see not why
their native ferocity of disposition should not be subdued,

—

kindness and patience are able to conquer almost any animal.

Concerning DuChaillu's experiments, we are convinced that

they were insufficient to warrant any conclusions.

We close this article with an extract or two from DuChaillu's

work, which illustrate the romance and the danger of gorilla hunt-

ing. The author describes, in the following graphic style, his

first meeting with an old male, and the results

:

" Suddenly Miengai (a native guide) uttered a little cluck with bis

tongue, which is the native's way of showing that something is stirring,

and that a sharp look-out is necessary. And presently I noticed, ahead

of us seemingly, a noise as of some one breaking down branches or

twigs of trees. This was the gorilla, I knew at once, by the eager and
satisfied looks of the men. They looked once more carefully at their

guns, to see if by any chance the powder had fallen out of the pans ; I

also examined mine, to make sure that all was right ; and then we
marched on cautiously.

"The singular noise of the breaking of tree branches continued. We
walked with the greatest care, making no noise at all. The countenances

of the men showed that they thought themselves engaged in a very se-
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rious undertaking ; but we pushed on, until finally we thought we saw

through the thick woods the moving of the branches and small trees

which the great beast was tearing down, probably to get from them the

berries and fruits he lives on. Suddenly, as we were yet creeping along,

in a silence which made a heavy breath seem loud and distinct, the

woods were at once filled with the tremendous barking roar of the

gorilla.

"Then the underbrush swayed rapidly just ahead, and presently before

us stood an immense male gorilla. He had gone through the jungle on

his all-fours ; but when he saw our party he erected himself and looked

us boldly in the face. He stood about a dozen yards from us, and was a

sight I think never to forget. Nearly six feet high (he proved four inches

shorter), with immense body, huge chest, and great muscular arms, with

fiercely glaring large deep gray eyes, and a hellish expression of face,

which seemed to me like some nightmare vision : thus stood before us

this king of the African forests.

" He was not afraid of us. He stood there, and beat his breast with

his huge fists till it resounded like an immense bass-drum, which is their

mode of offering defiance ; meantime giving vent to roar after roar.

" His eyes began to flash fiercer fire as we stood motionless on the de-

fensive, and the crest of short hair which stands on his forehead began

to twitch rapidly up and down, while his powerful fangs were shown as

he again sent forth a thunderous roar. And now truly he reminded me
of nothing but some hellish dream creature—a being of that hideous or-

der, half man half beast, which we find pictured by old artists in some
representations of the infernal regions. He advanced a few steps—then

stopped to utter that hideous roar again— advanced again, and finally

stopped when at a distance of about six yards from us. And here, as he

began another of his roars and beating his breast in rage, we fired and

killed him.
" With a groan which had something terribly human in it, and yet

was full of brutishness, it fell forward on its face. The body shook con-

vulsively for a few minutes, the limbs moved about in a struggling way,

and then all was quiet—=death had done its work, and I had leisure to

examine the huge body. It proved to be five feet eight inches high, and

the muscular development of the arms and breast showed what immense

strength it had possessed."*

Having heard how Mr. DuChaillu killed gorillas, let us learn

how a huge specimen killed one of his men,—he and his aids

came upon one of the party, wounded on the ground—he thus

describes the encounter.

*' Our little party separated, as is the custom, to stalk the wood in va-

rious directions. Gambo and I kept together. One brave fellow went

oflF alone in a direction where he thought he could find a gorilla. The
other three took another course.

" We had been about an hour separated when Gambo and I heard a

gun fired but a little way from us, and presently another. We were al-

* Adventures in Equatorial Africa, p. 98.
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ready on our way to the spot where we hoped to see a gorilla slain, when
the forest began to resound with the most terrific roars. Gambo seized

my arms in great agitation, and we hurried on, both filled with a dread-

ful and sickening fear. We had not gone far when our worst fears were

realized. The poor brave fellow who had' gone off alone was lying on

the ground in a pool of his own blood, and I thought at first quite dead.

His bowels were protruding through the lacerated abdomen. Beside him
lay his gun. The stock was broken, and the barrel was bent and flat-

tened. It bore plainly the marks of the gorilla's teeth.

" We picked him up, and I dressed his wounds as well as I could with

rags torn from my clothes. When I had given him a little brandy to

drink he came to himself, and was able, but with great difficulty, to

speak. He said that he had met the gorilla suddenly and face to face,

and that it had not attempted to escape. It was, he said, a huge male,

and seemed very savage. It was in a very gloomy part of the wood,

and the darkness, I suppose, made him miss. He said he took good
aim, and fired when the beast was only about eight yards off. The ball

merely wounded it in the side. It at once began beating its breasts, and
with the greatest rage advanced upon him.

"To run away was impossible. He would have been caught in the

jungle before he had gone a dozen steps.

"He stood his ground, and as quickly as he could reloaded his gun.

Just as he raised it to fire, the gorilla dashed it out of his hands, the gun
going off in the fall, and then in an instant, and with a terrible roar, the

animal gave him a tremendous blow with its immense open paw, fright-

fully lacerating the abdomen, and with this single blow laying bare part

of the intestines. As he sank, bleeding, to the ground, the monster seized

the gun, and the poor hunter thought he would have his brains dashed

out with it. But the gorilla seemed to have looked upon this also as an
enemy, and in his rage flattened the barrel between his strong jaws.

" When we came upon the ground the gorilla was gone. This is their

mode when attacked—to strike one or two blows, and then leave the vic-

tims of their rage on the ground and go off into the woods."*

Our traveler's negro associates seem to have exhibited less

courage in the presence of live gorillas, than he did. Unless
the game was a young animal, or a solitary female, they were loth

to encounter it.

To kill an adult male, is regarded as a great achievement
among the natives, "it gives the hunter a life long reputation
for courage and enterprise, even among the bravest of the negro
tribes." Mr. DuChaillu states, that " the hunters are their most
valued men. A brave and fortunate one is admired by all the
women ; loved—almost worshiped—by his wives ; and enjoys
many privileges among his fellow villagers. But his proudest
time is when he has killed an elephant or a gorilla and filled the
village with meat. Then he may do almost what he pleases."

New Haven, Dec. 1861.

* Ibid., p. 342.
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Pseudanthropos fuliginosus Schauf.,

eine neue Chirapanze -Varietat.

Im zoologischen Garten zu Dresden befand sich seit etwa

2V2 Jahren ein Chhnpanze, den der inzwischen verstorbene

Kaufmann J aim von Moymbe mitgebracht hatte.

Die Gutmiithigkeit und Gelehrigkeit des Thieres , welche

liber das Niveau des Gewohnlichen hinausging, verschaffte dem-

selben bald die Zuneigung des Dresdner Publikuras und es ge-

dieh unter der sorgsamen Pflege des kundigen Thiergarten-

Directors Herrn Schop f f zusehends, bis vor wenigen Wochen

eine Driisengeschwulst eintrat, die, gewiss in Verbindung mit

Heimweh; den raschen Tod herbeifiihrte.

Es wird selten der Tod eines Affen soviel Theilnahme er-

weckt haben, als der der Mafoka, wie er genannt ward. Alle

Localblatter brachten wahreud seiner Krankheit Bulletins. So

meldet der Dresdner Anzeiger vom 13. December 1875:

,,Am vorgestrigen Tage statteten wir wieder Mafoka einen

Besuch ab. Das arme Thier lag zu derselben Zeit, in der 6s

sonst zum Ergotzen der Zuschauer sein Futter erliielt und mit

dem Wiirter allerlei Allotria trieb, auf seinem an der Seite des

Kafigs angebrachten Lager. Es erbob nicbt mebr den Kopf

auf unsern Zuruf und nur die Beweguag der langen Arme, die

es zeitweilig in die Hohe hob, liess erkennen, dass noch Leben

in dem Thiere war. Wir batten bald darauf Gelegenheit mit

Herrn Director Sehopff in den Kafig zu gehen, in welchen iiber-

haupt jetzt Jedermann eintreten kann^ ohne einen unliebsamen

Angriff von dem geschwachten Thiere erwarten zu miissen.

11. 14
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Mafoka vei'halt sich theilnahmslos gegen die Aussenwelt und

liess sich ruhig Kopf und Hande streicheln, ohne irgead ein

Z6ichen der Lust oder Unlust dabei von sich zu geben. Wir

horten, dass dieser Affe einige Male am Tage das Lager ver-

lasst und auf dem Boden des Kafigs im Stroh sich hinstreckt,

wohl auch, aber sehr langsam und rait zitternden Gliedern, den

aufgestellten Bechei", der rnit Zuckerwasser gefiillt ist, ergreift

und daraus trinkt , von festen Nahrungsmitteln aber nur noch

Weintrauben zu sich nimmt. Die Geschwulst am Halse will

das immer schwacher und schwacher werdende Thier durchaus

nicht beriihren lassen ; dieselbe ist jetzt weicher als vorher und

scheint dem Thiere keine Schmerzen zu machen. Es ist diese

Geschwulst gewissermassen nur ein Ausdrucb fiir ein inneres,

tiefes Leiden des Thieres etc,"

und vom 16. December 1875 lesen wir daselbst:

,,Was sich erwarten liess, hat sich leider bestatigt. In den

vorgestrigen Nachtstunden ist dieser interessante AfiPe in unserem

zoologischen Garten verendet. Bereits seit drei Tagen nahm

das seit mehr als drei Wochen dem Siechthume verfallene Thier

keine Nahrung zu sich^ so dass sich sein Schwachezustand von

Stunde zu Stunde verschlimmerte. Wenige Stunden vor seinem

Tode suchte es durch Liebkosungen dem rastlos um seine Pflege

beschaftigten Director kSchopff, sowie seinem Warter gleichsam

seinen Dank auszudriicken und sein Leid mitzutheilen, indem es

wiederholt, so matt es auch war, sich aufrichtete und seinen

Arm um die Schulter des Pflegers legte, wobei es ihm mit er-

loschendera Blicke fest in's Auge sah. Mafoka schlief zuletzt

ruhig ein, ohne wieder zu erwachen."

Der Sectionsbefund ergab Lymphdriisentuberculose, beson-

ders der Hals- und Lungendriise; die Lungen waren frei von

Tuberkeln. Auch fand sich Dyphtheritis des Eachens und

Blutung nach dem kleinen Gehirn.

Dieser Affe ward schon bei Lebzeiten beriihmt. Es kamen

Professoren aus Berlin , Hamburg und andern Stadten , um ihn

anzustaunen und ihn offentlich fiir einen ,, Gorilla oder neucn

Waldmenschen", oder kurzweg fiir einen Gorilla zu erklaren.
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Die hiesige Presse witzelte uber die Dresdner Wissensehaftler

und frug ganz keck an, warum man denn erst Leute von aus-

warts kommen lassen musse, um zu erfahren, was fur einen

Affen man uns gekauft habe.

Die Frage ward auch vielfach an mich gerichtet und ob-

gleich ich, mangels Zeit, nicht zu den Besuchern des zoologiscben

Gartens gehore, musste ich, um Antwort geben zu konnen,

Mafoka Mitte Septbr. d. J. kennen lernen und erklarte darauf

ofFentlich das Thier fiir einen Chimp anze und zwar fur eine

Varietat desselben, welche bisher wohl unbekannt sei. Auf den

Wortlaut meiner Erklarung kann ich mich nicht mehr genau

besinnen.

Nun bin ich den Beweis fiir raeine Behauptung schuldig

und diesen zu fiihren ist Zweck dieser Zeilen, um so mehr als

noch nach meiner Erklarung entgegengesetzte Meinungen laut

wurden.

Der mir zu Gebote stehenden Literatur nach, sind die

Kennzeichen der Gattungen PseudantJiropos (= Chirapanze)

und Gorilla (== Gorilla) folgende:

Pseudanthropos
Echb. d. Affen, 1863. p. 191

= Troglodytes Et. Geoffr. 1812

non Vieill. 1807.

Kopf

Schei telleisten .

Gesichtswinkel 55^.

G e s i c h t bei dem Erwachsenen

fast rundlich viereckig,

Stirn nach hinten zuriick-

weichend.

A u g e n b r a u e n sehr vor-

stehend.

Kiunladen kurz.

Gorilla

Js. Geoffr. St. Hil. Compt.

rend. XXXIV 1852.

in der Jugend fast kugelig,

(abgerundet), im Alter sehr

verlangert und sehr nieder-

gedrilckt.

sehr hoch.
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Pseudanthropos Rchb.

Maul im Halbkreis nach unten.

Eckzahne
Olirmuschel grosS; ab-

stehend.

A rm e m i 1 1 e 1 m a s s i g , wie

beim Menschen.

Hande breit.

Vorderhande

Hinterhande

Finger im Verhaltniss der

mensclilichen.

Nag el glatt, mensehlicli

Schwanz fehlt

Backentaschen fehlen .

Gesassscli wielen kaum

sichtbar.

Z wis clienki efer vollkom-

men verwachsen, ohne Natli-

spur.

Schenkelaufiian geband
vorhanden, wie beira Men-

schen.

Fussdaumen mit Nagel.

Rippenpaare 13 .

S c h n e i d e z a h n e

Backzaline . ..

5. unterer Backzalm breiter

a 1 s 1 a n g , 4 li o c k e r i g , wie

beim Mcnsclieu.

Gorilla Geoffr.

die unteren iiberaus gross.

k 1 e i n , dem menscblichen abn-

lich.

weit 1 anger als beim Men-

schen, bei aufrechtem Stand

die Mitte der Schenkel er-

reichend.

so breits als lang.

gestreckt, die drei Mittel-

finger iiber das 1. Glied

durch Bindehaute ver-

einigt.

kurz.

glatt, menschlich.

fehlt.

fehlen.

13.

fast in gerader Linie.

die drei unteren von vorn nach

hinten verlangert, rait Hocker.

5. unterer Backzahn 5 h o ck e -

rig, langer als breit, der

5. Hocker fast so breit als
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Pseudanthropos Rchb.

D a u m e n breit ....
Handwurzel knochen 8.

Gorilla GeofiPr.

der iibrige Zahn. Dieser

Hocker ist mit zwei kleinen

Hervorragungen versehen,

die nach vorn aneinander

stehen (manchmal sogar mit

drei Hervorragungen).

breit.

Diese Gattungsmerkmale sind, wie wir sehen, an und filr

sich wenig ausfiihrlich behandelt, sie sind nicht nur ungenilgend

angefuhrt, es ist auch daran zu bericlitigen. Zu berichtigen

ist, dass vollkommenverwachseneZwischenkiefer bei

Pseudanthropos nur im Alter vorkommen, in der

Jugend aber nicht nur die Nath sichtbar, sondern

auch theilweise eine deutliche Liicke vorhanden ist.

Das Skelett; welches ich von Pseudanthropos Troglodytes L.

besitze, zeigt dies ebenso wie ein Schadel eines sehr jungen

Chimpanse, den ich in Hamburg sah.

Beim Gorilla ist das Paarige des Zwischenkiefers am

auffallendsten bis in's hochste Alter ausgepragt, wahrend beim

Orang-TJtang, wenn es gestattet erscheint, diesen hier zu er-

wahnen, die Nath schon beim jungen Thiere undeutlich wird, zu

einer Zeit, in welcher die Scheidelleiste noch nicht begonnen

sich zu entwickeln.

— Da jedoch die Verschmelzungen zweier oder mehrerer

Knochen bei den Saugethieren nur als individuelle Anomalien

betrachtet werden diirfen, ist auf ein Verwachsen des Zwischen-

kiefers bis zur scheinbaren Verschmelzung wohl wenig Werth

zu legen. —
Den Gesichtswinkel K\y Pseudanthropos TraglodytesL.

bestimrae ich an meinem, jungen, Skelett auf 56'', am Schadel

eines jungen Thieves in Hamburg 57°, am Schadel eines mittel-

alten Gorilla 45'^ (eines alten Orang-Utang 43°). Fiir den

Gattungsbegriflf konnen jedoch Angaben liber den Gesichtswinkel
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bei den raenschenahnlichen Affen nur von Werth sein, wenn

fiber genugendes Material zu gebieten ist.

Ein wobl zu beachtender Unterschied zwiscben Gorilla und

Pseudanthropos liegt in der Form der Xas enoffnung. Diese

ist beim

Chimpanse

fast dreieckig , nach unten er-

weitert (verkebrt berzformig).

Gorilla

fast quadratisch nach unten

verengt.

Es nahert sich also hier der Chimpanze dem alteren Orang-

Utang und dem Menschen.

Alte Chimpanze -Schadel kenne ich nicht; nach den mir zu

Gebote stehenden Abbildungen zu urtheilen, fehlt denselben

die beim Gorilla das Alter characterisirende hohe Scheidelleiste.

Die Finger der Hinterhande des Chimpanze sind fast

bis zur Mitte des ersten Gliedes durcli Bindehaute

vereinigt, wie wir aus nachstehenden Messungen an meinem

gestopften Exemplare und der Mafoka ersehen werden.

Der Unterschied zwischen Chimpanze und Gorilla besteht

nach Vorstehendem in der Hauptsache in Folgendem

:

Gorilla.

langer als beim Menschen.

klein, menschenahnlich.

quadratisch.

die drei Mittelfinger bis liber

das erste Glied durch Binde-

haute vereinigt.

s. V,

Dies geniigt zur Begriindung der Gattungen, und der Affe,

welcber Veranlassung zu diesem Aufsatze gab, gehort zu den

Chimpanzen. Dafur sprechen Vergleichungen der Maasse, wie

nachstehend ; die * grossen Ohren und hauptsachlich die Gestalt-

ung der Hinterhande. Ich babe die Backzahne nicht unter-

suchen konnen. Mafoka gab dies lebendig nicht zu und todt

steht mir das Thier nicht zu Gebote. Die Nasenoffnung wird

man s. Z. am Schadel dreieckig finden. Fiir Chimpanzenart

Chimpanse.

Arme: fast wie beim Menschen,

Ohren : gross abstebend

Nasenoffnung am Schadel: drei-

eckig.

Hinterhand: 1. Fingerglied bis

zur Mitte durch Bindehaute

vereinigt (excl. Daumen),

Backzahne: s. v.
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spricht ferner die Art dex- Behaarung der Hande, welche beim

Gorilla bis liber das erste Fingerglied reicht und das gebo-

gene Haar.

Zum Vergleich gebe ich in Nachstehendem die Beschreib-

ung der beiden Chimpanzearten, welche vielleicbt Berechtig-

ung haben, als Arten steben zu bleiben und zwisclien welche

sich Mafoka als vermittelndes Glied hinein scbiebt. Pseudan-

thropos Koolo-Kampa Du Chaillu hat sich nicht als Art er-

wiesen; Pseudanthropos Tscheco Duvernoy ist nur nach einem

Skelette bekannt und Pseudanthropus calvus Du Chaillu muss

noch mit Pseudanthropos fuliginosus verglichen werden, die

Beschreibung konnte ich nicht erlangen. Endlich setze ich die

Beschreibung des Gorilla zur Seite.

Pseudanthropos Echb.

1 .leucoprymnus Less
2. Troglodytes L.

^' )) ))

nach meinem jun-

gen Exemplare.

Haar: 1. schwarz.

2. u. 3. lang, etwas

gebogen, schwarz,

auf Stirn u. Ober-

kopf gescheitelt,

seitlich abwarts

hangend.

3. 50'n™ lang.

Nackt sind: 2. Ge-
sicht,Ohren,Hande.

3. Gesicht, Ohren,

Finger, Innen- und
Seitentheile der

Hande.

E lick en: 3. dicht,

schwarz behaart.

4. fuliginosus

n. sp. Q

braunschwarz
,
gebo-

gen, am Eiicken

etwa 60 '"'"lang, an

den. Extremitaten

nach vorn kiirzer.

wie 3.

dicht, braunschwarz

beliaart.

Gorilla GeofFr.

Savagesii Is. Geoflfr.

veranderlich, schwarz

bis dunkelbraun,ins

rothbraun liber-

gehend, im Alter

eisen- od.aschgrau

,

an den Obertheilen

und Armen 100 >""

lang.

5 ad: Gesicht, Dau-
men, Unterseite

des Halses, um die

Brustwarzen, oben

und seitlich unter

der Brust, Achsel-

hohlen, Mittellinie

des Euckens, von
den Schulterblat-

tern bis in die

Lendengegeud.

beim Q und juv. be-

haart.
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PseudantJiropos Rchb.

Kopf: 3. wie bei fu-

licfinosus.

Gesicht: 1. nackt,

blass fleischfarben.

2. juv. : schwarz.

2. ad. : breit vier-

eckig, fleischfarben

od. lohgelb, nackt.

3. schvvarzlich.

A u g e n : 2 . mittelgr.

Iris tombakgelb.

Au g e n um g e b u n g

:

2. fahlbraun.

3. schwarzlich.

Augenbrauen: 2.,

3. stark gebogen.

Stirn: schwarzlich.

S c h 1 a fe : fleischfarb.

durchscheinend.

W a n g e n

:

2. fahlbraun.

3. fleischfarben.

Maul:
2. gelblichfahl,

3. schwarzlich.

Nase:
2, gelblichfahl,

3. schwarz.

h r e n : 3 . schwarz-

lich fleischfarben.

Kinn: 2. gelblichfahl

mit kurzen v/eiss-

lichen Flaumen,

bei ad. schwarzer

Bart vorhanden (ob

immer ?)

.

3. fleischfarben mit

weiss. Flaunibart.

nicht dicht, schwarz

behaart, geschei-

telt, Haut fleisch-

farben durchschim-

mernd.

schwarzlich.

mittelgross.

schwarzlich.

stark hervortretend.

fleischfarben

scheinend.

wie 3.

schwarzlich.

grauschwarz.

schwarzlich.

fleischfarben (?)

grauschwarz.

durch-

Gorilla Geoff'r.

Haare rothelfarbig m.
schwarz gemischt,

ebenso an dem
Gesichte.

schwarz od. schwarz-

lich wie die iibrigen

nackten Theile.
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Pseudanthropos Rchb.

V r d e r h a ] s u n d

Brust, Bauch:
1 weisslichgrau.

2 u. 3. wenig be-

haart.

Gorilla Geoffr.

Hint erback en;

Vor derarm;
2. Haare lang,

schwarz, riickwarts

gerichtet.

3. wie bei fuligi-

nostis.

Hande: 3. Haare
nach vorn gerichtet,

2. u. 3. Avie fuli-

ginosus, doch : alle

vier fleischfar-

b e n , Hinterhand

d. Behaarung nicht

bis an die Finger

reicliend.

H i n t e r a r na

:

3. Haare nach
hinten und unten

gerichtet.

Unterseite des
V r d e r a r m e s

zum Ellbogen:
2. ein nackter

Streif. (?)

3. so wenig be-

haart als die Brust.

wenier dicht behaart.

kiirzer und diinner als

am Riicken behaart,

schwarz, ura denGe-
schlechtstheil hand-

br. nackt, fleisch-
farben.

schwarz, dicht, gebo-

gen, vom Oberarm
nach vorn an Lange
abnehmend, Ober-

arm Haare nach

unten, Unterarra

Haare nach hinten

gerichtet.

Vorderhand Haare so

begrenzt, dass des-

sen Rander, sammt-

liche Finger, sowie

die Seiten u. ganze

Unterflache der

Hande nackt sind,

Hinterhand ebenso.

Das erste halbe

Fingerglied oben

behaart. Alle vier

s ch warz.

am Hintern weiss

haart.
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Meine beiden Chimpanze-Exemplare habe ich selbst ge-

messen, die Maasse der Mafoka erhielt ich durch die Giite des

Herrn SchopfP, Director des Zoologischen Gartens in Dresden.

Beim Vergleich der Maasse des Skelettes mit denen des

gestopften und des lebenden Thieres ist zu beachten, dass den

Fleischtheilen Eechnung getragen werden muss. Ich bezweifele

die Eichtigkeit der Maasse am Pseudanthropos fuliginosus,

welchen ich ein ? beisetzte.

Der Vergleich der Maasse ergiebt, dass,. wenn Mafoka ein

Gorillaweibchen ware, die Arme 0,668"'™ lang sein miissten

;

ilir batten dann Schultern in der Breite von 0,590 "1°* gebtihrt

und der Brustkasten wiirde einen Umfang von 0,544™™ statt

0,390™™ haben.

Ich habe Mafoka nur gesehen, selbe aber nicht genauer,

als in diesem Aufsatze erwahnt, untersuchen konnen und ver-

muthe, dass ich raich in Betreff der Behaarung des halben ersten

Fingergliedes in sofern getauscht habe, als die nach vorn stehen-

den Haare bis dahin wohl reichen , ihre Wurzel aber noch auf

der Hand selbst haben. Beim Gorilla ist die Behaarung bis

ans zweite Fingerglied vorhanden.

Die Abbildungen des echten Gorilla und echtsn Chimpanze

konnte ich leider der Klirze der Zeit halber jetzt nicht beifligen.

Wie wir aus den obigen Beschreibtmgen ersehen, variiren

die menschenahnlichen Affen in ausserordentlicher Weise. Be-

schauen wir die verschiedenen Gesichter von dergleichen Thieren,

wie sie in Eeichenhachs Monographie der Affen abgebildet sind,

so muss uns unwillktirlich der Gedanke kommen , dass selbe,

als hochentwickelte Wesen der Variationsfahigkeit des Menschen

naher kommen , als andere Geschopfe. Die Menschen haben

verschieden gefarbtii Haare, das Blond verfarbt sich haufig in's

Braune um schliesslich grau zu werden, — Der Gorilla tritt in

verschieden gefarbtem Haarkleide auf und nimmt im Alter grauen

Pelz an.

Die Chimpanze haben wir sowohl mif fleischfarbenen als

schwarzen Gesichtern , Handen und Hintern kennen gelernt,

denen verschiedene Naraen gegeben wurden — konnen diese
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scheinbar verschiedenen Arten nicht ebensogut ein and dieselbe

sein ? Ich glaube es fast vind wird dies niit der Zeit bestatigt,

so dienen die. gegebenen Namen nur dazu mit moglichst wenig

Worten eine diagnosirte Varietat zu bezeichnen, ohne sie erst

wieder beschreiben zu mlissen.

— Es ist eine merkwiirdige Thatsache, die ich glaube bier

bervorheben zu dtirferi; dass wii- mit den grossten Objecten der

Fauna so schwer auf's Reine zu kommen vermogen. Ueber die

europaischen Hirscbkafer sind wir heut noch nicht ganz sicher,

wie viel wir Arten haben, weil Lacmius pentapliyllns Rche.

vielfach als Varietat angesehen wird. Die europaischen Adler

sind als Arten noch nicht sicher gestellt. Ich besass Aquila

f'ulva und chrysaetos — sind dies zwei haltbare Arten? —
Eeichenbach nimmt zwei existirende Giraffen- Arten an, ist

dies zu bestatigen? Wir kennen zweierlei El e pliant en, die

angeblich dritte Art lieferte ich nach Odessa. Die hervor-

ragende Stirnleiste und Stosszahnanlage beim Q sollten nach

V. Schlagintweit's Ansicht die Art begriinden. — Schafifen wir

uns reicheres Material zum Studium an!

Dresden, d. 15. Decbr. 1875.

Dr. L. W. Schaufuss.

(Separat-Abdruck aus ,,Nunqua'm otiosus^\ Zoologische Mitthciluiigen von

Dr. L. W. Schaufuss, ausgcgcben am 24. Dccbr. 1875.)
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MEMORIAL.

To the Honorable the Board of Education of the City of

New York.

The Memorial of the undersigned, Robert L. Waterbury, a

Lecturer on Natural Science in the Public Schools,

respectfully represents, that :

—

By a resolution of your honorable body, dated October

27th, 1858, Lectures on I^atural Science were allowed in such

of the Ward Schools as desired them, to be given by men

whose competency should be attested by the Medical Colleges

of this city.

Pursuant to that resolution the undersigned procured the

necessary certificate of qualification, and addressed the chair-

man of each of the several local boards of School Officers,

calling attention to the fact that such Grammar Schools as

they might designate in their wards were entitled to Lec-

tures.

Four wards, comprising seven schools, have already

adopted the method of instruction of the undersigned in

l!^atural Science ; receiving in each school, one lecture a

week, on a regularly specified day and hour.

The Lectures have comprised the outlines of animal struc-

ture, after the plan of the four departments discovered by

Cuvier and adopted by Agassiz, illustrated by diagrams,

dissections, preparations, and skeletons ; the natural history

of the atmosphere, illustrated by the standard pneumatic

experiments with the air-pump ; the chemical composition of

the air, illustrated by preparing before the classes the gases,

Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbonic Acid, Nitrogen, etc., and per-



forming the well-known brilliant experiments with the same

;

the natural history of water, including the laws of steam, the

prominent facts in electricity, and illustrations of Franklin's

great discoveries in that science ;
and to all these have been

added copious explanations, together with some historical and

classical matter. The Lectures have been given in plain

and easy language ; the older pupils have repeated many

of the experiments, and the classes have generally responded

intelligently to questions on the main points. They were all

much interested in the lectures on Electricity, and while

these were being given, quite a number of effective little

electrical machines were built by the boys at trifling expense.

As to the cost of these results to the Department :

—

During the period of more than a year through which the

Lectures have extended, though an expense of over five hun-

dred dollars has been incurred by the undersigned for illus-

trations and apparatus, chemical and philosophical ; though

an assistant has been necessary to move the apparatus from

school to school—and though a continual expense for chemi-

cals has accrued, yet at no time has the Department been

put to an outlay equal to the salary of a principal of one of

the Grammar Schools, or to that of most of the music teach-

ers, none of which instructors are at any expense to illus-

trate their teaching. Seven lectures a week, in seven differ-

ent schools, is the most the undersigned has been able as yet

to give, and the aggregate remuneration for this, as pre-

scribed by the Board, has been at the rate of fourteen hun-

dred dollars per annum for the school year of ten months.

Even if the undersigned had been fully employed with

two schools a day, for five days in the week, which is all

any Lecturer could possibly do, the aggregate remuneration

would have been only two thousand dollars a year, out of

which the necessary expenses must come. But in fact his



progress for the past year has been so slow through the Local

Boards, to whom the matter was new and must be explained,

that the entire income has not exceeded a thousand dollars.

Has the same amount of money, in the annual school ex-

penditure, done more or better work in any other part of

the service ?

The friends of Lectures have never claimed that ripe

scholars in science, or adepts in art, can be made by forty

Lectures, more or less, per annum ; but they may j ustly

compare the Lecture hour with any other of Ihe thirty hours

spent by the pupils during the week in the schools, and claim

that it is not only one of the most pleasant, but also one of

the most profitable hours. What more can be asked of any

teacher, whether he teach with or without the aid of a book, but

that he make the lesson entertaining as well as instructive ?

An idea has gained some currency of late that the course

of study in the Ward Schools should be more restricted—that

fewer branches should be pursued. But we must remember

that the purpose of the schools is to confer education, and

the more they can be made to confer the better. If, as is

unquestionably true, a greater amount can be conferred by

allowing a variety of studies, the chief good of the pupils

should in this way be attained. The restrictive idea is essen-

tially opposed to the purpose for which schools are created.

If carried out it would deprive the scholars of, first. Geo-

graphy, and then Grammar, and eventually of all instruction.

It is said that the trustees of one of the backwoods districts

of this state have already abolished the study of Geography

in their school, in order to simplify their course of public

instruction.

It must not be inferred, that because the elements of

IlTatural Science are not now in the Grammar Schools, they

ought not to be there. The Public Schools combined form
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a system, and enjoy great advantages thereby, but also expe-

rience some inconveniences. Systems change their direction

slovs^ly, and with difficulty. In the better class of District

Schools, and in the small academies throughout the State,

which are more free to comply with the advancing require-

ments of education, as well as in the private schools of this

city, which are stimulated by an active competition, the

elements of Natural Science have for years formed a part of

the standard course of study. The great value of this kind

of instruction was recognised by the Public School Society
;

and there are still remaining in some of the schools dis-

jointed fragments of apparatus possessed during their admi-

nistration. In the new course of Popular Instruction at the

Cooper Institute, l!^atural Science, in the form of illustrated

lectures, forms a prominent part.

But the chief reason why the elements of Natural Science

have not already been introduced into the schools, like those

of Arithmetic, Geography, and Grammar, is because they

are not of so old a date. It is within the memory of living

men that the compound nature of the air and of water were

first discovered, out of which has grown Chemistry ; from

which science we have derived those great inventions that

have so signally advanced the civilization of this century.

It seems to the undersigned quite as important that a boy

should have general ideas of the laws of steam, as of the

latitude and longitude of Timbuctoo ; and that a girl should

have some knowledge of the composition of the air, as well

as to be able to " reduce thirty-six ells Flemish to the deci-

mal of a yaid." The introduction of the outlines of Natural

Science, in the place of such information as this, can surely

be but a question of time.

There are some especial reasons why the Board of Educa-

tion should favor the policy of Lectures on Natural Science

in the Grammar Schools.



1st. There is at present, aside from Lectures, with perhaps

one or two exceptions, no instruction whatever in the Ele-

ments of ISTatural Philosophy, Chemistry, Geology, and

Physiology, in the Grammar Schools. What was left of this

kind of education from the • administration of the Public

School Society has died out by reason of the tiresome nature

of recitations from the book, unaided by illustrative appara-

tus. But a very small part of the boys in this city, and not

one of the girls, can expect ever to enter the Free Academy,

to obtain this kind of knowledge.

Where, then, if all Lectures on Natural Science be inter-

dicted, can such information be obtained by the pupils of our

Common Schools ?

2d. J^one of the Ward Schools have now any Philosophical

or Chemical Apparatus, except what has been obtained, in

two or three instances, by private subscription. To procure

a respectable apparatus for each of the Schools separately

would require the expenditure, by the Board of Education, of

as many times one thousand dollars as there are Schools ; thus

involving an aggregate outlay of some fifty thousand dollars.

If used at all, this apparatus would be used very irregularly

;

it would be continually getting out of repair, incurring in

this way a continuous bill of expense ; and when used, the

experiments would generally be unsatisfactory and incom-

plete. Vexatious bills for chemicals, and other supplies,

would also be continually accumulating. But by a proper

system of Lectures, not only is a single set of apparatus made

to supply a number of Schools, but it is preserved and kept in

repair, and used systematically and safely, and in the most

effective manner.

Again, a certain proportion of the experiments will fail

when first attempted, even in experienced hands, and it is

only through frequent repetitions, not only of the matter of



the lectures, but also ol the experiments, that complete suc-

cess can be attained.

3d. I^atural Science, in the form of a Lecture, once a week,

in each School, is the cheapest form in which that study can

be pursued. The expense, as allowed by the Board, amounted

to only Two Hundred Dollars for a school year of ten months to

each School. When the size of the classes is taken into con-

sideration (averaging more than three hundred), this will be

found to be the cheapest tuition in the whole School system.

The music teachers generally receive three hundred dollars

ajear from each School.

I^ot only are Lectures the cheapest kind of tuition, but they

more than save their cost in the expense of books. The in-

struction conveyed to the pupil, during the year, by this plan,

is more than he would derive from an elementary book on

Katural Philosophy, one on Chemistry, one on Physiology,

and one on Geology ; so that the books alone for these studies

would cost the Department more, for the same number of

pupils, than Apparatus and Lectures combined.

4th. l^atural Science, in the form of Lectures, properly

illustrated, is the most effective form in which such studies

can be taught. The more senses we can address, in convey-

ing knowledge, the better. What a pupil has seen he is

almost certain to remember. It is not necessary that he

should always recite what he learns, or that he should be able

to embody the matter in any particular form of words. Yery

few business men could write a treatise on the laws of trade,

and so there are pupils now in the Ward Schools of our City,

who are constructing effective Scientific Apparatus, and per-

forming experiments with the same, who never recited a les-

son on these subjects. But it is not necessary for the Board

to take the opinion of any man on a point of this importance.

The notes and abstracts of the Lectures prepared by the
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pupils during the past year are conclusive evidence of suc-

cess.

This is no new question. The experience of the Medical

Colleges has decided it long ago—has proved that illustrated

Lectures are the best possible means by which to teach such

Sciences as admit of demonstration, and this too, irrespective

of the capacity of the student, for the less advanced the class

in knowledge, the more elementary and plain must the in-

struction be made. Every medical man knows well the

effect of such instruction, and no medical man from the first

has opposed this movement. •

5th. Another effect of lectures is to improve the class

teachers in their method of labor. The present system of

class instruction in the Public Schools must inevitably

change. It is true, the change will be gradual, but it is none

the less certain to come. It has come already to a great

extent in Europe. The pupils in the Ward Schools, during

school hours, have no opportunity to study their books. Six

hours a day employed in the recitation of lessons that must

all be learned out of school hours, thus occupying at least

another six hours, and consuming all opportunity of salutary

exercise and recreation, is a tax against which oppressed

childhood will yet effectually rebel. It is a servitude unpre-

cedented in the annals of successful education. Either the

teachers are not industrious, or the children are being de-

stroyed.

I^Tow, the one immediate and available remedy for this is

the introduction of more oral instruction. The class teachers

must themselves become instruments for instilling knowledge

into the minds of the pupils instead of machines for exhaust-

ing the scanty supplies derived night and morning from the

books. The traditions, as well as the practice of the present

School system, alike imply that the office of the teachers is
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one of mere examination, and tlie general practice in this

respect is not likely to change until lectures in Katural

Science have taken the place to which they are properly en-

titled in the school system,—that of a most powerful and

effective auxiliary in the work of Public Instruction. The

school regulation which closes the book to the pupil during

the six recitation hours must go a step further, and open to

him the teacher, and the teacher must have opportunity to

become familiar with the higher processes of oral instruction.

It is sometimes suggested that the Principals should give

lectures on Natural Science. But the time of the Principals is

already completely occupied, and their energies are taxed to

the utmost, with their executive duties. N^or have they gene-

rally received that peculiar education which is indispensable to

the success of a Lecturer on ISTatural Science, but is worse than

useless in controlling and regulating the affairs of a school.

Even where the Principal has the preliminary education,

and is furnished with the necessary apparatus, if he were to

prepare one regular and systematic lecture every week, he

could do little else ; for it is only by combining together a

number of schools, and giving to each in succession the same

matter, that a special teacher can do this. The proper sys-

tem is, for the special teacher to commence the week "with

a lecture, and repeat the same lecture with the accompany-

ing illustrations and experiments twice a day, in successive

schools, during the five school days, making such modifica-

tions at the time of each delivery as will adapt the lecture to

the actual condition of the class.

By this system the undersigned has been enabled to furnish

to each of his schools, during the past year, a fresh lecture

every week ; the illustrations for which have cost, on an

average, more than twice what he received for that lecture.

Allowing lectures in the public schools to be proper and
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expedient, we are met at the next step by the question of

uniformity. If the Board will allow a word from a man,

whose whole time and attention have been absorbed for more

than two j^ears in the attempt to solve this vexed question, it

may be proper to suggest that

:

A complete and uniform system of School Lectures on

Natui'al Science, for giving one lecture a week in each of the

"Ward Schools, implies, of necessity, the expense of only one

full set of apparatus, and the salaries of four lecturers, each

of whom would have his own subject or class of subjects, and

his own portion of the illustrative apparatus, and would

speak twice a day, giving one lecture a month in each school.

By the rotation of these lectures, every school would receive

one lecture a week, which should be on a stated day and

hour, and would in this way come from a man whose large

experience in teaching his own particular branch would

ensure success. The intellectual labor to the lecturers in

this way would be only one-fourth part of what it has been

to the undersigned, as only twelve new lectures would be

required during the year.

It would seem proper to place such department of Natural

Science under the supervision of the City Superintendent of

Schools, and to allow space in the Repository for keeping

the apparatus, specimens, diagrams, etc., which collection

would soon become a museum. In this way the standard

experiments in Natural Philosophy—the more prominent

and striking facts and experiments in Chemistry—the beau-

tiful and instructive experiments in Electricity, Galvanism,

and Magnetism, and the elements of Geology, with the pro-

per diagrams—the Steam Engine, explained by means of

plans and sectional models—and the outlines of the structure

and classification of Animals and Plants, explained by means

of the proper specimens, dissections, and preparations, would
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be furnislied by these four lecturers to every pupil in the

Grammar Schools ; knowledge of inestimable value to the

future industrial and mechanical interests of this city, which

not one in a liundred of the jHipils^ by the present, system,

ever attain.

The expense tO' the city of such a Department of ]lS[atural

Science would not exceed Ten Thousand Dollars a year j a

sum, which, however large it may seem by itself, shrinks into

comparative insignificance when compared with the annual

cost of Public Education. It is not the one hundred and

twentieth part {y^-^) of the present cash expenditure, to say

nothing of the use of the school buildingSy or the time of the

scholars.

The experience of the last year has shown that what was>

at one time supposed to be an insuperable objection to such

a system—the danger in moving apparatus—is in reality

slight. The more delicate forms of j)hilosophical and chemi-

cal instruments are none of them required.

Finally, if any idea of procuring complete apparatus for

each of the Grammar Schools is utterly hopeless, why should

not the teaching of ITatural Science,, like that of Music, at

once lie open to competition, allowing each Lecturer to fur-

nish his own apparatus, and be subject directly to the Local

Boards ? Have the Lecturers done anything to subject them

to. an especial prohibition ? Surely the progress they have

made during the past year has not been such as to imply

that the Trustees are prodigal of the public money I If the

Trustees have retained any Lecturer, he must have convinced

them, of the value of his services ; and the Trustees are gene-

rally the men who are most familiar with the interest of their

own schools, and the relative value of their teachers.

Is there any more available way of resolving this great

question of ISTatural Science in the ward schools than the one
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which the Board of Education had adopted—that of allowing

Lecturers to labor under the Local Boards until time and

experience should enable the Board of Commissioners to

adopt some uniform system ?

At no time during the past two years has tlie undersigned

been able to see more than one practicable path through the

difficulties which have surrounded this subj-ect, and that was

to go forward and do the best he could with the means at his

disposal. The Schools which commenced more than a year

ago, have received more than a year's instruction, which,

though necessarily imperfect in some respects, is yet better

than none; and were he not interdicted by the Board of

Education, the expiration of another year might reasonably

be expected to find ten of them enjoying the advantages not

only of Lectures, but also, of a complete set of School Appa-

ratus. The question at this late period can hardly be whether

the man who teaches without a book shall be excluded from

the Schools, but rather, what steps shall be taken to admit

and regulate this kind of instruction. At least three thou-

sand families in this city are now familiar with the practical

effects of School Lectures.

Impelled by such convictions as these, the undersigned,

more than two years since, asked the Board of Education to

allow him to do what he might, by way of Lectures, to extend

the study of Natural Science in the Ward Schools. If he

had felt at liberty to take the place he has occupied in the

Schools without the leave of the Board of Education the pre-

sent difficulty could scarcely.have occurred. His application

to the Board was approved and encouraged by some of the

wisest and best men in the city, and the Board of Education,

after mature consideration, did all which lay in their j)ower

to favor the work. These circumstances were certainly all

of th^ra propitious.
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And it only remains now for him to regret, that in the

judgment of the Board—^from which there is to him no appeal

—^liis well-meant attempt should have proved a failure ; to

regret it not only on his own account, but also, for the sake

of the gentlemen who so earnestly wished it to succeed, and

for the sake of the classes who are so assiduously and

patiently listening to his instructions. He can only hope

that this attempt to do something in what he believes to be

a great and good work, will yet prosper, in. abler, and more

fortunate hands.

Yet he hesitates to separate from the classes to which he

has become attached, and he is led to believe this feeling is

in some measure reciprocated by them. He has also just

made arrangements and purchases to the amount of over

fifty Dollars for illustrating the January Lectures with

Hare's compound Blowpipe and the corresponding experi-

ments.

With the hope and belief, that this sort of instruction

would commend itself to the good opinion of the Board to

such a degree as to make illustrated Lectures on ISTatural

Science a permanent department of Public Instruction, he

two years since abandoned all other avocations and devoted

himself entirely to this one pursuit. The delays and diffi-

culties attendant on all new enterprises prevented an early

commencement and have continually embarrassed his pro-

gress ; so that no school has yet received fifty lectures. The

Medical College find it necessary to give at least eighty in

this department of instruction, and to repeat the coui*se.

And now suddenly, without previous intimation, and with-

out opportunity of explanation, he finds himself deprived of

position by the resolution of your honorable body. Sensible

of the great importance of the subject, and conscious that in

his labors he has endeavored to advance the true interests of
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education, and believing that what has been done is not wholly

without success, and aware that the experiment of Lec-

tures on Natural Science in the Ward Schools has not yet

had a full trial, the undersigned respectfully petitions for a

reconsideration of the resolution prohibiting Lectures in the

Public Schools.

Yery respectfully,

KOBEET L. WATEEBUEY.

New Toek, Bee. 21, 1859.
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27ie Brain of the Gat, Fdis domestica. 1. Preliminary Account of the

OrOSS Anatomy. Withfour plates. By Burt G. Wilder, M.D., Professor

of Gomparative Anatomy, etc., in Gornell University, and of Physiology

in the Medical School of Maine, Member of the Am. Neurological Asso-

ciation, etc.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, July 15, 1881.)

This paper is in four parts ;—A. Introduction . B. The macroscopic vo-

cabulary of the brain. C. List of points to be elucidated, D, Expla-

nation of the plates.

A. INTRODUCTION.

The present paper is the first of a series of contributions to the knowl-

edge of the brain of the domestic cat. A second—A Description of the

Gerebral Fissures, together loith their Synonymy—has been nearly ready for

a year, and a briefpreliminary abstract of it has been published (Wilder 5),
*

but it will more properly follow the present general account of the entire

brain.

The tjtle of the series is made comprehensive in order that the subject

may be discussed from any point of view. I hope, therefore, that others

*This number refers to the list at the end of this paper. In that list, the

names of the authors are placed in alphabetical order. Tlie titles of separate works

are designated by letters, and their order has no significance. The titles ofpapers

•Are numbered. In the case of papers published between 1800 and 1873, the num-
bers correspond to those in the chronological "Ca,talogue of Scientific Papers,"

published by the Royal Society of London. In other cases the numbers are

only provisional, and are printed in italics.

The references are made as follows : the name of the author is given first , un-

less the author has been indicated already ; then follows the letter or the num-
ber by which the title of the work or paper is designated upon the list; if a

Roman numeral is given it denotes the number of the volume; and the last

number is that of the page. The system of references to a List was followed

by me in 1872, in the paper entitled Intei-membral Homologies (10), and has been

since adopted by others.
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may be led to treat certain topics according to the special opportunities

whicli they may enjoy, and tliat thus, eventually, there may be available

for workers in Human, Veterinary and Comparative Anatomy, a com-

plete account of the Gross Anatomy, the Histology, tlie Development, the

Functions, and the Taxonomic Relations of the brain of a common
mammal.
That the domestic cat is not only common in most civilized lands, but

otherwise well adapted to serve as the basis for work upon other forms, in-

cluding man, has been urged by Straus-Durckheim (A. pp. xiv and 54),

H. S. Williams (A, iii), Mivart (B, ix), and the writer (S).

Subsequent experience has abundantly confirmed the views expressed in

the paper last named, and has even removed my previous somewhat
unfavorable impression respecting the availability of the cat for physi-

ological experimentation.*

That the idea of employing the cat as an introduction to the study of

other forms is neither original nor of recent adoption, may be seen from

the work of Straus-Durckheim, and from the following passages in my
papers :

—

"Nearly twenty years agof, the late Professor Jeffries "Wyman, in

commenting upon the unsatisfactoij'^ nature of some notes of dissections,

said :
' Much of this is due to the lack of suitable standards for compari-

son. The liuman body is not a suitable standard for the lower vertebrates.

The best thing any anatomist can do is to prepare complete accounts of
the structure of a few forms, each typical of some large group. Tlie

fowl could represent the birds, and the cat tlie mammals. The cat's

anatomy should be done first, because it would serve as an introduction to

human anatomy, and thus become an important aid to medical educa-
tion.' " Wilder, S, 5.

Eight years ago, in a paper (11) upon the outer cerebral fissures of certain

mammals, I ofli"ered the following suggestion :

—

"But before any final work can be done in respect to fissures, we need
a complete account of the brain of some one mammal, giving its appear-
ance from all sides, sections and dissections of all parts, and demonstra-
tions of the relations which may exist between tlie fissural pattern and the
internal structure ; tlien a full series of figures representing all the stages
of development, both of the brain as a whole, and of its parts. On some
accounts the fox would be the most useful species, but as it is not to be
had in large numbers, and as dogs are ineligible as a standard, from the
breed difl'erences as well as from the usual complexity of the' fissural

pattern, we sliall probably find the cat most available for the purpose.
Such a work would form a fitting continuation of Straus-Durckheim's
magnificent monograph of the Osteology and Myology of that animal. It

*The fiercest cat, providea it can once be induced to enter a bag, is managed
almost as easily as a rabbit. Ether and chloroform act quickly and surely, and
I have never encountered any serious difficulties, whether in the laboratory or
lecture-room, in performing the experiments commonly employed for physi-
ological illustration. Of course, these experiments were all caUiseations, that is,

done by the aid of anaesthetics. In my opinion, as elsewhere expressed

{10), sentisection or painful vivisection is rarely necessary or justifiable.

t It was in 1860, now twenty-one years ago.
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is one of the tasks which I wish to accomplish, but I tiaist this will not
deter others from undertaking it."

Since the above was written, I have lost no opportunity of accumulating

materials for the illustration of the encephalic anatomy of the cat, and the

museum of Cornell University now contains more than 220 preparations

of the brain of that animal. A few of these are the entire organ, or its

undissected halves ; the larger number are dissections for the sake of show-

ing certain points in its structure.

At the outset, I hoped to find that, excepting purely histological matters,

the structure of the human brain was so fully known as to require little

more than the identification and description of the corresponding features

in the cat. It was soon apparent, however, that some points of consider-

able morphological importance were as yet undetermined, or at least pre-

sented very unsatisfactorily in the standard works. To the deficiencies or

positive errors of the published accounts, was added the difficulty of ob-

taining examples of the human brain in such a condition as to serve for

the determination of doubtful points. After considerable observation and

enquiry upon the subject, I am constrained to affirm that, by the ordinary

method of extraction, the freshest human brain is so distorted as to be

useless excepting for the roughest kind of enquiry, while the average dis-

secting-room brain is often only fit to be examined with a spoon.

Theoretically, of course, the anatomy of the human brain is to be learned

only by the examination of that organ. Practically, however, so great

are the difficulties of obtaining, preserving, and dissecting it, that, with

most persons, a certain expenditure of time and money upon cats' brains

will be more productive than if devoted to the brains of human beings.*

After spending more than twenty j^ears in the study and teaching of

anatomy and physiology, aided by the best models and plates, I feel that

nearly all my real and substantial knowledge of the brain has been derived

from that of the cat. Nor has the time yet come when I can examine a

cat's brain for an hour, without correcting some misapprehension, learning

something new, or at least gaining some fresh conception respecting the

organization or functions of the organ, or its possibilities in the way of

variation.

The present paper concerns only the gross anatomy of the brain, and

even that is treated in only a general way. I fully recognize the great,

perhaps the paramount, importance of a complete account of the histology

of the organ, if only as a basis for the physiological, pathological and

*I have expressed elsewhere {2) the beliefthat, of all the more easily accessible

animals, the cat offers superior {Advantages for preliminary anatomical work,
but of course a large amount of information may be gained from the dissection

of any mammal, aside from the merelskill in the use of instruments which
comes from their actual employment upon the organs. Hence the following

quotation from Solly (A,, 9!) is given with entire approval :

—

"I am sure that whoever will take the trouble to go over this dissection [of
the rabbit's braini once or twice before attempting tliat of the hnmnnbr;iin,
will find his path much facilitated by the knowledge and the manual dexterity
he will have acquired."
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psychological observations wliicli are constantly making in all parts of the

world. But, with all deference to the presumed views of the many and

indefatigable workers in this finer field, I hold that the more urgent need

is for a provisional, at least, identification and nomenclature of the visible

parts.

I am loth to believe that the authors of some histological contributions

are not altogether clear upon the position and relations of the parts con-

cerned ; but I apprehend that many readers of such contributions fail to

appreciate their excellencies or to recognize their defects from the lack of

an adequate familiarity with the gross anatomy of the brain ; a lack which

seems almost unavoidable so long as the chief dependence is placed upon
the text-books, or upon the appearances presented by human brains in the

condition in Avhich they commonly find their way to the dissecting-table.

Had a recent writer employed the fresh or well-preserved brain of a cat

in place of the (presumably) distorted and semi-decomposed human organ,

he never could have published a paper "De la non-existence des trous de

Monro ;" nor, indeed, does the acceptance of a paper with such a reac-

tionary title indicate that the editors of "Progres M^dicale, Nos. 25, 26,"

have left the beaten track in this respect.

Whoever Avill carefully examine the fresh or well-preserved brains of

cats need not, unless he prefer to accept authority in place of the evidence

of his eyes, either doubt the existence of the "Foramina of Monro," or

believe that these openings are primarily for the "transmission of the

choroid plexus." Neither need he believe that "the third ventricle com-
municates with the fifth" in any animal, or at any period of develop-

ment ; that "the great transverse fissure " is a real cleft from the outside

of the brain into its "ventricular cavities ;" that the "corpora quadrigem-

ina, pineal body, corpora geniculata and thalami are internal parts of the

cerebrum ;
" or that, in the cat at least, the thalami enter, in the slightest

degree, into the foi'mation of " the floor of the lateral ventricles."

With the view of aiding in the correction of some of such current mis-

apprehensions, and paving the way for more sound and enduring work
in other directions, the present paper is purely morphological, and all

teleological considerations have been excluded.

Moreover, as has been said already, only a general view of the organ is

here given. Each part of the brain requires more or less extended mono-
graphic treatment. Not only should its average or usual form, structure,

and connections be determined, but its variations should be noted, and cor-

related with known differences in respect to the age, sex, breed, color and
disposition. Anomalies also should be recorded. Of course, such striking

cases as the absence of the callosum, reported by the writer in 1879 {13)

would be at once remarked ; but in many other respects we are as yet un-

aware what is the real normal condition, and are hence unable to deter-

mine the extent of departure therefrom. The small size of the cat's brain

and the ease with which large numbers may be obtained and preserved,

render it peculiarly adapted for this line of enquiry.
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It is generally admitted that the brain might be of use in the determina-

tion of zoological affinities. That it is really so seldom employed for this

purpose, excepting as furnishing merely corroboratory evidence, is largely

due to the vagueness of our information, vphich prevents exact compari-

sons. Now the Carnivora in general, and the Felidae in particular, form

very compact and well-defined groups ; hence the careful comparison of

the parts of the cat's brain with the homologous parts in other members of

the family and order should not only be comparatively easy, but also

atford some clues to the functions of the parts, as well as furnish a basis

for taxonomic considerations.

It would probably be difficult to estimate the influence, upon both physi-

ology and systematic zoology, of the sum of knowledge which may be

available when the brain has received an amount of time, labor and

thought equal to that which has been devoted to the skull.

Considering the abundance of the domestic cat in most parts of the

world where anatomy is cultivated, very little use seems to have been

made of its brain. In several papers (Owen, 35), Krueg (;?), Benedikt

(i and ^), Pansch (i), the cerebral fissures are more or less fully discussed
;

but I am not acquainted with any special paper on the entire organ, and

the only figures of the structure known to me are the following : The
mesal surface is shown by Leuret et Gratiolet (A, pi. v, fig. 3) ; the pro-

ccelise (ventriculi laterales) are shown by G-egenbaur (A, 508, fig. 286) ; and

the dorsal and ventral surfaces are partly seen in connection with the

nerves in Bourgery and Jacob (A, pi. xvi).

The sheep's brain seems to have been selected by Foster and Langley

(A), and by Morrell (A), partly, at least, on account of the ease with

which the head may be procured, thus avoiding the killing of an animal

for the sake of the brain. But cats are so plenty, and so readily killed by

chloroform, that no objection need exist upon that score, and the brain

is removed, preserved and dissected much more conveniently than that

of the sheep.*

The small size of some of the parts of the cat's brain is an objection, no

doubt ; but this is atoned for by the number of preparations one may
make and keep, and by the ease with which the entire organ may be

held or placed in any position so as to obtain the best light without the

danger—which is ever present with larger brains—of tearing by its own
weight.

B. THE MACROSCOPIC VOCABULARY OF THE BRAIN".

In a recent paper (.9), I have presented somewhat in detail both the

grounds for attempting a Revision of Anatomical Nomenclature, and the

results of that revision.

With a slight rearrangement, and some unimportant verbal alterations,

the following paragraphs remain as there published (pp. 133, 137), and

*For a detailed account of the methods of preparing the cat's brain, see my
paper in ' Science" (11).
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embody a brief statement of "the objects of the present revision, the con-

siderations upon which it is based, and the methods Avhich have been pur-

sued :"

"To facilitate the acquisition and communication of accurate anatomi-
cal knowledge, by rendering the vocabulary equally applicable to all ver-

tebrates, and equally intelligible to all nations.
" That the convenience and preferences of all existing anatomists should

be held of little moment as compared with the advantages which reform
may ensure to the vastly more numerous anatomical Avorkers of the future.

"That the test of the accuracy and completeness of a description is, not
that it may assist, but that it cannot mislead.

"That bremty is an especially desirable characteristic of such names as are
laost frequently employed.
'To include in this vocabulary, so far as practicable, only such terms as

are brief, simple, significant, of classical origin and capable of inflection.

"To propose as few changes as possible, and to introduce new names
only for parts apparently unknown or unnamed before (e. cj., crista for

-

nicis), or in the place of semi-descriptive appellations undesirably long or
incapable of inflection, as e. g., cimbia for tractus transversus pedunculi,
porta for foramen Monroi.

" When a part is known by a descriptive phrase, to select therefrom some
characteristic word as the technical designation ; e. g., iter (a tertio ad ven-
triculum qitartum)

.

"When two or more parts are similar, or have similar relations, to dis-
tinguish them \)j joining to some common title already in use prefixes in-

dicative of their relative positions ; e. g., postgeniculatum, prcegenicu-
latum.

'

' To shorten the names of several parts by omitting the word corpus,
and using the neuter adjective as a substantive.
"To discard terms which indicate size, those which refer to the natural

attititde of man or animals, most vernacular names, and all names of the
reproductive organs which have been applied needlessly to other parts of
the body.
"To keep modern usage, and the rules of classical etymology con-

stantly in mind, but not to be hindered thereby from the employment or
even the formation of terms which are eminently desirable from the prac-
tical standpoint."

At my request, the publisher of "Science" kindly sent copies of the

two numbers containing the article to leading scientific, medical and lite-

rary journals, and to about 22 naturalists or physicians who make more or

less use of anatomical terms in their writings. There has been scarcely

time for any extended criticism of the proposed changes, but as the article

contained a very distinct request for suggestions, I am disposed to infer that

anatomists are at least willing to let the new terms have a fair trial in the

present paper, the preparation of which was announced at the head of the

article.

The following are the only published comments upon the subject, which
have come to my notice :

—

*

In The Nation for April 13, 1881, is a brief iiotice of the article, evidently

* Since this was written, The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease for July,
1881 (652-661), has reprinted from the paper (9) the List of names of encephalic
parts, and regards the new nomenclature as supported by " rather satisfactory
arguments." See also p. 562 of this paper.
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by an anatomical teacher, from which I quote the following : "There is

certainly ample room for it [the reform proposed], but one cannot help

thinking that in his desire for set names, Professor Wilder approaches

pedantry." In view of what might have been expected from so critical a

journal, I am disposed to feel more encouraged by the admission than dis-

heartened by the objection.

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote me the following letter upon the sub-

ject, which, with his permission, was printed in "Science " for June 4, and
is here, in part, reproduced :—

Boston, May 30, 1881.

Dear Dr. Wilder :—I have read carefully your paper on Nomencla-

ture. I entirely approve of it as an attempt—^an attempt which I hope will

be partially successful, for no such sweeping change is, I think, ever

adopted as a whole. But I am struck with the reasonableness of the system

of changes you propose, and the fitness of many of the special terms you
have suggested.

The last thing an old teacher wants is, as you know full well, a new set

of names for a familiar set of obj ects. It is hard teaching old professors

new tricks. So my approbation of your attempt is a sic vos non voMs case

so far as I am concerned. * * *

What you have to do is to keep agitating the subject, to go on training

your students to the new terms—some of which you or others will doubt-

less see reasons for changing—to improve as far as possible, fill up blanks,

perhaps get up a small Manual in which the new terms shall be practically

applied, and have faith that sooner or later the best part of your innova-

tions will find their way into scientific use.

* * * The plan is an excellent one^t is a new garment which will

fit Science well, if that capricious and fantastic and old-fashioned-dressing

lady can only be induced to try it on.

Always very truly yours,

O. W. Holmes.

Dr. Holmes's literary authority, as well as the fact, perhaps less generally

known, that for 33 years he has been the Professor of Anatomy in the

Medical School of Harvard University, will give great weight to his ap-

probation ofmy undertaking.

In Science for April 29, 1881, Dr. E. C. Spitzka of New York, well-

known as an indefatigable worker in encephalic anatomy and histology,

published (7) a letter to the Editor respecting my article. Dr. Spitzka

generously puts aside the natural feeling of disappointment that a task

which he had contemplated for several years should be, however imper-

fectly, performed by another, and, together with valuable practicable

suggestions upon several important points, comments as follows upon the

general subject :

—

"It is with mingled pleasure and profit that I have read the very sugges-
tive paper on Cerebral Nomenclature contributed to your latest issues by
Prof Wilder. Some of the suggestions which he has made have been
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latent in my own mind for years, but I have lacked tlie coui'age to bring
tliem before my colleagues. Now that he has broken ground, those who
prefer a rational nomenclature to one which like the x>r6sent reigning one,

is based upon erroneous principles, or rather on no principles at all,

will be rejoiced at the precedent thus set for innovations. As Prof
"Wilder has invited criticism, I take the opportunity of oiTering the follow-

ing remarivs upon the leading points of his papers, in so far as they refer

to the brain alone.
"1. The principles announced are such as zootomists and anatomists

generally will agree with, to the fullest extent. * *
^

* i have no hesi-

tation in saying that the labor of the anatomical student will be diminished
fully one-half when this nomenclature shall have been definitely adopted.

* -» -x- j]^ Grermany the older system has gone out of use almost
entirely, and not the least charm about the works of Henle, Schwalbe,
Forel and Gudden, is the fact that these authors have more or less done
away with the ambiguous terms once rampant.

"3. In proceeding to comment on some of the terms proposed by Prof.

"Wilder, I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do so merely tenta-

tively and to promote discussion ; in so doing I feel certain that I am
carrying out that writer's wish. It is but just to state that the majority of

the terms cannot be discussed—they are perfection and simplicity com-
bined."

I think Dr. Spitzka does himself scant justice in ascribing his non-pre-

sentation of the subject to "a lack of courage." But I can well under-

stand that the demands of an active practice have forced him to defer from

time to time the somewhat onerous task of putting his material into shape

for publication.*

In the following discussion of the macroscopic vocabulary of the brain,

I have transcribed freely from the article above named, introducing such

modifications as have since appeared to me desirable.

The terms employed by anatomists form two divisions : those which in-

dicate the position or direction of organs, and those by which the organs

themselves are designated. Since, also, writers have usually treated of

them separately, it will be convenient here to consider anatomical topono-

my and organonomy under distinct headings.

Terms of Position and Dikection—Toponomy.

Dr. Barclay's volume had especial reference to this division of the sub-

ject, and its key-note is struck in the following paragraph (A, 5) :

"The vague ambiguity of such terms as superior, inferior, anterior, pos-

terioi", &c., must have been felt and acknowledged by every person die

least versant with anatomical description."

Dunglison admits (A, 61) that "Great confusion has prevailed with

anatomists in the use of the terms before, behind, &c." Dr. Spitzka has

forcibly stated (/, 75, note 1) the objections to the use of anterior, &c., and
their unsuitability is tacitly conceded in the employment of other terms by

*Since this paper was presented, Dr. Spitzka has published an able contribu-

tioa {10) to our knowledge of the metencephalon, in which the toponomical
terms herein suggested are employed.

FEOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XIX. 109. 3o. PRINTED DEC. 6, 1881.
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several writers who do not explicitly condemn the current toponomy :

Gegenbaur (A, 491), Mivart (A, 69), Cleland (i, 170), Rolleston (B, 33,

note), &c.

Finally, the need of a radical change of base has been proclaimed in one

of the very strongholds of anthropotomy :

—

"Now that the more extended study of comparative anatomy and em-

bryonic development is largely applied to the elucidation of the human
structure, it is very desirable that descriptive terms should be sought

which may, without ambiguity, indicate position and relation in the

organism at once in man and animals. Such terms as cephalic and caudal,

dorsal and ventral, &c., are of this kind, and ought, whenever this may be

done consistently with sufficient clearness of description, to take the place

of those which are only applicable to the peculiar attitude of the human
body."—Quain, A, I, 6.

This is certainly explicit as to the principle involved, and it is to be

hoped that later editions of this standard Human Anatomy may display its

practical application to the body of the work.

How slender is the justification for retaining a toponomical vocabulary

based upon the relations of organisms to the surface of the earth, appears

more fully when we reflect that the assumed standard, for the higher ver-

tebrates at least, is man in his natural erect attitude
;
yet that both man

and animals are more often examined and compared with the hack down-

ward, this being an attitude truly characteristic of only that infrequent

"subject," the sloth.

As a single illustration of the logical inconsistencies into which we are

led by the use of the current toponomy, take the series of possible designa-

tions of the direction of some vertebral spinous process which projects to-

ward the skin of the back at, or approximately at, a right angle with the

myelon. With man the direction in which it points is posterior, but with

a cat it is superior, while with an ape or a bird it is somewhere between the

two ; with all four, when on the dissecting table, it would be usually in-

ferior. Finally, with a flounder the corresponding direction would be

horizontal or sideioise.

In short, to designate the locations of organs by the relations of animals

to the surface of the earth, which relation differs in nearly allied forms,

and varies Avith the same individual according to circumstances, is as far

from philosophical as it would be to define the place of a house or a tree by

reference to the planet Jupiter, or to assume that mankind naturally face

the rising sun, and hence to designate our right and left as the south and

north sides of the body.

The present tendency of accurate anatomical description is to refer the

position or direction of all parts and organs to an imaginary plane dividing

the body into approximately equal right and left halves ; hence it is desira-

ble to designate this middle plane, or any line contained therein, by a

word which is at once significant, short, and capable of inflection. Dr.

Barclay proposed mesion, and mesial has been generally used ; but would
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it not better to adopt the very term employed by the Greeks to signify the

middle, meson, to pjffv^^ equivalent to the more ponderous Latin meditul-

liumf The corresponding adjective is mesal, and the adverb mesad, while

in combination it becomes meso.

The following general terms were also proposed by Barclay, and have

been more or less systematically employed by Owen, Huxley and others :

Dorsal, ventral, dextral, sinistral, lateral, with the corresponding adverbial

forms dorsad,* etc. Should the alleged correspondence of the ventral

region of the Vertebrate with the tergal region of the Arthropod prove to

be one of true homology, it may be desirable in time to discard dorsal

and ventral for more suitable terms, but for the present, if on practical

grounds alone, it seems well to retain them.

Barclay proposed atlantal and sacral for the designation of the position

of parts lying toward the head or the tail, in reference to an imaginary

plane dividing the trunk at the middle of its length. But these terms were

not applicable to parts beyond the atlas and the sacrum, so that new
words were applied to the regions of the head. Perhaps this needless

complication has hindered the general adoption of Barclay's nomenclature

nothwithstanding its many admirable features. At any rate, cephalic and
ccmrZaZ are much more acceptable terms, and are practically unobjection-

able, although certain theoretical difficulties readily suggest themselves.

Proximal and distal, central and peripheral are in common use, and the

general employment of their inflections and derivatives is only a question

of time. Proximal and distal seem to be more applicable to the limbs and
their segments, while central and peripheral may be employed for vessels

and nerves.

Ental, and ectal were proposed {9) as substitutes for the more or less

ambiguous words iniier and outer, interior and exterior, deep and superficial,

profound and sublime. Derived respectively from Ivro? and t/.To;; their

significance is obvious, while their brevity and capacity for inflection will

probably commend them to accurate working anatomists.

The Names op the Parts—Organonomy.

abbreviations of the more general names of encephalic parts.

Ar.—Area. F.—Fissura. Px.—Plexus.

C.—Cojlia. Fm.—Foramen. R.—Recessus.

Clm.—Columna. Fn.—Funiculus (root- Rx.—Radix.

Cn.—Canalis. let). SI.—Sulcus.

Cp.—Corpus. Fs.—Fossa. Spt.—Septum.

Cr.—Crus. Inc.—Incisura. T.—Tuber.

Crs.—Crista. L.—Lobus. Tr.—Tractus.

Cs.—Commissura. LI.—Lobulus. Tl.—Tela.

Em.—Eminentia. Pt.—Portio.

*Ia his recent paper (2) on the Evolution ot Mammals, as printed in "Na-
ture," Jan. 6, 1881, p. 228, Huxley uses the term dorsad.
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Abbreviations of the Cranial Nerves. ('See fig. 3.)

Tor convenient comparison, the numerals applied by Soemmering are

prefixed to tlie proper abbreviations.

vi. ahd.—Abducens. '

xi. ac.—Accessorius (spinalis),

viii. au.—Auditorius. (Portio mollis.)

vii. /.—Facialis. (Portio dura.)

ix. gph.—Glossopliaryngeus.

xii. Jog.—Hypoglossus.

iii. ocm.—Oculomotorius. Motor communis,

i. ol.—Olfactorius.

ii. op.—Opticus.

iv. tr.—Trochlearis. " Patlieticus.

"

V. trg.—Trigeminus. Trifacialis.

X. V.—Vagus. Pneumogastricus. Par vagum.

List of the Parts of the Cat's Brain which are Visible to the
Unaided Eye.

To avoid repetition, this list is accompanied by the abbreviations which

are used upon the plates, and, for convenience of reference, the names are

arranged in the alphabetical order of the abbreviations. Only the abbrevia-

tions of general names are capitalized. The numbers following the

names indicate the figures upon which the parts are shown, or, in a few

cases, the pages on which they are mentioned.

Most of the names are those in common use, with the omission of super-

fluous elements like corpus, and the genitives of the names of more com-

prehensive parts. Most of the apparently new names will be found to be

old acquaintances under such thin disguises as translation, transposition,

abridgment, and the substitution of prefixes for qualifying words. In a few

cases the old names, are wholly discarded for briefer new ones. Most of the

new names, however, refer to parts apparently unobserved hitherto {e. g.,

crista, carina, delta), or to parts which—although probably observed

—

seem not to have been regarded as needing a special designation {e. g.,

aula, quadrans, pero).

So much of each name as immediately follows the abbreviation, is re-

garded as a sufficient designation of the part under ordinary circum-

stances ; sometimes it may be desirable to add the words in parenthesis.

a.—Aula. The cavity of the primitive pi'osencephalon, or Lobus com-

munis. 3, 13, 16. See p. 540.

abn.—Albicans (Corpus). 3, 4, 11.

alb.—Alba (Substantia). White matter. 13, 14, 20.

apx.—Auliplexus. Not distinctly shown. See p. 542.

orb. vt.—Arbor vitse (cerebelli). 4.

Ar. cr.—Area cruralis. 3, 11.

Ar. icr.—Area intercruralis. 3, 11.

Ar. cl.—Area elliptica. 3.
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Ar. 0?).—Area ovalis. 3.

Ar. ppn.—Area postpontilis, 3.

Ar. proJi.—Area prgechiasmatica. 3.

Ar. spt.—Area septalis. 4, 16.

ca.—Carina (fornicis). Not shown, see p. 556.

cb. or hem.—Cerebrum ;
prosencephalon ; hemisphserae. 1, 2, etc

c&Z.—Cerebellum. 1, 2, 12, 15.

cd. s.—Cauda striati. See p. 542.

eel. m.—Cella media (procoelise) . 15.

ch.—Chiasma (NN. opticorum). 3, 4, 5, 11, 16.

cin.—Cinerea (Substantia). Gray matter. 14, 20.

cZ.—Callosum (Corpus). 4, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20.

clc.—Calcar. Hippocampus minor. Not in the cat.

dv.—Clava. 12.

Glm. d.—Columna dorsalis myelonis. Posterior white column of the

spinal cord. 1.

am. /.—Columna fornicis. 4, 10, 13, 14, 16,

Clm. I.—Clm. lateralis myelonis. 1, 3.

dm-. V.—Clm. ventxalis myelonis, 3.

cmb.—Cimbia. Tractus transversus pedunculi, 3, 8, 9, 11.

C7i.—Conarium. Corpus pineale, 7, 10. See p. 562,

On. ee.—Canalis centralis (myelonis). 4.

Cr. cb.—Cms cerebri, 2, 4, 9, 11, 18, 19,

Cr. ol.—Crus olfactorium. 4, 5.

Crs. /.—Crista (fornicis). 4, 14, 16, 20. (See Wilder, 7,)

Cs. f.—Commissura fornicis. 14.

Cs. h.—Commissura habenarum. 4, 6,

d.—Dura (mater). Not shown.

dc.—Diacffilia. Ventriculus tei'tius. 4, 6, 7, 16, See p. 53f?,

den.—Diencephalon, interbrain. 7, 9'. 10.

dlt—Delis, (fornicis). 10, 14.

dpx.—Diaplexus. Plexus choroideus ventriculi tertii.—4, 16.

dtl.—Diatela. Roof of diaccelia.

Em. au.—Eminentia auditoria, 2, 3,

end.—Endyma ependyma. The lining merabrane of the ccelise.

epc.—Epiccelia. Ventriculus cerebelli. 4.

epen.—Epencephalon. Hind brain. 4.

/.—Fornix. 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20.

F.—Fissura. See list of cerebral fissures, p. 534.

F. dl.—Fissura dorsilateralis (myelonis), Postero-lateral fissure of the

spinal cord. 1.

F. dms.—Fissura dorsimesalis (myelonis). 1.

F. vl.—F. ventrilateralis (myelonis). 3.

F. vms.—F. ventrimesalis (myelonis). 3.

Fm. cc.—Foramen cseeum. 3.
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Fm. en.—Foramen conarii. 6.

Fm. inf.—Foramen infundibuli. G.

fmb.—Fimbria. Corpus fimbriatum. 14, 17.

fscl.—Fasciola. Fascia dentata and fesciola. 14, 17.

g.—Genu (callosi). 4, 17.

h.—Habena. Habenula ; pedunculus pinealis. 4, 7, 16.

hem.—HgemispliEera. Hemicerebrum. 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

hmp.—Hypocampa. Hippocampus major. 14, 15, 18, 19.

hp7i,.—Hypophysis. Corpus pituitarium. 3, 4. See p. 562.

Inc. hmp.—Incisura hypocampae. 11.

inf.—Infundibulum. 3.

ins.—Insula. Island of Reil. Not distinct in the cat. See p. 543.

it.—Iter (a tertio ad quartum ventriculum). Mesocoelia, 7nsc. 4, 8.

L. I.—Lobus lateralis (cerebelli). 1, 2, 15.

L. oL—Lobus olfactorius. 1, 2, 15, 17, 18.

L. tmp.—Lobus temporalis (hemisphserse). 2.

LI. ap.—Lobulus appendicularis (cerebelli). 2, 3.

LI. hmp.—Lobulus hypocampge. LI. mastoideus. 2, 14, 17.

Im. alb.—Limes alba (radicis lateralis cruris olfactorii). 2, 5.

Im. ein.—Limes cinerea. 2, 5.

Iq. c.—Liquor cceliarum. Liquor ventriculi.

ly.—Lyra (fornicis). Psalterium. 14. See p. 543.

mcs.—Medicommissura. Commissura mollis. 4, 16.

men,.—Medicornu (procceliaj). Cornu temporale. Cornu descendens.

11, 14, 18, 19.

mpd.—Medipedunculus (cerebelli). Crus ad pontem. 8.

msc.—Mesocoelia. Iter. Ventriculus loborum opticorum mesalis. 4,8.

msen.—Mesencephalon. Midbrain. Lobi optici, etc. 7, 9.

mtc.—Metaccelia. Ventriculus quartus, less the epiccelia. 4.

mten.—Metencephalon. Medulla oblongata. After-brain. 1, 2, 4, 12.

mtpx.—Metaplexus. Plexus choroideus medullse. 8, 12.

mttl.—Metatela. Roof of metacoelia. 4,12.

my.—Myelon. Spinal cord. 1, 2.

ob.—Obex. Not identified in the cat.

olv.—Oliva. Corpus olivarium. Not identified in the cat.

op.—Opticus (Lobus). Cephalic optic lobe; natis cerebri. 4, 7, 9,

18, 19.

p.—Porta (Monroi). Foramen Monroi. 14, 16, 18, 19. Sec p. 540.

pi.—Pia (mater). Not shown. See p. 543.

pes.—Postcommissura. Commissura posterior. 4.

pgn.—Postgeniculatum, (Corpus). Corpus geniculatum internum. 7,

8, 9, 10.

po. ol.—Pero olfactorius. 16.

pop.—Postopticus (Lobus). Caudal optic lobe ; testis cerebri. 4, 7, 8,

9, 18, 19.
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pn.—Pons (Varolii). 2, 3, 4, 9, 11,

2)pf.—Postperforatus (Locus). 3, 4, 11.

^^a;.—portiplexus. 18.

pre.—Procoelia. Coelia prosencepliali ; ventriculus lateralis. 15, 16,

18, 19.

prcs.—Prsecommisura. Commissura anterior. 4, 14, 16.

2}rGU.—Prsecornu (proccelise). Cornu anterius. 13, 15, 16, 18, 19.

pren.—Prosencephalon. Cerebrum. Hemisphserse.

prgn.—^Praegeniculatum. Corpus geniculatum externum. 7, 8, 9.

prpf.—Praeperforatus, (Locus). Locus perforatus anterior. 3, 4, 11.

prpx.—^Proplexus. Plexus proccelise. 15, 18.

ps. ol.—Pes olfactorius. 16.

Pt. d.—^Portio clepressa (prseperforati). 3, 11.

Pt. dien.—Portio dienceplialica (cruris cerebri). 11.

Pt. msen.—Portio mesencepbalica (cruris cerebri). 11.

JY. ^.—Portio prominens (praeperforati) . 3, 4, 11.

py.—Pyramis (metencepliali). Pyramis anterior. 3, 4.

psG.—Pseudoccelia. Ventriculus septi lucidi ; fifth ventricle. Not in the

cat. See p. 549.

q.—Quadrans (cruris.) 11.

r.—Rima. Fissure of Bichat. 14, 17.

R. a.—Recessus aulse. 14.

B. op.—Recessus opticus. 4, 11, 16.

B. prpn.—Recessus prsepontilis. 4.

Bg. a.—Regio aulica. The complex region about the aula.

tIic.—Rhinocoelia. Ventriculus olfactorius. 16.

Then.—Rhinencephalon. Lobi olfactorii. 1, etc.

rm.—Rostrum (callosi). 4.

rp.—Ripa. 14.

Bx. in.—(Cruris olfactorii). Not distinct in the cat. See p. 548,

Bx. I.—Radix lateralis. 3.

Bx. mt.—Radix motoria (Nervi trigemini). 3.

Bx. ms.—^Radix mesalis (Cruris olfactorii). 3.

Bx. sn.—Radix sensoria (Nervi trigemini). 3.

s.—Striatum (Corpus). 13, 15, 16.

SI. h.—Sulcus habense. 7.

SI. ie. I.—Sulcus intercruralis lateralis. 11.

SI. ic. ms.—Sulcus intercruralis mesalis. 11.

81. li.—Sulcus limitans. 13.

SI. trd.—Sulcus triradiatus. 11.

sp.—Splenium (callosi). 4, 6, 14, 17. >

Spt. lu.—Septum lucidum. 16, 19.

t.—Terma. Lamina tenninalis. 4, 16. See pp. 541^, 544,

T. cin.—Tuber cinereum. 3, 4, 11.

th.—Thalamus (Nervorum opticorum). 7, 9, 10, 13.
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Tr. op.—Tractns opticus. 3, 11, 14, 19.

Tr. prh.—Tractus postrliinalis. 3.

ts.—Trapezium. 2, 3.

vl.—^Veluin (interpositum). Not shown. See p. 544.

vm.—Yermis (cerebelli). 1, 2, 15.

m.—^Valvula (cerebelli). 4.

A few of tlie terms included in the foregoing list need more extended

mention.

The encephalic segments.—It is often convenient, and always more philo-

sophical, to regard the brain as composed of a series of segments or divi-

sions, each consisting of a cavity, with its sides, floor, and roof variously

thickened, convoluted, or otherwise modified. So far as is known, the

anatomical divisions most conveniently made correspond essentially with

the series of embryonic vesicles.

To these divisions, the German anatomists, following, I believe. Von
Baer, apply the names vorderhirn, zwischenhirn, mittelMrn, hinterhirn, and
nachhirn, Avhich are commonly rendered in English by forebrain, 'tioeen-

Irain, onidhrain, hindbrain, and afterbrain.

In converting these vernacular terms into technical, anatomists have

generally recognized the practical advantage of regarding the Lobi oJfac-

torii as a segment apart from the cerebral hemispheres, under the name of

rhinencephalon. The hemispheres, including the striati, etc., constitute

the prosencephalon, and the Lobi optici, with the corresponding portion of

the Crura cerebri, form the mesencephalon. So far, all agree. But the

region including the thalami, between the prosen. and the mesen. has been

variously called deutencephalon, thalamencephalon, and diencephalon. Un-
able to ascertain which has priority, I select the last as the shortest and
most applicable.

Upon the names of the remaining parts of the brain there is more
serious divergence of usage among writers. Owen (A, I, 293) calls it

all epencephalon ; but Huxley applies (A, 60) that name to the pons

and cerebellum as a division separate from the medulla, which he calls

myelencephalon, notwithstanding this term had been previously proposed by
Owen (A, I, 268) for the entire " cerebro-spinal axis." In this, Huxley is

followed by the English editor of "Gegenbaur" (A, xiii) notwithstand-

ing his admission that a diiferent nomenclature had been previously pub-

lished in Quain (A, II, 755). The editors of "Quain" recognize the two

divisions, and apply epencephalon to the pons and cerebellum, giving to

the medulla proper the name metencephalon. On all accounts, this seems

to me the best arrangement of terms for the encephalic segments, and is

followed in the present paper.

The ccelice, or encephalic "ventricles."—The incongruity of the anthropo-

tomical designations of the encephalic cavities has been pointed out by
Owen (A, I, 294, note), and the Avriter (9, 125).

.The canalis centralis expands into a cavity which, although the first of
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the series, is called, the fourth ventricle. The more or less distinct carities

corresponding to the cerebellum and the Lobi optici are not called ventricles

at all, and the third is between the thalami. The two "lateral " ventricles

are rarely mentioned as the first and second, but since the numbers must

be understood in order to account for the third and fourth, the student

desires, in vain, to know which is the first and which the second. In point

of fact, if the enumeration is begun at the cephalic end of the series, the

lateral ventricles are the third and fourth, since there are well-developed

ventricles in the Lohi olfactorii. Finally, a "fifth ventricle " is mentioned,

which is not only at the greatest distance from the fourth, but has no

normal connection with the other ventricles, and is, in fact, no part of the

series.

In view of all this, the task of describing to students the highways and

by-ways of the brain—which should be most attractive because therein is

most clearly manifested the ideal arrangement of the organ—-is one from

which I shrink as from any other kind ot solemn nonsense. To my mind,

indeed, rather than go on as we have been going, it would be at once more

philosophical and more intelligible to adopt the simple vocal device em-

ployed by Straus-Durckheim for the designation of the Ossa metatarsalia

—

"padion, pedion, pidion, podion, pudion"—and to re-christen the ventricles

by, for instance, the names pran, p7'en, prin, pron, and p^^un.

Fortunately, however, another alternative is^presented. Assuming that

the terms rhinencephalon, prosencephalon, diencephalon, mesencephalon,

epencephalon and metencephalon are to be retained, and that they are to

be learned by successive generations of students, why should we not

transfer the distinctive prefixes to the Greek word for ventricle, y.ndia.^

eodiaf This would give us rhinoccdia, proccelia, diacodia, mesocc&Ua, epiccelia,

and metacodia.

These terms are capable of inflection, and the longest of them is no

longer than the Latin vetitricidus, which requires a prefix or qualifying

word. These prefixes may be also employed for the designation of the

membraneous roofs of the "third" and "fourth" ventricles, and the

plexuses of these and the lateral ventricles. Thus we should have meta-

tela and metaplexus, diatela and diaplexus, proplexus, portiplexus, and auli-

plexus. Two or more "ventricles" would be spoken of as cffiZt^s, while

the "fifth ventricle," which is really no part of the series, may well

be called pseudocmlia.

Aula.—I hope, before long, to justify more fully the proposition already

made (Wilder, 5 and .9), to consider the cephalic portion of the "third ven-

tricle" between the portm (Foramina Monroi), as a morphologically inde-

pendent cavity under the name of aula.

Porta.—This is proposed as a convenient substitute for the phrase

"Foramen Monroi." If the two orifices leading, respectively, from the

two procceliae ("lateral ventricles"), into the aula, and so communicating

with the entire mesal series of coelise, were seldom employed, or even as

frequently as "Foramen Magendie, " there might be less call for a change

of name ; but, according to my view of the best method of studying the
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brain, these slight orifices, wliicli are but rarely demonstrated, and have

never been, so far as I know, accurately figured, have a real and great

morphical value, and should be frequently named ; hence the desirability

of a short term capable of inflection. Since there is no other encephalic

porta, the single word is sufficient ; but Monroi may be regarded as belong-

ing thereto, in memory of the description of the parts by A. Monro
secundus (A). See my paper {3).

Medicormi, etc.—In place of the tenns Gornu descendens, etc., I have

suggested that the three prolongations of the procoelia into the LoM tem-

j)oralis, frontalis, and occipitalis respectively, should be called medicornu,

prcecornu, and postcornu. The latter does not exist in the cat.

Rima.—This brief name is proposed as a substitute for the phrase "rima

transversa, cerebri magna, '

' and its various classical or vernaciilar equiva-

lents. That, in the cat, the connection of the two borders of the rima is

complete, and capable of resisting a considerable pressure of air, alcohol

or plaster, has been repeatedly demonstrated by me since the 2oth of No-
vember, 1876. But the proper nervous tissue is interrupted from the

dorsal border of the porta to near the tip of the medicornu, and, in so

heavy a brain as that of man, the membraneous connections are readily

torn during the extraction or manipulation of the organ ; see my paper, 9,

136,

Proterma.—-pi'tr.—The primitive lamina terminalis or I. cinerea. Terma
emlryonis. My reason for suggesting different terms for the adult and
embryonic terminal plates, is that, as now understood, the latter ineludes not

only the lamina cinerea of anthropotomy, but also the parts afterward

difierentiated to form the Columnoi fornicis, and the prcecommissura, with

perhaps some other parts of the fornix.

Hypocampa.—In the paper on Nomenclature (.9, 125) I stated that this

term is employed by Vicq D'Azyr (A) in the descriptions of the plates,

although the more common form hippocampus occurs in the "List of ana-

tomical terms," in the same work. At that time, I had only seen the

passages in the description of pi. vii, fig. 1 and 3 ; pi, viii, fig, 3 ; on p.

61, and elsewhere, where the French form Jiypocampe is used. I have since

found several passages, as the descriptions of pi. vi, note, and plate viii,

fig. 2, where the Latin forms Jiypocampus and hypocampi ?^,vq given.

Vicq D'Azyr does not discuss the etymologj'- of the term, but says (A,

p. 61), the "grande hypocampe " was first mentioned by Arantius and
Varolius, whose works are not now accessible to me. Even Hyrtl (A,

180), does not seem aware of the use of the word by A^cq D'Azyr, and all

other writers, so far as I know, make it Mppocapmus. There is no such
word as zd/j.-o<:^ and, if the original orthography cannot be ascertained,

hypocampa is to be preferred on etymological grounds ; the ridges known
as hippocampus major and h. minor bear no obvious resemblance to the

fish known to the ancients as iTTKoxdp-oc; and hippocamjms, but the larger

of the two, which probably fii'st received the name, does certainly present

a most notable downward curvature, such as the Greeks might have des-

ignated by unoy.aiJ.-rj.
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C. A LIST OF SOME POINTS TO BE ELUCIDATED.

ISTo part of tlie cat's brain is thoroughly or sufficiently understood, and

all parts need monograpliic treatment. The following points, therefore, are

selected because the deficiencies in our knowledge of them have been most

distinctly impressed upon me.

Albicans.-—abn.—Have the alMcantiaihesdjme. relation to the Columnse for-

nicis which is said to exist in the human brain? "What morphical or telical

significance has their degree of separation from one another ?

Area elliptica.—Ar. el.—With what does this correspond in man and the

lower vertebrates ? If it represents the oliva or "olivary body, " its position

is reversed from that in man in relation to the apparent origin of the N.

hypoylossus.

Area ovalis.—Ar. ov.—^With what does it correspond in man and the

lower vertebrates ? What are its relations to the several columns of the

niyelon and metencephalon ?

Aula.—a.—What are its precise limits ? In the cat, and other forms with

a large 7nedieommissura, this commissure may be regarded as its caudal

boundary ; but in man, where the commissure is smaller, and in the lower

vertebrates where it is wholly absent, the question of limitation is more

difficult.

Auliplexus.—apx.—The plexus which appears near the dorsal end of the

aula on each side. This, plexus is continuous, through the portiplexus,

with the proplexus, and apparently also with the diaplexus, but the rela-

tions of the latter are doubtful.

As to the plexuses in general, are they formed as stated by Quain (A,

II, 545), and other authors, by the intrusion of the free border of the

velum, or of processes thereof, still covered by the endyma, into the

various cavities, or as recently stated by Mivart (B, 366) ?

"The choroid plexuses of the lateral ventricles are (like those of the

third) merely portions of the ependyma, which happen to be very vascular,

and are not really intrusions from without."

This statement is so positive that, though unsupported by figures, or

detailed description, I forbear to affirm the contrary. So far as I can judge,

however, the proplexuses are intrusions of the pia, while the cUaplexuses

seem to correspond more nearly with the view of Mivart. In the one case,

the fold of velum bears to the fold of endyma the same relation which an

abdominal viscus bears to the visceral layer of peritoneum ; in the other

case, the plexus may be compared to a fold of omentum.

Carina (fornicis).

—

ca. f.—How nearly constant is it, and what is its sig-

nificance ?

Cauda (striatt).—cd. s.—Is it distinct in the cat? Has it the relations des-

cribed in man by Cuvier (B, III, 51), and others, and more recently and

fully by Dalton (i, 13) ?

Spitzka says (7) :

—

"I have identified this structure in the cat ; it does not make as fine a

sweep as in man, but is distinct at the roof of the inferior horn and loses
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itself, as has long been known in the case of the linman brain, near the

Nucleus amygdalcB. Prof. Wilder's term is the only admissable one, both

as being descriptive and on grounds of priority."

Chiasma.—g1i.—How complete is the decussation? Of course, micro-

scopic sections must be made, but something might be ascertained by

tearing apart the fasciculi after proper treatment to harden the nervous

tissue, and soften the connective.

Cimbia.'^c'mb.—Without seeing Gudden's paper, I have assumed that

this is the "tractus transversus peduncicli" mentioned by Meynert (A,

737). Something of its course after it enters the crus may be seen from

microscopic sections ; I have not examined its dorsal end.

Gommissurafornicis.— Cs. f.—Is it constant in the cat, and is it repre-

sented in man and other mammals. Is it a true commissure?

Crista (fomicis).—C7's. f.—What are its histological composition, its func-

tion, and its morphical significance? In what other animals does it

exist? See my paper (7).

Diatela.—dtl.—The roof of the "third ventricle. " What is its histo-

logical composition? What is its relation to the velum, or the pia in

general ? How are the diaplexuses connected with it ?

Diaplexus.—dpx.—Are these formed bj'' the intrusion of the border of the

velum, or by only a fold of endyma ? See auUplexus.

Foramen Magendie.—Fm. Mg.—The alleged communication between the

metacoelia "fourth ventricle" and the "subarachnoid space." Does it

exist in the cat ? What are its exact position and form ? Is there more
than one? Does it permit the passage of liquid in one or both directions?

Flocculus.— fi>c.—Is this represented in the .cat?

Hypocampa.—limp.—What is its relation to the fornix and the fimbria?

Insula.—ins.—Is the "Island of Reil" represented in the cat by any
distinct elevation? If not, what part of the surface corresponds with it?

Ii^teroptici.—iop.—Is this pair of lobes, discovered by Spitzka {4, 5,

and 11,) in some reptiles, represented in the cat?

Lyra.—ly.—What are its form, extent, connections and manner of for-

mation ? Is it in fact a distinct structure, or only a surface ?

Metatela.—mttl.—The membraneous roof of the "fourth ventricle."

What are its form, attachments and histological composition? What are

its relations to the metaplexus ?

Myelon and metenceplialon (medulla). Leaving their histology out of the

question, I have not been able to satisfy myself regarding the relations and
nomenclature of the visible components of these parts.

Pia (mater).—pi.—Does it consist of one, two, or more laj^ers? What
are the relations of its layers to the Fissura media, and to the intervals be-

tween the cerebellum and hemispheres, and the cerebellum and medulla ?

Porta.—p.—In my paper (5) are given reasons for considering that there

are two portse leading from the mesal aula in the two procoeliae.

Proagerdculatum.—prgn.—Is there not some external or structural line of

demarcation between the thalamus and the prcBgeniculatumf
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Pulmnar.—plv.—Has this any distinct representative in the cat?

Quadrans.—q.—How constant are the inequalities of the surface which

enable us, in some cases, to define this area ?

Radix intermedia [rJiinencepJiali)

.

—Rx. in.—Is this ever, in the cat, a

distinct root?

Septum lucidum.—8pt. lu.—Is there ever, except in man, any space or

pseudoccelia, " fifth ventricle, " between its two lateral halves ? Are these

halves ever separated by a prolongation of the pia, or only by connective

tissue, or are they ever actually fused so that the true nervous tissue is

continuous ?

Sulcus habencB.—81. 7i.—Is the line of reflection of the endyma from the

thalamus always along the same line, or at the same distance from the

habena ?

Tmnia.—tn.—Is the ''tmnia semieuleularis " a distinct band in the cat?

If so, what are its relation with the rima, the proplexus and fimbria ?

Terma.—t.—(lamina terminalis). What is its histological composition?

Shall the name be held to apply also to the very thin portion of the ce-

phalic wall of the aula between the prmcommissura and the crista ?

Val'Gula.—vv.—The roof of the longer and cephalic part of the epicoelia.

Does it consist of true nervous tissue, wholly, or even in part, excepting

at the place of attachment of the WJY. trocJileares ? Is its ectal surface

covered by pia? What histological changes occur at its connections with

the cerebellum and postoptici ?

Velum (interpositum).—vi.—What is the relation of this to the folds of

pia, and to the thalami and fornix ?

D,—EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

All of the preparations from which the figures are drawn are in the

Museum of Cornell University, and are accessible for examination to those

who may desire to vei'ify the figures or the descriptions.

In most cases, each figure is based upon more than one preparation.

Encephalotomists need not be reminded of the difliculty of obtaining a

preparation which shows many points of structure equally well. Since the

present paper is only general, and does not aim to indicate individual pecu-

liarities, or those of sex, breed, or age, most of the figures may be regarded

as representing what may be called an average cafs brain. It is obvious

that a very large number of specimens would- need to be carefully com-

pared in order to confer upon any generalization respecting sex, etc., a

trustworthy character.

It will be noticed that, excepting when there was some special reason

for a contrary course, the figures have been uniformly placed in one of

two positions. The symmetrical figures are so placed that the meson cor-

responds with that of the observer, the two sides being right and left like

the observer's eyes. The unsymmetrical figures, representing the lateral

or mesal surfaces, natural or in section, are usually so placed that the

cephalic end points to the left of the observer.
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In a short paper (17) the writer has previously urged the desirability of a

uniform position for anatomical figures, and suggested that the head end

should be always toward the left. As is stated above, while this seems

to be most advantageous for unsymmetrical figures, the symmetrical ones

are more easily understood and compared in the position which is usual-

ly given them.

The obliquity of fig. 17 was necessary in order to show the Fissura liy-

poeampcB in its whole length. That such a position is undesirable, as a

rule, may be inferred from the unwonted emphasis with which it was con-

demned by the late Prof. Jeffries Wyman :

—

'

' The photograph is from an oblique point of view, which I believe people
will never learn to be a bad one. If the view had been full front, or full

side, or full anything, it would have been better than this."—The Ameri-
can Naturalist, II, 53.

Most of the figures are twice the diameter of the preparations, and, with

the exception of figures 1 and 2, it should have been better to make
the enlargement four or five diameters. Aside, however, from the greater

expense which this would have involved, such a degree of enlargement

would have rendered it not only possible but necessary to show certain de-

tails of structure upon which my information is, at present, imperfect.

All of the figures have been drawn from my own preparations by Miss

G. D. Clements, B. S., at the time a student in the Natural History

Course in Cornell University.

Artists and anatomists who have undertaken to represent the details of

encephalic structure understand the difficulties of the task, and will ad-

mit that the omissions and inaccuracies to which attention is called in the

descriptions are both few and unimportant compared with the general thor-

oughness of the work. Indeed, for all the deficiencies, I hold myself much
more responsible than the artist, by whom some of the figures were drawn
at least four times, twice upon stone.

Fig. 1.—The dorsal aspect of the brain. Enlarged two diameters.

The general form and some of the fissures are drawn from prep's 288

and 289, the bisected brain of a white and Maltese 9 ; but the fissures of

the right hemisphere are derived from several different preparations.

The Labi olfactorii (L. ol.) are made somewhat too prominent, but there

is considerable difference between cats in this respect, although much less

than between dogs.

The general features of the cerebellum (cbl.) are well shown. The Lobl
laterales (L. I.) have only a fair proportion to the median lobe or vermis

(vm.), instead of the preponderance which they have in the human brain.

The lateral contortion which characterizes the caudal aspect of the vermis
in adult cats (as shown in my paper, 10, 221, pi. i, fig. 1 and 2) does not

affect the dorsal part.

Of the metencepJialon {mten.), and myelon (mi/.), the following features
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are shown : The Fissura dorsimesalis (F. elms.), or " Posterior fissure
;"

the dorsilateral fissure {F. dl.) ; the Golumna dorsalis {Glm. d.), and the

Clm. lateralis (Glm. I.) ; on the right side, the principal trunk of the JV.

aceessorius (iV. ac. ), and the dorsal or sensory funiculi of the first spinal

nerve (JV. cv. 1.).

As already stated, the fissures of the hemispheres are differently repre-

sented upon the two sides. The combination of the two kinds of fissural

arrangement in a single figure serves to illustrate the extent of the lateral

variation and compensation to which attention Avas called by me in 1873

(10, 232).

The postsylvian and supersylvian {FF. ps. and s. ) are represented as

united upon the left side, but separated on the other. Tlie junction is

more common, but the separation is sometimes complete. The case is

somewhat similar with the lateralis and medilateralis {FF. I. andmL).
The ansate fissure (F. an.) presents itself in so many forms that it is diffi-

cult to determine its normal condition and connections. It is usually

joined with either the lateralis or the coronalis or both ; when separate, it

often is triradiate ; but occasionally, as in prep. 294, on the left side, it

forms a nearly straight fissure at right angles with the lateralis and coro-

nalis, and wholly independent of them both. This condition is repre-

sented on the riglit side of fig. 1. This fissure demands fuller investiga-

tion, especially with reference to its representation in the human brain.

So far as I know, the following junctions of fissures whicli, on some

grounds, may be regarded as fissural integers, are constant in the cat : Of

the rhinal [rli.) with 'postrMnal {prh.), and of the -sylvian (s.), with the

point of their union; of the superorMtal {so.), with the rhinal ; of the

c.allosal {d.), with the hypocampal (Jimp.), and with the preradieal (prrd.),

when it exists.

The following junctions are common : Of the diagonal (dg.), with the

anterior (a.) ; of the postsylvian (ps.), with the supersylvian {ss.) ; of the

tnedilateral (ml.), with the lunate (In. ), and with the lateral (I.), or the con-

finis (cf.) ; of the marginal (mr.), with the postmarginal (pmr.) ; and of

the ansate (an.), with the lateral or coronal (cor.), or both.

The junction of the cruciate (F. or.), with the splenial (F. sp.), which

Guillot has seen once, Krueg twice (EJrueg, 2, 620), and Pansch (1), three

times out of fourteen, has been observed by me on only four of the many
hemispheres examined. I have never seen a union of the splenial with the

postrhinal [prh.).

I have never observed the union of the anterior and posterior fissures to

form the "first or lowest arched fissure" of the Cauidae. On the other

hand, as stated by Krueg (^,613), and by myself (11,229), this union some-

times fails with domestic dogs ; hence, in this as in many other respects,

the cat presents less tendency to vary.

A junction of two fissures is usually marked by a less depth of the com-

pound fissure at that point, constituting a concealed "transition convolu-

tion" or " pli de passage," which may be seen by sejparating the sides or

by slicing off the cortex.
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Fig. 3.—The sinistral aspect of tlie braiu. From prep. 288. Enlarged

two diameters.

The Lobus olfactorius (L. ol) is made somewhat too prominent. The

curved line upon its lateral surface indicates, approximately, the boundary

of the more cephalic portion of the pero or uctal layer, whence arise the

Nervi olfactorii. These nerves are not shown.

The features of the Cms olfactoriam indicated by Im. cin. and Im. alb.

are more fully shown upon fig. 3.

The Nervus opticus {N'. op.) projects from the ventral margin of the fig-

ure, and the Fissura Sylviana {F.s.) is seen dorso-caudad of it.

The ventral end of this fissure, as is always the case in the cat, joins the

fissure which forms the dorsilateral boundary of the Tractus olfactorius

{Tr. ol.), and the cephalic and caudal divisions of that fissure are called re-

spectively r/w'ftaKs and postrJiinalis (FF. rh. and prh.). So much of the

hemisphere as lies caudad of the F. Sylviana forms the Lobus temporalis

(L. tmp.), the ventral extremity of which is the Lobulus JiypocampcB {LI.

hmp.).

The cerebellum {cbl.) presents the narrow median lobe ovoermis (vm.),

and the Lobus lateralis {L. I.). Near the ventricephalic angle of the lat-

ter, two or three of the laminse of the second tier project as the Lobulus

app)endicularis {LI. ap.), which is seen better in fig. 3.

The metaplexus shown in fig. 3 (mtpjc. ), has been removed, so as to ex-

pose the prominent Eininentia auditoria {Em. au.), whence springs the

iV. auditorills (iV^. ate).

Just ventrad of the eminence is the trapezium (tz.), and cephalad of this

is the pons {pn).

Between the pons and the hemisphere appears a part of the Grus cerebri

iOr. cb.), and cephalad of this is the slender JT. trochlearis {N. tr.), which,

by inadvertence, seems to emerge from the F. postrMnalis instead of from

between the cerebellum and the hemisphere.

The N. trigendnus {N. trg.) has been cut short, in order the more clearly

to show that it emerges just caudad of the pons, and not through it

as in man.

The remaining nerve origins are indicated only by dots. Those of the

NN. glossopharyngeus, vagus and accessorius {NJSf. gph., v. and ac.) form a

series. At the side of the myelon, near the dorsal and ventral borders, are

seen the origins of the first cervical nerve {N. cv. 1.).

In this figure the fissures are accurately represented as they are in the

preparation, excepting that the small F. lunata {F. In.), has been added

from prep's 519 and 520. The small F. intermedia might well have been

inserted between the dorsal ends of the FF. anterior and postica {FF. a

and p).

Plate ii.

Fig. 3.—The basis encephali, or ventral aspect of the brain. Enlarged

two diameters.

The proportions and general features are from the brain of an adult $

,
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Maltese and white, prep's 288, 289. Some details of the Area prcecJdas-

matica (the region cephalad of the chiasma) are from 461 and 527 ; of the

Ar. postpontilis (the region caudad of tlie pons) from 358, 454 and 491, and
of the intermediated, cruralis from 422, 506, and 527.

Most of the nerves and cerebral fissures are lettered on the right side,

and most of the other parts on the left. Some of the left nerves are cut

short, and the left iV! trochUaris is not shown at all.

The Lobi olfactorii {LI. ol.), and are made too long, and the hypophysis

{hph.) is too short.

Attention is called to the following points, chiefly in comparison with

the human brain :

—

The absence of a distinct Radix intermedia (Rx. in.) of the Orus olfacto-

rium, corresponding with the so-called "middle root of the olfactory

nerve " in man. The part so designated upon the plate is apparently only

an area, comparatively vindifferentiated, between the more or less fibrous

tracts forming the Radices mesalis and lateralis.

The turning of the Rx. mesalis (Rx. ins.) over the margin of the brain so

as to appear upon the meson.

The distinction of the Rx. lateralis (Rx. I.) into a lateral gray and a

mesal white tract, the Limes cinerea (Lm. cin. ) and the Lm. alba.

The great extent of the (Locus) prmperforatus (jprpf.), audits division

into a cephalic more prominent portion (Pt. p.), and a caudal depressed

portion (Pt. d.). Both portions are " perfoi'ated, " but the degree of fur-

rowing of the Pt. prominens varies considerably. These furrows exist in

some other Carnivora.

The width of the hypophysis (Jiph. ), and the crenation of its caudal border,

indicating the existence of an ental subspherical mass, which is covered

by an ectal layer, the thinness of which, in the caudal region, permits the

contour of the former to be seen.

The slight degree of separation of the albicantia (abn.), which are here

nearly concealed by the hypophysis, but more fully shown in fig. 12.

The distinctness of the cimbia (cmb.), or "tracttos transversus peduneuli,"

which is better seen in fig. 11.

The slight extent of the true postperforatus {ppf. ) ; the only part which

is really "perforated" is a small triangular area just caudad of the albi-

cantia, and partly hidden by them.

The less caudo-cephalic extension of the pons dm.) ; this exposes more

of the Area intercruralis (Ar. ic.) than in man, and uncovers the tra2Mzitim

(tz.), which, in man, is wholly concealed. Connected also with this

feature of the pons is the fact that the N. abducens (N. abd.) passes

directly cephalad from its origin a little caudad of the pons, whereas in

man it is forced to curve around the caudal border. Finally, the N. trigem-

inus (N. try.), in place of emerging through the pons as in man, arises

wholly caudad of it, although closely applied to its surface.

The greater extent of the Ar. cruralis, which may be ascribed both to
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the less extent of the pons, and Ihe less degree of flexure of the whole

brain at the mesencephalic region.

The greater width of the Tractus postrMnalis {Tr. prli.), which includes

the surface of the Lobulus liypocampce {LI. hmp,). In man, indeed, this

part is hardly visible on account of the prominence of the convolutions

laterad of the F. postrMnalis.

The apparent origin of the N. oculomotorius (iT. ocm.) laterad of the

meson, and just caudad of the cinibia (cmb.).

The appearance of a division of the ectal layers of the pontile fibres into

three groups, cephalic, caudal and intermediate, the latter partly over-

lapped by the other two.

The appearance of a faint band crossing the trapezium a little obliquely

between the origins of the JV"i\r. abducens (i\r. abd.) and facialis (W. /.).

The distinctness of this band varies.

The origin of the W. hypoglossus {N. hg.) laterad of the Area elliptica

(Ar. el.), which miglit otherwise be taken as the surface of the oliva

or " olivary body " of man. The determination of this point involves

some comparisons and sections which I have not yet made, so I merely in-

dicate the part by a descriptive name and leave the question open.

The close association of the roots of the ]!f]V. glossopharyngeus {N. gph.),

vagus (]^. v.), and accessorius (W. ao.). The long caudal nerve is of course

accessorial, and the cephalic funiculi ai'e unquestionably glossopharyn-

geal ; but how the intermediate funiculi should be assigned, I am not yet

sure.*

The marked prominence of the ventro-lateral region of the metence-

plialic continuation of the Golumna lateralis mi/elonis (Glm. I.), forming an

elevation to which I have applied the provisional name Area ovalis

(Ar. ov.).

The absence of any superficial decussation of the pyramids {py.).

Hence, the F. ventrimesalis {F. mis.) or "anterior fissure," is uninterrupted.

The F. ventrilateralis {F. vl.) is deflected at the caudal end of the Area
elliptica.

Fig. 4.—The mesal surface of the right half of the brain (hemiencepha-

lon dextrum). Enlarged two diameters.

The general features are from the same brain as fig. 3, but some features

are derived from prep's 290, 304 and 454.

The surfaces shown in this figure are of four kinds, as follows :

—

1. The natural surfaces which are covered by piia. These are the mesal

aspects of the hemisphere {hem.), and the Lobus olfactorius {L. ol.).

2. The natural mesal surface (Ar. spt.) of the right half of the septum

lucidiim, which, in the cat, is in contact with its lateral homologue, or

separated therefrom only by a thin layer of connective. I have never

observed an interval corresponding to the pseudora>Ua or "fifth ventricle"

of man.

•In a paper on the N. vagus in the cat, presented ai the same time with
this, Prof. T. B. Stowell has given a fuller account of the relations of these
nerves.
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3. The natural endymal surfaces of the true cmlice or "ventricles." Of

course the "lateral ventricles," procoelise, do not appear.

4. The cut surfaces of the commissures and other parts which cross the

meson, or lie upon it. In the cerebellum {cbl. ) the relative areas of the ental

alba and the ectal cinerea forming the arbor mtm {arb.), are indicated by the

shading ; with less deflniteness, the alba is shown in the callosum {cl.), the

fornix (/.), the pi'CBCommissura (^prcs.), the postcommissura (pes.), the com-

missura habena/rum {cs. h.), and the chiasma (c7i.). The section of the

medicommissura (mcs.) should appear as if composed, at least chiefly, of

cinerea, but no attempt has been made to indicate the nature of the cut sur-

faces of the Crista fornicis {Crs.f.), the terma (t.), the hypophysis {Jiph.),
*

the infandibulum {inf.), the basicommissura (bcs.), the conarium (en.), the

opUci and postoptici (op. and pop.), the valmda (««.), the Crura cerebri (Gr.

cb ), the metatela (nittl.), or the rest of the epencephalon and meten-

cephalon (mten.). The extent of the transverse fibres of the pons (pn.)

should have been represented, at least approximately.

So much of the cephalic boundary of the aula (A.) as intervenes be-

tween t\iQ prmcommissura (prcs.) and the crista (Crs. f.) is very thin, and

is too indistinctly shown in the figure. Neither here nor at any other point

is there any such interruption of the wall as would form a communication

between the true coelite and the pseudocoelia or the ectal surface of the brain.

It is probable that the presence of such a communication as is ascribed to

the human embryo, and to some animals in Quain (A, II, 543), is due to

the artificial rupture of the natural connections.

Attention is called to the following points, chiefly in comparison with

the human brain :

—

The appearance of the Bx. mesalis (Bx. ms.) on the meson, and the

presence of two shallow fissures, posiradicalis and pirmradicalis (FF. prd.

and p7Td.) between it and the adjoining surfaces of the hemisphere.

The large size of tlie commissures, especially the medicommissura which

nearly fills the diacoelia (dc).

The non-appearance of the porta when the meson is viewed squarely
;

it is doubtful whether the human " foramen of Monro " is really visible

from the meson.

The less extent of the callosum, especially of its rostrum (rm.). In

some human brains the rostrum does not extend so far as is visually

represented.

The darker spot on the section of the hypophysis represents the space

occupied by the ental mass, which has been removed.

The relations of the pia are not indicated at all, and are not well under-

stood, especially between the cerebellum and the metencephalon and
mesencephalon.

PLATE iir.

With the exception of fig. 13, all the figures upon this plate represent

the natural surfaces of regions which are more or less completely conceal-

ed by other parts in the undissected brain.
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Fig. 5.—The cephalic asiiect of the Prosencephalon after the removal of

the LoM olfactorii. From prep. 294. Enlarged two diameters.

The hardened brain was transected at the FF. %)Ostica, so that the prepa-

ration includes only the cephalic two-thirds of the prosencephalon.

The drawing represents the preijaration tilted up so as to expose the veii-

ti'al aspect foreshortened.

As compared with fig. 6, this might well have been made of the natural

size. A less regularly symmetrical brain would have been more instructive.

One of the Crura olfactoria should have been divided at a little greater dis-

tance from the prosen.

So far as appears in the figure, the fissures are remarkably alike upon
the two sides ; the left F. ansata {F. an.) however, only the meso-cephalic

end of which appears in the figure, presents the somewhat unusual but very

suggestive condition of entire independence of the F. lateralis (which is in-

visible) and the F. coronalis {F. cor.). On the right side it is joined by the

former fissure.

The right F. sylmana (F. s.) is shorter than the left, and presents a

slight terminal bifurcation which is not shown.

In consequence of the removal of the Lobi olfactorii, and the tilting of

the whole preparation, so much of the F. rhinalis (F. rh.) as lies cephalad

of its union with the F. superorbitalis (F. so.) is practically obliterated, and

the remainder of it is so foreshortened as to appear as an insignificant in-

termediate portion of an extensive u-shaped fissure formed by the FF. syl-

mana (F. «.) and superorbitalis {F. so.). The appearances th-us presented

are suggestive in view of the idea of Meynert (1, 12), which I also enter-

tained at one time (10, 225), that the F. superorbitalis represents the "an-

terior branch" of the human F. sylviana, and that the intervening part of

the brain corresponds to the " operculum."

A slight preponderance of the left hemisphere just caudad of the F. syl-

viana is somewhat exaggerated in the figure, and the Crura olfactoria

{Cr. ol.) should differ less in form and in their distance from the meson.

The FF. olfactoria {F. ol.) appear as little more than shallow furrows.

On account of the foreshortening of the ventral aspect, the line of sepa-

ration of the Portio promiiiens (Pt. p.) and'the Pt. dcpressa, {pA. d.) is indis-

tinct. The LI. hypocampcM {LI. Jimp. ) on each side has been flattened by
pressure, and is so represented.

Fig. 6.—The caudal aspect of the Prosencephalon, with part of the

Diencephalon, after the removal of the other parts of the brain.

From prep. 292, an adult 9 •

The dien. has been transected so as to leave a concave surface which, at

the meson, is close to the caudal border of the medicommissura (mcs.), but

rises at the sides so as to coincide nearly with the caudal surface of the

prosencephalon.

The postcommissura has been removed, and the slender transverse band
(Cs. h.). Just ventrad of the splenium (sp.) is the Commissara habcnarum.
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Had the postcoinmissura been left, the intervening space would be a fora-

men, Fm.. Gonarii.

The shallow depression oi' the ventricaudal surface of each hemisphere

just laterad of the splenium, represents the area of contact of the opticus.

The cerebral fissures are markedly unsymmetrical, and thus in contrast

with those of fig. 5. The right F. postrhinalis {F. prh.) is the longer, and

the right postsyloiana (F. p$.) joins the F. siipersylmana, although the place

of union does not appear in the figure. On the contrary, by reason of the

perspective, it seems to be joined by the F. meclilateralis {F. ml).

The LlLl. hijpocampai'um have their proper rounded form in this

preparation.

Part of the diaecBlia (dc.) appears dorsad of the medicoramissura, and

part on its ventral side. In man, the commissure is smaller, and the coelia

correspondingly more extensive. On account of the removal of the hy-

pophysis and infundibulum, the diacoelia opens freely at the Fm. infundi-

huli {Fm. inf.).

Fig. 7.—The dorsal aspect of the Diencephalon (thalami and genicu-

lata), and of the Mesencephalon (optici and postoptici).

Trom preps. 397 and 494, adult $ $, 423, a nearly adult ?, and 506.

Enlarged two diameters.

The principal features of this figure were drawn from prep. 506. The

preparation was made by lifting the caudal ends of the hemispheres, and

gradually separating them, with the callosum, fornix and velum, from the

subjacent parts. The epen. and meten. were then removed by a transec-

tion jvist caudad of the postoptici.

The mlmila {vv.) was torn from prep. 506, so it is drawn as it appeared

in prep. 494, after inflation by blowing air from the diaccslia through the

mesocoelia or iter.

The Cominissiura hahenarum, [Gs. h.) is really more distinct in prep. 397

than appears in the figure. The habenaj {h.), their sulci {81. h.) and the

lines of reflection of the endyma are taken from prep. 422, and their dis-

tinctness is not exaggerated in the figure. Their morphical significance is

to be noted in connection with the general question of coelian circumscrip-

tion. Upon this point, see a brief note in " Science " {12).

The complete roof of the diacoelia, the diatela {dil.), is shown in fig. 10.

As compared with t>e homologous parts in man, the feline postoptici

{pop.) and geniculata (2)(/» and prgn.) are larger, while the thalami {th.)

seem to be only the mesal continuations of the prcegeniculata {prgn.), and

to lack altogether the pulvinar or "posterior tubercle " of man.

Fig. 8.—The caudal aspect of the Mesencephalon, with parts of the

adjoining regions. From prep. 506.

The plane of transection coincides nearly with the caudal surface of the

postoptici (pop.), and has divided the pons (pn.), a little caudad of its

middle. The valvida (vv.) was torn from this preparation, and the line of

its attachment is not distinctly shown. Something of its position may be

judged from fig. 7. The caudal orifice of the iter or mesocoelia {msc.) is
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shown here as a nearly regular circular spot ; in reality, it presents a slight

mesal extension at both the dorsal and ventral sides. Indeed, when care-

fully examined, the so-called "aquseductus sylvii" is far from being a per-

fectly simple and uniform tube ; its form in man is indicated in Reichert's

fig. 31 (A, taf 4). Among the lower mammals it is usually larger, and with

the lower vertebrates it often has the proportions of a true coelia, with

lateral extensions.

The eimbia [cmh.) is partly seen on the right. The genkulata {^Jgn. and

])rgn..) do not project as far as they should. The optici are wholly hidden

from view by the prominent postoptici (pop.).

Fig. 9.—The sinistral aspect of the Mesencephalon and Diencephalon.

From preps. 491 and 506. Enlarged two diameters.

The only cut surface shown in this figure is that caused by the oblique

transection between the dien. and the prosen. ; the plane of section fol-

lowed the cephalic border of the Tractus opticus {Tr. op.), and corresponds

with the Sulcus Umitaiis between the thalamus and the striatum.

Crossing the cms {Gr. cb.) just caudad of the postgeniculatum (pgn.) is

seen the dmbia [cmb.).

The Nerims trochlearis {N. tr. ) had been removed from prep. 506, and

was added from prep. 491.

Upon this figure should appear the Lemniscus superior and L. inferior,

and the posth'acMum and prcBbrachium, provided they exist in the cat as

distinct parts visible at the surface. I have not been able to satisfy myself

respecting their exact position and limits in the human brain, and refrain

from expressing any opinion concerning them.

Fig. 10.—The dorsal aspect of the Diencephalon, including the diatela.

From prep. 301, a half grown
(J*.

The object of this figure is to show the existence of a distinct roof of the

diaccdia independent of the velum, which has been removed. This diatela

{dtl.) presents the appearance of something more than the lining endyma,

but its structure has not, so far as I know, been examined. The darker

triangular area at the cephalic end of the diatela corresponds with the

delta fornicis (dlt.f).

Fig. 11.—The Area cruralis, with part of the pons and of. the Ar. pre-

chiasmatica. Enlarged two diameters. From preps. 506, 425 (nearly

adult 9) and 461 (rj).

So small and so numerous are the parts shown in this figure, that it

should have been yet more enlarged.

The Lobi temporales have been divided at difterent levels on the two
sides. From the right, only the extremity, or LI. hypocampw, has been

removed, and the section of the medkornu {mcu) which is here cut very

obliquely, is a slightly curved space completely circumscribed by a ner-

vous wall. Neither in the cat, nor—contrary to the common belief and

the explicit statement in Quain, A, II, 543, 544—in man, does the riina or

"great transverse fissure " extend to the tip of the medicornu.

Where the LI. Jhypocampce rests against the Tractus opticus [Tr. op.),
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there is usually a deep notch which may be called the Incisura hypocampcB

{Inc. hmp.).

On the left side, the hemisphere was dissected off so as to leave two cut

surfaces. One of these surfaces is plane and nearly horizontal, and lies at

about the level of the dorsal end of the postgerdadatum {p>gn.). The other

is convex, and extends from the cephalic border of the former obliquely

to the ventral surface of the brain ; it corresponds closely with the cephalic

border of the Tractus opticus (Tr. op.).

The left medicornu is cut at about the middle, and at nearly a right

angle with its course ; hence its lumen presents its characteristic crescentic

section, the ectal boundary being the convex surface of the hypocampa

(hmjy.).

The cephalic margin of the medicornu is here seen to reach the surface

of the hemisphere close to the Tractus opticus, and this narrow line of in-

terruption of the true nervous wall of the cornu constitutes the rimn. The

scale upon which this figure was drawn did not permit the relations of the

pia, the velum, and the proplexus, to be shown, and the undulations of the

ectal surface, corresponding with the FF. hypocnmpm and fimbrim, and the

fasciola 2^x16. fimbria are hidden by the projecting postgeniculatum.

Most of the cephalic portion of the brain has been removed, but the

Portio depressa {Pt. d.) of the pneperforatus is seen, with part of the Pt.

promiiiens {Pt. p.). The removal of most of the chiasma {ch.) exposes the

form and extent of the Recessus opticus (B. op.).

The pons has been transected obliquely, and its caudal portion I'emoved

together with the rest of the epen. and the metencephalon.

The left Grus {Or. cb.) is seen in its whole length, excepting a small

part concealed by the slightly pi'ojecting cephalic border of the pons.

The well-marked cimbia {cmb.) may perhaps be regarded as the boundary

between the diencephalic portion of the cms {Pt. dien.) and the mesen-

cephalic portion {Pt. msen.), which more directly supports the optici and

postoptici; in man, this part seems to be almost wholly concealed by the

pons.

The right iV. ocnlornotorius {N. ocm.) is seen to emerge from the crus

just caudad of the mesal end of the cimbia, and just laterad of the Sulcus

intercruralis lateralis {SI. ic. I.). A marked longitudinal ridge of the crural

fibres separates from the 2J0stgeniculat)(.m {pgn.) the depressed area which,

from its forming approximately the fourth of a circle, I have called the

quadrans {q.).

The albicantia {abn)_ave more closely united than in man, but they are

large, white, and perfectly distinguishable. The shallow farrow between

them, together with the u-shaped furrow which forms their cephalic

boundary, may be named Sulcus triradiatus {SI. trd.).

Tlie hypophysis has been removed so as to expose the Tuber cinereum

{T. cin.), and the thin raised margin of the Fm. infundibidi {Fin. inf.).

Just caudad of the albicantia, and partly overhung by them, is a email

triangular depressed space with distinct perforations ; this seems to be the

true jjostperforatus (pp/.).
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The entire Aj'ea Gvuralis may be more completely exposed by removing

the cerebellum and dorsiducting the medulla, as in prep. 435.

Fig. 12.—The dorsal aspect of the Metencephalon or Medulla, showing

the metatela or roof of the metacoelia. From prep. 397, adult 9) 464 and

491.

The metatela here shown is apparently independent of thepjay like the

diatela it seems to consist of more substantial tissue than simply endyma,

but I am not aware that its microscopic structure has been ascertained. I

am in doubt respecting the precise limits and attachments of the metatela,

and tlie form and location of the " foramen of Magendie. " Hence the

figure is vague and unsatisfactory upon these points.

Fig. 13.—Part of an oblique transection of the Prosencephalon and

Diencephalon to show the form and position of the crista. From prep, 441

.

Enlarged two diameters.

The brain was transected obliquely at an angle of about 45 degrees with

the general longitudinal axis. The plane of section passed from a point

nearly dorsad of the genu, through the aula, the medicornua and the albi-

cantia. The figure includes only a part of the caudal aspect of the slice.

The dorsal borders of the hemispheres are divaricated slightly, and the

callosum {cl.) is seen crossing the interval ; the slight notch on each side

just dorsad of the callosum is the F. eallosalis [F. el.).

The striata (s. s.) are seen in section just ventrad of the lateral expan-

sion of the callosum, while the lower part of the figure is occupied by the

thalami (th), united by the medicommissura {mcs.). Between each thala-

mus and the corresponding striatum is a groove, the Sulcus Umitans

(SI. U.).

The Golumn(e fornicis (Olm. f.) are divided nearly at a right angle with

their course, and at a point just dorsad of the crista (crs. /.), which is par-

ticularly well shown in this preparation. The open space between the

fornix and the thalami is the aula («.), and on each side are the portce (p.)

leading into the procmlim. All the plexuses have been removed.

PLATE IV.

Unlike those of Plate III, all of the figures upon this plate represent cut

surfaces, although some natural surfaces are shown also.

Fig. 14.— A. ventricaudal view of the fornix, with the adjacent parts.

From prep's. 507, 463 and 396 (adult (^). Enlarged two diameters.

The preparations were made while the brain was fresh, so as to permit

more flattening of the hemispheres, and consequent exposure of the fornix.

After the removal of the rhinen., meten., epen. and mesen., the thalami

and geniculata were excavated piecemeal, so as not to injure or displace

the fornix. The cut surface (s.) at each side of the fornix (/".) is the plane

of division of the dien. from the striatum.

The cephalic end of the prosen was then sliced down to the level of the

proecommissura (prcs.), which is seen to send a distinct fasciculus toward
the rhinen. on each side. Then the right hemisphere was sliced obliquely
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from near the meson dorso-laterad so as to cut the medicornu (mcu.) and

liyjjocampa {hmp.) at about the middle of their length. On the left side,

the L. temporalis was allowed to fall somewhat by its own weight so as to

expose the fornix more fully.

The velum and all the plexus were removed so as to display the peculiar

markings of the fornix and its mesal portion which is supposed to repre-

sent the lyra (ly.).

The porta, (p.) appear both shorter and narrower than they really are, on

account of the obliquity of their planes to the line of vision. The

V-shaped line called ripa (rp.) which connects the two portse, separates the

delta (dlt.) or entocoelian part of the fornix from the remaining surface,

which is wholly outside of the coelian cavity- The delta forms the roof of

the aula, the cephalic continuation of the diacoelia between the two portse,

and the ripa is the line of reflection of the endyma upon the two auU-

plexus ; the removal of these plexuses causes the rupture of the endyma

along the ripa.

At each side, the ripa curves dorsad somewhat sharply so as to reach the

dorsal end of the porta ; at this point, and dorso-caudad for the entire

length of the rima (r.), the endyma is simply reflected from the contiguous

surfaces of the fimbria {fmb. ) and the corresponding border of the striatum.

Hence the rima is virtually closed, and thus wholly distinct from the porta.

On the meson, between the portse, is seen the crista {crs. /.), which is

unusually rounded in this preparation. The carina, which sometimes

appears as a slight mesal ridge extending dorso-caudad from the crista,

does not appear in this preparation. The Mecessus aula {B. a. ) is the cleft

between the two Columnm fornicis {Glm. f.) whose cut ends are seen just

caudad of the pragcommissura. The shading on the caudal aspect of the

columnge indicates, but rather too distinctly, a slightly depressed area, of

which the dorsal part, close to the crista, sometimes presents the appear-

ance of a transverse band, for which I suggest the name Commissura for-

nicis {Os. f.).

After a prolonged examination of many preparations, I am unable to de-

fine accurately the limits of the fornix and the lyra (ly.). A comparison of

the accounts given in standard works with the appearances presented by

the limited materials at my disposal, leads me to doubt whether the rela-

tive extent of the two parts in the human brain is well determined.

Tliefasciola (fscl.) is thick, and no part of it presents the denticulations

from which its more ventral portion, in man, is called " fascia dentata.

"

The peculiar curve of the hypocampa, medicornu and fasciola is well in-

dicated by the fact that the F. hypocampce (F. hmp.), which corresponds

nearly with them in direction, is visible in this preparation only at its two

ends, near the splenium (sp.), and near the tip of the LI. hypocampce (LI.

hmp.). Between the fimbria and the fasciola is a depressed line which may

be called the Fissura fimbrim {F. fmb.).

Fig. 15.—The dorsal aspect of the proccelice, with their proplexus. From

prep. 465. Natural size.
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The especial object of this preparation is to show that, in the cat, no part

of the thalamus appears in the procodia. The cerebellum (cbl.) is shown

only in outline.

Both hemispheres were sliced from the dorsum to the level of the inter-

mediate part of the callosum {el. ) . This laid open both procoelise in some

degree. The central part of each procoelia is sometimes called csUa media

(eel. 771.). The right medicornu was then opened to the tip which, how-

ever, cannot be seen from the dorsal side

.

The floor of the procoelia is seen to be foniied by the striatum (s.), the

fornix (f.), and the hypoeampa (hmp.). The proplexus have been turned

in opposite directions for the sake of showing the absence of any interval

between the fornix and hypoeampa—or the fimbria which forms the border

of the latter—and the striatum, such as would permit the appearance of the

thalamus in the proccBlia. Whatever may be the case in man, neither in

the cat nor in any other mammal examined by me, is there any separation

of the borders of the rima more than will permit the intrusion of the border

of the velum to form the proplexus

.

It is commonly stated in works upon human anatomy that the thalamus

appears in the " lateral ventricle," forming part of its floor. It is possible

that the narrowness of the human fornix may permit this to occur ; but

the part of the thalamus so appearing must be covered by endyma, and

should be so described in contradistinction to the larger portion of its

dorsal aspect, which is certainly ectocoelian. However this maybe in man,

it is not the case in any other mammal examined by me, and the explicit

statement in both the French and the English editions of Chauveau's

"Anatomy of domesticated animals," that the thalami appear in the

lateral ventricles in the horse, ox, pig and dog, and, by implication, all

other members of their several groups, should not be accepted without

definite descriptions and figures.

Fig. 16.—From preps. 435 and 493. Enlarged two diameters.

This figure shows the continuity of the procmlia laith the rhinocodia, and

its communication through the porta with the aula and diaccelia.

The right half of the brain was transected through the caudal part of the

medicommissura (mcs.). A slice was then cut from the mesal aspect so as

to include the genu. This exposed the prcecornu {prcu. ) with the mesal

aspect of the striatum (s.), the rhinocoelia (rhc), and the relative extent of

the pes (ps.), and the pero (po.) of the Lobus olfactorius. A bristle was
then passed through the porta from the preecornu into the aula {a. ) . Just

ventrad of the bristle are the pnecommissura (prcs.), and the terma (t.).

The latter is traced distinctly to the chiasma (ch.), so that the cephalic

wall of the ccelian cavity is complete. The deeper shadow just dorsad of

the chiasma indicates the position of the Becessus opticus (B. op.).

Just dorsad of the bristle, the crista (Grs. f.) is seen divided upon the

meson, and continuous with the Columna fornicis (Clm.f). The indenta-

tion between the crista and the prsecommissura corresponds with the Be-

cessus aulce {B. a.). The triangular ^rea septalis {Ar. spt.) between the
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fornix and the callosum, is the mesal surface of the right half of the

Septum lucidum (Spt. lu.) and is in contact with its jjlatetrope or lateral

homologue in the undissected brain. The thickness of the lateral laminae

constituting the septum render the adjective lucidum wholly inapplicable.

Fig. 17.—The moeal aspect of the right hemisphere, with the Lobus

olfactorius. From prep's 296 and 401.

The caudal divisions of a half-brain.were removed, and the thalamus

carefully excavated so as to leave undisturbed the fornix (f.) and the

fimbria (fmb.). In this respect, this figure may be compared with the

'left half of fig. 14.

The special object of this figure is to show the F. hypocampci>> {¥. hmp.),

in its whole length at once. So great is tlie curvature of the parts that

this is possible only in a single position of the preparation in which the

meson is foreshortened. In general, this figure may be compared with

those given by Flower (13) of the rabbit and sheep.

The dorsal end of the F. JiypocampcR is seen to turn sharply around the

splenium (sp.), so as to become continuous with the F. callosalis (F. cl.).

Tlie fasdola (fscL), is wide, and devoid of denticulations, but is crossed

obliquely by a shallow furrow. In this position of the preparation, the

F. fimbrim {F. fmh.), appears to be continuous with a short line passing

cephalad to a point ventrad of the callosum ; in reality, however, this latter

line is only one of the markings of the ventral surface of the fornix, and

the F. fimbrim, like the F. callosalis, turns sharply dorso-caudad to termi-

nate just cephalad of the splenium.

Fig. 18.—The right procoilia seen from the right or ectal side. From
prep. 495.

The right half of the brain was removed in successive slices until what

remained was about 3 mm. thick. The remainder of the striatum was

then everted from the proecornu (prcu.). The proplexus (prpx) is slightly

displaced, butthe^or^a is hidden hj the portiplexus (ppx.). The medi-

cornu (mcu.), and the hypocampa {hmp.), are shown in section, and the

other parts will be readily recognized. The relative heights of the

opticus (op.), and the postotpicus {pop.) at a little distance from the

meson are well displayed. The short curved line at the cephalo-ventral

end of the procoelia represents the beginning of the passage to the rhino-

ccelia.

Fig. 19.—The left prcBcor?iu and po7'ta exposed from the left or ectal

side. From prep. 495.

This figure represents the other side of the same brain as that from

which Fig. 19 was drawn. The preparation was made in the same

way, but in addition the proplexus and portiplexus were carefully snipped

oflf so as to expose the porta.

The 2^orta (p.) is seen to open between the Golumnm fornicis (Clm.f.) and

the cephalic end of the thalamus (th.). The orifice would appear larger if

the preparation had been so placed as to leave its plane parallel with the

picture-plane.
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The membranes could not be shown well on so small a scale. In this

and in the previous figure the fornix is seen to be continuous with the

Septum lucidum (8pt. lu.) which forms pai't of the mesal wall of the prce-

cornu.

Fig. 20.—Transection of the fornix with the crista. From prep. 508.

The object of this figure is to show the decided elevation formed by the

Crista {Grs. /.). Only enough of the rest of the section is included to

locate the crista.
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